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THE 1978 ECONOMIC REPORT OF THE PRESIDENT

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 22, 1978

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
JOINT EcONOMIc COxI~iTTEE,

Washington, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to recess, at 10:05 a.m., in room

1202, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Richard BoIling (chair-
man of the committee) presiding.

Present: Representatives Bolling, Reuss, and Long; and Senators
Bentsen and Javits.

Also present: John R. Stark, executive director; Louis C.
Krauthoff II, assistant director; Jack Albertine, Thomas F. Dern-
burg, Kent H. Hughes, and L. Douglas Lee, professional staff mem-
bers; Mark Borchelt. administrative assistant; and Charles H. Brad-
ford, George D. Krumbhaar, Jr., M. Catherine Miller, and Mark R.
Policinski, minority professional staff members.

OPENING STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE BOLLING, CHAIRMAN

Representative BOLLING. The committee will be in order.
For many years the external sector. attracted only the sporadic at-

tention of American policymakers. That period is behind us.
Exports have become such a substantial portion of GNP that in

1977 they exceeded the total value of private residential construc-
tion by almost 50 percent. The flow of repatriated profits and other
services provides an important counterweight to mounting trade
deficits. For many banks and industrial firms foreign operations have
become a major source of profits.

In 1977 strong gains in domestic production and employment were
not matched by the external sector. Net exports of goods and services
fell from a surplus of $7.8 billion in 1976 to a deficit of $9.1 billion
in 1977. A significant increase in surplus on services was more than
offset by a $2i.1 billion increase in the merchandise trade deficit.

In my own view, the sharp increase in the trade deficit reflects
domestic strength more than external weakness. The rise in the
deficit appears to be largely the result of slow growths abroad and
a growing American appetite for imported oil.

The sheer manoitude of the trade and current account deficits
have contributed heavily to the recent depreciation of the American
dollar. Although the dollar fell by about 5 percent in the trade-
weighted basis, the drop against the Japanese and selected European
currencies has been very sharp.

The lack of an urgently needed national energy policy and the
expectation that trade and current account deficits will continue for

(543)
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the foreseeable future have contributed to a continued instability in
foreign exchange markets. That instability can disrupt trade and
investment savings to the detriment of the United States and our
economic allies. The depreciating dollar and deficits have already
had an impact on domestic policy.

In mounting its defense of the dollar the Federal Reserve has
elected to raise the discount rate as well as the Federal funds rate.
I am frankly concerned that the resulting increase in short-term in-
terest rates could dampen the recovery and slow-needed capital in-
vestment.

The administration has proposed a budget deficit that, in part,
is designed to offset the drag created by the deficit in the U.S. cur-
rent account. As future current account deficits are matched by
tighter monetary policy, more and more reliance will have to be
placed on fiscal policy to achieve a high employment level of bal-
anced growth.

The recent instability in foreign exchange markets has also re-
newed interest in the overall health of the international financial
system. Large private banks have played a major role in redis-
tributing or recycling financial surpluses earned by the OPEC
cartel. Many of these banks are based in the United States. A num-
ber of my colleagues in the Congress have questioned the future
ability of the private banks to shoulder such a large share of the
recycling load.

In some cases there has been active concern that certain U.S.-based
banks may be overexposed to individual developing countries.

Before I welcome our witnesses, I would like to call on Senator
Javits.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR JAVITS

Senator JAVITS. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, we have a very interesting panel of witnesses, and

I do not wish in any way to delay their testimony except to state
'that I consider that we are on the threshold of very earth-shaking
events in this field: that is, the United States as it relates to and is
related to the world economy. I have to go elsewhere, because I have
'four comn'iittees meeting this morning, one of which I am ranking
member; I am due there now.

I would like to say, Mr. Chairman, that I sought to do something
which we don't often have an opportunity to do as members of the
legislature. I have given a thoughtful in-depth presentation of my
own views on the economy on the problems which we are facing.
This speech, unfortunately a rather long presentation, is in the Con-
kressional Record of February 8. 1 wish I were gifted enough to
make, it shorter.

'I notice that Mr. Malmgren has done me the great honor of hav-
ing reviewed it and commented upon it in his prepared statement.
I hope very much that; I could invite the other witnesses, if' they have
not'already had a look at it, to review it. If they don't find it worth
their time, forget it. If they do find it worth their time, I would
greatly appreciate whatever comment they might be willing to
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make--hostile or friendly or whatever-it doesn't matter at all. We
are all seeking information.

Then I would ask unanimous consent that the comments, if any, of
any of the witnesses, including Walter Wriston, may be made a
part of the record.

Representative BOLLING. Without objection, so ordered.
Before we proceed, I might say I have read my colleague's presen-

tation, which is an indepth objective effort to arrive at the truth. As
Senator Javits says, I think, in his speech, he is in a unique posi-
tion to render that kind of service to the country because he has
had a long career for a long time here and he now seems to think
he is not above the battle, but in a position more than ever to be in
the battle.

To discuss all these particular issues as well as the broad implica-
tions of the external sector of the U.S. economy we have assembled
an exceptionally able panel. I am pleased to welcome Mr. Robert
Solomon of the Brookings Institution, Mr. Harald Malmgren of
Malmgren, Inc., and Professor Franco Modigliani of the Massachu-
setts Institute of Technology. At 11 o'clock Mr. Walter Wriston,
chairman of the Citicorp, will join us.

If you prefer to give us a brief summary of your testimony, the
entire text of your prepared statements will be included in the
record.

MIr. Solomon, will you lead off for us?

STATEMENT OF ROBERT SOLOMON,' SENIOR FELLOW, THE
BROOKINGS INSTITUTION, WASHINGTON, D.C.

Mr. SoLoMoN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. It is a pleasure to be
here. I should say that as I listened, to your opening statement, I
think you have scooped me. I am not sure I have terribly much to
say that you have not already covered in your statement and covered
very well.

Mv statement is quite brief and I will just go through it quickly.
I will address myself to the external position of the United States
and to the policy questions that that position raises.

The marked increase in the U.S. trade deficit to which you have
called attention-from $9.3 billion in 1976 to $31.4 billion in 1977-
has been a subject of considerable concern, controversy and confu-
sion. Actually the current account provides a better measure of the
U.S. balance on current transactions. This balance moved from a
small deficit of just over $1 billion in 1976 to an estimated $18 billion
in 1977.

In appraising the U:S. external position it has to be remembered
that at present oil prices the normal position for an oil-importing
country is a deficit on current account. As long as the OPEC group
of nations has a surplus on current transactions, it is inevitable that
the rest of the .world will have a deficit of equal size.

Representative BoLmINa. Let's pause for a moment and see if we
can't stop this noise interference.

'The views expressed in this statement are the sole responsibility of the author and
do not pu'rport to represent those of the Brookings Institution, its officers, trustees, or
other staff members.
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[A brief recess was taken.]
Representative BOLLING. Well, let's try it. The noise outside is part

of the new construction.
Mr. SoiroI oN. I was saying, Mr. Chairman, that the normal posi-

tion for an oil-importing country under current conditions is a deficit
on current account. It is worth noting that, in the first 3 years after
the large rise in oil prices OPEC put through, the U.S. current ac-
count was in surplus even though the OPEC nations had a surplus
averaging almost $50 billion per year. Thus for the first 3 years fol-
lowing the OPEC price rise the United States did not carry any
of the deficit that corresponds to the OPEC surplus.

All that changed in 1977. One of the reasons it changed is that
our oil imports increased by about $10 billion. The other major rea-
son is that our nonoil imports increased much faster than our ex-
ports. This happened because the United States enjoyed a healthy
rate of expansion in 1977-about 5 percent in real terms-while
other industrial countries, our major trade partners, were either
stagnant or contracting.

It is not widely realized just how stagnant the economies of
Europe and Japan were in 1977. The newspapers mainly report the
change in real GNP from 1976 to 1977 and they tell us that instead
of 5 percent, Germany grew by 2.5 percent. These year-over-year
statistics are more a measure of what happened in 19 76 than of what
happened in 1977.

If an adolescent boy grows 6 inches, from 6 foot to 6 foot 6 inches,
during his 15th year and then grows no further. it may be, said that
his average height was 3 inches more in his 16th year than in his
15th year, even though he did not grow at all in his 16th year.

Similarly, Germany's real gross national product rose in 1976
and then leveled ofF. From the fourth quarter of 1976 through the
third quarter of 1977. from the latest data available, the real gross
national product in Germany increased at an annual rate of less
than 1 percent. Other European economies were also sluggish in
the course of 1977. For the OECD countries of Europe, taken to-
gether, industrial production in the third quarter of 1977 was lower,
on a seasonally adjusted basis, than in the fourth quarter of 1976.
Production actually fell in the spring and summer of last year.

In the case of Japan, the statistics are confusing. Real gross na-
tional product shows an increase of 5.7 percent. annual rate, in the
first three quarters of 1977, but industrial production rose less than
1 percent.

I cite all this detail because these facts are so little. known. The
rest of the industrial world was in a near recession in 1977. It is
not surprising, therefore, that U.S. exports increased so little.

It is also not surprising that sizable movements of exchange rates
occurred in 1977. The growing current account deficit of the United
States had its reflection in a growing surplus in Japan. Britain. and
Italy, and a substantial continuing surplus in Germany and Switzer-
land. The increasing external deficit in the United States generated
expectations that the dollar exchange rate would decline. particularly
against the currencies of the countries with sizable surpluses. These
expectations became self-fulfilling.
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While the U.S. current account deficit increased during 1977,
interest rates in the United States were rising relative to those in
Europe and Japan. At the present time the rate on day-to-day
money is about 3 percent higher here in this country than in Ger-
many. On 3-month financial instruments the interest rate differen-
tial is even larger.

Ordinarily one would have expected that the higher interest rates
here would have attracted capital from abroad, thereby financing
the current account deficit without much movement of exchange
rates. That this did not happen can only be explained on the grounds
that expectations of further exchange rate movements outweighed
the pull of higher interest rates in influencing the flow of private
capital.

As a result, the trade-weighted value of the dollar has fallen about
5 percent, or perhaps a little more by now, during the past year
against the currencies of other industrial countries. Although the
yen has moved up more than 20 percent and the deutschemark more
than 10 percent against the dollar, the Canadian dollar and other
currencies have depreciated.

Thus a major part of the explanation for the so-called decline of
the dollar lies in the poor economic performance of other industrial
countries, most notably Japan and Germany. Domestic demand in
those countries failed to expand adequately. When the question is
asked, how much further will the dollar depreciate, it is not pos-
sible to give an unconditional answer. It depends on what happens
to the economies of Japan, Germany, and the other industrial coun-
tries.

As is well known, Japan has announced a program of domestic
stimulation designed to bring about a 7 percent growth rate in the
year ahead. There are faint signs that economic activity in Germany
may have picked up in the fourth quarter of last year. Time will
tell.

Meanwhile, what can the United States be expected to do? It is
hard to believe that anyone would suggest that we slow our economic
expansion in order to stabilize exchange rates. That would aggravate
the stagnation in Europe and Japan and make everyone worse off.

Intervention in foreign exchange markets by the Federal Reserve
and the Treasurv is at best a limited approach. We should have
learned in the 196 O's and early 1970's that when fundamental forces
are at work, attempts by monetary authorities to hold exchange rates
are bound to be unsuccessful. In any event, massive intervention in
rleutschemarks by the United States affects monetary conditions in
Germany and would probably be objected to by the German authori-
ties themselves.

The fact is that the only concrete action the United States can
take is to enact an effective energv program. While even this would
not have an early impact on the balance of payments, it would im-
prove the lon f-ruin outlook and thereby affect short-run expectations.

But the main point. Mr. Chairman, is that despite the charges of
beni-m or malign neglect from across the Atlantic Ocean, it is onlv
thn TTnite(l States among the industrial countries that has maintained
a healthy rate of economic expansion in my view. The neglect is to
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be found in the misdirected economic policies of the other industrial
countries. There is some reason to hope that the economic perform-
ance of these countries will improve this year.

Thank you.
Representative BOLLING. Thank you very much.
Mr. Malmgren, would you proceed.

STATEMENT OF HARALD B. MALMGREN, PRESIDENT, MALMGREN,
INC., AND COEDITOR, THE WORLD ECONOMY

AMr. MALMGREN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
As Senator Javits remarked, I referred to his statement on the

floor of the Senate of February 8. Over the years, and through four
administrations, I have learned to read what Senator Javits had to
say, regardless of who was in power, because he is one of the most
insightful and far-seeing Americans who comment on the interna-
tional economic scene.

In this particular regard, Senator Javits made a number of state-
ments in recent months about the dangers of the international
economy. He has been said to be too pessimistic by some people. His
most recent statement I read with great care, and I find myself in
near full agreement with what lie has said about the forces of eco-
nomic change, and in particular that we are now facing a potential
crisis in the international economic area.

The President presented his Economic Report to you recently. I
have made a number of comments on that report in my prepared
statement, especially about the need to coordinate policies interna-
tionally, emphasizing the danger that without that coordination
there would be great difficulty in the months ahead. Prime Minister
Callaghan only a few days ago made a similar statement, to those
of Senator Javits and the President, giving some more particulars
about what should be done at the forthcoming summit. Prime
Minister Fukuda has also been talking about the need for greater
coordination.

I think Chancellor Schmidt in this connection has been doing
two things: Calling for greater harmony of policy; and, second, less
criticism from the United States. But it is Senator Javits' state-
ment that really gives some meat to the bones, as opposed to most
of these other rather general and political statements.

Senator Javits does call for a significant amount of summitry and
coordination, with which I agree. But why is it important?

We have, over the years, become accustomed to political rhetoric,
from as far back as we can all remember, that the world is inter-
dependent and we should somehow get together, work together, and
not to fight. It sounds good to the public, and it makes one feel com-
fortable.

In the 1970's that rhetoric has become reality. That is to say, the
U.S. economy and the economies of other countries have become
much more intertwined for a variety of reasons. It is very easy to
give a lot of statistics on the interaction, but for example when peo-
ple talk about the trade of the United States, there is a tendency
to look at trade in relation to GNP and say, for example, that U.S.
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exports ranged from 3 to 4 percent .of GNP for 100 years and then
in the 1970's suddenly. that ratio doubled or more than doubled. So,,
it is said we have a bigger impact.

That figure to me is not so revealing. There are much more funda-
mental figures which I have put in my prepared statement, relating
exports to our American production of goods. That is, if we take
out services from the economy, and talk about farm and industrial
production, then our exports amount to nearly one-quarter of our
total production and our imports are one-fifth to one-quarter.

So you are talking really about one out of four jobs. That is a
larger ratio than most people use. This is not fully understood in
the public. The domestic impact does come out when there is a shift
in world market for grain, for example. In the chairman's state
a shift in the world market, with development of world surplus
we find grain farmers are up in arms, asking what did they do in
Washington? Half of the U.S. grain production goes into world
markets. Thus if the grain market of the world falls, the U.S. market
suffers.

There is no separation of domestic and foreign any longer. There
is one market. This is increasingly true in the industrial market as
well. '[t is just not in the farm area of trade. Companies throughout
the United States, if their equity is undervalued, are finding they
are ripe for takeovers not only by other American companies, but
by foreign companies. The depressed equity market is in good part
due to hesitancy on the part of the international market to invest
in the U.S.-to underpin the stock position at this time.

In my view the way the typical policymaker has tended to respond
to the growing interdependence is resort to old themes and old
theories and a lot of simplistic economics. In particular, there is a
tendencv to do something which fits political reality quite nicely,
and that is to practice what I call the "politics of blame." It is not
"my" fault, it is "their" fault. It is very good to do this, especially
when it comes to foreigners, who don't. vote.

If we can say the Germans or Japanese are failing, we can. be
less critical of ourselves. The "politics of blame" tended to generate
the so-called "locomotive theory." Here I disagree with Mr. Solo-
mon's analysis in some part, because I think we have gotten so pre-
occupied with blaming someone else that we have forgotten to look
at the problem.

This reminds me of Mr. Monnet's frequent advice in the last couple
of decades, that, what we ought to do is get everybody on the same.
side of the table and put the problem on the other side.

Now what is happening is there is a tendency in the' United.
States at this time not only to praetice this politics of blame, but to
perceive the world economy as near an economic turnaround. Every
month you hear something good said officially about the next month,
quarter or half-year. In reality, we have been in a weak recovery
ever since the recovery started, both domestically and internationally.

The evidence is quite clear that this recovery is much weaker than
it should have been compared to previous recoveries, and particular-
ly that investment has been very, very weak. This means no one is
taking the long-term view. Everybody is looking short term, with
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no willingness to commit to long-term change. That unwillingness
to commit is a political matter, that is not just economics. We have
a state of no confidence. It is a widespread mood of the public, to
think short term.

Now, the U.S. official analysis tends to be that there is a lot of
idle capacity around; if we only stimulate demand somehow, every-
thing will come out fine. Capacity will be used up, businessmen will
invest, and everything will take off in a nifty way.

It is my view that the capacity figures are completely misleading,
not only in the United States, but in all industrialized economies.
There are a lot of reasons for that I won't go into. I am sure you
have heard arguments before this dealing with the capacity figures.
But in any event, I don't think any of the businessmen I talk to are
much concerned about near-term capacity figures. They are much
more preoccupied with the stability of the long-term picture and
whether or not they should invest long term, in light of future
uncertainties.

The locomotive theory only works if you believe that stimulation
of effective demand. particularly consumption, will fill up the ca-
pacity situation, and then that will lead to investment. If you are
concerned more directly about the investment picture, you have to
go more deeply into the problem than just proposing stimulating
demand, because that is a structural question at this time.

There is also a tendency to rely on exchange rate policy, basically,
in almost an emotional way. There are some people I talk to who
say, "Well, the Germans and Japanese and a few others don't do
what they ought to do, so they can suffer the consequncs in form of
appreciation of their currencies." But the consequences of that are
not what we really want in some cases.

W17hat we are finding is that very rapid rise of a currency slows
down the growth of that nation's economy, which is the opposite of
what our objective is. And in the near-term it also tends to enhance
the trade surplus, which of course is also not our objective.

But I am not so much worried about the so-called trade surplus
problem, as I am about the fact that too rapid currency apprecia-
tion is slowing the rate of growth in Germany and Japan, which is
not what we want at this time.

Now this overrapid appreciation of the yen and D-mark is what
we offer as an alternative to the failure on their part to be good
locomotives. As I have said, this is basically a way of saying it is
not my problem, it is their problem.

Now, the Germans don't agree with the analysis. They don't say,
"I am sorry, I can't do it politically." They are saying, "I don't agree
with your analysis at all." They are saying basically that they have
to stabilize wages and cut production costs in order to position them-
selves for rapid growth a year or two from now. To me that is an
inefficient approach to restructuring, but it is one way.

A better way should be to stimulate capital formation very vigor-
ously. but that is politically difficult in any country, because it is
verv hard to find anybody in favor of improving profits through tax
action at a time of unemployment and worker hardships.

Now there is a real question in my mind as to who is right, as
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between the United States and the Germans, but it doesn't really
matter. What we find ourselves doing is arguing about behavior in-
stead of arguing about the problem.

In my prepared statement I have walked through some aspects of
the problem. In particular I comment on the role of oil, and in turn
on the recycling problem. I point out that very little attention has
been paid to the fundamental issue of how borrowed money is being
used, and the impact of that borrowed money on exports of the
United States and other industrialized nations.

I am saying that it is not a very well-known fact that U.S. ex-
ports to the nonoil LDC's have grown to the point that they account
for one-fifth to one-quarter of our total exports. In other words, our
exports to the nonoil LDC's are bigger than our exports to Canada
or any other single country.

These nonoil LDC's are the heavy borrowers, and they borrow to
buy. We forget about that aspect of the borrowing problem. If we
advise these countries to belt-tighten without thinking about the
consequences to us, what we are saying is "Borrow less, import less
and sell more," which sounds pretty good to a banker. But what that
really means is buy less of our goods. and sell more to us of labor-
intensive products, of a type that are already creating some prob-
lems in our economy.

So in a sense there is a very tight interrelationship between our in-
ternational financial advice, and the trade problem in oiur domestic
economic adjustment. Very few people think about that interaction.

I am not saying there should be no belt-tightening. I am saying
you can't give that advice to other nations and then wave off the
consequences, because the consequences are basic to the industrial
production of the United States.

The U.S. trade deficit, I tend to think, is not such a big problem,
and I explain why in my prepared statement. I don't think it is
necessarily a long-term problem. It depends on the agricultural out-
look, and on investment. I think the investment picture is the key
to everything and I repeatedly say this because in our exports of
manufactured goods half of those are in capital goods. If there is no
investment demand in the world economy, there can be no export
strength for our capital goods. If there is, then there will be export
strength.

We are not really being tested in any competitive way now. So I
am not concerned about fundamental competitiveness. I am more
concerned with the fact that we have a structural change going on
after the worst world recession in 40 years. People hesitate to de-
scribe the recession that way, but it is very clear from any of the
figures you want to look at that it was much worse than the public
pronouncements about it.

Now, this structural adjustment problem we face is basically re-
lated to a number of changes that are now historically inevitable.
The energy price adjustment caused us to face a problem of adjust-
ing to changes in relative prices between sectors, creating a need to
rearrange our industry and agricultural sectors, and sort out within
industries, as for example, in the steel industry, the high-cost en-
ergy using pl ants from the low-cost energy users.
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We niow also have to deal with continuous adjustments of ex-
-change rates. More important even than that is the fact that we
have now a dynamic change in comparative advantage taking place
around the world, which I tend to call "rolling adjustment." Not so
long ago, as you know, Congress wvas very concerned about imports
of textiles from Japan. The Japanese were very much fretting
over the U.S. policy toward them. Today Japan is very much wor-
ried about imports of textiles into Japan from Taiwan, Korea and
other developing countries. I think tomorrow you will find Taiwan,
Korea, Hong Kong and other groups of countries fretting about
imports to them from the lesser developed countries. In fact, I have
heard bankers in some of those places criticize the low-cost labor of
other countries and poor labor conditions.

This process is not something you can change. Moreover, the
pressure to service debt in the LDC's will enhance that difficulty,
because these countries that are in debt will have to export more to
service their debt, which means we are going to have more, not less,
international competition, and more, not less, import adjustment
problems.

I give a number of reasons why this leads to a need for very rapid
investment in our economy. I think that is the heart of the problem.
You can'!t adjust if you don't invest. There is no job creation if
there is no job creation. The public investment alternative is not
such a great possibility, given our budget limitations.

I go through some of the problems of capital investment and con-
elude that even the pending tax proposals of the administration are
not going to do very much in this area. In my view the economic
outlook is not good in the other OECD countries. It is not bad
here, but it is not good here either.

If you take the United States and put it in the international
context, then it is doubtful that the U.S. economic outlook will be
as good as it is said to be by the administration.

I think the forecasts of the Government, for 4.5 to 5 percent GNP
growth, are much more optimistic than private forecasts. I, myself.
tend to think even more pessimisticly than many private forecasts,
because of the depressing international effects on the U.S. economy.
But especially, I am pessimistic about the outlook for investment.

The tax proposals of the President are supposed to ease this stress
somewhat. I am very doubtful whether those tax proposals are bene-
ficial to business in a significant way.

Now, when you look at all of this together, basically what I would
say is if you don't have significant investment, you can't maintain
the old type of trade policy, which is fairly liberal, because if you
can't restructure the economy, then the only restructuring that will
be done is on the job front. And we either have job creation or job
displacement. Without rapid investment, the industries that are less
efficient will not be compensated for by growth in the more efficient
industries.

So in a basic sense, taking the long-term view, if you are a free
trader, you have to be for strong investment, especially now in light
of the major adjustment problems the United States faces. Moreover,
if you are really interested in he.ving a significant rate of growth in
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the United States, it seems to me you have to sort out the western
economic system as a whole, and get it stabilized.

In my view investors are not going to become very optimistic
about the long term unless the outlook is more stable, or more serene,
let's say. That would take quite a bit of concerting of policies among
the major countries; in other words, they have to be seen to be co-
operating instead of fighting. I think that is the key to international
investment at this time. That is where I come out with Senator
Javits' remarks.

Basically, without a concerting of policies and an end to the argu-
ments between capitals, 'the uncertainty in exchange and capital
markets will remain, and investors, when they invest, will invest
short-term to cut costs, and not long-term, and without that long-
term investment there can be no free trade.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Aalmgren follows :]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF HARALD B. MALMGREN

"The economic difficulties that we face in the United States also confront
most nations around the world. Our mutual problems are the legacy of the
trauma suffered by the world economy during the early 1970s.

"Abroad, as well as at home, concerns about the future have deterred busi-
ness investment in new plants and equipment. As a consequence, economic
growth has stagnated in many countries, and the rise in the capital stocks
needed to increase productivity, raise standards of living, and avoid future
inflationary bottlenecks is not occurring.

"The problems we face today are more complex and difficult than those of an
earlier era. We cannot concentrate just on inflation, or just on deficits in the
federal budget or our international payments. Nor can we, act in isolation from
other countries. We must deal with all of these problems simultaneously and on
a worldwide basis.

"The condition of the world economy requires above all that nations work to-
gether to develop mutually beneficial solutions to global problems. If we fail to
work together, we will lose the gains in living standards arising from the ex-
pansion of world commerce over the past three decades. If the world economy
becomes a collection of isolated and weak nations, we will all lose. (The Presi-
dent of the United States in his Economic Report, January 30, 1978.) "

This is the international framework of the President's assessment of our
economic condition.

In earlier years, such rhetoric was often used to fire the imagination of the
American people about the world outside. In the past, however, the underlying
interaction of the U.S. situation with the world's ups and downs was not so
fundamental as the rhetoric implied.

In the 1970's, the rhetoric and the reality have converged. The problems of
the U.S. economy and the problems of the world economy are now mutual. Uni-
lateral action can.no longer work very well, and international market develop-
ments have major domestic implications.

To the public, this became painfully apparent in the early 1970's with the
worldwide boom and its effects on food prices and commodity prices-and in the
form of dramatic or painful events like the Russian grain deals, imposition of
price controls, and sporadic export controls. Then came the oil embargo, long
gasoline lines, and the subsequent run-up in the price of all energy. The farmers
learned that foreign demand was a primary determinant of domestic prices.
Gradually, industries that had lived in comfort and isolation learned that
foreign competition, and even foreign takeovers, were part of the new reality.

In dealing with the new interdependence, our public rhetoric did not have to
change all that much. Our actual policies should have changed, but the reality
was that we tended to stay with the old ideas, institutions, and procedures that
we knew so well. The one-time release of the exchange rate system from the
fixed rates of the past was a shock, but corporations and banks soon adapted.
Indeed the commercial and financial world learned to cope and innovate far
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more readily than governments. Recycling became the province of banks andmultinational enterprises, and the scope of influence of financial managers grew
by leaps and bounds.

Government, for its part, has barely kept up. Whenever an international prob-lem occurs, there is a tendency to treat it as an aberration. If the problem in-volves other governments, a typical response is to blame other governments forfailing to do something, and not shouldering their fair share. The politics ofblame is of course the easiest way to deal with domestic as well as international
difficulties. Few high officials or politicians would ever say that they were them-
selves at fault. It is much easier to say the fault is the creation of someone
else, preferably a foreigner who doesn't vote locally. The so-called "locomotivetheory" of what is needed to get the world economy going is closely linked to thepolitics of blame. "West Germany and Japan are the problems: they should domore."

Since politicians and bureaucrats are increasingly expected to do something,
official intervention is another typical response to economic trouble. The wide-
spread and growing resort to trade restrictions and official subsidies and otheraids to industries and farmers are a major manifestation of this response. But
since this creates international conflict, governments simultaneously call forgreater international cooperation. That rounds out the politics nicely.

From the U.S. perspective, this tendency to practice the politics of blame, andto resort to short-term remedial actions can best be assessed in light of a view
that our economy and the world economy, are fundamentally sound and that
around the corner we shall find better times. Given a little time, and the tax
package, the U.S. economy will respond favorably. Given further exchange ratepressures, and a little arm-twisting, the external markets will be strong once
again.

TOO MUCH OPTIMISM AND OVERSIMPLFlIED ECONOMICS

In my view, there has been a tendency throughout the industrialized nations,
in recent years, to overestimate the forces of recovery, and underestimate thestructural difficulties in which we find ourselves.

There is a widespread view among economists and economic advisers thatalthough confidence has been shaken in recent years, all will be well if effective
demand is increased. It is said, in this school of thought, that present low levels
of capacity utilization throughout the OECD countries are deterring investment
and consequent job creation. Raise demand and capacity utilization will go up,
and investment will take place. This, of course, leads to the "locomotive" con-
cept: stimulate demand in the stronger economies and they can pull the weaker
to higher levels of capacity usage, after which the engine of worldwide invest-
ment growth will take over.

These economic advisers also believe that exchange rate adjustment helps
propel the world in the right direction. On the one hand, a falling dollar puts
great pressure on some nations to reflate, and on the other hand it eases thepressures of adjustment resulting from poor U.S. trade performance.

The reality, in my view, is so much more complex, involving both politics and
economics, that this oversimplified policy design is becoming dangerously mis-
leading. It certainly leaves financial markets confused.

There is a modest economic recovery in the U.S. The rest of the industrialized
world is in much worse shape. As the OECD Economic Outlook (of December,
1977) pointed out, industrial production in the OECD group has been stagnant,
or even declining in some cases, since April of last year. Unemployment isactually rising in a number of countries, especially in Europe. Consumer de-
mand is everywhere very wveak. Wages are rising faster than productivity in the
Western economies, to the point where little or no rebuilding of profit margins
is expected in 1978. Investment is generally in trouble.

Investment as a percentage of GNP has been moving down since 1973 for most
of the OECD countries. Larry Veit of Brown Brothers, Harriman recently noted
that between 1970 and 1975 profits as a share of GNP fell 4 to 5 percentage
points or more in most OECD countries, while unit labor costs rose faster than
selling prices in all major industrialized countries except Canada. The real
profit picture is of course much worse, because of inflation and other drag
effects.

The push theoretically generated by exchange rate movements is failing to
achieve its task. Economists wave this off as a short-term phenomenon, in the
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form of the so-called J-curve reaction. The reality is that overrapid apprecia-
tion of the yen and the D-mark have resulted in dampening profit margins and
investment, so that economic growth has been retarded. In other words, as ex-
port revenues increase, from rising export prices, fast appreciation has put the
brakes on domestic growth. This is the opposite of the proclaimed objective of
spurring growth.

If exchange rates always reflected current comparative advntage in the trade
account, the floating and volatile rates we see in world exchange markets would
be based on fundamental economic forces. But exchange rates also reflect, and
are often dominated by. both long-term and short-term capital or financial flows,
and by cross-market interaction, from commodities to gold to national cur-
rencies, and from one currency to another. Speculation is combined with the
search for safe havens in a stormy sea, with the result that the exchange mar-
kets have become highly disorderly. Particular national currencies are vulner-
able, as we have recently seen with the Swiss franc and the French franc, and
as we can expect in others, depending on any political or economic worry that
might arise. A hammering on otherwise sound national currencies, such as the
Canadian dollar, would not be surprising.

The West Germans have not said "We are sorry, but we have political diffi-
culty meeting the locomotive requirements." On the contrary, they have disputed
the locomotive theory as unsound. They do not agree that it is all a matter of
inadequate effective demand. On the contrary, they see slow growth as a means
of regrouping to fight the perceived number one enemy, inflation. The German
prescription is to stabilize wages, growth and cut production costs. It is a some-
what inefficient approach to the need for restructuring to meet today's needs. A
better way would be to stimulate capital formation, or private investment, which
raises production and capacity and improves productivity-while simultaneously
stimulating effective demand. But this is politically difficult in every country.
Who is in favor of improved profits, at a time of unemployment and worker
hardship? But the most ineffloient way out of the present situation would be
solely to stimulate consumption, or to stimulate public expenditures and per-
sonal spending. A rise in public spending creates financing problems which can
weaken further the private investment picture, while a rise in consumer spend-
ing 'by itself tends to be Inflationary, particularly if business investment is
unresponsive.

So there is a real question of who is right. The basic economics is itself not
so clear, in a world of continuously changing exchange rates. More fundamen-
tally, the structural change all nations now face may require sectoral policies, and
not just sweeping macroeconomic reflation.

It is also not possible to sweep aside the preoccupations of individual groups
of workers at a time of high, and in many cases, rising unemployment. National
economic policies will necessarily reflect sectoral pressures-and in the absence
of vigorous growth, more and more government intervention and guidance is
politically likely. It is not a matter of economic logic, or of just riding out job dis-
ruption "frictions." Without new capital formation, labor adjustment problems
will grow-they will turn out to be structural, not "frictional." Protectionism
will follow. The politics of blame will not prevent spreading protectionism. On
the contrary, it will be enhanced by the mood of blaming others for weakness
at home.

What about the specific problems?

OIL, DEBT, AND TRADE

Enormous attention is paid in the Economic Report to the role of oil in the
U.S. current account. The Germans and Japanese have lately also been
counterattacking U.S. rhetoric with criticisms of U.S. profligacy in import-
ing oil. The Administration itself continues to stress the role of oil in the deficit.
But oil revenues of OPEC countries have resulted in a growth of U.S. exports to
OPEC nations from about $3.5 billion in 1973 to almost $15.0 billion in 1977.
Military sales and services to this group have also grown. As Professor Ben-
jamin J. Cohen said to the International Economic Subcommittee of this Com-
inittee (on October 11, 1977), foreign affiliates of U.S. firms participated in addi-
tional sales to OPEC-improving their remittance picture in relation to the
U.S. U.S. exports to a number of non-OPEC nations were up because of these
nations' exports to OPEC.

30-496-78 2
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And a major factor has been the financial recycling effect: U.S. bank earningshave been in many cases insulated from domestic economic sluggishness, andhave even been boosted, by the combination of access to OPEC surpluses and oflending to non-OPEC developing countries and other heavy borrowers. These
countries in turn increased their imports with the use of the borrowed funds-so much so, that U.S. exports to non-oil LDC's provided the only strong sectorfor IJ.S. exports in the 1975 economic trough.

The financial side of the recycling and debt situation has been studied anddiscussed in depth in the last year or two. Various committees of Congress havecarried on inquiries about such issues as overexposure of commercial banks andnational risk. Very little attention has been paid to the more fundamental issueof how borrowed money is being used, and its impact on exports of the U.S. andother industrialized nations.
It is not a very well known fact that U.S. exports to the non-oil-producing

developing countries have grown to the point that they account for one-fifth toone-fourth of total U.S. exports. (For Japan, the figure is closer to one third.)For the U.S., then, this grouping of countries has become larger than Canada orthe European nations or Japan. Their demand, moreover, will necessarily grow,as the GNP growth of the developing nations continues to exceed the GNPgrowth of the OECD nations.
Thus, if we advise these countries to belt-tighten, and borrow less, they mustimport less and try to export more. The prescribed cutbacks of imports are cut-backs of our exports to them. The prescribed acceleration of their exports areour imports of labor-intensive products-which intensifies our problems of ad-justment to a changing world economy. These effects are much too important toleave in the hands of financial specialists who have little or no knowledge oftrade, and the politics of trade and domestic growth policies in the industrialized

countries.
A rather delicate balance is essential between belt-tightening advice, aid pol-ioy, and trade policy of the U.S. and other industrialized economies.
More sophisticated assessments of country risk are needed, which take intoaccount the commercial interaction of borrowing nations with lending nations.

My own group is now studying the country risk question from this more funda-
mental standpoint, with emphasis on the external environment for the heavyborrowers, as well as their political and institutional capacity to adapt to chang-
ing global pressures.

I do not sense a full appreciation of these issues in the management of ourforeign economic policy. Rather, the bank regulation issues seem to be lodged in
one place, the debt issues in another, and the trade question dispersed elsewhere.

TILE TRADE DEFICIT

The U.S. trade picture is weak, but what are the weaknesses? The oil import
situation is one element, but that is a complex matter in terms of its true effect,
as noted above. High oil prices do alter the relative competitive positions ofindividual industries, and do generate inflationary pressures. High energy prices
have brought about an urgent need for major restructuring of the economy,
which in turn requires high investment. Since we are not investing at the neces-
sary rate, the result is adjustment elsewhere, especially in the labor part of oureconomy. This leads to further government intervention, and some protection-
ism. The same is true in many economies. All of this is harmful to competitive-
ness and competitive adjustment. But oil by itself is not the whole story.

U.S. exports have been hurt by good harvests in many countries, as well asin the U.S., so that the surge in exports we relied on in the early 1970's in asuppliers' market has been replaced by surpluses in a buyers' market. The im-
pact has been felt by U.S. farmers in a most disruptive way, since one-half ofall grains production has lately been destined for foreign markets. The goodharvests around the world were no more predictable than the economic demand
surge and shortages of 1971-72. If agricultural sales are to operate on a free-market basis, such roller-coaster farm economics must 'be taken as a way oflife. On the other hand, if a domestic floor is to be maintained for farmers' in-comes, then stockpiling and trade policy must be an integral part of domesticfarm policy. Whatever the course, U.S. competitiveness is not in question. The
U.S. remains the world's most efficient producer of wheat, feedgrains, and soy-beans, and therefore the U.S. will remain the ultimate food supplier. On the im-
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port side, foodstuffs have jumped-but must of this has been a roller-coaster
situation in coffee and cocoa, again not related to U.S. competitiveness.

U.S. exports of manufactures have also done less well than expected, but this
is a result of sagging world demand resulting from the continued recession in
most Western economies. About half of U.S. exports of manufactures are capital
goods, the demand for which is weak throughout the world-because of slug-
gishness of investment. U.S. competitiveness again is not really being tested.

The U.S. trade picture in the near term doesn't worry me so much, at this
juncture in history. (Although I do think that the Administration's push to
eliminate DISC and tax deferral could not come at a worse time-and must be
considered ill-conceived in terms of its threat to current exports.) Rather, it is
the failure to recognize the underlying dangers of slow investment and growth,
that creates the real threat. We now face a period of major restructuring of the
world economy, with consequent effects on the U.S., but the Economic Report
really does not get into this.

STRUCTURAL CHANGE IN THE WORLD ECONOMY

We have just experienced the worst world recession in forty years. During
the recent period of shaky, exceptionally slow recovery, there has been in each
nation a not-surprising preoccupation with domestic employment, inflation, and
growth. But the problems are not soluble in a purely national manner.

As a couple of recent GATT reports suggest, we now face a quite considerable
problem of long-term structural adjustment. As a result of the shocking rise in
energy costs, we have a global problem of changes in relative prices within, and
between, national economies. This requires a major rearrangement of production
and investment priorities as well as consumption patterns. We also have to cope
with a continuous process of exchange rate realignment. In addition, and poten-
tially more significant in the long run, is the dynamic evolution of comparative
advantage around the world, particularly as between the industrialized and the
developing nations.

Comparative advantage cannot any longer be viewed as a slow-changing, but
essentially stable situation. Yesterday, Japan was fretting over U.S. textile im-
port restrictions which limited Japanese exports. Today, Japan is fretting over
"disruptive" imports of textiles from Taiwan, Korea, and other developing
countries. Tomorrow, the fast-growing LDC's will be trying to dampen adjust-
ment pressures in their economies arising from imports of the lesser-developed
economies. This process of rolling adjustment is invigorated by the propensity
of buyers and producers to seek ever-new sources of supply in any nation that
shows any proclivity towards industrialization. Moreover, the pressures to
service debts to the U.S. and other developed nations require accelerated export
drives on the part of the heavy borrowers.

At the same time, there has been a growing sense of unease about reliance on
external supplies, and the whimsy of many foreign governments. Resource de-
velopment at home, or in the essentially "safer" countries is viewed with even
greater preference. But this raises the investment costs, as less "efficient," pollu-
tion-conscious, high-labor cost sources are developed. Or else, there is a tendency
to give up growth, and try to hold steady.

THE CRITICAL ROLE OF INVESTMENT

A high level of investment activity is needed to cope with the need for re-
structuring national economies. Investment, however, has not in recent years
been strong in the U.S. or in the other industrialized nations. Various explana-
tions can be offered: (i) Uncertainty about future patterns of demand, as de-
mand. is redistributed following the shock adjustments of energy price changes.
(ii) Uncertainty about future monetary developments, especially inflation,
interest rates, and exchange rates. (iii) Decline of the share in profits in GNP
as wages and other factor methods have risen relatively more than productivity
and prices. (iv) Business accounting methods have automatically resulted in a
higher rate of taxation of real business income because of inflation. (v) Lead
times have lengthened for most major investment changes, especially those
where new plant and equipment are required to alter the structure of the econo-
my, for technological and institution reasons. These factors result in higher risk,
lower expected profit, and longer lead times, which in turn make present values
of new investment relatively unattractive.
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The effects on investment are difficult to assess, but they all suggest growingcapital needs:
1) There are cumulated problems of aged capacity, past short-falls, potentialbottlenecks, and structural imbalances.
2) The long-term period of declining real price of energy has been followed bya new long-term period o! rising energy prices relatively to other goods, whichcreates strong incentives for investment in energy alternatives and energy con-servation. (Such investments have not yet taken place.)
3) In connection with raw materials, political uncertainties in LDC's andcertain other nations have created an unfavorable climate for new investmentand have increased the incentives to depend more on domestic resources rela-tively to imports, including development of higher-cost domestic alternativesources, recycling, conservation, and substitutes. These factors suggest a highercapital-output ratio than in the past.
4) Environmental considerations will not only continue to raise capital costsper unit of output; they will intensify as any growth results in compression andintensification of the problems, especially in the industrialized LDC's.The Economic Report recognizes that U.S. business investment is inexplicablyweak, but then states that, "In large measure, the lag of business capital out-lays results from the depth of the last recession . . ." Low capacity utilizationis deemed to be "important." The hope, of course, is that the pending tax pro-posals will be adequate, on the business side, to change gloominess to high hopesand fast action. The tax proposals, in my view, do not improve the investmentpicture significantly, especially if account is taken of the proposed corporate tax"reforms" and the impact of social security requirements. In addition, theenergy program's reliance on taxes will probably further sap corporate profits(this is clearly anticipated in Treasury's revenue estimates of the I-louse ver-sion of the Administration energy package).
As regards the international outlook for investment, the Economic Reportstates that:
"The generally sluggish behavior of business fixed investment has been amajor factor keeping countries from achieving their goals . . . A number ofexplanations have been offered for the weakness of investment. No single ex-planation will sufflee for all countries. Nevertheless a substantial portion of thecurrent weakness of investment in every country is accounted for by the lowcurrent and prospective rates of capacity utilization and the effects of low levelsof output on profits. In addition, the persistence of inflation has undoubtedlyadded to concerns that recoveries may not be sustained . . . Considerable atten-tion has been focused, as well, on low after-tax returns on capital . . . there issubstantial evidence that over the past 15 to 20 years [profits and total returnson capital] have declined relative to GNP and relative to capital stocks in manycountries. Moreover, it appears-in contrast to the U.S. experience-that the fallin the return on capital has been too large and too prolonged to be entirely at-tributable to the recent recessions, at least in Germany, the United Kingdom,and Italy. (Council of Economic Advisors Report, p. 113)."
The Council of Economic Advisers believes that one way to call forth moreinvestment "is to raise expectations and reduce uncertainties concerning after-tax returns on capital." But the major remedy offered is just to get capacityutilization up.
The fact is, we have in the industrialized world a common disease, with os-tensibly different causes. Political uncertainties provide some source of varia-tion, of course, but the fact of a common sickness ought to send us back to anew analysis of whether we really do understand the causes.Looking to the future, there are some economists who seem puzzled whybusiness expectations do not improve when tax relief and stimulus packages areannounced-even long before programs are implemented. I think the answer isclear: the experience of recent years is that governments often falter on the wayto implementation of new programs. Intentions and actions are something differ-ent. Between the cup and the lip are many a slip. The private sector has cometo expect the worst, in this regard, in every nation. This is especially true inprograms aimed at helping business, because helping business does not appearto be good politics for anyone these days.
The crisis of confidence is therefore far from over. Investment is still in dan-ger. Without acceleration of investment, there will be little restructuring andjob creation, and little improvement in productivity. Without investment, labor
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will be under intense structural pressure from global economic change. Protec-
tionism can therefore be expected to grow as investment continues sluggish.

A trade policy without a basic investment policy is meaningless, and likely to
be eroded by political pressures.

Some reference is made, from time to time, to adjustment assistance programs.
The Economic Report gives this matter ten lines, or about one-fifth of one page,
out of 237 pages (not counting tables). Yet the long-promised reforms in this
program are now nowhere in sight.

THE ECONOMIC OUTLOOK

Basically, the OECD Economic Outlook December report has to be considered
as rather gloomy. But the figures are bad enough by themselves. The analysts
who put together the projections were clearly even more pessimistic, as they
noted in the report that "In the absence of new policy action . . . there could
be an important downside risk in the forecast."

Listening to, or reading about, the optimism of some cabinet members or
political leaders around the world, a false sense of well-being is generated for
the wider public. For example, I was startled, while in Japan a week ago, to
read in the newspapers there that Prime Minister Trudeau gave a forecast of 5.5
percent growth for Canada to the Federal-Provincial Conference. Private fore-
casts would be closer to 4.0 percent, and I wonder whether even that is achiev-
able, given the high reliance of Canada on exports to the U.S. and to the world.

And that is the point-leaders tend to look at national economies as if they
were isolated, when world forces are interactive and mutually depressing.

Stimulative policies are in most countries being discounted for the time being,
on the grounds that politics are unpredictable these days. Investment shows few
signs of strengthening in any nation.

Governments are more and more intervening to shore up troubled sectors. The
governments of the European Community are so heavily involved in steel and
shipbuilding that no one knows any longer where economic logic would lead, if
market forces did in fact play a role. The trend is towards more intervention,
not less. This means more competition among nations in terms of the strength
of their respective Treasuries. It means more conflicting and distortive and
mutually cancelling, wasteful policies. It especially means more uncertainty.

This in turn will lead to more and more cries of unfair competition and to
intensified use of trade restrictions and subsidies. The movement of exchange
rates intensifies this problem.

In other words, we are entering a period of haphazardly conceived interven-
tion, aimed at adjustment resistance rather than promotion of structural change.
Governments will wait in hope of revivals of capital formation, but so far with
little sign of response.

And what if capital formation suddenly sprang ahead, worldwide? Then the
flow of financial resources to governments now heavily in debt would become
constricted. Coordination of that shift would become especially important. But
that seems a remote problem.

Instead, the problems of structural change, political and exchange rate uncer-
tainty, and policy ambiguity seem to augur for a very weak international mar-
ket. The interaction of one economy on another seems tilted in a negative direc-
tion, taking into account the political tendency towards adjustment resistence.

Relying on exchange rate pressures to push along the recalcitrant members of
the Western Club is likely to intensify the present state of confusion. Develop-
ing at home, in each economy, separate and often conflicting policies of interven-
tion, can only compound the uncertainties.

Ad hoc, or patchwork remedies create an appearance of lack of foresight, or
crisis reaction as a way of life. Energy policy, investment policy, trade policy,
farm policy, and other seemingly unrelated matters are all interactive, not only
in terms of short-term allocations, but in terms of long-term productivity and
assurance of supply. In this connection, a Congressional tendency to worry about
enhancement of supply of oil and gas, as opposed to reliance on conservation
measures and reallocation of existing supplies, is a sound tendency. Political
instinct is often more reliable than prescriptions of economic theorists.

One attempt to put order into the international policy chaos is the negotiating
activity in the Multilateral Trade Negotiations in Geneva. Here, many countries
have recognized that they must somehow pull together, or they will pull apart.
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The outlook for success is not great, in the very unfavorable political and eco-nomic climate we now face. On the other hand, failure is considered too fearful
to be allowed to happen.

The problems in the world of trade are, however, no longer the simple ones oftariffs and quotas. The Geneva talks will likely result in tariff cuts of 35 to 40
percent from present levels. But the significance of that is not so great, sinceaverage tariff levels in the U.S. and the E.C. average only S or 9 percent. A cutby one-third to two-fifths, phased over eight to ten years, will mean a cut of
about 0.25 to 0.35 percent per year-hardly a threat to anyone near the average.

The tariffs are the easy part, in other words. The real issues are the roles ofgovernments in intervening and guiding and aiding in, or thwarting, the condi-
tions of world competition. Governments are now resisting any real change intheir policies, or any new strictures on their freedom of action. In those cases
where the objectives are converging somewhat, as in agricultural trade, there isfundamental confusion as to what to do. Should free trade be sought, or some
form of international coordination of policy, or some form of stabilization
agreement. to protect farmers from the vicissitudes of world economic forces?
What forms of stabilization, should be considered? No one has the answer, and
it is my feeling that even the U.S. and the EC have no clear idea of what theywant.

Does all of this concern with trade really matter? The answer must depend onthe scope of one's question. The Geneva talks by themselves are not so vital that
the world's attention is riveted on them. Yet they are vital to economic well-being of each nation, in rather pervasive ways.

For the U.S., I noted that half of domestic grains productions goes to world
markets. Farmers know this. What is less well recognized is the dependence of
total production on trade. If we compare exports and imports to GNP, the
figures today are double what they were in the hundred years up to 1970 (rising
from an average of 3 to 4 percent to a level of nearly 8 percent). But this
scarcely reveals the significance of trade to the U.S. economy. If we separate
out services and compare U.S. exports to U.S. production of goods, the ratio is
now about 23 percent, as contrasted with 11.5 percent in 1960, or 14.4 percent in
1970. If we compare U.S. imports in the same way, to U.S. production of goods,
the figure is now about 24 percent, as compared with 8.5 percent in 1960 and
13.5 percent in 1970.

We tend to think of Japan as trade-dependent, but Japan's comparable figures
were about 30 percent for exports and 34 percent for imports in 1974 (the latest
year for comparable figures). Canada, by way of comparison, has figures of 75
percent and 78 percent respectively.

Still, nearly one-quarter of U.S. production of goods is involved with exports
-and the imports role, including its effects on domestic prices, is rarely fully
understood, without looking at such numbers.

The importance of trade is easy to understate, especially as the focus of
great policymakers concentrates on simple indicators like exchange rates and
comparative interest rates. The financial questions are easier to comprehend
and easier to talk about--and regulation is more difficult as the liquidity offinancial flows runs around, and under, and over, and through intricate capital
control systems.

SUMMITRY AND ECONOMIC COOPERATION

The President has called for greater international cooperation. Other leaders
are doing the same. Prime Minister Callaghan warned on February 15 in Lon-
don that a rise in world unemployment, encouraging political extremism, was in-
evitable this year unless the industrialized countries cope with recession and
financial instability. Towards this end, he stated that there must be a new level
of international political and ~economic accord, recognizing that each nation
has its own interests, but-also -that there was need of insuring that policies were
in greater harmony.

A concerting of policies is the essential prerequisite to ending the market
pessimism and disorder we now are witnessing. This takes a common analysis,
and a common recognition that the politics of blame are no longer useful, or even
relevant.

Senator Javits of this Committee recently made on the Senate floor a major
assessment of Danger on the International Economic Front (February 8). He
has, over the years, been one of the most insightful and far-seeing members of
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the Congress, and his recent appraisal is, as usual, remarkably perceptive in my
judgment. He examines many of the interactions of trade, finance, investment,
and LDC change, and observed that there has been a signal failure to grasp the
significance of the period of economic history in which we are living.

His recent pronouncements have sometimes been classed as too pessimistic.
But I find myself in nearly full agreement with what he has to say in this state-
ment about the forces of economic change. Ultimately he too calls for greater
coordination in the West. In particular, he pointed out that "real structural ad-
justment cannot occur in the industrialized West on an individual country basis.
Rather, orderly structural changes must take place through a concerted effort
which will apportion the costs and benefits among the various countries." He
warned, in conclusion, that if we fail to act reasonably, we could have "a serious
economic crunch-recession or even depression-threatening in the 1979-SO
period."

I believe that is correct, although the beginning of a downturn could well
come later this year. Confidence is a vital part of where we go from here.

Here at home, a recent survey of the National Association of Accountants
showed that 71 percent of the chief financial officers of the nation's largest cor-
porations believe that lack of a long-term, credible, understandable economic
strategy is the principal cause of stagnant economic conditions-not inflation,
high energy costs, high interest rates, or a slumping stock market. The sample
was based on 450 chief financial officers.

This, together with a stock market tripping over itself on a downhill run,
should tell us something.

But a coherent policy in only one country won't be very viable. There has to
be some consistency internationally, so that uncertainty is reduced, and the
economy is once again aimed at long-term structural change, and less oriented
toward. short-term survival.

It is not enough to have summits of rhetoric. There must be common concepts,
common analyses, and efforts to concert policies. The past economic summits
have not in my judgment done much except create bureaucratic paperwork and
a few ephemeral headlines.

If the common disease of inadequate investment could be addressed, together
with the need for structural change, we could say the summit was dealing with
the fundamental problems. If the conclusion was that policies must be made
more steady, and uncertainty and volatility in international markets reduced,
then the climate for the rest of our economies would be greatly improved. If
mutual restraint was seen as more vital than runaway economic interventionism,
even more firmness to the outlook would be created. And if the policy-makers
commissioned a political management group to keep the Western system going
on a sound and steady track, then the results of a summit might even become
credible.

It is apparent that protectionism is groving and financial markets are grow-
ing disorderly. We are not yet in a great storm, but we soon will be, if we are
not steered clear. The Economic Report provides little to guide us, beyond the
%well-known, and I think, rather outmoded; policies of the past.

iRepresientative BOLLING. Thank you.
Professor Modigliani, you may proceed as you wish.

STATEMENT OF FRiANCO MODIGLIANI, PROFESSOR OF ECONOMICS
AND FINANCE, MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

Mr. MODIGLOANI. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am sorry that I have been unable to prepare a written statement.

I had very short notice. I was out of town at the time I was notified
and have not been able to do all the homework I wanted to. None-
theless I am glad to have an opportunity to review with you my
concerns, hoping that they may provide some help to you in your
legislative ftinctions.

In some sense one is struck by the fact that the views of this side
of the table and those views we have heard on that side of the table
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are very close and there is even some risk of perhaps being boring.
I have tried to avoid that risk by taking a somewhat broader viewof the problem, less concerned with immediate problems, a littlemore concerned with understanding what are U.S. interests in thearea of exchange rates and balance in current account.

From this point of view I have organized my remarks aroundfour questions:
First, Whlat does the level of the exchange rate and the movementof exchange rate mean to the U.S. economy? In other words, sup-posing that Congress could set freely the exchange rate, would itrather set it highl, low. in the middle, stable, moving, et cetera?Second, what actually does determine exchange rates, both what

we might call the equilibrium level and what we might call thecurrent market level, which presumably will tend to fluctuate around
the equilibrium level for various and sundry reasons including er-rors? In other words suppose the Congress leaves the market to doit, how does the market do it?

The next question in the light of the second is whether the current
dollar exchange rate is wrong, whether it is too high or too low.Then the fourth question is this: Suppose it is wrong, what canwe do about it?

There is, time permitting, a final appendix that says what should
and can the other countries do about it?

Well, this is my program and let me pick up the first question:
What does the level of the exchange rate and the related balance-of-
payment on current account mean for the country?

You are certainly familiar with the fact that there are two quiteopposite views on this subject. There is a traditional view which Ialways like to associate with the mercantilist and the French thatsays, "Set the exchange rate low. You want to undervalue yourcurrency because that makes your goods more competitive in theworld market, and in the domestic market; it makes good markets
for your product. It makes for jobs, it makes for profits for your
firms."

And it also makes for possibly an export surplus, which meansthat it enables you to invest abroad and that gives you control overand power in international affairs.
The other extreme view is set it high, because, if the exchangerate is high, that means that foreign goods are cheap, therefore the

inhabitants of the country enjoy a higher standard of living. True,you may be able to sell less abroad, but if you know how to manage
demand domestically, you can always create enough domestic de-mand to absorb any productive capacity, so there is nothing butadvantages and you should be quite indifferentito the fact you mayeven have a deficit so long as somebody will finance it. That is fine.You will still enjoy the more favorable terms of trade and so longas the capital is used for investment, it will produce an income with
which you can pay the interest and eventually the principal.

Furthermore, a declining exchange rate contributes to inflation,where there is a rising exchange rate-adjusted for relative inflationdomestically and abroad-makes a contribution to reduced inflation.
Now, I think in this country most economists-and I hope Con-
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gress-will take the view that in principle if it could, it would like
to set a high interest rate. We have no interest in a depreciated
exchange rate even though, as you know, the Europeans frequently
accuse us, in fact, of plotting ;to bring about an over-depreciated
exchange rate. We are told that the Americans talk the dollar down,
and similar views.

I think this is not a very valid view and it certainly is not in
our interests, and in particular at this time. I think a low and
falling exchange rate is a special nuisance at this junction, because
it does contribute to inflation at a time when I think inflation really
ought to be, in many ways, our major concern. And it ought to be
our major concern not only because inflation does have real conse-
quences in terms of redistributions of wealth, but much more be-
cause we are so decided that inflation is a bad thing that whenever
it is there, we take measures to kill inflation, and the only tools we
seem to use is tight money policy and unemployment, and that is a
very costly social cure. So anything which whips up inflation turns
out to cost billions and billions of dollars and millions of jobs quite
easily.

It is estimated that a 10-percent depreciation of the trade weighted
exchange rate, which is twice as much as we had in the last year,
might cause an additional inflation of something over 1 percent,
perhaps a little more or less, but of that order of magnitude. But,
of course, with today's behavior of wages that 1 percent tends to be
an additional increment not merely in the price level, but also in the
inflation rate. It tends to perpetuate, as wage increases depend on
past inflation. So when you increase inflation, you tend to increase
it permanently. On this account depreciation is costly.

Of course, Congress does not, in fact, have the explicit power to
determine exchange rates. *What then does determine exchange rates
in the free market, if you have floating or market-determined
exchange rates, which is, of course, what we supposedly have had
since the 1971 abandonment of Bretton Woods

This, is obviously a long and complicated subject. There is of
course a superficial answer which vou hear and read ad nauseam in
the newspapers, that the exchange rate is determined by demand
and supply. That is a correct but, at the same time, a most unin-
formative, empty statement, because the question is what determines
demand and supply ?

In particular it would be a serious error to assume that demand
is the amount of dollars that foreigners wish to acquire in order to
buy U.S. goods, and supply is the amount of dollars that people wish
to sell to buy foreign currency to pay for foreign goods. This de-
mand and supply is a meaningful thing, but it is very far from de-
termining exchange rates. That demand and supply would determine
a very jagged, very fluctuating market value. Maybe at 2 o'clock in
the afternoon it happens that no one is there to buy or sell and
the exchange rate for the dollar would sink to nothing or go to
the sky.

Obviously that doesn't happen because a large part of that demand
and supply is determined by capital movements in the broad sense
and capital movements are controlled by the profitability of invest-
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ing funds in alternative countries. For that reason one of the
major determinants of demand and supply, is not just current trade,
but the relation between the spot exchange rate and the expected
future exchange rate. The spot rate can never significantly deviate
from the exchange rate expected a bit later, because if it did, there
would be huge capital gains to be made in buying or selling the
dollar and people would come on to the market to do it.

So to really understand the picture, one has to distinguish between
the long-riu and short-run determinants. If you look at the long-
run determinants, you have two main forces. One is what determines
the balance of current account, and that is determined fundamentally
by the real exchange rate, or purchasing power parity-that is, the
relation between domestic and foreign prices expressed in the same
currency by means of the exchange rate-and various other domestic
and foreign conditions like aggregate domestic demand and ag-
gregate foreign demand and developments of a long-run nature in
tastes and technology.

This determines the long-run behavior of the net exports of a
country, again complicated by the fact that the current account
balance includes the income earned on previous investments.

The other major component is the long-term capital movements,
which is determined by comparative returns domestically and abroad,
adjusted for possible expectation of changes in exchange rates. In
the long run one essentially must have the current account balance
offset the long-term capital balance. In other words, the net exports
of goods must be equal to the desired flow of long-term capital.

Now that condition determines the equilibrium exchange. It may
gradually change depending on the relative growths of the two
countries and other technological developments. Its value must con-
tinuously be estimated by market participants, based on various bits
of information. The actual market rate should fluctuate around the
long-term rate through the intermediation of short-term capital
movements. If at some time there is a weakness of demand for dol-
lars and the dollar tends to fall below the long run equilibrium, then
short-term capital should flow in exploiting the gain to be made by
the temporary decline.

Under the circumstances what causes movements in the exchange
rates ?

Well, first of all, one important element is whether there is a
movement in the equilibrium rate, whether the market's view of this
long-run equilibrium is changing as a result of new information.
That information relates not only to technological changes, but
things like the price of oil and whether some countries are expected
to grow faster and some slower. All of that feeds into the expecta-
tion of what might be appropriate long-run equilibrium rates.

Then the market rate fluctuates around this because of all sorts of
short-term vagaries and random events, which are typically of short
duration, maybe months, or anyway not of very long duration.

Now, what sometimes seems to happen, unfortunately, is that when
there are short-term forces which tend to weaken the spot exchange
rate, and which call for a modest decline of the spot exchange rate
relative to the long-run to attract short-term capital, the decline
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in the short-rim rate is accompanied by and is the cause of doubts
about the long-run itself, so that as the short-run exchange rate
moves relative to the long-run, both come down, and that does tend
to ereate movements, some of which at least are unwarranted.

There may thus be overreaction to short-term developments and it
is quite possible that to some extent this is the kind of thing that
we may be witnessing today.

In the light of above considerations one may wonder how we
managed to live for so long in a world in which exchange rates were
fixed. If market clearing exchange rates are subject to so much
change so that the behavior of the market for exchange rates is
akin to that of the stock market-and to some extent it is-then how
could we ever live with pegged exchange rates?

The answer that is important to understand and remember, is
two-fold: In the first place in that system it is the Government's role
to produce a large portion of the short-term accommodating capital
movements. And, second, the essence of a fixed exchange system is
not just exchange rates being fixed, but that governments take a
commitment to make the fixed exchange system work. That means
they make a commitment to shape the rest of the economy so that
the equilibrium exchange rate is the fixed exchange rate, which, of
course, is not true under the system of floating exchanges.

In the managed float, which has been the procedure of most for-
eign countries, including those that are now asking us to intervene
like the Germans, the Government is participating with other peo-
ple in the market to judge what is the equilibrium exchange rate and
then provide some of the accommodating short-term capital move-
ments that are consistent with that rate.

Now, if one looks at -the U.S. rate now in the light of this pic-
ture, can we say anything as to whether at present the U.S. rate is
right or wrong? I think the first point to consider is one that my
colleagues have already made: While we tend to be impressed by the
newspapers with regard to the wild depreciation of the dollar, the
truth of the matter is that what is happening at the moment is that
two or three currencies have been rapidly appreciating, rather than
that the dollar has greatly depreciated.

This may seem like a play on words because one country appreci-
ates and some other must depreciate. But what I mean is that the
*vast majority of currencies have not significantly changed values
relative to the dollar, while a few currencies have appreciated rela-
tive to all others. So, while those that are appreciating are appreciat-
ing rather wildly, on the whole the dollar is not losing appreciably.
In fact, with respect to most of the other countries it is hardly losing
at all. It is actually gaining in some cases, though losing in others
as many countries do choose a policy of straddling between the dol-
lar and the mark. On balance there has been some depreciation, but
that depreciation has been moderate. I think the overall view, among
American economists anyway, is that it is very hard to conclude
with confidence that it has been overdepreciated. After all, the rate
now is only less than 10 percent below the peak it has been at since
1972-that peak was in mid-1976-with 100 being the prefloating
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rate of May 1970-around 90-we are down to 82 or 83, something
like that. So that is not very low.

Many people did feel that when it was at 90, it was overvalued.
It is hard to see then that one can say with confidence that 10 per-
cent lower is appreciably and unmistakably too low. I don't think
there is very much evidence of that, although I think on the whole
it is more likely to have moved too far than too little. In other words.
if one thinks of the long-run equilibrium level, the current rate, even
allowing for the need for a short-run accommodation through
captial movements, I would judge it, on the whole, a bit too low, but
not by a large factor, and not with such confidence that I would
advise to friends to speculate heavily on a rising dollar.

If it sank appreciably lower, there might be some concern, but not
too much at present.

The next question then is: Suppose it is a little bit low. what could
we do about it?

Let me at this point comment on one of the forces that has been
conspicuously fingered as a warranted cause of the devaluation;
namely, the large deficit on current account. I suggest that it is not
at all clear that the large deficit reflects a basic change such as to
justify an appreciable downward revision in the equilibrium value
of tfle dollar.

To be sure, one would expect that in the foreseeable future, the
United States will be back in its traditional position of net capital
exporter.

This conclusion is pretty safe if one thought that OPEC would
come back to balance; that, however, may be very far into the
future. If the OPEC remains a very large lender, then the situation
is a little uncertain because one could imagine that the effect of
OPEC, which so far has been to increase very much potential world
savings, eventually may succeed in increasing very much world in-
vestment, which is again something that my colleague here has been
stressing. Certainly that is what the world should do if we were
rationally arranging matters. We should, in fact, be increasing our
investment as lonr as OPEC continues to increase world potential
savings. For OPEC countries have taken away resources from peo-
ple who used to consume them to a large extent and they have
largely saved these resources.

At the present time we are wasting that additional saving in two
ways: By unemployment; that is, by reducing income enough so that
other people will not save. That is one way we are wasting it. And
the second way we are wasting it is by running gigantic Govern-
ment deficits all over the world.

These deficits have served to stabilize the economy given the rather
absurd monetary and credit policies which have been followed. It
is the way we have been dealing with the OPEC additional savings.
At some point we may become rational enough to use those savings
for more investments, and then U.S. investment may become so large
that it is conceivable that the United States would be turned into
a capital importer.

However, this outcome strikes me as highly unlikely. At the mo-
nment I would think that sometime down the road we should look
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forward to the United States returning to being a capital exporter
which would require a positive balance on current account.

But, I also submit that a number of considerations would suggest
that current exchange rates might well result in the appropriate
surplus. This is because the current deficit will decline as we do
something about oil; not perhaps very much, but some; because the
current depreciation will help improve our competitive positions
and because, hopefully, the relation between our growth and other
countries' growths will also come back to something more normal.
These considerations support my suggestion that the exchange rate
is not grossly out of line again, though it might be a bit on the low
side.

Now, suppose we concluded that the current rate was too low.
What could we do about it? The usual answer, if you want to im-
prove the exchange rate, would be to reduce the deficit. But here you
have to be careful, because any measure which reduces the deficit
just temporarily should, in a rational world, have very little effect
on the exchange rate because only things that are permanent should
have in appreciable effect.

Now, of those measures which have permanent effect, certainly
one would be the energy program. The energy program presumably
by making a permanent reduction in the demand for energy would
contribute. Now, we do not want to talk here about the energy pro-
gram. I certainly do hope, like everybody else here, I am sure, the
Congress will pass the energy program. I wish we could pass a very
stripled-down energy program which had nothing but allowing
domestic prices to move to the world level and did not have these
thousands of little details as to who should be encouraged to replace
what kind of oil with what kind of coal on what day, which I think
is the way I read some of the proposed legislation-I may be ex-
aggerating perhaps, but I read some of the proposed legislation as
being unnecessarily loaded with administrative details.

The important thing is to bring the price of oil back to the world
level as quickly as possible and possibly to redistribute the capital
gain that would arise to the producer by some device such as pref-
erably ones that would reduce inflation. It would mean that the
inflationary effect of the oil decontrol program would be offset by
inflationary effects like reducing indirect taxes or social security
and the like.

In the short run the effects of higher oil prices may not be very
important, however, because the elasticity of demand for energy
may not be very great in the short run. It might take time for re-
sponse, and it is quite possible that the rise in energy prices might
initially increase other imports, for instance, energy saving cars
which are produced abroad. So you might find that some of the re-
duction in oil imports is made up by other imports in the short run.
But given some time, the import saving effects would become im-
portant.

The second thing you can do to reduce the deficit, and please don't
listen to me too much, is to squeeze the economy. Don't listen to this
advice. This is a terrible piece of advice. It is the last thing we want.

First of all, it only has a transitory effect because no one would
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believe we would squeeze the economy forever, so it might for a while
slow us down with great costs to us, to our unemployed, and with
final great cost to the rest of the world. It would mean that instead
of getting Germany and Japan to act as locomotives as we have said,
our own locomotive would stop and that I would think would be the
worst thing we could do from any point of view.

The third thing we can do is to run a tight monetary policy, rais-
ing interest rates. A tight monetary policy makes it attractive for
capital, short-term capital, to move to this country. This incentive
tends to raise the spot exchange rate relative to the long run. So it
would be helpful in this sense.

I am afraid that again I would hope that this advice would not
be taken, because the current policy of the administration plus Fed-
eral Reserve already calls for a great deal of tightening, much more
in my view than would be appropriate under the circumstances.

I do agree with the statement made by Mr. Malmgren that one
should be less optimistic than the official forecast. I don't know ex-
actly what his forecast is, so I don't know how pessimistic I am with
respect to him, but I (1o believe the present forecast of the adfitnis-
tration is too rosy especially when it is combined with the Federal
Reserve announced targets, of 4 to 6.5 for Ml and 6 to 9 for M2, and
I regard these to be inconsistent with the achievement of the admin-
istration's targets, therefore calling for very tight monetary policy.

I think there will be quite a serious problem of disintermediation
in the housing market in the second half of the year. I would say,
therefore, that that would be a very costly way of gaining a little
bit on the foreign exchange market and it would be a little bit be-
cause it would be essentially transitory. It wouldn't change the long-
run equilibrium value. It would just change the spot value compared
to the long.

Representative BOLLING. I wish you could summarize the rest of
your statement. I don't want to interrupt you.

Mr. MODIILIAN-I. Yes; I am just coming to the encl.
Now, the final thing is that the last possibility is market inter-

vention and there are, I believe, two considerations. One general
consideration about market intervention is the general negative view
about market intervention; one that I subscribe to, given the gigantic
size of the dollar market.

I don't share this view for other countries, for small countries, but
for the United States there seems to be no point at all in intervention
and, of course, as has been pointed out, since in the present case the
intervention would be mostly in the German and yen market, there
is even less case for a massive intervention of the United States in
those markets. Let them intervene if they want. But one additional
reason for nonintervention by us has been pointed out. The main
leverage we have on them to behave the way we think they should
from the international point of view-namely, pursuing an expan-
sionary policy-is that their exports are affected adversely by the
rising exchange rates.

They can respond to that by expansionary policies which will in-
erease imports and reduce the threat to their exchange rates. So for
this reason again I think we should not intervene and I think it is
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very iimportant that we make clear to the rest of Europe the fact
that we are' doing that in their behalf.

I have spent a lot of effort in Europe persuading people that when
we do not intervene and when we let the German mark appreciate,
ewe are helping them get the Germans to move, which is vital for
most of- Europe.

Well, I think I will say nothing about my last topic-what other
countries could do-because I am afraid the time is up.

Thank you.
Representative BOLLING. Thank you, Professor Modigliani.
Mr. Wriston ' will you join us at the table? We are grateful for

your presence. I understand you received an urging to be here from
Senator Javits.

Senator Javits is here and I understand he was called away in a
fashion that he could not refuse. I believe he is at the White House
right now.-

Would you care to comment on anything that you wish?

STATEMENT OF WALTER B. WRISTON, CHAIRMAN, CITICORP

Mr. WRisToN. That is the best offer I ever had, I think.
Representative BOLLING. I am sure you won't take full advantage

of it. [Laughter.1
Mr. WRISTON. I want to thank you, Mr. Chairman, for the oppor-

tunity to comment on the world economy. I think that both the Eco-
nomic Report of the President and that of the Council of Economic
Advisers are impressive documents. They bring the administration's
views on current international policies and problems into sharper
focus. And what is more, they provide a clear-and in my view wel-
come-beacon that points to the direction in which policies ought to
move.

At a time when the heavy hand of Government intervention and
control is so much in evidence, it is refreshing to read in these re-
ports that the health of the international economy turns critically
on the vigor of private economic interests. I also welcome President
Carter's determination to maintain a liberal international order. As
he puts it, "A keystone of our international economic police is to
work with our trading partners to protect a free and open trading
system."

In your letter of invitation, Mr. Chairman, you asked, first, that I
assess the impact of economic trends abroad on the performance of
the American economy and, second, that I grapple with the problems
of stabilizing the dollar and reducing the U.S. trade deficit. Let me
then proceed in that order.

No one can deny that ours is an economically interdependent
world, that trade flows and capital flows-together with a deter-
mination to cooperate in the solution of common problems-are
shattering the walls behind which a particular country or groups of
countries might seek isolation.

But in the economic policy area-especially where questions of
the coordination of individual country policies arise-there is a
tendency to exaggerate both the degree of interdependence and the
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benefits that might accrue if national interests could somehow be
subordinated to the achievement of international goals. It used to
be said in the 1930's that when the U.S. economy sneezed, the rest
of the world caught pneumonia. And now the onus for spreading
disease seems to have shifted in some people's minds at least to
Germany and Japan. But those sorts of analogies have never struck
me as being very useful.

If forced to make a judgmnent, I would have to say that, on net.
the U.S. economy has larger impact on the rest of the world than the
rest of the world has on it. That is a conclusion that follows from
the dollar's role as the principal vehicle currency-the one in which
most of the world's trade is invoiced-and from our trading position
as well.

But the ties that bind leave ample room for a rich diversity in the
monetary and fiscal strategies that are being pursued around the
world. That has been especially true since 1973 when the breakdown
of the Bretton Woods system of rigidly pegged exchange rates freed
governments from the obligation of supporting the dollar and per-
intted them to pursue more autonomous domestic policies.

A number of policy options are clearly apparent in the current
economic recovery. The United States has pursued a more stimula-
tive monetary policy and has recovered faster and more completely
than Germany and Japan. Italy, Britain, and France are clearly
willing to countenance more inflation than Switzerland. Some of
these differences are deeply rooted in national cultures and life-
styles, some can be explained by political lessons painfully learned.

Britain, after three decades of sometimes crawling, sometimes gal-
loping, inflation has now reached a crucial consensus on the proposi-
tion that there is no tradeoff between employment and price stability.
A recognition of the futility of trying to produce jobs by creating
more money is turning Britain around.

No such shock of recognition is evident in Rome. But the Italian
style of coping with inflation by stagnation is nonetheless modestly
successful. Japan is adapting to a more difficult economic environ-
ment while deliberately restraining its growth and reordering its
domestic priorities. And in Germany, where the abhorrence of in-
flation is somehow mysteriously communicated from one generation
to another-only Germans well over 60 have any firsthand memories
of the disastrous hyper-inflation of the early 1920's-there is an iron
determination to preserve a hard-won price stability.

Now for the contrast of those strategies with developments in this
country. Our recovery game plan is unique in giving higher priority
to restoring employment. So far we have succeeded. Employment has
risen sharply since the recession touched bottom, in April 1975 and
inflation-while still very much with us-has slowed markedly. But
progress has not brought us peace of mind.

Consider the paradox of the United States and Britain. Here the
real GNP has advanced robustlv since the second quarter of 1975
while in Britain it has stagnated, declining in several quarters, and
making insignificant gains in others. And yet there is great optimism
in Britain and pervasive anxiety here.
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Why? Surely it cannot be simply a matter of misperceiving the
current scene and extrapolating those misreadings into the future.
That would assume that Britain is peopled by "Pollyannas" and the
United States by "Jeremiahs." There is happily a more plausible
explanation of those contrasting national moods.

In Britain there is a new confidence that stems from a fundamental
turn in national policy, a recognition that it is not only futile, but
positively counterproductive to push recklessly and relentlessly for
higher growth. The Phillips curve simply does not work as was once
believed. Governments can no longer opt for a higher rate of infla-
tion confident that this will result in a lower level of unemployment.

This newly found British contentment is reflected in greater fi-
nancial stability. In addition to the effects of the North Sea oil,
there is an improved stock market, lower interest rates and a stronger
pound sterling on the foreign exchange market. All of these gains
were made in the face of an essentially stagnant British economy.

In the United States we have had the other side of the coin. Real
economic growth has been far from stagnant. Never in history have
so many people been employed. Seldom have jobs grown so rapidly.
Yet we persist in behaving like the patient who is doing better, but
feeling worse.

The trouble, I submit, is the gnawing apprehension that we have
learned nothing from experience and, unlike Britain, are still bent on
risking another cycle of go and stop.

My point is that the business and financial communities have
learned something, and that is that there is a dire risk in increasing
the pressure to achieve still more rapid economic growth. And the
prevalent pessimism, as reflected in the equity and foreign exchange
markets, stems from the fear that the lessons of the deep 1973-75
recession have not been assimilated by the economic policymakers.

And unlike the official view that is prevalent here, the concerns
of foreign observers are less with U.S. economic growth and more
troubled by the uncertainty as to where the plunge of the dollar will
stop. Such fears are reasonable since the rise of their currencies-
notably the deutschemark and the yen against the dollar-creates
severe problems, profit squeezes and the like for their export indus-
tries. It also compounds the difficulties of U.S. multinationals whose
trade and investment sweeps across the exchange markets.

The difficulties of the declining dollar-or the obverse, which is
the strengthening of other major currencies-is in large part due to
a more stimulative monetary policy in the United States than in
other industrial countries. In turn, this has produced faster economic
growth here than abroad. But the decline in the dollar has gone far
beyond what can be explained by differences in recent monetary
policies. It also reflects fears that these differences may continue
or become more pronounced. It is hardly in the best interests of the
United States to have expectations of further dollar weakness per-
vade the exchange markets. Not only do they cause great uncer-
tainty for decisionmakers, but it intensifies inflationary pressures in
the United States, not only by raising the prices of imports but
weakening the competition that confronts domestic producers.

To halt this spiral of expectations, United States policymakers
must communicate an unambiguous signal that their concern about

30-496 0 -78 - 3
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another round of accelerating inflation is not subordinated to an
enthusiasm for stimulative policies. In fact, it is stimulative policies
that are very largely responsible for our 6utsized trade deficit.

It is true that if other countries had been growing faster in rela-
tion to the United States our deficit would now be much smaller.
But it would not be wise to assume that the solution lies in persuad-
ing other countries to run the risk of higher inflation by switching
to more stimulus. 'This would place all of us in the same boat, but it
would be hazardous sailing.

In 1975, when the U.S. economy was just emerging from the reces-
sion it was growing more slowly than those of most other countries,
and largely for this reason it imported less and exported more to
produce a surplus on its merchandise trade account. That $11-billion
trade surplus was achieved despite the absorption of the first full
year's impact of the quadrupling of crude oil prices. Last year other
countries, notably Germany and Japan, imported nearly 100 percent
of their oil and nonetheless produced trade surpluses.

The recent decision to intervene in the exchange market is a wel-
come sign of official concern about the decline in the dollar. But it
cannot be any more than a palliative unless there is a genuine shift
in the direction of fiscal and monetary policies. Intervention can
never alone turn the tide in the foreign exchange markets and, in
fact, the gains made by the currency swap operations were quickly
dissipated since the market was given no reason to expect changes
on the economic policy front.

In the history of the last 10 years some countrie~,have lost all or
nearly all of their reserves in trying to prevent their currencies from
declining in the exchange markets. Markets will not stabilize until
participants perceive that a fundamental change in policies has been
undertaken.

There is now evidence, that inflation abroad is slowing. With poli-
cies overseas becoming somewhat more stimulative, national growth
rates will not be so disparate as they have been. And this should
result in a smaller U.S. trade deficit.

It is those U.S. policies which are at odds with the rest of the
world that are at the roots of the uncertainty and anxiety pervading
our markets. To restore confidence on a long-term basis, we must
gradually, but resolutely, move toward a less expansionary monetary
policy and achieve greater success in reducing our Federal deficit.
Official pronouncements concerning our long-run economic strategy
should emphasize stable policies rather than compensatory moves
which seek to inject periodic stimulants.

Second, we must stop pretending that it is possible to fine tune
our economy. Recent policy pronouncements suggest that we can
move ahead at full steam without any hazard of touching off another
round of double-digit inflation, but there is no reason to believe that
such a course is not without great risk.

Third, we must stop accepting as inevitable a rate of inflation of
at least 6 percent. What I have in mind are those fiscal and monetary
policies that cause the demand for goods and services, the nominal
GNP, to grow at about 11 percent in order to achieve at least a 4-
to 5-percent real output because inflation is believed to be at an
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irreducible minimum of 6 percent. It is quite apparent that the
physical output of our economy cannot grow faster than 3.5 percent
over time without experiencing more inflation.

We must end the uncertainties which hang over our energy in-
dustries and which compound the difficulties of making capital in-
vestment decisions. Price controls have never served to produce
orderly markets, and this has been no less true with regard to en-
ergy than with any other commodity.

TNext, the public sector now absorbs such a large proportion of the
total national income as to place us at the point beyond which the
efficiency of the economy begins to decline. I propose that Congress
present to the country a constitutional limit on the proportion of
national income which can be funneled to the Federal Government
in peacetime.

We must also do more to match tax cuts with the Nation's re-
quirements for capital investments. We all know that inflation pro-
duces a windfall for the Treasury under our present tax structure.
But current tax proposals strike hard at those who invest in America
and that is hardly compatible with current efforts to create incen-
tives to build confidence.

Thank you, sir.
Representative BOLLING. Thank you very much, Mr. Wriston.
Congressman Reuss.
Representative REUSS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. It seems to me

that all four panelists agreed, but I will ask the question so we can
have it straight.

You agree that the problems of the dollar are not really to be
solved by exchange rate intervention other than the orderly condi-
tions nor can they be solved by raising domestic interest rates over
and beyond what one would want to do for sound domestic reasons.
I think Mr. Solomon was particularly interesting on that when he
pointed out that our interest rates were well above those of com-
petitive countries for considerable periods of time, yet capital didn't
move because of a variety of reasons, notably the expectation of
further expansion rate deterioration.

Mr. SOLOMON. Yes.
Representative REUSS. So I think your composite view is that that

is likely to prove an unsuccessful or solf-defeating exercise. Have I
misst.ate anyone?

Mr. SOLOMON. I don't know if you would like to hear a little dis-
agreement among the witnesses, Mr. Chairman, on that one point-

Representative REUSS. I assume there is agreement because I
didn't hear anyone opening up. Excessive intervention and excessive
interest rate-tinkering over and beyond that called for by domestic
purposes is not the way out of our dilemma.

Mr. SOLOMON. I would like to makice one observation related to
that. Mr. Wriston's statement, much of which I agree with, contains
the proposition more than once that monetary expansion has been
greater and faster in the United States than in other countries.

Well, I have made the comparison between monetary expansion in
the United States and in Germany since the deutsche mark was a
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key currency that we are all concerned with, and I say with all re-
spect that I think Ml. Wriston's facts are not correct.

I have embodied this piece of analysis, if I may put in a little
plug, in a column in the Journal of Commerce on January 25th. I
started writing this on the assumptions that Mr. Wriston's facts
were correct, that the monetary expansion had been more rapid
here, and I was still prepared to find that this was not an explana-
tion for the exchange rate move because the demand for money had
also risen faster here and our interest rates were higher. But to my
amazement itturned out that, in fact, neither Ml nor M2 had risen
significantly more here over the past year than in Germany.

I think that fact is somewhat relevant to your observations. That
is why I bring it in.

Representative REUSS. Well, I think Mr. Wriston is right, how-
ever, that Ml and M2 in the last year or two in this country have
risen faster than in the year or two before that.

Mr. SoLoMoN. Certainly the year or two before the recession, yes,
as they well should have.

Mr. WRISTON. I would also like to say, sir, that in Germany the
figures that Mr. Solomon used did not take the monetary aggregates
which the bank uses nor did it take into consideration the velocity.
If you take those two things into the balance of the equation, you
will find that the German money supply, taking both velocity and
monetary aggregates, has been falling steadily over the last 3 years
while ours has been increasing steadily.

Mr. SorofoN. If you include velocity, Mr. Wriston, of course you
are correct. You would have to be correct because Germany's total
income has risen less rapidly than ours.

Mr. WRISTON. I think that is part of the equation.
Representative REUSS. I want to get on to something else, but I

have had the feeling for some years that foreign central bankers, at
least the proper foreign central bankers, tended to vote dry, but drink
wet on monetary creation. They really sneak out more money than
they ever like to tell us they do.

Any dissent from anyone on that observation?
Mr. MODIGLIANI. It is true of All, not M2.
Representative REuSS. Ml?
Mr. M6DIGLIANI. Yes; it is true of Ml and we may see more of

that if we come through with this legislation permitting automatic
transfer of time deposits. That would have quite an effect on the
velocity on reducing Ml.

Representative REUss. Let me turn to another subject on which
my guess is that Mr. Wriston and Mr. Malmgren would probably
agree with me, Mr. Solomon probably would not, I don't know. At
any rate, I agree withl Mr. Malmgren's observation that the economic
advice we have been giving the Federal Republic of Germany has
not been terribly good and that they probably have been quite right
on not accepting it. Specifically we have said use macroeconomic
Keynesian methods of growing faster. They give us a hard time
on that.

My view is that they are quite right in giving us a hard time and
that we ought to look at our own domestic economy to see whether
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the advice we are giving ourselves is all that good, too. I for some
time believed on the problem of unemployment that since so much
is structural, if we put a greater effort into that and weren't so be-
witched with neo-Keynesian upping everybody's income so they can
buy more Japanese color television sets, we would probably be
better off.

Recently I had a chance to communicate these views to quite im-
portant Germans who were over here, and they all agreed that their
problem is not too different from ours. Much of their unemployment
is structurally handicapped people, unedueated people, people in the
wrong place, and that if we were to advise them to grow a little
faster using as a stimulus, direct job-creating problems, that that
advice would be judiciously taken. We wouldn't have the falling out
with Germany that we are having, and the economy would be better.

Now, let me, first, see whether I have anybody who agrees with
me. Mr. Malmgren, would you, roughly speaking, agree with that
observation?

Mr. MALMGREN. I completely agree with the way you put it, Con-
gressman Reuss. In a way what I said somewhere in my paper is
that we have a policy of adjustment resistance in relation to struc-
tural problems, combined with this macroeconomic stimulus ap-
proach which tends to be inflationary. In other words, if we get in
trouble in a particular sector like the TV industry or something
similar, we shore it up with some kind of restriction on trade or
put in a subsidy of some kind, and simultaneously we are pushing
on the demand front in sort of a blunderbuss fashion, and that is
a formula for trouble.

So structurally you have to focus in on the real problem.
That is why I put emphasis on investment. If you are to re-

structure, you have to have strong investment. You have no choice.
Second, you must have some concept in Government programs as

to where the money is going, so that expenditures are tailored to the
problem. In the whole of the Economic Report, for example, I noted
there is about one-sixth of one page on adjustment assistance, which
is a rather strange fact. You would have thought there would have
been a lot of discussion of the adjustment problem, both in relation
to trade, and generally.

Representative REuSS. How about you, Mr. Wriston? Part of what
I said falls on friendly ears, I'm sure, but are you willing to go
along and spend money in the public and private sector on structural
unemployment?

Mr. WRISTON. I agree; yes, I think that as I pointed out, never in
history have we created so many jobs in a 12-month period in the
private sector. The performance has been absolutely outstanding.

Yet, we have youths, black and minority unemployment. It will not
respond to macroeconomics.

I will give you one simple example. I live in a town called New
York. We have 1,100,000 kids in school, and on any given day,
230,000 of them are absent. That is not only a number of absentees
which is much greater than the population of many major cities in
the country, but that means that these kids will come into the labor
force with zero education. And they cannot be absorbed at the rates
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which are required to be paid for them, and, therefore, it's a ter-
ribly important problem of this country to figure out how to deal
with that structurally, rather than attempting to do it on a macro-
basis.

Representative REUSS. Having heard that, last week I invited the
American Bankers Association to a mutual burying of the hatchet
at the Banking Committee, and in a week or two, we are going to
have before our Banking Committee a score or so of the Nation's
leading bankers-perhaps you would be among that number-to dis-
cuss with us what bankers as civic leaders can do about structural
unemployment.

I'm glad you mentioned that. My time is up, Mr. Vice Chairman.
Mr. SOLOMON. There is an opposing view, Mr. Congressman.
Representative REUSS. My time is up, and I want to give you a

chance then. I said I thought-
Mr. MODIGLTANI. I hope so. We have an opposing view, within

limits.
Senator BENTSEN. Let me say, I apologize for my lateness of ar-

rival. I had the same problem Senator Javits had. We had a meeting
with the President on a point that Mr. Wriston has raised in trying
to come up with a solution to the energy problem, to come up with
something we could agree on.

I couldn't agree with Mr. Wriston more on how important it is
that we resolve it.

I would address most of my remarks, I suppose, to him, since I
listened to his comments.

I agree with you, we can't fine tune this economy. I made a speech
last fall which is in the record, that we ought to work on long-term
solutions and not worry so much about the month-to-month reports.
Long-term solutions like capital formation and trying to find some
innovative way of taking care of structural unemployment-and an
energy bill-are the important matters.

I am not so sure it is so much our concern that we should increase
growth even more in this country-and this is a subjective judgment
-but I think our concern is more: Can we continue the growth we are
having or are we going to fall on our faces?

One of my concerns-I might ask this of the gentlemen who are
here, anyone of the others-do you feel that perhaps we are losing
our competitive edge in world trade, that we are not keeping up
from a technological standpoint?

Mr. Solomon, I address that one to you. I read some recent articles
about the Japanese and what they have done with some of their
management practices. We have given up the less profitable prod-
ucts, such as television, and watched them establish their markets
here and develop their learning curves and then move finally to
preempt the entire field.

Would you comment on what American management has done in
that regard. Are we losing our competitive edge?

Mr. SOLOMON. I am not an expert on what American management
has done in any concrete way, Mr. Bentsen.

I will say what I know on this general subject.
I might remind you that Hal Malmgren pointed out that it is

true, as you said, that the Japanese have taken over the color televi-
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sion industry. Some of Japan's industries, in turn, are being taken
over by other countries at a lower stage of economic development-
Korea, Taiwan, Philippines, et cetera.

This is a dynamic world and a changing world. I think one has
to look at it that way.

On the specifics of the U.S. competitive position, I think it is
very difficult to make a judgment.

Senator BENTSEN. But I think, too, the Japanese have moved into
higher technology, and some of the

Mr. SOi.OMON. They have.
Senator BENTSEN [continuing]. Things they have lost are labor-

intensive industries where wages are more a factor.
Mr. SoLOMON. That is right. They moved up the scale of indus-

trialization to higher technology. No question about that.
Senator BENTSEN. Yes.
Mr. SOLOMON. Whether we have lost competitiveness is very dif-

ficult to judge in a period when private investment is low throughout
all the industrial countries.

This is the point that Mr. Wriston and Mr. Malmgren addressed,
and I agree with them that this is a serious problem. We may dis-
agree on what prescription is best for solving the problem, but there
is no doubt but that it is a serious problem.

We need more investment in the United States and all indus-
trialized countries.

The relevance of my remarks is that in a period when the de-
mand for investment goods is low in other countries, the demand for
American exports is going to be low, because we tend to specialize,
apart from agriculture, in capital goods.

It is very difficult therefore to separate the competitive effect of
our relatively low exports from the income effects because of low
demand abroad.

There is a little bit of evidence from a study done recently at
Brookings which will be published in the next issue of the "Brook-
ings Papers on Economic Activity," a little bit of evidence that we
may have lost some competitiveness technically to Japan in 1975,
when the Japanese yen moved down. It has since come back up
again.

But as far as I know, there is not very strong evidence that we
economists see of a significant loss of American competitiveness in
the world markets.

Senator BENTSEN. I would like to address this one to Mr. Wriston.
I have a feeling that our tax structure has moved more and more

against capital formation, with every so-called reform bill that
comes up.

You have two kinds of investors in this country: you have risk-
takers and caretakers. Unless you leave something for the risktakers,
I do not think there will be anything for the caretakers to care for.

I am concerned about specifics. I am on the Finance Committee,
and I just left a meeting of that committee. I am concerned as to
what we can do on capital formation.

Now, I would like some comment from you, Mr. Wriston.
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Mr. WRISTON. Senator, the largest single source of capital forma-
tion in the United States is individuals. It far dwarfs the capital
formation of industry. Individuals are ripped off by a thing called
regulation Q, which means that the ordinary worker in Racine, Wis.,
cannot get as much on his savings account as somebody with $1
million.

The result is that we create by Government fiat, I think, this
disintermediation which means that as a control led price is ex-
ceeded by the market, the money flows out.

One of the ways to create more capital formation is to get rid
of regulation Q and let the ordinary guy wih a job participate and
save his money instead of moving it into money market instruments.

The second thing is that the capital gains tax and the so-called
reforms have the effect of destroying capital and risktaking busi-
nesses.

So the third thing is that since inflation keeps increasing the tax
rates of ordinary people without the indexation of the threshold
points, we will continue to destroy capital-capital being nothing
but startup labor, because somebody has to work, and then spend
less than they earn, to create capital.

It is really as simple as that. So if you tax everybody who saves,
you will, in fact-and we have been-destroying capital in this
country.

Senator BENTSEN. Mr. Wriston, the Finance Committee is looking
at the capital gains tax now, 49.2 percent. We are getting all kinds
of investors that say, why tax the rich.

Mr. WRISTON. Sure.
Senator BENTSEN. Today you cannot start a small company very

effectively. There are very many fewer small companies than there
were 10 years ago. The new issue markets are dead.

The company I started in 1955, I could not start today.
I do not know how to create competition in this country for the

large companies unless small companies can start.
Mr. WRISTON. I agree.
Senator BENTSEN. We have taken the situation on stock options

to the point where no longer can the small company pull top execu-
tives out of big companies, because they say why take the risk. And
for new ventures, the vast majority of them fail.

So I think the problem is that our taxation law has said to people,
you better play it safe. This is a matter of deep concern to me.

Now, let me ask anyone of you who might wish to respond, what
impact do you think the Tokyo Round of negotiations is going to
have on our economy, on U.S. employment, production, and on our
national trade?

How significant do you think the concessions have been thus far?
Mr. WRISTON. I would take a pass at it.
The various tariff and nontariff barriers which have been erected

in Japan and have been permitted to exist there for many, many
years, ranging from a tax on the wheelbase of American cars in
Osaka, to failing to liberalize import tariffs on electronic items ex-
cept vacuum tubes-to give you two specific examples.
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I think that the present negotiations Ambassador Strauss is en-
gaged in have moved very significantly forward from the American
point of view. I don't think that we are there by any manner of
means, but I personally am extremely encouraged by the direction
in which it is going, and the skill with which it is being done.

And in my contacts in Japan, which are reasonably extensive, I
think there is a growing awareness that their economy will have to
become more open to continue to participate.

So I personally view the negotiations as going far beyond spe-
cifics on imports, of rebuilding a Pinto car and all the rest of those
things.

Senator BENTSEN. You think there has been a breakthrough in
their state of mind-in their attitude really?

Mr. WRISTON. I believe that the Japanese move by consensus, and
I believe that a consensus is forming that they have to change rather
dramatically on this particular subject.

Senator BENTSEN. I hope you are right.
Mr. Malmgren, you have had substantial experience as the deputy

special representative for trade negotiations.
I would like your comment.
Mr. MALMGREN. Senator, of course I was involved in the launch-

ing of this safari to Geneva, and worked extensively on the Senate
side on the Trade Act that got us into a position to negotiate.

I wrote a short article on the negotiating situation for the
European Community magazine in January. The editors asked me
for a bird's eye view of what is happening. I can 'submit it for the
record. It takes a sort of dispassionate, mid-Atlantic view, an in-
dependent stance, and it is basically very pessimistic about what is
happening.

[The article referred to follows:]
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[From the European Community, January-February 1978]

Deadline for the MTN's
If the prospects are gloomy, the alternative is worse

HARALD MALMGREN, business and economic consultant in Washington; co-editor of The World Economy,
London; and former Deputy Special Representative for Trade Negotiations, 1972-75

THE NEED TO KEEP THE WORLD E(ONOMY MOVING IN THE

direction of more open and expanded trade was already
perceived in the summer of 1967, just after the exhaust-
ing conclusion of the Kennedy Round. By the autumn of
1967, ministers of many governments had met in Geneva
to initiate a new "work program" aimed at identifying
the major problems that remained in world trade. Out of
the agreement, for example, the famous inventory of
nontariff barriers was developed.

By 1970 high officials in many countries were worry-
ing about an apparent growth in protectionist tendencies
particularly in the United States and Euiope. Various
high-level commissions and study groups were formed in
several countries to recommend new departures in trade
policy. The most prominent of these was, of course, the
so-called "high-level group" in the Organization for
Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD),
chaired by Jean Rey, which urged in 1971 that a new
effort be made to negotiate improvements in the world
trading system. In the United States several prominent
business and farm groups, and some members of Con-
gress, made similar recommendations. Then President
Richard Nixon appointed a Commission on Interna-
tional Trade and Investment Policy, which also proposed
a new worldwide negotiating effort.

By December 1971 the United States, the European
Community, and Japan had concluded officially that the
time had come for a new multilateral negotiation, to keep
world trade from deteriorating under the pressures of the
new protectionism. As part of the Smithsonian Agree-

-ment on exchange rates in December of that year, the
three great trading entities agreed to embark on a new,
broad-based trade negotiation.

From then to now, six years have elapsed. Ministers
met in 1973 in Tokyo to give formal approval to the new
trade talks. Teams of negotiators were sent to Geneva to
begin a long, tedious exchange of views, arguments, and
analyses. A veritable war of computer print-outs began.
But little really happened. In February 1975 a further
stimulus was provided when the United States announced

in the Geneva meetings that the US Trade Act of 1974 had
finally become law and Congress had expressed its readi-
ness for serious negotiations. Still, there was scarcely any
real momentum in subsequent months. Negotiators
found themselves spending more and more time learning
to ski, or to sail on the lake by Geneva, and the computers

i~~~~~~~~~~~
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relentlessly printed more and more calculations.
How did it happen that the major governments labored

so much and yet did so little? The answer is that all
governments were caught in conflicting pressures, with
some domestic groups favoring negotiation and liberali-
zation, and others urging a defensive, hold-the-line pol-
icy. The world economy was thrown into turmoil, first by
an economic boom and raging inflation at the beginning
of the 1970's and by the oil shock and subsequent reces-
sion of the mid-1970's. Unemployment began to rise
everywhere. Investment in the future fell to exceptionally
low levels, and failed to recover, throughout the indus-
trialized world.

In 1977 world economic recovery continued slowly,
but unemployment did not improve, investment con-
tinued to be virtually stagnant, and world monetary un-
certainties intensified. With great effort high US and EC
trade officials met several times to establish a timetable
for the Geneva trade talks, to give the clear impression to
the world economy that expanded trade, not protec-
tionism, was the right answer. In the new timetable
January 15, 1978, was designated as the ultimate date for
putting all the trade issues on the table in Geneva. By then
draft codes on nontariff issues were to have been made
ready for the final stages of negotiation. Tariff rules
would be set. Agricultural problems would be made
ready for new, pragmatic solutions.

THIS DATE HAS NOW PASSED. WHERE ARE wE? The answer
is not clear. On the one hand, the world has so far avoided
a descent into neo-isolationism and rampant protec-
tionism. The negotiations are moving. There is hope for
"progress" in 1978. On the other hand, each of the
industrialized countries has been undertaking some
trade-restricting actions-and this is especially true in the
United States and the Community. In Geneva the posi-
tions that have been laid on the table contain little new.
The draft codes are empty with respect to the key issues.
Agriculture is still a thoroughly confused situation.

In a way, then, one could say that the true trade negoti-
ations are only now beginning. In the meantime the world
economic outlook is rapidly becoming less favorable. In
the absence of significant change in the private invest-
ment outlook, or a major change in official policies, the
industrialized OECD countries face continued unem-
ployment and a slow-down in growth-perhaps even the
beginning of recession by the end of 1978. Inflation is
picking up steam. Energy problems appear to be intract-
able to many investors. Governments are busier than
ever, intervening sector by sector, without any overall
concept, often with conflicting or self-cancelling policies.

The frustrations among politicians are acute. No
politician is prepared to admit that he is unable to "solve"
the problems, or that his policies are inadequate. Instead,
political leaders all over the world are blaming foreigners
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or foreign influences for troubles at home. Japanese ex-
port unfairness, or the sinking dollar, or the prorec-
tionism of the Community and the United States in ag-
riculture, steel, autos, televisions, and so o00, are all
blamed. The strong, locomotive countries are blamed for
putting too little steam into their engines of growth. The
weak are blamed for timid policies. And everywhere, it is
said that national politics are in an especially delicate
stage.

A particularly popular criricisni is that there is an ab-
sence of political leadership. In this connection one might
well recall the immortal words of Senator Russell Long:
"There are plenty of leaders around. Too many in fact.
We don't have an absence of leadership, we have an
absence of 'followership.' No one is ready to yield to
anyone else."

In this inauspicious set of circiunstances the trade ne-
gotiators have to work. In particular they are confronted
by three specific problems. First, there is an accelerating
growth in protectionist thinking. Both the United States
and the Community are in the forefront 0 f this trend, in
areas ranging from steel to textiles. from ball bearings to
televisions, from butter cookies to beef. Second, there is
the tendency of all governments toc blaute external pres-
sures for internal difficulties, and to solve economic and
financial difficulties through trade policies (including
pushing the locomotive countries to do more). Third,
there is a strong tendency in every nation for governments
to intervene more and more, to "correct" each problem
as it occurs. There can be a philosophic argument over
whether accelerating interventionism is socially goiid or
bad. There can be no argument that the state interven-
tionism we now see is ill-coordinated, conflicting, expen-
sive and often wasteful, and highly nationalistic-or even
regionalistic.

These three key problems together have one result:
Nontariff barriers and distortions to trade are becoming
worse, nor better. The Geneva negotiators are working
against a strong tide going the other way.

In the specifics the negotiators of various nations ap-
pear proud of their accomplishments to date, but they
have primarily achieved procedural victories rather than,
substantive results. On tariffs there is a dispute b~Jywen,
the'United States and the Community about hos&Fir ly,
to aim at roughly a 40 per cent reduction in present
tariffs-thereductionstobephasedinover8-to-lOyears.
(This means the present average tariff of about 8 per cent
in the United States and the European Community will be
cut by only about 0.3 percentage point per year, hardly an
amount worth arguing about, in the case of most prod-
ucts.)

On agriculture neither the United States nor the Com-
munity has any real clear idea of what to do, although
both agree something new is necessary. Japan and other
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nations are relatively happy at the absence of new ideas.
There is a potential for breakthrough in cereals in the
recent move of international discussion of wheat from
London to Geneva, so that grains can be looked at in
conjunction with the rest of the agricultural and indus-
trial negotiations. Yet esen here the varlisus governments
have not been able to bridge the technical differences in
perception of how' the cereals niarket can be managed, as
between the objectives of expanded trade, access,
stockpiling, and stabilization. The trouble here rensinds
one of the old dictum that it is too important to leave it to
the technicians and grain specialists. If grains issues could
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be resolved, a good part of the rest of agriculture would
fall into place easily.

On nontariff matters fundamental difficulties are
ahead. Of all the issues a code on subsidies and counter-
vailing duties is the most important. The US side cannot
satisfy Congress without a serious new code that covers
all official aids. The Community and some national gov-
ernments believe that most aids are a matter of national
sovereignty and should not be circumscribed by new
international rules. The Geneva discussion therefore mir-
rors in a way the discussion within the Community itself
about regional and national subsidies. There is also the
issue of how to handle agricultural subsidies as compared
with industrial aids. On this the United States and the
Community are in total conflict. At present the various
positions on aids are far apart, no meaningful draft of a
code exists, and governments are intervening more and
more everyday.
MARKET DISRUPTION is another area that is catching the
attention of governments. Two or three years ago no
government wanted to talk about changes in the rules on
so-called "safeguard" actions. Today several govern-
ments find themselves taking action to limit imports and
needing some way to legitimize what they are forced to do
politically. Suddenly there is a search for a new safeguard
code. But even here the differences are great. The United
States appears to want much stronger multilateral sur-
veillance and international dispute settlement proce-
dures. The Community and some national govenments
appear to be opposed to this. Recent tightening of the
textile import regime in the Community seems to work in
direct conflict with what the United States has in mind. In
any event for many people the newfound interest in safe-
guards is to make trade restrictions easier to apply, and
this must bear close scrutiny.

As for other nontariff barrier issues, modest progress
has been made on government purchasing policies, but
there is still ample room for disagreement. Industrial
standards and valuation practices are in better condition
from the negotiating perspective, but national legisla-

totes may not welcome what the negotiators are trying to
do. The biggest uncertainty lies in the handling of the
developing countries. On the whole their issues have been
left to the last. Their governments work even more slowly
that the industrialized countries. They are not likely to
favor the types of agreements which are negotiable by the
spring of 1978.

In fact the timetable looks ominous. With good will
and major political effort, the United States, the Commu-
nity, and Japan could have their tentative deal by the
summer of 1978. But then would come the August holi-
days. After that the Council of Ministers would take two
or three sessions to clear the Community position. The
US Congress is entitled to 90 working days to consider
any draft nontariff agreements if changes in law are in-
volved. Since Congress will have to recess for elections, it
is virtually certain that final US approval would have to
come in 1979, even if the broad outlines are settled by the
summer of 1978. For Japan there will be great con-
troversy in the Diet. In Canada there will be stresses
between the provinces and the federal government at a
time when the Quebec issue is coming to a head. In other
countries politics will be uncertain.

In other words, the real negotiations of 1978 are in
trouble just as they start in earnest. It will be a rough year.
The issues are hard, the world economic outlook is not
good, the tendency towards protectionism and national
intervention is growing, and the political base of interest
for a liberal world order are on the wane. Ittook a long
time to get here-10 years from the end of the Kennedy
Round. And we have not in fact gone very far.

Yet if this sounds gloomy-the alternative is much
worse. A failure in 1978 would create a crisis of confi-
dence in the functioning of the world economy. It would
intensify all the problems, and tend to tip the world into a
slide towards economic nationalism. The consequences
of that are too fearful, and that is why the United States,
the European Community, and others are still going
ahead valiantly. They have to. But they will need quite a
bit of skill, and even more luck.
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Mr. MALIrOREN. Now, I would say that failure in the Geneva talks
would be so bad that it is not to be contemplated. I am pessimistic,
but I am also somewhat confident that no one will let it completely
fall apart.

Bob Strauss is fantastically skilled as a negotiator, and I admire
him, and if anybody can keep this on track, he can.

Senator BENTSEN. I have had to put up with him for years, and
I share the same admiration.

Mr. MAL3IGREN. Yes; and he has a tough job. But as I look at it,
what he did with Japan has been very effective so far. That has been
somewhat underrated in the press. There is, for example, a commit-
ment in the communique that relates to what Japan will do in the
negotiations in Geneva, and not just what it will do in the short
term.

I think that is positive. The Japanese will cut their tariff rates
down to the average of the United States and the European Com-
munity, at the end of the negotiations. That is a big plus.

The Geneva tariff concessions themselves, in my view, as a long-
time hand in this, are not crucial. I think they are important, but
there is more than tariffs at stake. It is better to cut tariffs than
leave them where they are, but we are talking about a reduction in
the average tariff rate from around 8 to 9 percent now, to around
5 percent at the end of 8 to 10 years. That means rather small num-
bers in terms of change per year.

So the tariffs are useful, but the real tough issues are the questions
of subsidies, countervailing duties, government procurement policies,
and a long list of nontariff barriers you could make. I am sure you
have heard about the problems from your constituents.

In these areas I am not too optimistic about what has been done
so far. Especially, I am worried about agriculture. In that area, I
think everybody agrees that something significant should be done
about agriculture, and particularly about grains. I have a lot of ex-
perience working with American farmers, and the farm organiza-
tions, and I think I understand grains pretty well. I would say to-
day we, as a Nation, are completely divided about what to do in the
negotiations, and that everybody else we are negotiating with knows
that we have deep differences of views. We have people in favor of
free trade, and people who favor stockpiling, or other commodity
stabilization schemes. We appear to be all over the map.

When you are divided, you are not a good bargaining partner
for somebody else who has to negotiate a deal.

So I am very worried about not only the climate internationally,
but a certain amount about our divisions at home. When people all
have different views, they are quiet until the deal is struck; then they
complain to the Congress.

So, to conclude, right now I am worried about the Tokyo round,
and I think it is going to take some clever maneuvering to bring
it off. To me, to get the climate right, to get the governments more
or less comfortable with the situation, to keep us off a protectionist
course, which it is strongly headed toward, will take sound man-
agement at the economic Summit level, with the President and
Chancellor Schmidt and other people.
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Let me sum up the situation as I see it. The United Kingdom
has been over the years a strong free trade element in the world
negotiating context. Today, I would say that the United Kingdom
has become a protectionist element in the negotiation. It is a com-
plete switch. I would say Germany, traditionally the capital of
free trade thinking, is now becoming somewhat protectionist.
France is clearly in the throes of a political stiuation which leads
it in the direction of shoring up its troubled sectors and telling the
world to keep their distance.

The rest of the confusion in Europe is very negative. So if you
put that together, you have got a strong drift toward protectionism
in the European Community as well as other nations, and away from
open markets. To negotiate in that atmosphere is very difficult.

So I do not think we should have any illusions that somehow this
is all going right. So far, it is not going well at all.

But it better not fail. That is, I think the consequences of failure
are even worse.

Senator BENTSEN. Thank you very much.
Representative REUSS. Thank you, Senator Bentsen.
I just want to give Mr. Solomon an opportunity to comment on

the point I was making before, which we were talking about, the
proposition: Resolved, that this country would do better using a
little more micro and a little less macro and doing a little more
about structural unemployment than it is doing, and a little less
about undifferentiated demand stimulation.

Proposition two was that with respect to Germany, we would per-
haps be brighter and certainly get further, if we advised our Ger-
man friends to stimulate their economy modestly by direct struc-
tural unemployment programs, which would bring down their over-
all unemployment rate, because so much of it is structural.

Mr. SoLONEON. I will try to be very brief in response, just so the
other views will be in the record as well.

As far as the United States is concerned, I must say, as I look back
over history, and I find myself looking back over more history every
year, every time unemployment rises to a high level, somebody comes
up and tells us it is all structured. It is a cyclical phenomenon that
I have noticed time and again. No doubt about it, there is structural
unemployment.

I don't; have any reason to disagree with the facts that Mr. Wris-
ton brought out, about truants in New York City. But not every
unemployed person is structurally incapable of filling a job.

My answer to you is; no, I am not sure we need less macro. I
think the macro program that has been put forward by this admin-
istration is not a wild program by any means. We are having 1 year
of stimulation which is already underway. It is going to level off.
The best estimates I see for growth of the real GNP over the next
year do not look frightening in the least.

That is, the consensus forecast does not look frightening to me.
So I would answer your question by saying that we may need more
micro programs to help cope with structural unemployment. That,
does not means we need less macro.

Perhaps we need both. So much for the United States.
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On Germany, we have to distinguish between our tactics and what
we think about Germany. I believe by now we have passed the point
of diminishing returns in trying to persuade the Germans to do some-
thing. It is counterproductive to make further speeches to the Ger-
mans about stimulating the economy.

That is a question of tactics, how we handle the situation.
The second question is how do we analyze the German economy,

and what do we see as the appropriate set of policies for that coun-
try to adopt in its own interest, as well as in the interests of the rest
of the world, because Germany has a big impact on the rest of the
world.

My own view of Germany for what it is worth to you is that the
German economy is capable of expanding faster than at a rate of 1
percent a year, and that is what has happened since the beginning
of this year.

I cannnot believe that structural unemployment-that the unem-
ployment is so completely structural and that capacity is so un-
usable that Germany cannot expand at a rate of more than 1 percent
per year. That is a very low rate of expansion.

Now, I also had occasion to be exposed to some of these German
visitors of whom you spoke, Congressman Reuss, and I found it in-
teresting that while at one point they stressed very much that all this
unemployment is structural, later in the conversation they were
boasting about how efficient training programs are in Germany.
Now, I found a little inconsistency in those two statements. They
were proud of their ability to train people who needed training.

Second, Germany has sent home one-half million foreign workers
in the past year, or 11/2 years. These people were working until
they were sent home. Why were they sent home? Because aggregate
demand has been inadequate in Germany. I assume they are reabsorb-
able into Germany if demand were to grow more rapidly.

So I would like to put forward this view: Yes, there may be
structural problems in Germany, too. And those structural problems
call for structural prescriptions, just as our structural problems do,
but I don't think the problem in Germany is totally structural. I
think Germany does need a more rapid expansion of domestic de-
mand, not only to put its own unemployed to work, but to absorb
some of that large current account surplus which incidentally has
been temporarily depressed this year by special factors that I will not
go into.

So I am giving you, I think, the same prescription for both the
United States and Germany. Certainly, use structural programs
where necessary. But that is not the full answer to the problem. We
do need macro-policies in both countries, too.

Representative REiss. Thank you very much, and I think we
should bring this to a close, particularly since some members of the
panel have a plane to catch.

I would add one more thought in what I hope would be a con-
tinuing dialog with my friend Mr. Solomon; that is, micro can be-
come macro. If you really do something about the 2 or 3 million
structurally unemployed in this country, and the million-plus struc-
turally unemployed in Germany, it is just remarkable what a micro-
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fellow with a job and some do-re-mi in his pocket can do by way of
creating demand, but the demand created will probably be the great-
est bang for a buck, or a mark, because his spending power will tend
to be expanded on things that are available without bringing the
general economy too close to the alleged Phillip's curve line.

At any rate, thank you all very much for a great morning. We
are pleased to have you. We are grateful.

The committee stands recessed.
[Whereupon, at 12:04 p.m., the committee recessed, to reconvene

at 10 a.m., Monday, February 27,1978.]
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CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITTEE,

Washington, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to recess, at 10:05 a.m., in room 1202,

Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Richard Bolling (chairman of
the committee) presiding.

Present: Representatives Bolling, Long, and Brown of Michigan;
and Senators Javits and McClure.

Also present: John R. Stark, executive director; Louis C. Kraut-
hoff II, assistant director; Richard F. Kaufman, general counsel;
Lloyd C. Atkinson, G. Thomas Cator, Thomas F. Dernburg, Kent H.
Hughes, L. Douglas Lee, Katie MacArthur, Deborah Norelli Matz,
and George R. Tyler, professional staff members; Mark Borchelt,
administrative assistant; and Stephen J. Entin, George D. Krum-
bhaar, Jr., M. Catherine Miller, and Mark R. Policinski, minority
professional staff members.

Representative BOLLING. The committee will be in order.
I would like to do a little housekeeping before I get to my open-

ing statement.
During the course of our annual hearings, I and other members

have referred to two staff studies prepared for the committee as
background material.

One of the studies examines various macroeconomic policy alterna-
tives; the other discusses the new social security legislation.

For the sake of completeness I ask unanimous consent that these
be included in the record.

[The staff studies referred to follow:]

MONETARY-FISCAL POLICY ALTERNATIVES FOR 1978 AND 1979

The current economic expansion has shown itself to be considerably stronger
than we had supposed it to be a few months ago. Talk of a "growth recession"
in 1978 has all but disappeared and there is general consensus that the expan-
sion has another year of life left in it. On a year over year basis, real Gross
National Product (GNP) rose 4.9 percent; the unemployment rate fell from 7.7
percent to 7.0 percent, and prices as measured by the implicit price deflator for
GNP rose 5.6 percent. Because the economy was very weak at the end of 1976,
fourth quarter over fourth quarter comparisons paint an even stronger picture
of economic performance in 1977. Such a comparison reveals real GNP growth
of 5.7 percent and a reduction in the unemployment rate of 1.3 percentage points
from 7.9 percent in the fourth quarter of 1976 to 6.6 percent in the fourth quar-
ter of 1977. Unfortunately, inflation also moved at a more rapid pace as shown
by the rise in the GNP deflator of 5.9 percent since the last quarter of 1976.
Nevertheless, and although inflation remains far too rapid for comfort, there is
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little indication at this time that the inflation rate is in serious danger ofaccelerating.
Forecasters of economic activity have had little difficulty in arriving at a con-sensus for 1978. Tne anticipated rate of real economic growth will be only 4.5percent. This is strong enough to avoid a growth recession but not enough toreduce unemployment by more than 0.3 or 0.4 percentage points to the 6.6-6.7percent range in 1979. In anticipation of the continuation of 8 to 9 percent up-ward wage adjustments, unit labor-costs will continue to rise at roughly 6percent and the inflation rate is apt to be in that neighborhood.
Table 1 shows selected economic indicators for 1977 and compares these withthe forecasted values for 1978 and 1979 of the Data Resources (DRI) model.The DRI results are representative of the mid-range of present forecasts. Thestaff simulations of the effects of alternative policies that are reported subse-quently were also obtained by use of the DRI model.

TABLE 1.-SELECTED ECONOMIC INDICATORS'

iCalendar yearsj

Forecast
Actual

1977 1978 1979

Gross national product -1,890.4 2,096.3 2,305.3Rate of growth of gross national product-- l.8 10.9 lo.Implicit price deflator tor gross national prodact(197=2100) -141.32 149.95 158.37Rate of growth of gross national product deflator- .6 6.1 5. 6Gross national product in 1972 prices 1,337.6 1,398.0 1,455.6Rate of growth Of real gross national product -4.9 4.5 4.1Unemployment rate'--- ----------------------------------- 7.0 6.6 6. 4Rate of growth of money sepply (M,)----------- ----------- 7. 4 5. 6. 4Treasury bill rate (3 ins)------------------------- 5.27 6.38 5.90

'All growth rate are year over year rates except for M, which is a fourth quarter over fourth quarter rate.2 The unemployment rates were level-adjusted to reflect the lower than anticipated unemployment rate of the fourthquarter of 1977.

It is very important to note that the DRI forecast-and this is true of nearlyall other current forecasts-has built into it expectations with respect to Presi-dent Carter's budget. Specifically, unified budget outlays of roughly $500 billionwere assumed, and it was also assumed that taxes will be reduced by $25 billioneffective October 1, 1978, in a ratio of two to one between persons and corpora-tions. These expectations have conformed very closely to the President'srecommendations.
Without the tax reduction the economy would be very weak at the end of1978, and even with the tax reduction a marked slowdown is expected in 1979.This expectation suggests that the Administration budget for FY 1979 is notsufficiently stimulative to reach the unemployment target of 4% percent for 1981that the Administration has enunciated or the 4 percent for 1983 that is speci-fled by the Humphrey-Hawkins bill. At the same time the failure to grow at arate sufficient to meet these targets will mean the continuation of an amplesupply of un- or underutilized productive resources, and this should permit moreexpansionary policies to be adopted without the threat that such policies willadd substantially to inflation.
The next section of this memorandum provides a capsule summary of theAdministration's major budget proposals. Thereafter the results of the staff'ssimulations of alternative monetary and fiscal policy combinations are presentedand discussed.

PRESIDENT CARTER'S BUDGET FOR FISCAL YEAR 1979
President Carter's first Budget has been characterized by the press as "leanand tight." The $500 billion outlay level proposed by the President leaves littleroom for new programs or proposals. Nevertheless, the budget represents amajor break with the budget philosophies of Presidents Nixon and Ford. In-stead of drastic cuts in domestic spending programs, President Carter providessmall increases. Defense spending is also increased. On the tax side the budgetcontains a modest tax reduction proposal designed to offset fiscal drag andsustain economic expansion. This contrasts with President Ford's efforts to use
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tax reduction as an inducement to lower Federal spending and to reduce the
relative size of the Federal sector. Instead of concentrating on the philosophy of
government's role in the economy, the budget focusses on practical issues such
as the amount of stimulus needed to sustain economic expansion. Congress, for
its part, must consider whether the proposals are adequate for their intended
purpose.

A major innovation in the 1979 budget is the way in which the budget pro-
posals are presented. For the first time the budget shows a current services
level of outlays that can be compared with the President's policy recommenda-
tions. For example, one can see that in FY 1979 it would cost $492.4 billion to
maintain the same level of services as provided in 1978, and that the President
has proposed spending an additional $7.8 billion in FY 1979. This new form of
presentation has long been advocated by the JEC which began, in 1973, to pub-
lish its own current services estimates.

Table 2 shows a comparison of the current service outlay estimates with the
Administration proposals. As can be seen in the Table, the only significant
changes occur in national defense (+$1.0 billion) and energy (+$2.0 billion). Of
the remaining $4.8 billion increase, about $3 billion is needed to adjust the non-
automatically inflation indexed programs, and $1.7 billion is designated as an
allowance for contingencies. Therefore, of the President's $7.8 billion increase
above the current services level, the only real spending increases are in the
defense and energy areas.

TABLE 2.-CURRENT SERVICES OUTLAYS BY FUNCTION

[in billions of dollars]

Current services 1979
adminis-

1977 1978 1979 tration
actual estimate estimate proposals

National defense - - - -97.5 107.7 116.8 171.8
International affairs 4.8 6. 7 .7.4 7. 7
General science, space, and technology ---- 4.7 4. 8 5.1 5.1
Energy - - - -4.2 7.5 7.6 9.6
Natural resources and environment 10.0 11.7 12.0 12.2
Agriculture 5. 5 9.0 5.5 5.4
Commerce and housing credit - - - - () 3.5 3.1 3. 0
Transportation - - - -14.6 16.3 17.1 17.4
Community and regional development -6.3 9. 5 8.5 8.7
Education, training, employment and social services 21.0 26.9 29.4 30. 4
Health --- 38.8 44. 3 50. 3 49. 7
Income security - - - -137.0 147.5 159.2 160.0
Veterans benefits and services 18.0 18.9 18.9 19.3
Administration of justice - 3.6 4.0 4.1 4.2
General government - - - -3.4 4.1 4.2 4. 3
General purpose fiscal assistance- - - - 9.5 9.9 9.5 9. 6
Interest --- - - -38.1 43.8 48. 7 49.0
Allowances:

Civilian pay raises 1.1 1.1
Contingencies --- 1.7

Undistributed offsetting receipts:
Employer share, employee retirement--- -4.5 -5.0 -5.2 -5.2
Interest received by trust funds ------- -8.1 -8.6 -9.1 9.1
Rents and royalties on the Outer Continental Shelf -- -2.4 -2.0 -1.8 -1.8

Total 401.9 460.4 492.4 500. 2

' $50,000,000 or less.

The Administration estimates that receipts would be $463.8 billion in the
absence of any changes in tax policy. After deducting the proposed tax cut, re-
ceipts would total $439.6 billion. In our judgement the estimate of $463.8 billion
is excessive and a level of $460 billion would be more consistent with the Admin-
istration's own economic assumptions.

The appropriate size of the tax reduction that is generally believed to be
necessary will be a topic of lively debate. Much of the tax reduction seems neces-
sary merely to offset other tax increases. As shown subsequently, the fiscal drag
that arises from social insurance tax increases and from the progressivity of
the personal income tax will be about $15 billion in 1978, and an additional and
even larger drag can be expected in 1980. Thus social insurance and personal
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income taxes produce enough drag in 1978 to eat up two-thirds of the stimu-
lative effect of the President's proposed tax reduction. And this calculation does
not include the energy tax proposals which, although they have little budgetary
effect as proposed by the President, may prove to have significant effects in the
forms that emerge from the Congress.

The 1979 budget continues some of the positive changes that were initiated in
the 1978 budget presentation. The budget shows fairly detailed estimates for
1980, and it gives much more information than in the past about the five-year
budgetary picture. President Carter does not repeat President Ford's recom-
mendation that many off-budget items be included in the budget totals.

Table 3 shows 1979 outlays compared with estimates for 1978. The large de-
cline shown for agriculture reflects the reduced price support payments which
result from large setaside requirements. The decline in commerce and housing
credit are the consequence of large receipts (counted as negative outlays) of
the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation and a substantial sale of mortgage
paper by the Federal Home Loan Bank Board. The declines shown for communi-
ty and regional development are spread throughout this function and cover such
areas as disaster relief, community block grants, and local public works projects.
The large increases-both absolutely and in percentage terms-are for income
security, energy, and national defense.

TABLE 3.-1978 AND 1979 OUTLAY PROJECTIONS

[in billions of dollarsl

Dollar Percent
1978 1979 change change

National defense -107.6 117.8 10.2 9.5International affairs -6.7 7.7 .9 14. 0General science, space, and technology -4.8 5.1 .3 6. 7Energy -7.8 9.6 1.8 22.9National resources and environment -12.1 12.2 .1 .8
Agriculture ----- --------- 9.1 5.4 -3.7 -40. 3Commerce housing credit -3.5 3.0 -. 6 -15.8Transportation -------- 16.3 17.4 1.1 6.7
Community and regional development -9.7 8.7 -1.0 -10.5Education, training, employment, and social services- 27.5 30.4 3.0 10.7
Health - - 44.3 49.7 5. 4 12. 2
Income security -147.6 160.0 12. 4 8. 4
Veterans benefits- ------------ 18.9 19.3 .3 1.8Administration of ijostice -4.0 4. 2 .2 4.8
General government -4.1 4.3 .2 4. 5Revenue sharing and general fiscal assistance -9.9 9.6 -. 2 -2. 3Interest -43.8 49.0 5.2 11.8
Allowancos and contingencies - ----- 2.8 2.8Undistributed offsetting receipts- -15.6 -16.0 -. 4 2. 6

Total -462.2 500.2 38.0 8.2

The President's proposals will cause many taxpayers to avail themselves of
the standard deduction rather than to itemize deductions. Tax rates also will be
lower. Both factors will cause tax expenditures to fall in many categories. Ac-
cording to the Administration's estimates, tax expenditures will fall by some
$15 billion.

The full employment budget deficit is projected by the Administration to
increase from $10 billion in 1977 to $32 billion in 1978 and to $37 billion in 1979.
This implies that fiscal policy in 1978 is quite stimulative relative to 1977, but
that only a tiny amount of additional stimulus is proposed for 1979 despite the
inclusion in the budget of a proposed tax reduction of about $25 billion. The
JEC staff has made its own calculations of the full employment budget deficit.
These estimates show the full employment deficit increasing to $28 billion in
1978 and to $32 billion in 1979. The conclusions are the same: The 1978 budget
is stimulative relative to 1977. but there is very little additional stimulus in
1979. If the economy weakens in late 1978, President Carter's proposals will
prove inadequate unless they are accompanied by a sharply more expansionary
monetary policy. The simulations reported in the next section show the iu-
portance of more stimulative monetary policy and they also show the economic
effects of some alternative budgetary strategies.
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ALTERNATIVE FISCAL AND MONETARY POLICIES

(1) Earpan8ionary Monetary Policies.
The Administration has been painfully silent about monetary policy. The

EConomic Report of the President barely mentions the subject, and nowhere is
there to be found any indication of a desirable rate of monetary growth, a
desirable path for interest rates, or the relationship between monetary policy
and the performance of the economy. Recent policy actions, moreover, are not
encouraging. The decision to raise the Federal Reserve's rediscount rate to 6½/2
percent was an attempt to shore up the international value of the dollar at the
expense of the kinds of monetary and credit conditions that would support the
growth of the domestic economy. Such use of monetary policy for international
objectives has long been opposed by the Joint Economic Committee and it is to
be hoped that the Committee will strongly insist on reversal of the unfortunate
present retrogression of monetary policy.

The need for more stimulative monetary policy is evident from the persistent
failure of capital spending to revive to prosperity levels and to the growing
fear that financial disintermediation may interfere with the continued strength
of the residential building industry. Moreover, under the President's budget pro-
posals, the economy will receive no additional stimulus from fiscal policy until
late 1978. Lessening the danger of a slowdown prior *to that time could be
effected by a more generous rate of monetary growth than is anticipated by
present forecasts.

Although the nominal quantity of money (Ml) grew more rapidly in 1977 than
in any year since 1972, this 7.4 percent growth rate appears to be regarded by
most forecasters as having been unintentionally high, and, as can be seen in
Table 1, DRI's expectation is that it will decline to rates of 5.8 and 6.4 percent
in 1978 and 1979 respectively. It may also be noted that the 5.8 percent growth
rate in 1978 is not sufficient to finance the projected 10.9 percent growth of
nominal GNP without a rise in short term interest rates of more than 100 basis
points.

Under present and prospective economic conditions a rise in interest rates is
harmful and undesirable. It is the likelihood of such a rise that is perhaps the
most important factor making for the meager 4.5 percent and 4.1 percent real
growth rates forecasted for 1978 and 1979 respectively.

The results of the first staff simulation are reported in Table 4. This simula-
tion assumes that the rate of monetary growth is stepped up in a way that re-
duces the 3 month Treasury bill rate to its 1977 average of 5.3 percent and that
holds the bill rate at that level throughout 1979. The fiscal policy assumptions
are the same as in the basic forecast.

TABLE 4.-SIMULATION RESULTS: RAISING THE RATE OF MONETARY GROWTH TO LOWER THE TREASURY BILL
RATE TO 5.3 PCT.

1978 1979

Levels:
Gross national product.

Difference from forecast
Gross national product in 1972 prices

Difference from forecast-
Implicit price deflator for gross national product
Difference from forecast
Unemployment rate-

Difference from forecast-
Treasury bill rate-

Difference from forecast
Budget deficit (N IA basis)-

Difference from forecast--
Difference from forecast:

Nonresidential fixed investment-
Residential construction -- -----------------------------------------
Net exports of goods and services --------

Growth rates:
Money supply (M1)-

Difference from forecast-
Grcss national product-

Difference from forecast-
Gross national product in 1972 prices -

Difference from forecast
Implicit price deflator for gross national product-

Difference from forecast-

2,106.6 2,344.5
10.3 39.5

1,404.1 1,476.0
6.1 20.4

150.0 158.8
.1 .5

6.45 5.90
-.10 -.50
5.27 5.28

-1. 12 -. 63
45.4 36.5

* -3. 7 -13. 4

+1.1
+4.2
+.2

6.9
1.1I

11. 5
.5

5.0
.5

6. 1
0

+7.4
+13. 5
-2. 1

8. 2
1. 8

11.3
1.3
5. 1
1. 0
5. 9
.3
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As can be observed in Table 4 attainment of the interest rate target requires
that the rate of M, growth be stepped up by 1.1 and 1.8 percentage points in1978 and 1979 respectively. The results are gratifying. Since monetary policy
affects the economy with a considerable lag, there is little effect in 1978 eventhough our simulation assumes an immediate increase in the rate of monetarygrowth. Thus in 1978 nominal and real GNP increase only $10.3 billion and $6.1
billion respectively and there is virtually no change in the inflation rate or inthe unemployment rate.

The main effects of a faster rate of monetary growth begun immediately willbe in 1979 when the economy will most need support. Relative to the consensus
forecast GNP will be $40 billion higher, the real growth rate will be a full per-
centage point higher, and the unemployment rate will be one half of one per-
centage point lower. Thus a somewhat more rapid-though hardly excessive-
rate of monetary growth can eliminate all risk of recession in 1979, and cancontribute some 500,000 additional jobs in that year.

The greater strength shown by the economy as the consequence of more rapidmonetary expansion is mainly in the investment sector. The simulation indicates
that non-residential fixed investment may be $7 billion higher in 1979 and thatbomebuilding may rise by more than $13 billion. In view of our lingering fears
over the behavior of investment, it seems clear that a more generous monetary
policy should be high on our list of policy priorities.

Unlike stimulative fiscal policies expansionary monetary policy reduces the
Federal budget deficit. As shown in Table 4, the deficit may be reduced by from
$10 to $15 billion by a monetary policy that does no more than bring short-term
Interest rates back to their 1977 average. The stronger economy will generate
additional revenues from all taxes-personal, business, social insurance, and
indirect-and it will reduce outlays for unemployment compensation and wel-
fare. Meanwhile the lower interest rates will reduce the interest cost of financ-
ing the national debt.

It is true, of course, that the inflation rate will rise somewhat. But this will
happen as the consequence of all expansionary policies, and the simulation re-
sults indicate that the rise will be modest because the economy continues to
have underutilized capital and labor at its disposal so that the danger of gen-
erating excessive demand is quite minimal. Moreover, since expansionary mone-
tary policy tends to.augment the investment share of GNP, whereas expansion-
ary fiscal policies augment the government and/or consumption shares, expan-sionary monetary policies will yield productivity gains that will help to mod-
erate inflation in the future.

(2) An Additional $15 Billion Tax Reduction.
President Carter has recommended a net tax reduction of $25 billion to be

made effective October 1, 1978. Because a tax reduction of this magnitude will
not sustain growth at an acceptable rate in 1979, there are many who believe
that a more substantial tax reduction is desirable. The Chamber of Commerce,
for example, is recommending a reduction of $40 billion. Our next staff simula-
tion examines the consequences of such a policy. It is assumed in this simula-
tion that the two to one ratio of relief for persons and corporations is
maintained.

The $25 billion tax reduction may be inadequate because of the tax increases
that will take place automatically in 1978. For example, if social insurance
taxes were to rise by the same 10.9 percent as the forecasted rise in nominal
GNP for 1978, the taxes would increase by $13.0 billion. However, the forecasted
increase is $18.7 billion, the extra increase of $5.7 billion being attributable to
the fact that both the social security tax rate and base rose at the beginning of
1978, and to the fact that the minimum taxable Federal base for unemployment
insurance increased from $4,200 to $6,000, thereby raising Federal taxes on
employers, and forcing many states to raise their unemployment payroll taxes.

Because of the progressivity of the personal income tax, this tax tends to rise
automatically by an amount equal to 1.5 to 1.6 times the percentage rise in
personal income. If income taxes were proportional, they would rise by $18.6
billion in 1978. But because of the progressivity factor they will rise by $28.8
billion. The difference of $10.2 billion between the two figures is the fiscal drag
attributable to the personal income tax. Added to the $5.7 billion disproportion-
ate social insurance tax increase, this amounts to a net fiscal drag from these
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two sources of about $16 billion, and this wipes out about two-thirds of the
stimulus that would be provided by a $25 billion tax reduction.

Table 5 shows the economic effects of adding $15 billion to the President's
proposed $25 billion tax reduction. Because the reduction does not take place
until October 1, 1978, there is virtually no effect this year. In 1979 both nominal
and real GNP are higher by about one half as much as the increase achieved by
the monetary policies of the earlier simulations. The reduction in the unem-
ployament rate and the rise in the inflation rate are reduced accordingly.

TABLE 5.-SIMULATION RESULTS: $40 BILLION TAX REDUCTION

1978 1979

Levels:
Gross national product.

Difference from forecast.
Gross national product in 1972 prices.

Difference from forecast - ------- -
Implicit price deflator for gross national product

Difference from forecast
Unemployment rate

Difference from forecast
Treasury bill rate - ----- -----------------------------------------

Difference from forecast-
Budget deficit (NIA basis)-

Difference from forecast
Difference from forecast:

Nonresidential fixed investment ---------------------------------
Residential construction -- -------------------------------------------
Net exports of goods and services -------

Growth rates:
Money supply (Mi) ------

Difference from forecast -------------------
Gross national product-

Difference from forecast -----------
Gross national product in 1972 prices-

Difference from forecast ------------
Implicit price deflator for gross national product-

Difference from forecast --------------------

2,097. 5 2, 323.7
1.2 18. 4

1,398. 8 1,466 1
.8 10.5

149.9 158.5
0 .1
6. 6 6.2
B -.2

6.38 5.90
0 0

53.4 66.0
+4. 3 +16. 1

+. I
.+. 1
0

5.9
+. I
11.0

4.6
+. I
6. 1
0

+3.5
+1.7
-1.5

6. 4
0

10.8

4.8
+.7
5.7

+. 1

The simulation was conducted without any attempt to accompany the fiscal
expansion with an accommodative monetary policy. Evidently, however, an addi-
tional tax reduction of $15 billion is so tiny that it fails to put any upward
pressure on interest rates and it therefore produces no crowding out of invest-
ment spending.

One-third of the tax relief is granted to business. This, combined with
stronger product demand unimpeded by higher interest rates, raises non-resi-
dential fixed investment by $3.5 billion, or about one-half the amount of the first
simulation. However, the less favorable monetary conditions implied by this
simulation limit the rise in residential construction to a very modest increase.
As usual, the bulk of the strength that results from the additional tax cut is in
the consumption sector. More expansionary monetary policy, on the other hand,
would have mainly stimulated the lagging capital spending sector and thereby
set the basis for more rapid subsequent production advances.

It should be noted. finally, that the additional tax reduction adds substantial-
ly to the Federal deficit whereas the expansionary monetary policy reduces the
deficit. This is not a decisive advantage of monetary policy in all instances,
but it is a factor that should be kept in mind.

(3) An Increase in Federal Outlays of $7.5 Billion Above President Carter's
Recommendation.

Those who prefer expanded expenditures to tax reduction as a means of pro-
viding fiscal stimulus have been put at a disadvantage by the persistence,
throughout FY 1977, of a $15 billion expenditure shortfall. However, recent indi-
cations are that this shortfall has been eliminated and that FY 1978 outlays are
now on target with respect to timing. This has two important consequences.
First, it means the economy is currently in the process of receiving some wel-
come stimulus and may be stronger than expected in early 1978. Second, it
means that additional outlays can be approved without danger that such action
will merely add to the magnitude of the shortfall.
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Nevertheless. it is not easy to find ways of spending more money both quicklyand constructively. The staff has estimated that Congress may be able to addabout $7.5 billion to FY 1979 outlays, but that any more than that would bedifficult to spend in non-wasteful ways without major program initiatives. Our
assumption is that $1 billion could be usefully put into each of the following
categories-Energy, National Defense, CETA, General Purpose Fiscal Assist-ance, and Housing, that $2 billion could be added to outlays for Health andEducation, and that $0.5 billion in fiscal relief could be granted to urban gov-
ernments. For NIA purposes we put $2 billion into Federal Purchases, $1 bil-lion into subsidies, and $4.5 billion into grants to State and local governments.

The economic effects of this $7.5 billion increase in Federal expenditures arereported in Table 6. Since Federal grants will be reflected in State and localpurchases, the impact on GNP and unemployment per dollar of budget cost is
greater for the present mix of increased Federal outlays that for tax reduction.
On the other hand, because the assumed tax reduction provided business taxrelief, the effect on investment of that policy was more powerful than theincrease in Government expenditure.

TABLE 6.-SIMULATION RESULTS: INCREASED FEDERAL SPENDING BY S7,500,000,000 IN FISCAL YEAR 1979

1978 1979

Levels:
Gross national product

Difference from forecast
Gross national product in 1972 prices

Difference from forecast
Implicit price deflator for gross national product

Difference from forecast
Unemployment rate

Difference from forecast -- ----------
Treasury bill rate

Difference from forecast
Budget deficit (NIA basis)

Difference from forecast
Difference from forecast:

Nonresidential fixed investment
Residential construction -.
Net exports of goods and services

Growth rates:
Money supply (MI) - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Difference from forecast
Gross national product

Diffarence from forecast
Gross national product in 1972 prices

Difference from forecast ----------------------------
Implicit price deflator for gross national product

Difference from forecast --------

2, 098. 2 2, 317.9
+1. 9 +12. 6

1, 399. 2 1, 463.1
+1. 3 +7. 6
149.9 158. 4

0 0
6.6 6.2
0 -.2

6.38 5.94
0 + 04

50. 3 53.1
+1.2 +3. 2

+. I
+. 1
0

5. 9
+. I
11. 0
+. 1
4.6

+. 1
6.1
0

+1.1
+. 5

+1. 3

6. 5
+. I
10. 5
.5

4.6

5. 7
+. 1

The expenditure expansion clearly helps the economy in 1979. The real growthrate is raised by 0.5 percentage points and unemployment drops to 6.2 percent
of the labor force. The risk of a growth recession is therefore greatly reducedby this modest addition to the budget. Finally, because the GNP impact per
dollar of outlay is greater than for tax reduction, the positive feedback to the
Treasury is considerably higher and the policy therefore adds considerably lessto the Federal deficit than would be the case if additional tax reduction werethe chosen alternative.

Conclu8iofls

(1) President Carter's proposed $25 billion tax reduction is an appropriate
measure of fiscal policy provided that it is supplemented by other policies. With-out this tax reduction the economy would be extremely weak in late 1978 and agrowth recession would be very likely in 1979.

Because of very heavy fiscal drag, the weakness of investment, and the weak-ness of the foreign sector, the $25 billion tax reduction will sustain growth in1979 at the very meager rate currently forecasted to be only 4.1 percent inreal terms. Supplementary policies are therefore needed.
(2) The most promising supplementary policy would be an immediate and

continuing rise in the rate of monetary growth. By reducing interest rates this
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will stimulate capital spending and ensure the continuation of strong perform-
ance by the homebuilding industry. This, in turn, will provide higher GNP and
more jobs in the short run, and faster productivity growth and less inflation in
the long run. Unlike the tax reduction and the expenditure increase, expansion
through monetary policy reduces the budget deficit.

The only possible disadvantage to more expansionary monetary policy is that
the reduction in short-term interest rates implied by the policy will cause short-
term capital to flow to higher yield financial markets abroad. This will reduce
the demand for the dollar and possibly cause its value to fall relative to other
currencies. Whether or not this is a gain or a loss is open to serious dispute.

Those who wring their hands over the "integrity" of the dollar complain that
the rising costs of imports will add to domestic inflation. Those who believe that
the dollar should fall in value in response to our massive trade deficit believe
that the higher cost of imports is desirable because it will lead to the substitu-
tion of domestic production and employment for imports and that it will also
encourage exports. Such analysts therefore welcome declining interest rates not
only because this encourages capital spending but also because it tends to im-
prove our balance of trade and thereby stimulate our economy.

(3) Tax reduction in excess of the President's $25 billion proposal would not
be inappropriate, nor would additional expenditure expansion. Both policies
would provide insurance against a slump in 1979. These policies are, however,
inferior to expansion through monetary policy because they have less of an
impact on capital spending and because they raise the budget deficit whereas the
expansionary monetary policy lowers it.

(4) In view of the consensus forecast, an optimal policy might combine the
President's $25 billion tax reduction with an additional $7.5 billion rise in
Federal outlays, and it would combine both of these policies with an expan-
sionary monetary policy that seeks to reduce short-term interest rates to their
1977 average. This combination of policies would raise the real growth rate for
1979 by 1.5 percentage points, and it would reduce the unemployment rate to
5.7 percent. Such a policy combination would not be dangerously inflationary. It
would, however, put the economy on the track of the Humphrey-Hawkins recov-
ery path.

SOCIAL SECURITY LEGISLATION

INTRODUCTION

In December 1977, the Congress approved a social security financing bill which
will raise payroll taxes by a cumulative sum of about $185 billion in eight years,
beginning with a $6.4 billion increase in 1979 and building to a massive $40 bil-
lion by 1986. The bill also makes reductions in benefit levels that will come to
$7.0 billion in 1986 and cumulate to $25 billion by that year. Thus, in 1986 this
single piece of legislation will imply a net deflationary budget impact upon the
economy of close to $50 billion.

This analysis was prepared because the legislation obviously has major sig-
nificance for economic policy and because of Congressional indications that the
legislation will probably be reviewed quite soon. In general it is clear that while
the legislation will erase the financing problems of the social security system,
the increasing payroll taxes will lead to slower economic growth, higher unem-
ployment, and faster rates of inflation than under alternative means of
financing.

FASTER GROWING FORM OF TAXATION

As Chart I shows, social insurance payroll tax receipts rose faster than all
other forms of Federal revenue in the past decade. From less than one-quarter
in 1967. payroll taxes have now risen to one-third of Federal receipts. Mean-
while, the share of the personal income tax has remained a 44 percent and the
share of the corporate income tax has dropped from 21 percent to 17 percent. In
1967, payroll taxes for social insurance were $36.7 billion, only slightly more
than the corporate income tax. In 1977 payroll taxes for social insurance totaled
$105.7 billion, while corporate taxes amounted to only $55.9 billion.
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TRENDS IN FEDERAL TAXATION
FY 1967- 1978
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NATURE OF PAYROLL TAXES

Payroll taxes are, but need not be, proportional taxes collected up to a maxi-
mum taxable wage base. For example, in 1978 under present law, the tax rate
for employer and employee alike is 6.05 percent applied to a maximum taxable
base of $17,700 so that the maximum tax per person is $1,071. While the statu-
tory tax burden is borne equally between the employer and the employee, these
higher social security payroll taxes are widely believd to either lower wages or
raise consumer prices.

INCIDENCE AND ECONOMIC EFFECTS OF PAYROLL TAXES

A rise in the employee tax reduces disposable income just like an increase in
the personal income tax. Consumption therefore declines and the resulting addi-
tional slack in the economy reduces production and employment. A rise in the
tax base affects only higher income workers, where as a rise in the tax rate
affects all workers. Thus, there are some distributional effects resulting from
different combinations of rate-base changes. However, there is no conclusive
evidence that taxes collected by raising the base will have a significantly differ-
ent effect on aggregate consumption that an equal amount of revenue generated
by higher tax rates.

The economic effects of an increase in the employer payroll tax are more
difficult to assess. The tax increase may lower profits, it may be shifted back to
lower wages, or it may be shifted forward into higher prices. Because such tax
increases are generally viewed as additions to labor costs, they may reduce em-
ployment directly. If they also are pushed forward into higher prices, consumer
real income and consumption will be reduced. Finally, the higher prices will
reduce the real quantity of money and this may raise interest rates and reduce
investment. Increases in employer payroll taxes may therefore be harmful be-
cause they may add simultaneously to inflation and to unemployment.

Faced with an increase in their payroll taxes, firms appear sooner or later to
be able to pass through some of the additional cost. Though the "pass-through"
effect does not dramatically alter the inflation rate, this effect is sufficiently
large to sustain a higher price level at a lower level of real economic activity
than would have been the case had the tax been placed on employees. While the
employee payroll tax does not damage the economy as much as the employer tax,
it is important to bear in mind that it operates as a regressive income tax. It
taxes only wage and salary income and it taxes low wage workers at a higher
rate than workers whose wages exceed the taxable base.
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BUILT-IN STABILITY

Normally, the social security system is credited with acting as an automatic
fiscal stabilizer. Social security payroll tax collections fall during recessions and
rise during recoveries as employment and wages fluctuate with the business
cycle. However, the tax increases just passed by Congress will have the effect of
increasing tax collections in an already weak economy. With the unemployment
rate at 5.3 percent and much idle plant capacity available, no sensible person
would propose to raise personal income taxes to recapture revenues lost as a
result of the recession. However, that is exactly what is invariably proposed for
social security. Pursuing this discretionary policy, therefore, will negate the
automatic stabilizing effects of the current system. In addition, increases in pay-
roll taxes will add to inflation and, as detailed in the Joint Economic Commit-
tee's "1977 Midyear Review of the Economy," promote reluctance to adopt full
employment policies.1

SOCIAL SECURITY'S RECENT SHORT-RUN FINANCING PROBLEMS

Between 1973 and 1977, the combined assets of the Old Age and Survivors In-
surance (OASI) and Disability Insurance (DI) trust funds fell from 80 percent
of annual outlays to 25 percent. The major cause of this financial deterioration
in the OASDI Trust Funds was the chronic stagfiation that has plagued the
economy since 1974.

Because of high unemployment and wages lagging behind price increases,
social security payroll tax revenues grew less than expenditures. In addition,
the number of people claiming disability insurance increased as Congress liberal-
ized Medicare benefits to which disability insurance beneficiaries are entitled.

The rise in benefit levels, combined with the depressed labor market, may have
induced more persons to retire earlier, thus adding to the increase in benefit
payments. It has been estimated by an Health, Education and Welfare study
that a rise in the unemployment rate of 2 percentage points which lasts for two
years, increases the number of retired workers by 1.0 percent, and it leads to
5.4 percent more persons receiving disability payments.2

The result of the deterioration in the economy and the increase in benefit
levels programmed under the law existing prior to December 1977 was that the
DI trust fund would have been depleted by 1979 and the OASI trust fund by
1983. Therefore, Congress had to choose between raising taxes, lowering benefit
payments, or using general revenues from the Treasury to supplement social
security. Table 1 shows the dwindling of assets which would have occurred had
there been no new legislation, and Table 2 shows -the effects of the new law. The
taxes implied by the old law are shown in Table 3. AU such projections, of
course, are based on an underlying growth path of the total economy. When this
underlying path changes, the projections must be revised accordingly.

TABLE 1.-OLD LAW-ESTIMATED OPERATIONS OF THE OASI, DI AND Hi TRUST FUNDS

Funds at beginning of year as a percentage of
outgo during year

OASI DI Hi

Calendar year:
1977 ------------------------------ 748 66
1978- 38 24 55
1979 -31 3 56
190 -24 (I) 53
19981 - 8 ( ) 45
1982 -------- 3 ( )50

193-

1986 -() ( ) 20
1987 -() ( ) 10

X Funds exhausted.

Source: Social Security Administration.

1 19T77 Midyear Review of the Economy," Report of the Joint Economic Committee,
September 1977.

a "Short-run Behavior of the Social Security Trust Funds," Technical Analysis Paper
No. 8, Office of Income Security, Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, July
1976.
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TABLE 2.-NEW LAW-ESTIMATED OPERATIONS OF THE OASI, Dl AND HI TRUST FUNDS

Funds at beginning of year as a percentage of
outgo during year

OASI Di HI

Calendar year:
1977 -.--.....------- 47 48 66
1978 -- 39 24 55
1979 -- 30 23 48
1980 ------------------------- 26 23 45
1981--------26 23 39
1982- 30 31 47
1983 - --------------------- 36 38 50
1984 -41 41 47
1985 -. 45 42 39
1986 ------------ 52 53 29
1987 -58 63 22

Source: Social Security Administration.

TABLE 3.-TAXES UNDER OLD LAW

Annual amount
exempted under

retirement test
Tao rates'I for beneficiaries
(percent) Wage base Maximum tax aged 65 and over

Calendar year:
1977 -5.85 516,500 $965 $3,000
1978 -6.05 17, 700 1,071 3, 240
1979 -6.05 18, 900 1,143 3, 480
1980 -6.05 20, 400 1,234 3,720
1981 -6.30 21,900 1,380 3,960
1982 -6.30 23, 400 1, 474 4, 200
1983 -6. 30 24,900 1,569 4,440
1984 -6. 30 26, 400 1,663 4,680
1985 -6.30 27, 900 1,758 4,920
1986 -6.45 29 400 1,896 5,160
1987 -6.45 31, 200 2, 012 5, 400

X Combined contribution rate for employees and employers split equally between them.

Source: Social Security Administration.

THE LINK BETWEEN CONTRIBUTIONS AND BENEFITS

Although the intention has been to link benefits to past contributions, the
OASDI system runs on a pay-as-you-go basis. Revenues are collected from the
social security payroll tax and are paid out to retired workers, their dependent
spouses, and survivors of deceased workers. The trust funds cover only a tiny
fraction of the future liabilities of the system. Their main function is to
cushion the system from short-term fluctuations in the economy. In recent years,
the funds have been depleted as social security benefits have outpaced recession-
depressed receipts.

If social security were a provident fund, contributions by a worker and his
employer would be invested so that the interest on the investment plus the
investment itself would go directly to supporting the worker in times of old
age or ill health. Under social security, however, the workers and employers of
today are paying payroll taxes that support workers who have retired previous-
ly or are in ill health. Because of productivity gains, the present working gen-
eration earns more and can provide benefits to recent pensioners far in excess
of these pensioners' personal past contributions to the social security system.
Thus the funding link between a worker's contributions and a worker's benefits
is tenuous at best. Upons retirement, today's worker will depend upon the earn-
ings and wages of his children's generation for social security financing and
upon the political decisions of future Congresses for his benefits.
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GENERAL REVENUE ASSISTANCE

In view of the strong income transfer elements of social security, as well as
the economic drawbacks of increased payroll taxation, it has often been argued
that alternatives to exclusive reliance on earmarked payroll taxes should be
developed..The most widely suggested alternative is the use of general revenue
assistance. Such assistance would reduce the regressivity of the social security
system and it also would make available the borrowing power of the Federal
Government. The latter is particularly important during period of economic
slack when increased taxation in any form is undesirable.

Many people object to general revenue financing without realizing that the
social security system already has a considerable impact on these revenues.
First, to the extent that the employer's portion of the wage tax is borne by
businesses, it reduces profits and tax liabilities. Second, the earned income credit
was passed in 1974 with the clear understanding that its purpose was to rebate
the social security taxes paid by low income workers. In addition, several of
the recent proposals considered by the Congress entailed the use of general
revenue assistance. In May 1977, the Administration proposed legislation that
would have transferred funds from the general fund of the Treasury to social
security to meet revenue shortfalls whenever the unemployment rate exceeds 6
percent.

The House-passed bill relied on stiff payroll tax increases for both employees
and employers. But in order to maintain traditional parity of employer and em-
ployee contributions and still generate sufficient revenues in recession periods, it
authorized the social security system to borrow general revenue funds from
the Treasury if the assets of the Social Security Trust Fund drop below 25 per-
cent of the preceding year's benefits.

The Senate bill, on the other hand, raised the wage base for employers above
that for employees. Proponents of this proposal claimed two advantages: (1) no
additional pension entitlements would be created, and (2) employers could de-
duct these higher payroll taxes from their taxable business income. This second
feature would mean that the increase in social security tax liability would be
partially offset by a decline in corporate tax liability.

Given the present financing problems of social security, the long-term demo-
graphic shift toward an older population, and the political difficulty of reducing
benefits, increased financing is necessary, and it appears inevitable that further
payroll tax hikes will bring in fewer dollars from fewer and more heavily bur-
dened employers and employees. Resorting to general revenues will therefore
become an increasingly attractive alternative. Otherwise the tax system will
become more regressive. The payroll tax route, moreover, is in danger of becom-
ing less and less acceptable to the present generation of workers. As Professor
James N. Morgan of the University of Michigan has recently written:

'Simple raising payroll taxes on current workers will surely create a cumu-
lative and massive problem for the future. When those generations get to retire-
ment age they can appropriately ask why, since they paid much higher payroll
taxes, they don't get proportionately higher retirement benefits. We could post-
pone the showdown a while by raising payroll taxes again, but the problem
would recur with the next generation."

ALTERNATIVE METHODS OF FINANCING SOCIAL SECURITY

The Administration's package, the House bill, and the Senate bill each con-
tained innovative proposals for financing the social security system. Although
these proposals were ultimately rejected, they will be debated when social se-
curity financing again becomes an issue, as it well may if economic and demo-
graphic trends prove to be less favorable than anticipated.
The Administration Proposal

The Administration's recommendations would have increased social security
revenues and slowed the rise in benefits. This proposal would have reduced the
Old Age Survivors Disability Hospital Insurance trust fund deficits immediately.

° James N. Morgan, "Myth, Reality, Equity and the Social Security System," Eco-
nomic Outlook USA, Autumn 1971, p. 59.
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and for the next 25 years it would have ensured that annual contributions would
normally exceed annual benefits.

As Table 4 outlines, the Administration's program would have employed four
revenue raising devices during the period 1978 to 1986:

(1) Until 1982 a direct transfer of general revenue funds in years in which
the unemployment rate exceeds 6 percent.

(2) An increase in the employer's maximum wage base subject to tax;
(3) In 1985 and 1986 an increase over present law in employee and employer

tax rates;
(4) An internal transfer of funds from the solvent Hospital Insurance (HI)

Trust Funds to the depleted OASI and DI trust funds.

TABLE 4-ADMINISTRATION PROPOSAL

Wage base Maximum tax

Tax rates X Employees and Employees and
(percent) Employers self-employed Employers self-employed

Calendar year.
1977- 5.85 $16,500 $16,500 $965 $965
1978- 6.05 17, 700 17, 700 1,071 1,071
1979 -6.05 23, 400 19, 500 1,416 1,180
1980 - 6.05 37, 500 21, 000 2, 269 1, 271
1981 ,,,,,,- - 6.30 (') 23, 100 (5) 1,455
1982 - - - 6,30 (2) 24, 600 (2) 1 550
1983 ---------------------- 6.30 (2) 26, 700 (2) 1, 682
1984 - -6, 30 (2) 28, 200 () 1, 777
1985 ,--,--- 6 55 (5) 30, 300 (2) 1,985
1986 ,,,,,,,,,-- , 6. 70 (2) 32 100 (2) 2,161
1987 ,,-,--- 6.60 (2) 33, 900 (5) 2,171

Transfers from Funds at beginning of year as a
general funds percentage of outgo during year Net increase in

under guarantee funds, OASDHI
provisions (billions) OASDI HI (billions)

Calendar year:
1977 - $5.5 47 66 -$5.5
1978- 3.6 37 58 +2.5
1979- 2.8 34 60 +3.2
1980 ------------------------- 32 60 +5.2
1981 - -32 59 +9.6
1982 - -34 65 +8.9
1983 - -36 67 +6.4
1984 - -36 64 +2.4
1985 - -35 56 +1.2
1986 - -36 44 +6.7
1987 - -37 38 +2.5

* Rate for employers and employees, each, OASDHI.
2 Employer base removed.
Source: Social Security Administration.

By instituting special countercyclical general revenue financing, the President
hoped to replace, with the least damage to the economic recovery, a portion of
the social security taxes and interest income that were lost as a result of the
recent recession. As indicated above, the Administration's plan for general reve-
nue financing does not provide a pretext for granting higher social security
benefits because the general revenue *transfers would be curtailed after the
period of high unemployment. Nor would this change to general revenue financ-
ing lead to any weakening of a person's "earned right" to draw benefits, because
payroll taxes would still finance the bulk of the program.

By 1981 the President's program would remove any ceiling on the wage base
used to determine the employer's share of the social security payroll tax. The
employer would then pay taxes in proportion to his entire payroll. The employee,
on the other hand, would continue to pay taxes on wages up to a maximum
wage base which would be $23,100 in 1981. Because of the link between benefits
and employee contributions, raising revenue from higher employer tax contribu-
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tions has the advantage of not raising future benefits. The macroeconomic draw-
backs of an increase In employer payroll taxes, however, are extremely serious.

Under the Administration's plan, the ultimate financing of the proposed shift
of hospital insurance revenues into OASI and DI trust funds would have de-
pended upon the degree to which the expected rise in hospital. costs could be
contained. Even if the Administration's cost-containment proposal were enacted
and proved effective, the HI trust fund would be exhausted by the mid to late
1980s. With the proposed transfers of revenues out of HI and no additional pay-.
roll'tax collections planned for HI, the hospital insurance program would even-
tually have to be financed out of general revenues. However because benefits
under HI are not related to payroll tax contributions except that these contribu-
tions determine the eligibility, general revenue financing would do no damage to
the contributory philosophy of social security and, in fact, this proposal has
been recommended by the Joint Economic Committee in its 1976 Annual Report.

The House Bill
The House bill relied upon higher payroll taxes to refinance social security

and retained the traditional parity in payroll tax contributions between em-
ployers and employees. Table 5 outlines the bill's components and its projected
impact upon social security income and outlays.

TABLE 5.-H.R. 9346 AS PASSED BY HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tax rate (percent) Wage base 
1 Maximum tax I

Calendar year:
1977 -5.85 $16, 500 $965
1978 -6.05 19, 900 1,204
1979 -6.05 22,900 1,385
1980 --------------------------------------- 6.05 25, 900 1, 567
1981 ------- 6. 55 29, 700 1, 945
1982 -6.65 31, 800 2, 115
1983 -6.65 33,900 2 254
1984 -6.65 36, 000 2, 394
1985 -------------------- 6. 95 38, 100 2,648
1986 - ---------------- 7.10 40, 200 2, 854
1987 -7.10 42,600 3, 025

Annual amount Funds at beginning of
exempt under year as a percentage

retirement test of outgo during year Net increases in
for beneficiaries OASDHI funds

aged 65 and over OASDHI HI (billions)

Calander year:
1977 -$3, 000 47 66 $-5. 6
1978- 4, 000 37 55 -2.0
1979 - 4, 500 31 49 -1.4
1980 - 5, 000 27 42 -1. 5
1981- 5 000 25 32 +9.6
1982 ------------ () 26 40 +8.8
1983 -(2) 28 42 +6.2
1984--------------------- (5) 29 39 42.4
1985 -.------------- (5) 30 31 +6.8
1986 - (1) 34 19 +8.9
1987 -------------------- () 37 '12 +5.3

'Employers and employees, each, OASDHI.
2 Retirement test removed.

HIt funds exhausted in 1988.

Source: Social Security Administration.

By 1986, this bill would have moved tax rates up more quigkly and to higher
levels than the Administration proposal. In addition, it would have increased the
taxable wage base for higher income workers. These actions would have in-
creased taxes on higher paid workers substantially, thereby reducing the re-
gressivity of the social security employee payroll tax. This effect is shown in
Table 5 in the column titled "Maximsumi Tax." Also, the House .bill was designed
't generate a small average surplus in the OASDHI trust funds over the next
25 yeara ...

30-496:78-5-
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The Senate Bill

The Senate bill was distinct from the House Bill in that it boosted the tax-
able wage base for employers to $50,000 in 1979 and $75,000 in 1985, thus ifl-
creasing employer tax contributions far more than employee contributions. The
taxable wage base for employees was raised less than in the House measure,
thereby generating smaller benefits in future years.

As Table 6 shows, tax rates were boosted slightly faster in the Senate version
than in the House bill, but by 1986 these tax rates would have been a bit lower'
than the rates in the House bill. Because of its higher benefit levels and its
attempt to ensure an average surplus in the OASDHI trust funds for the next
75 years, the Senate Bill's tax rates were much higher than those in the Admin-
istration plan.

TABLE 6.-H.R. 9346 AS PASSED BY THE SENATE

Wage base

Employees Maximum tax
Tax rates and self

(percent) I Employers employed Employers Employees

Calendar year:
1977 -5.85 $16, 500 $16, 500 $965 $965
1978 -6.05 17, 700 17, 700 1, 035 1, 035
1979 -6. 135 50, 000 19,500 3,068 1,196
190 -6. 135 50, 000 21, 000 3,068 1,288
1981 -6.60 50, 000 23,100 3,300 1, 525
1982 -6.65 50, 000 24, 600 3,325 1,636
1983 -6.65 50, 000 27,700 3,325 1,776
1984 -6.65 50, 000 28, 200 3,325 1,875
1985 -7.05 75, 000 30, 300 5,288 2,139
1986 -7.10 75, 000 32, 100 5,325 2, 277
1987 -7.10 75, 000 33, 900 5,325 2, 406

Funds at end of
Annual amount year as a percent-

exempt under age of outgo during Net increase in
retirement test 2

year funds (billions)

Calendar year:
1977 -$3,000 41 -$5.5
1978- 4, 500 30 -5.8
1979 -6, 00 26 -1.0
1980 - --------------------------- 6, 480 24 - 1
1981 6,960 27 +5.9
1982 -7, 440 29 +7.1
1983 7,920 32 +6.7
1984 -8,400 33 +5.5
1985 -8, 880 39 +14.7
1986 9, 360 44 +15.6
1987 -9, 840 48 +15.1

l Employers and employees, each, OASDHI.
2 Under the Senate bill, the exempt amounts shown for 1977-81 apply to all beneficiaries under age 72. Beginning in

1982, the age at which the retirement rest ceases to apply would be reduced from age 72 to age 70 and the same exempt
amunet woeld apply from then on to all beneficiaries under age 70. Ad hoc increases are made in the exempt amount In
1978 and 1979, with automatic increases thereafter.

Source: Social Security Administration.

The Final Bill
On December 9, 1977, House-Senate Conferees agreed on the largest 'social

security tax boost in history. Mlore than $184 billion in taxes will be raised in
the eight years beginning with 1979. Table 7 outlines the expected increases in
tax rates, maximum wages taxed, maximum taxes, and the amount exempt from
the retirement test. The bill raises the taxable wage base for employers and em-
ployees to the higher levels of the original House bill and it raises the tax rates
by more than either of the original bills. Benefits are also reduced more than in
either the House or the Senate bill because the compromise legislation puts a
lower ceiling on outside income exempt from the retirement test.
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TABLE 7.t-.R 9346 AS AGREED TO BY HOUSE-SENATE CONFEREES, DEC. 13, 1977

Annual amount
exempt under

retirement test
Tax rates ' for beneficiaries
(percent) Wage base I Maximum tax aged 65 and over 2

Calendar year:
1977 - -5.85 $16,500 $965 $3,0700
1978 - -6.05 17,700 1,071 4,000
1979 - - - 6.13 22,900 1,404 4,5001980 -6.13 25,900 1,-588 5 000
1981 - -6.65 29,700 1,975 5,500
1982 - -6.70 31,800 2,131 6,0001983 - ---------------- - --- 6.70 33,900 2, 271 6,660
1984 - 6.70 36, 000 2, 412 6,720
1985 -- - 7.05 38, 100 2, 686 7,080
1986 --------- 7.15 40,200 2,874 7,440
1987 - -7.15 42,200 3,046 7,920

l Employers and employees, each, OASDHI.
'From 1977-82, retirement does not apply to those persons over age 72. From 1983 onward, retirement test does notapply to those persons over age 70.
Source: Social Security Administration.

The final legislation rejects the Senate-passed increase in employers' relative
contributions and it rejects the use of general revenues to assist nonprofit insti-
tutions and State and local governments. Also rejected was the House provision
that repayable loans could be made tby the Treasury to the trust funds when the
trust fund balances fell below 25 percent of the previous year's benefits. The
assumption is that the bill's tax rates and bases are set so high that the trust
funds will never fall to a fourth of the previous year's payout. Thus, all of the
various ways that had previously been considered to utilize general revenue
assistance for social security have been completely and systematically rejected.

The social security bill will ensure the long-run financial integrity of' the
social security system only under reasonably favorable economic and demo-
graphic conditions. Protracted economic stagnation, slow growth of productivity,
continuing rapid inflation, and a decline in the fertility rate below present ex-
pectations could put the social security system into long-run deficit despite the
measure that has been passed by Congress. Under such adverse conditions, the
entire social security system would have to be reviewed.

ECONOMIC EFFECTS OF THE ALTERNATIVE SOCIAL SECURITY FINANCING PLANS

For the year 1982, Table S provides a convenient summary of the economic
effects of the specific social security proposals discussed in this paper.

Table 8 discloses that by 1982 -there would be very little difference in the eco-
nomic effects of the Administration, House and Senate bills, and that the only
significant difference results from the final version. The various proposals do
differ significantly in terms of their provisions, but an excess of taxes in one
proposal is sometimes offset by differences on the benefit side in another. While
the Administration proposal holds down tax increases relative to the Senate
bill, the latter raises social security benefits and the Administration bill reduces
benefits. Cumulatively, the net budget drag from both the Administration and
the Senate proposals is $48 billion through 1982. While the House bill implies
a cumulative deflationary add-on of $56 billion through 1982, some of this is
-overcome by 1982 because the House bill begins to raise taxes in 1978, and be-
-cause the House version splits the taxes evenly between employers and em-
ployees. Thus the deflationary impact per dollar of add-on is somewhat less than
in the Administration and Senate.versions.

- . .. . . . . . .
. :,, , . ~ ~ ~ ~~ , :, ~ ' . .
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TABLE 8.-COMPARISON OF ECONOMIC EFFECTS; 1982 EFFECTS

Gross
Gross Real gross national

national national product Unemploy-
product product deflator ment rate

Administration bill -- 29.72 -23.11 +0.44 +0.91House bill--33.76 -26.28 +.46 +.99Sente bill -- 38.18 -24.76 +. 46 +. 94Final bill- - -42.38 -33.78 +.66 +1.30

Source: Social Security Administration.

The final bill clearly has the greatest macroeconomic impact. The cumulative
tax increases are greater than for all other measures and benefits are reduced,
whereas both the House and Senate versions raise benefits. The result is acumulative deflationary add-on for 1982 of $62 billion, or $6 billion more thanthe House bill. It is therefore not surprising that real GNP is $7.6 billion lower
in 1882 and that the unemployment rate is 1.3 percent higher.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In the last months of 1977, Congress was under great pressure to rescue thesoeial security system from short-run financing difficulties caused by the recentrecession. It passed legislation to guarantee the solvency of the social security
system for the immediate future. Congress did not seek to overhaul the entire
system. As a result, the new social security legislation does not address many
fundamental issues regarding the future of the social security system.

For example, the payroll tax continues as the sole sources of revenue for
social insurance. As long as this is true, the payroll tax burden on workers will
continue to rise. Employers will have to pay higher payroll taxes that will raiselabor costs and ultimately cause price increases.

Because payroll tax increases will 'be occurring at a time when economic
restriction is undesirable, income 'tax relief is necessary to offset the adverse
economic effects of the higher payroll tax. The result of substituting a lower
income tax for a higher payroll tax is that our total tax system becomes less
progressive.

While increasing payroll tax rates provides a short-term increase in reve-
nues, it also produces a longer-term increase in benefits. It is reasonable to
conclude therefore, that the recently passed legislation will only solve the social
security financing problem for the immediate future and that after a few years
Congress will again be faced with this issue.

There are numerous ways to end the reliance of the social security system on
payroll taxes. As suggested earlier, the use of countercyclical general revenue
financing would be a beneficial change in terms of general economic effect. It
would mean that Congress would not be forced to raise taxes whenever a weak
economy caused receipts to drop.

Those who oppose this approach claim that general revenue assistance would
be viewed as converting a social security into a "welfare" program and that
such a step would therefore be opposed by the elderly who feel they have earned
their retirement benefits. This argument, however, overlooks the possibility that
continued increases in the payroll tax will create resentment on the part of
today's workers-a resentment that could provoke a taxpayers' revolt and rup-
ture the inter-generational income transfer process that is effected by the social
security program. More and more citizens are realizing that social security is
not a provident fund and that today's retired person is supported by the taxes
paid by today's workers.

In such programs as Disability Insurance (DI) and Hospital Insurance (HI)
there is no relationship whatsoever between a person's payroll tax contributions
and his benefits. For this reason, It has been suggested that DI and HI be
separated from Old Age and Survivors Insurance. (OASI) and funded via gen-eral :revenues. In calendar.year 1978, 'payroll taxes receipts for Dl and HI will
reach $32.7 billion or one-third of all social security payroll tax receipts. A
sound alternative to the Administration's recent income tax proposals would be
to (1) cut these payroll taxes, (2) fund DI and HI with general revenues and
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(3) reduce each worker's tax burden, including the worker who earns so little
that he pays no personal income tax. Legislation to achieve this has recently
been introduced (82503). The Joint Economic Committee has previously en-
dorsed this proposal for Hospital Insurance.

It is clear from the analysis presented here that any reduced dependence on
payroll taxes will leave the economy with a lower rate of inflation and a more
equitable tax system. The limited use of general revenues is a viable alternative
to higher payroll taxes.

OPENING STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE BOLLING, CHAIRMAN

Representative BOLLING. First of all, I have to announce with
regret that Robert Gordon of Northwestern University has a bad
case of the flu and I am sure we all sympathize with him. That made
it impossible for him to be here. We will miss him because he added
a dimension to our panel.

I am sure that this panel of the remaining two will be very in-
teresting.

Inflation is getting to be like the weather in Mark Twain's re-
marks, everyone talks about it but no one does anything about it.

At least no one has been able to do anything about it that works.
It is fair to say that with the possible exception of the unemployment
problem, our inability to deal successfully with inflation has been
our most humbling experience.

Surely we have learned by now that the policy of slow growtth is
no solution. The home-style remedy of starving the fever is just the
wrong thing to do.

It is worth repeating that the high unemployment rates of recent
years, rates that have soared up to 8 percent and the low levels of
industrial capacity have not checked inflation.

We ought to also remind ourselves that chronic stops and starts are
a low form of economic policy, that any attempts to deal with in-
flation have been the pits.

Phase 1, phase 2, ad nauseam, it will be recalled, were supposed
to be anti-inflation programs.

The Carter administration cannot be accused of inconsistency in
this area primarily because it has not yet developed a clear-cut in-
flation program.

I do not say this to be critical; here, perhaps more than anywhere
it is better to be safe than sorry. I think the administration recog-
nizes the mistakes made in the recent past.

Whether those mistakes point the way to a wiser course is another
matter.

The trick, of course, is to devise an anti-inflation program that is
not an anti-expansion program to keep recovery going while driving
prices and unemployment down.

I think we also must realize that we are dealing with appearances
as well as realities.

A large part of the problem is that people perceive continuing
high rates of inflation and they naturally act accordingly to protect
their interests.

We now turn to our distinguished panel in the hopes that their in-
cisive analysis will be sharp enough to cut the Gordian knot of
inflation.
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Gentlemen, you have distinguished yourselves in the area of eco-
nomics and collectively you represent the best of the business, gov-
ernment, and academic communities. We will listen very attentively
-to your remarks.

II will ask Mr. Duncombe to begin.

STATEMENT OF HENRY L. DUNCOMBE, JR., VICE PRESIDENT AND
CHIEF ECONOMIST, GENERAL MOTORS CORP.

Mr. DUNCOMBE. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, my name is Henry L. Duncombe, vice president and

chief economist of the General Motors Corp. and I am most appre-
ciative of the opportunity to participate in this review of inflation
in the United States.

Mr. Chairman, I have a reading statement which is briefer than
the full prepared statement that I would like to submit.

Representative BOLLING. Your prepared statement will be included
in full, and you may proceed as you wish.

Mr. DUNCOMBE. Thank you very much.
Persistent inflation combined with continuous high rates of un-

employment is a relatively new experience for which we have no
eas, answers.

WAljl;e I believe that the roots of the current inflation trace to
rapidly rising government expenditures, large deficits and an ac-
commodative monetary policy, there are, of course, many additional
contributing factors including increases in energy and resource
costs, minimum wages, dollar exchange rates and government regula-
tions.

Bather than attempt to cover all of these factors it seemed best to
-4focus on one element of the inflation question-the impact of regula-
4tion on rising costs and lagging productivity.

This is an area in which I believe positive action by the Congress
scan make a significant contribution.

With respect to the impact of regulation on costs and hence infla-
-tion. the President's economic message correctly observes, and I
quote, "There is no question that the scope of regulation has be-
come excessive and that too little attention is given to its economic
costs."

The report concludes, and again I quote, "Today, the economic
significance of regulatory activities of the Federal Government
approaches that of direct tax and expenditure decisions."

The analogy of regulatory costs to a direct tax is, I believe, ap-
propriate.

As a tax, it is partly paid by the purchasers of the product and
is reflected directly in the price index. It also reduces earnings and
productivity and therefore has longer term and even more disturbing
implications than its immediate price effects.

These results could be expected whether or not there was a show-
ing that the social benefits of regulation were commensurate with
the costs.

The requirement to internalize social costs, which formerly were
not accounted for, now makes them accountable in the economy. as a.
CQst of doing business and, of course, in the price of products.
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Presumably,' if it were demonstrated that the mandated actions
were cost beneficial and cost effective, the associated additional tax
could be justified.

Nevertheless, the upward pressure on prices would not be reduced
by such a showing, and the results would still contribute to the in-
flationary ratcheting of wages and prices with which we are all too
familiar.

The magnitude of the expenditures required to comply with reg-
ulation is but one measure of the scope of the problem.

According to estimates prepared by the Department of Commerce,
business spent $6.6 billion in 1975, $6.8 billion in 1976, and planned to
spend $7.5 billion in 1977 to abate air and water pollution.

From 1974 through 1976 General Motors alone spent $3.3 billion in
complying and preparing to comply with regulations imposed at all
levels of government.

These costs averaged about $200 per car in 1976 and required serv-
ices equivalent to 22,900 full-time GM employees.

But as large as they are, they do not include the equipment and
other direct costs associated with the product. Further details are
provided on this in the attachment to my written statement.
- According to estimates prepared by the Bureau of Labor Statistics,
the increase in the cost of an automobile due to safety and emissions
standards alone, one measure of the burden borne by the consumer,
firom the 1968 to 1977 model year was $565.

In other words, based on this calculation in the 1977 model year
when 11.2 million new cars were purchased, consumers paid $6.3 bil-
lion more than comparable 1968 automobiles would have cost in 1977
had these standards not been imposed.

Moreover, we estimate that Federal safety, emissions and fuel
economv standards with which we must comply in the early 1980's
could add several hundred additional dollars to the average price of
an automobile.

In short, the inflationary impact of regulation in the automotive
sector of the economy alone is significant.

These inflationary pressures are exacerbated when regulatory
standards imposed through statute or by regulatory agencies have
not been subjected to thorough and impartial cost-benefit analysis.

Based on our experience in the motor vehicle industry, it would ap-
pear that standards often have been set to achieve purely technol6gi-
cal goals, rather than the attainment of levels consistent with con-
sumer welfare.

The attitude all too frequently appears to have been to achieve a
level of technological performance that has been arbitrarily specified.

These are costly shortcomings in our approach to regulation which
the Congress can insist be corrected.

The economic analysis of the proposed NHTSA standards for
libhtt-duty trucks by the Council on wage and Price Stability pro-
vicles an example that could well be followed in the future.

The Council concluded after lengthy study that, and I quote here,
it:

.Fears that implementation of the proposal in its present form could further
exacerbate the inflationary pressures and seriously hinder the administration's
efforts to achieve a deceleration of price increases.
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As important as the finding is in this particular instance, we are
encouraged by the fact that the proposed regulation was subjected to
an inflation impact analysis before the standards were finalized by
INHTSA.

One approach to evaluating the need for regulation was demon-
strated by a recent experiment. An EPA report early in 1975
warned of the potential future danger to health of roadside accumu-
lations of sulfates from automotive catalytic converters.

In order to assess the extent to which sulfates could accumulate
along the roadside, General Motors, with the cooperation of EPA
and other auto companies, conducted an actual test at the GM
proving ground in October 1975.

The National Academy of Sciences, after reviewing the results of
the tests, concluded that the sulfuric acid accmumulation due to
catalytic converters did not pose a serious threat to human health
and, therefore, sulfate regulations were not necessary.

Conducting this test was costly but far less costly than the im-
position of a standard which was demonstrably unnecessary.

In addition to subjecting proposed regulations to cost-benefit and
inflation impact analysis prior to their implementation, there are
clearly cost-saving opportunities in simplified compliance procedures.

For example, the Environmental Protection Agency currently
conducts four tests to insure compliance of new cars with emission
standards and it is also planning to impose two additional tests for
this purpose.

Three of the tests duplicate each other. This adds to the cost of
government and to the manufacturers costs, with obvious inflationary
implications.

We cite these examples only to make the point that congressional
insistence on the orderly and systematic assessment of regulations
before they are enacted can reduce their inflationary impact.

Beyond this, we are convinced that there are substantial economies
possible in the administration of regulation and compliance proce-
dures.

The second element I would like to focus on is the impact of reg-
ulation and productivity. This is an area where constructive congres-
sional action is necessary. In my view, this represents possibly our
best hope for moderating inflationary pressures.

The national record has been far from satisfactory and substan-
tially below that of other advanced industrial nations.

For example, output per labor-hour in the nonfarm business sector
increased at an average annual rate of 2.5 percent from 1950 to
1968 but in the last decade, 1968 to 1977, the rate of increase was only
1.6 percent.

There are many reasons for the decline in productivity growth over
the period 1973 to 1975.

The Department of Commerce estimates of capital expenditures by
business for pollution abatement have amounted to almost 5.5 per-
cent of total nonfarm plant and equipment expenditures during the
period 1974-77.

Within the manufacturing sector alone, this percentage has been
over 8 percent during the same period, and these data measure only
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capital expenditures for air, water, and solid waste abatement, ex-
cluding operating costs and other expenditures to meet safety and
other regulations.

The, effect of the diversion of capital, expenditures to meet man-
dated standards is particularly serious in a period when the rate of
investment is declining.

From 1950 to 1968 when productivity was rising 2.5 percent per
year, the capital-labor ratio -grew at an average annual rate of al-
most 3 percent.

Since 1968, this ratio has grown by only 1 percent per year. This
fall is partly due to the rapid growth in the labor force during the
latter period and partly a result of the slowdown in the rate of in-
vestment.

If, however, adjustment is made to exclude equipment required to
meet pollution standards, the growth in this ratio is even less than
1 percent.

W1-henever there is a slowdown in the investment that reduces pro-
ductivity advance, the potential growth of real income is reduced and
the potential for inflationary bottlenecks is increased.

There is an urgent need to understand the impact of regulations on
productivity. Even where there are clearly established benefits,
stringent standards can delay the construction of new plants, the
use of more productive processes, and threaten already marginally
profitable firms.

Moreover. to the extent that U.S.-mandated standards are sub-
stantiallv higher than those of overseas producers, the competitive
position of domestic producers is impaired both at home and abroad.

To meet GAI's investment requirements in the 1980's will require
annual expenditures of $5 billion, considerably more than the $3.6
billion GM spent in 1977 for plant facilities and special tools.

The rising costs we have already incurred have not been totallv
recovered either in price or productivity, and this has led to a decline
in our profit margin.

In 1977, the return was only 6.1 percent down from 10.3 percent
in 1965, and 6.7 percent in 1973.

GTM's real net income in 1977 was only 2 percent more than in
1973. even though real dollar sales were 13 percent higher.

This pattern is, of course, typical of much of U.S. manufacturing
and accounts in part for the slowdown in capital formation.

The burden of proof must be on those who mandate new and still
higher standards. It must be demonstrated that the standards are
both cost beneficial and cost effective, and the inflation impacts must
be assessed.

Our economv cannot afford mandated waste. The opportunity costs
of mandated expenditures must be evaluated against other expendi-
tures not made: the productivity increases not achieved: the higher
rate of inflation we, have experienced; the research and development
we did not undertake: the number of people we did not employ; the
output that is not, and will not be. forthcoming.

I believe that positive action can be taken to reduce unnecessary
costs that contribute to inflation. There is clearly an opportunity for
the Congress to review systematically prior and proposed legislation
in terms of its economic impact.
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With the prospect that meeting regulatory standards will con-tinue to divert investment funds, there is an especially urgent needto increase resources allocated to investment.
Opportunities do exist for changing tax policy to remove impedi-ments for investment in the private sector.
Specifically, consideration must be given to proposals for fasterdepreciation of capital investment, to the reduction of the corporatetax rate, and to special tax treatment for those investments requiredto meet mandatory Government regulation.
The President's tax proposals have addressed some of these prob-lems, and, no doubt, they will receive thoughtful congressional re-view.
Improving the incentives for investment is our best hope for rais-ing productivity and reducing long-term inflationary pressures.
Eliminating excessive regulations to reduce inflation and toincrease productivity does not mean we must stop efforts to improvethe quality of our lives and environment.
Economic goals and quality-of-life goals are not mutually ex-cliisive.
I believe we can improve the quality of our lives, our environment,our health, and the safety of our people and still continue to in-crease our material standard of living.
A reexamination of the growing number of standards that are notcost justified is an essential first step toward accomplishing theseobjectives and reducing the pressures of inflation.
Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Duncombe, together with attach-ments, follows :]

PREPARED STATEiMENT OF HENRY L. DuNCOMBE, JR.

Regulation and Inflation
Mr. Chairman and members of the Joint Economic Committee, my name isHenry L. Duncombe, Jr., Vice President and Chief Economist of the GeneralMotors Corporation. I am most appreciative of the opportunity to participate inthis review of inflation in the United States.
Persistent inflation combined with continuous high rates of unemployment-acombination commonly referred to as "stagflation"-is a relatively new experi-ence for which we have no easy answers. Macroeconomic policies to reduce un-employment involving large federal deficits heighten concern about inflation,while an aggressive policy to moderate inflation by restrictive fiscal and mone-tary measures could intensify short-term unemployment. Thus, it seems clearthat if we are to make progress in meeting our equally pressing employment andprice stability goals we must look beyond the simple prescriptions of large dosesof fiscal stimulation or restraint.
This is not to deny that the basic cause of the inflation we have experiencedis the monetization of persistently large federal deficits throughout most of thecurrent decade. Equally disturbing is the persistent rise in these deficits. Forexample, in the five year period of fiscal 1975 through estimated 1979, the deficitis projected to average an amount approaching $60 billion or four times theaverage in the prior five years-1970-1974. This earlier level, in turn, was twotimes the level in the five years 1965-69. These figures, of course, exclude theoff-budget deficits which also have been rising rapidly in recent years.One consequence of the persistently large deficits in the decade of the seven-ties has been a rapid growth in the money supply with M-1 rising an average6.4 percent per year between 1970 and 1977 and M-2 by 9.5 percent-substantial-ly higher than the potential growth of the economy as measured by real GNP.
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I believe that the roots of the current'inflation trace to rapidly rising gove'n
ment expenditures, large deficits and an accommodative monetary policy. Others
participating in these~hearings will, no doubt, be assessing these issues in great
depth-including whether and at what cost government expenditures can be
reduced (or taxes raised) and the implications of a less accommodative mone-
tary policy along with its potential risks. '! '

There are, of course, many additional factors that have contributed to per'-
.sistent, inflation and unemployment-significant increases in energy and resource
costs, accelerated increases in minimum wages, trade 'restrictions, a declining:
dollar exchange rate, restrictive labor practices, agricultural policies,. and gov-
ernment reg~ulations. .pinions are divided among economists' as- to the relative
importance of some of these factors but most would agree that all are con-
tributing to the persistent rise in prices.,

Rather than attempt to cov,er all of these factors it seemed best to focus on
one element of theinflation question-the impact of 'regulation.on rising costs
and lagging productivity. This question was briefly discussed inlthe Economic
Report of the President. It is an area in which I believe positive action' by, the
Congress can make a significant contribution. '

With respect to the impact of regulation on costs and hence inflation, the
President's Economic Message correctly observes that: "Government regulations
also add to costs' and raise prices. To some'extent this is the inevitable cost of
much needed improvements in the' environment and in health and safety of
workers and consumers. But there is no question that the scope of regulation has
become excessive and that too little attention is given to its economic costs."

The Council's Report concludes: "Today the economic significance of regula-
tory activities of, the federal government approaches that of direct tax and
expenditure decisions."

The analogy of 'regulatory costs to a direct tax is, I believe, appropriate. As
a tax, it is partly paid by the purchasers of the product and is reflected directly
in -the price index. It also reduces earnings and productivity -and therefore has
longer-term and even more disturbing implications than its immediate price
effects.

These results could be expected whether or not there was a showing that the
social benefits of regulation were commensurate with the costs. The require-
mnt to internalize social costs, which formerly were not accounted for, now
makes them accountable in the economy as a cost of doing business and, of
course, in the price of products. Presumably, if it were demonstrated -that the
mandated actions were cost beneficial and cost effective, the associated addition-
al tax could be justified. Nevertheless, the upward pressure on prices would not
be reduced by such a showing, and the results still would contribute to the
inflationary racheting of wages and prices with which we are all too familiar.

The magnitude of the expenditures required to comply with regulation is but
one measure of the scope of the problem. According to estimates prepared by
the Department of Commerce, business spent $6.6 billion in 1975, $6.8 billion'in
1976, and' planned to spend '$7.5 billion in' 1977 to abate air and water pollution.

From 1974 through 1976 General Motors alone spent $3.3 billion in complying
and preparing to comply 'with regulations imposed by all levels of government.
A breakdown of these expenditures by categories has revealed that about $2
billion was spent to comply with regulation of motor vehicles-$1.1 billion for
auto safety, $826 million for auto emission control, $45 million for vehicle noise
control. In addition, expenditures to comply with plant pollution control regula-
tions were $502 million. Occupational health and safety expenditures were $216
million and expenditures on government reports and administrative costs re-
lated to regulation were $589 million.

These costs include only research and engineering, reliability, inspection test-
ing,, facilities, tools and rearrangement. Costs averaged about $200 per car in
1976 and required services equivalent to 22,900 full-time GM employes. But as
large as they are, they do not include the equipment and other direct costs
associated with the product. They do not include any expenditures to improve
fuel economy of GM cars, or any taxes or workers' compensation claims paid.
Further details' are provided in the attachment to my written statement.

According to estimates prepared by the Bureau of Labor Statistics, the in-
crease in the cost of an automobile due to safety and emissions standards only-
one measure of the burden borne by the consumer-from the 1968 to 1977 model
year was $565. In other words, based on this calculation in the 1977 model year
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when 11.2 million new cars were purchased, consumers paid $6.3 billion morethan comparable 1968 automobiles would have cost in 1977 had these standardsnot been imposed. Moreover, we estimate that federal safety, emissions and fueleconomy standards with which we must comply in the early 1980's could addseveral hundred additional dollars to the average retail price of an automobile.In short, the inflationary Impact of regulation In the automotive sector of theeconomy alone is significant. With expenditures of these magnitudes, it is ap-propriate to ask whether the regulatory tax on the new car buyer yields com-mensurate benefits. But even when we find affirmatively on this question, weneed to know whether we are maximizing our return-that is, realizing thegreatest benefit-on an annual expenditure already over $6 billion and verylikely to increase.
These inflationary pressures are exacerbated when regulatory standards im-posed through statute or by regulatory agencies have not been subjecied tothorough and impartial cost-benefit analysis. Based on our experience in themotor vehicle industry, it would appear that standards often have been set toachieve purely technological goals, rather than the attainment of levels con-sistent with consumer welfare. The attitude all too frequently appears to havebeen to "hold the industry's feet to the fire" to achieve a level of technologicalperformance that has -been arbitrarily specified. This approach to environmentaland social regulation is guaranteed to be wasteful and inflationary, to imposecosts that outweigh anticipated benefits, or to set deadlines that preclude theuse of more cost effective alternatives.
There are costly shortcomings in our approach to regulation which the Con-gress can insist be corrected. We strongly endorse, among other requirements.inflation impact statements as an adjunct to each proposed regulation. As asociety, we may accept cost-push pressures that yield corresponding benefits eventhough -they raise prices faster than would otherwise occur. But there is nocase to be made for cost-raising regulation for which careful cost-benefit andinflation impact assessments have not been conducted. In spite of some of theefforts of the Office of Technology Assessment and by the Council on Wage andPrice Stability, we have, I am convinced, only scratched -the surface of thisproblem.
The economic analysis of the proposed NHTSA standards for light-duty trucksby the Council on Wage and Price Stability provides an example that could wellbe followved in the future. The Council concluded afer lengthy study that itfears that implementation of the proposal in its present form could furtherexacerbate the inflationary pressures and seriously hinder the Administration'sefforts to achieve a deceleration of price increases." As important as the findingin this particular instance, we are encouraged by the fact that the proposedregulation was subjected to an inflation impact analysis before the standardswere finalized by NHTSA.
One approach to evaluating the need for a regulation was demonstrated by arecent experiment. An EPA report early in 1975, based on a mathematicalmodel of atmospheric dispersion of sulfates, warned of the potential futuredanger to health of roadside accumulations of sulfates from automotive cata-lytic converters. In order to assess the actual-rather than the hypothetical-extent to which sulfates could accumulate along the roadside, General Motors,with the cooperation of EPA and other auto companies, conducted an actualtest at the GM Proving Ground in October 1975.
Preliminary findings indicated that EPA's original estimates of the potentialsulfate buildup at ground levels along busy freeways were up to 20 times toohigh. The National Academy of Sciences, after reviewing the results of the tests,concluded that sulfuric acid accumulation due to catalytic converters did notpose a serious threat to 'human health and, therefore, sulfate regulations werenot necessary. Conducting this test was costly but far less costly than the im-position of a standard which was demonstrably unnecessary.
A recently published study by L. B. Lave and E. P. Seskin "Air Pollution andHuman Health," provides an example of where costs exceed benefits in con-trolling motor vehicle pollutants. Based on National Academy of Sciences esti-mates, the cost of reducing nitrogen oxide emissions from motor vehicles to thelevel of .4 grams per mile approaches $11 billion a year in 1985 measured in1973 dollars. Health benefits were estimated at $5 billion a year in 1985, whichthe authors cite as a most liberal interpretation of the possible health benefits.In other words, costs are expected 'to exceed benefits by a factor of two.
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In addition to subjecting proposed regulations to cost-benefit and inflationimpact analysis prior to their implementation, there are clearly cost-saving op-portunities in simplified compliance procedures. For example, the Environ-
niental Protection Agency currently conducts four tests to insure compliance ofnew cars with emission standards and it is also planning to impose two addi-tional tests for this purpose. Three of the tests duplicate each other. This addsto the cost of government and to the manufacturers' costs, with obvious infla-
tionary implications.

We cite these examples only to make the point that Congressional insistence
on the orderly and systematic assessment of regulations before they are enacted
can reduce their inflationary impact. Beyond this, we are convinced that there
are substantial economies possible in -the administration of regulation and. com-pliance procedures.

The second element I would like to focus on Is the impact of regulation onproductivity. This is an area where constructive Congressional action is neces-
sary. In my view, this represents possibly our best hope for moderating infla-
tionary pressures. The national record has been far from satisfactory and sub-
stantially below that of other advanced.iudustrial nations. ,Forexample, output" pei'1ab6rh'ou'r In the non-farm business sector increased at an average annual
rate of 2.5 percent from 1950 to 1968 but in the last decade-1968 to 19T7-the
rate of increase was only 1.6 percent.

Many reasons for the decline in productivity growth have been offered by
those who have examined the problem. However, regulations mandating large
capital expenditures by business which do not contribute to improving efficiency
have surely contributed to our poor record.

A study of the impact on productivity growth of mandated expenditures for
pollution abatement and safety regulations has recently been published by Dr.
Edward F. Denison, a highly respected student of productivity analysis. Based
on this analysis, mandated expenditures accounted for almost one-half percent-
age point reduction in total factor productivity growth over the period 1973 to
1975.

The Department of Commerce estimates of capital expenditures by business
for pollution abatement have amounted to almost 5.5 percent of total non-farm
plant and equipment expenditures during the period 1974-77. Within the manu-
facturing sector alone, this percentage has been over 8 percent during the same
period. These data measure only capital expenditures for air, water and solid
waste abatement. They do not include operating costs associated with these ex-penditures nor those required to meet safety and other regulations administered
by government agencies at all levels; and they do not include the administrative
costs of agencies generating regulations and monitoring compliance.

While no doubt a substantial part of these expenditures have produced a sig-
nificant improvement in air and water quality, they have contributed little to
and in fact have impeded productivity advance. This problem is especially acute
'n the manufacturing sector, where the mandated diversion of investment ex-
penditures to meet environmental requiremnets has been so large.

The effect of the diversion of capital expenditures to meet mandated standardsis particularly serious in a period when the rate of investment is declining.
From 1950 to 1Q68 when productivity was rising 2.5 percent per year. the
capital-labor ratio grew at an average annual rate of almost 3 percent. Since
1968, this ratio has grown by only 1 percent per year. This fall is partly due to
the rapid growth in the labor force during the latter period and partly a result
of the slowdown in the rate of investment. If, however, adjustment is made to
exclude equipment required to meet pollution standards, the growth in this ratio
is even less than 1 percent. Whenever there is a slowdown in investment that
reduces productivity, the potential growth of real income is reduced and the
potential for inflationary bottlenecks is increased.

There is an urgent need to understand the impact of regulations on produc-
tivity. Even where there are clearly established benefits, stringent standards
can delay the construction of new plants, the use of more productive processes,
and threaten already marginally profitable firms. Moreover, to the extent that
U.S. mandated standards are substantially higher than those of overseas pro-
ducers, the competitive position of domestic producers is impaired both at
home and abroad.

A rapid growth of the labor force is expected to continue into the middle of
the next decade. If employment increases are to match and exceed this growth,
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the rate of investment in productive eqiMpiment will haVd to be significantly
higher than the rates recently experienced. Meeting the need for increased pro-
ductive investment together with investmient required to meet government
standards will surely require a rethinking of the standards themselves and re-
examination of the existing tax impediments to capital formation.

Once more citing General Motors as an example, we will.be required to meet
stricter emissions, fuel economy, and safety standards for the automobile as
well as stricter fuel economy, noise, and emission standards for trucks. We
also will be required to conform to regulation of our production processes and
of our plants in areas dealing with occupational health and safety as well as
pollution abatement.

To meet these investment requirements for the 1980's will require annual
expenditures of $5 billion-considerably more than the $3.6 billion GM spent in
1977 for plant facilities and special tools. The rising costs we have already in-
curred have not been totally recovered either in price or productivity and this
has led to a decline in our profit margin. In 1977 the return was only 6.1 percent
down from 10.3 percent in 1965, and 6.7 percent in 1973. GM's real net income in
1977 was only 2 percent more than in 1973-even though real dollar sales were
13 percent higher. This pattern is of course typical of much of U.S. manufactur-
ing and accounts in part for the slowdown in capital formation.

The burden of proof must be on those who mandate new and still higher
standards. It must be demonstrated that the standards are both cost-beneficial
and cost-effective and inflation impacts must be assessed. Our economy cannot
afford mandated waste. The opportunity costs of mandated expenditures must be
evaluated against the expenditures not made; the productivity increases that
were not achieved; the higher rate of inflation we have experienced, the research
and development we did not undertake; the number of people we did not employ;
the output that is not, and will not -be, forthcoming.

I believe that positive action can be taken to reduce unnecessary costs that
contribute to inflation. There is clearly an opportunity for the Congress to re-
view systematically prior and proposed legislation in terms of its economic im-
pact. The President has established a review panel in the Executive Branch to
eliminate burdensome, costly and unnecessary regulations and we support this.
This process should be accelerated. We also recognize that the Office of Tech-
nology Assessment could make a contribution in these areas. These processes
represent clear opportunities for evaluating the effectiveness of regulatory
controls.

With the prospect that meeting regulatory standards will continue to divert
investment funds, there is an especially urgent need to increase resources al-
located to investment. Opportunities exist for changing tax policy to remove im-
pediments for investment in the private sector. Specifically, consideration must
be given to proposals for faster depreciation of capital investment, to the reduc-
tion of the corporate tax rate and to special tax treatment for those invest-
ments required to meet mandatory government regulation. The President's tax
proposals have addressed some of these problems and, no doubt, they will receive
thoughtful Congressional review. Improving the incentives for investment is our
best hope for raising productivity and reducing long-term inflationary pressures.

Eliminating excessive regulations to reduce inflation and to-increase produc-
tivity does not mean we must stop efforts to improve the quality of our lives and
environment. Economic goals and quality of life goals are not mutually exclu-
sive. I believe we can improve the quality of our lives, our environment, our
health, and the safety of our people and still continue to increase our material
standard of living. A reexamination of the growing number of standards that
are not cost justified is an essential first step toward accomplishing these objec-
tives and reducing the pressures of inflation.

ATTACHMENT A

IMPACT OF GOVERNMENT REGULATIONS ON GENERAL MOTORS-GENERAL

General Motors spent more than $3Y4 billion in complying, and preparing to
comply, with regulations imposed by all levels of government in the three 'years
1974-1976. That amount does not include the cost of equipment added to GM
products to meet government standards, nor any taxes or workers' compensation
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claims paid. Neither does the $31/4 billion refect the cost of lost opportunities,
misplaced priorities and misused resources.

In 1976 alone, government regulation cost GM more than $1 billion, and
required the equivalent effort of 22,900 full-time GM employees.

Total expenditures,' by major category, for the three-year period were esti-
mated to be:

Millions

Regulation of motor vehicles -___-- _----__-___-___-__-_-____-_- $1t 986
Regulation of plant facilities ----------------------------- : 502
O1)ccupational safety and health ----- 216
Government Reports and administrative costs related to regulation ---- 589

T otal --- ----- ---------- --------------------------------- 3, 293

During. the same three years the equivalent number of full-time 6nfployes re-
juired to comply with government regulations ranged from 22,300 to 25,300.
Attachments B and a show the impact on costs and employment in detail.

Significantly, the nearly $2 billion spent on the regulation of vehicles do4es not
include expenditures to improve the fuel economy of GM cars. In our view, such
costs are competitive expenditures at this time. General Motors undertook the
redesign of its vehicles for this purpose well before the governmhent inundated
fue economy standards-an undertaking in response to consumer demands
rather than government requirements.

in arriving at the cost and employment data, no attempt was made to differen-
tiate between what might be considered necessary and unnecessary government
regulation. While we believe much is unwarranted and should be eliminated, any
attempt to separate such regulation would require subjective judgment. Our
purpose was to be as objective as possible in arriving at the total cost of
regulation.

- ; - . , ATTACH1MENT B
[Expenditures in millions of dollars]

Calendar year

1974 1975 1976 3-yr total

Regulation of vehiclesn: I
Auto safety… : ' $414 $347 $354 $1, 115
Auto emission control - : . 454 184 188 826
Vehicle noise control-: - 16 15 14 45

Total -' - 884 546 556 1,986

Regulation of plant facilities:
Plant pollution control:

.Air -77 57 58 192
Water -56 54 56 166

Solid waste control - 48 39 57 144

Total -181 150 171 502

Occupational safety and health - 79 62 75 216

Governrent reports and administrative costs related to regulation:
Business statistics…- L 3 3 3 9
Energy management 21 23 25 69
Environmental activities 43 41 40 124
Industrial relations s- 44 48 61 153
-Legal activities- 26 25 34 85
Marketing functions - - 3 4 6 13
Taxes … 12 12 13 37
Other - 38 29 32 99

Total… ,--------…. 190 185 214 589

bGrand total 1,334 943 1,016 3,293

i ' Includes research'and engineering, reliability, inspection, testing, facilities, tools, and rearrangement costs. Does
not include the direct cost associated with the product (except direct insepction).
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ATTACHMENT C

Employment '-calendar year

1974 1975 1976

Regulation of vehicles:
Auto safety - .- 12, 300 10,400 10, 5
Auto emission control - -4, 800 4,000 3, 900
Vehicle noise control - 400 300 300

Total -17, 500 14, 700 14, 700

Regulation of plant facilities:
Plant pollution control:

Air -800 800 800
Water-50 50---------------------------------0

Solid waste control -500 500 600

Total -1, 800 1.800 1,900

Occupational safety and health - 1, 100 1, 100 1, 100

Government reports and administrative costs related to regulation:
Business statistics ------ 100 100 100
Energy management ------------------ 200 100 200
Environmental activities - -1, 000 1,000 1,000
Industrial relations - - ------ 1, 400 1, 500 1, 700
Legal activities-- 800 700 900
Marketing functions - -100 100 100
Taies ----------------------------- 400 400 400
Other - -900 800 800

Total -4,900 4, 700 5, 200

Grand total -25, 300 22, 300 22,900

' These estimates of employment including technical, clerical, and other support personnel, were based on total hours
worked as a result of regulations. Those hours were then converted to the equivalent number of employees working a
calendar year.

Representative BOLIING. Thank you, Mr. Duncombe.
Next, we will hear from Charls Walker, who appears today repre-

senting the American Council for Capital Formation.

STATEMENT OF CHARLS E. WALKER, CHAIRMAN, AMERICAN
COUNCIL FOR CAPITAL FORMATION

Mr. WALKER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
My name is Charls E. Walker, and I appear on behalf of the

American Council for Capital Formation, a rapidly growing group
of individuals, trade union organizations, and business corporations
that are deeply concerned about the lagging pace of capital forma-
tion in this country. I am also president of Charls E. Walker Asso-
ciates, Inc., a consulting firm specializing in Federal Government
relations.

Mr. Chairman, this Nation's economy is in trouble. Since we live
in what is predominantly a market economy, markets in effect tell
us when things are "out of whack." The stock market-a priceless
asset which instantaneously transmits signals reflecting the fears,
hopes, and judgments of literally millions of investors-is at or close
to its lowest point in 3 years and shows no signs of recovery. In
foreign exchange markets, the dollar is weaker than at any time in
your memory or mine. Participants in credit markets are as nervous
as the proverbial cat on a hot tin roof, and expectations of even
higher interest rates appear to be strengthening.

In mv view, this existing malaise, which could be replaced by
tomorrow's turmoil, reflects the strongly held opinion of decision-
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makers both here and abroad that U.S. policymakers have in effect
thrown in the sponge in the battle against inflation, that at least
implicitly we have decided to try to live with inflation of 5 percent
or more. Markets can, and often do, overreact. But speaking for
myself, I find it very difficult to identify any cohesive and credible
plan for bringing inflation to heel.

Be:fore presenting my own views on how to attack inflation, let me
emphasize that although I am a Republican who served three Re-
publican presidents, my criticism is not partisan. Current and pros-
pective inflation had its genesis in bad economic policies that emerged
in the mid-sixties. Subsequent steps to control inflation have failed
and there is plenty of blame to go around. The problem is too pressing
to permit partisan considerations to hamper the development of

-policies aimed at its solution.
There are those who disagree. with the view I have stated and

believe instead that we can live with a significant rate of inflation.
I would answer those critics by first pointing to the record.

Despite two wars, inflation-GNP deflator-averaged only 2.6
percent between 1950 and 1970, with the rate in the second decade
slightly lower than the first. In the seventies, the rate has more than
doubled, averaging 5.8 percent. a figure that most economists believe
to be close to the basic rate today.

In addition, experience during the seventies has convinced most
expert observers that there is no lasting tradeoff between inflation
and unemployment. Indeed, many are convinced that if overall
stabilization policies are to help minimize unemployment, the first
order of business is to get inflation under control.

Success in this effort will require patience and persistence. The
problem is especially difficult because we have, in effect, let the in-
flation genie escape from the bottle; it would have been much easier
to keep him there than to stuff him back in today.

T he- rimary reason is that the so-called money illusion has been
virtually destroyed and participants in all types of markets tend to
bar-ain in real rather than in monetary terms.

The two markets where this is most apparent, and from which the
greatest damage arises, are the credit market and the jobs market.
In the former, interest rates have come to include a premium to allow
for inflation. If savers hope to obtain a real return of, say. 3 percent,
the nominal interest rate will amount to three percent plus the ex-
pected inflation rate. The impact on individuals seeking mortgage
monev or businesses that seek to expand is obvious.

The impossibility of living with a high inflation rate becomes even
clearer when we consider the impact on wage settlements. If workers
believe that the cost of living will rise by 6 percent annually, they
will seek wage increases sufficient to ofset that rise, plus another
3 percent or so in an effort to raise living standards. If that addi-
tional 3 percent could be offset, as in earlier years, by an equivalent
increase in output per man-hour or productivity, the inflation rate
need not rise.

But the fact is that productive investment, the major long-run
source of productivity gains, has become increasingly sluggish in
recent years. Capital per'Worker grew at a rate of 3.6 percent in the

30-496--7 -6
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first half of the fifties, but according to the Congressional Budget;
Office, fell to 1.6 percent in the first half of this decade and 1 percent;
since then.

If productivity rises by' only 1 percent instead of 3, cost-push
pressures on prices will intensify as workers seek wage increases that
exceed-by two points-the existing inflation rate plus productivity
(rains. In other words 6, plus 3 for inflation, totaling 9 percent.

The viciousness of the circle is further demonstrated by the de-
pressing effect that high inflation has on the productive investment
which would foster the productivi'ty''gains necessary to keep *wage
increases from adding further to cost-push pressures.

Inflation is the enemy of capital formation because it creates' un-
certainty and therefore induces caution among savers and money
managers, as well as the corporate officials who'make the decisions
relative to new projects; it reduces funds available for investment
because of a system' of depreciation' that. relies 'din historical cost,
thus allowing insufficiently for asset replacement; and it diminishes

'both the willingness and 'ability of individuals to save as their in-
fliation-swollen incomes miove them into higher tax brackets with a
resultant transfer of a'larger portion of that income to 'the Federal
Government-the biggest "dissaver" of all.

The outcome of this type of cost'push pressure, a wage-price spiral,
is not difficult to forecast. If accommodative monetary policies allow
inflation'to accelerate, we'shall either return afgain to the world of
stop-go stabilization policy, or worse still, turn again to wage and
price controls.

Neither of these outcomes is inevitable. All that is required is that
economic policymaking return to fundamentals.

It'is fashionable to state that inflation is a very complex phenom-
enon. I disagree.

That it is difficult to control in our type df'political/economirc sys-
tem goes without saying. But the fact is that inflation is now, has
always been, and will always be a simple phenomenon, best sum imed
up in. one short phrase: "Too much money chasing too few goods."

This is nothing more nor less than a verbal restatement of the
venerable "equation of exchange," which has its place in every be-
ginning economics course. It is a truism. As such it tells us nothing
about cause and effect, but it does provide a useful starting point
for diagnosing and dealing with the problem.

The first fundamental is that if inflation is to be brought under
control, total spending must be held to a rate consistent with the
Nation's ability to produce new goods and services. Therefore, today's
situation requires either a relative cutback in total spending, an in-
crease in output, or some combination of the two.

Further light can be shed on the matter by asking why the rate of
inflation has doubled over the past two decades and is expected by
many to accelerate.

I would argue that the proximate reason, and perhaps monetarists
would say the only reason, has been excessive growth in the money
s'upply 'during most of the 1970's. From a policy standpoint, the
strict monetarist might argue that inflation could'be eliminated if
only our "independent" Federal Reserve authorities would screw
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-up their courage and curb excessive monetary -growth. But here is

precielY "wher6 the complexities arises -and, the reason I refer to

excessivre mon6htary growvth -as the, proximate rather thank the funda-

umental cause of inflatioh. - -
Members 'of' Cbongress-need not-be- reminded that-our Government

institutions, particularly the Congress, tares and properly so, respon-

sive tto'the will'cf the people. And-the simple but .hard- fact -is that,

as' it directly"afects their individual lives, people prefer more,'not

less, Federal spending, lower, not higher, taxes; and cheap and easy

loans, not credit which is expensive and tight.-
-Given 'thes- prefereices- the "making of inflation"' in-- our society

is easy to desc'rib- and understand: The- story is best'told -with figures.

In-the ,6 fiscal years ending in September' 1978; Federal spending
"will have doubled;-risiiog from about $230 billion~in 1972 to $460

billion in'1975. Th't-.represenfs -an increase of 12- percent a year, or

some: three to four:times the long-term growth 'ate-in the economy
as a whole. '- - ' -.

Given this huge' gap, a pay as-you-go approach, through an-attempt
to iaise' Federal income taxes, would be out of the question. Federal
incomne taKes'- have -not been- raised in this country, except during

-war, since'1932: Voters would rebel, just as they are'now rebelling

against' rapidly rising social security taxes. And even if Congress

could be, persuaded to take the pay-as-you-go- route, the -negative

impact of higher taxes on emiployment and output could be severe.

The -result? The outsized deficits of this 6-year period, 1972 to

1978-a whopping $274 billion-had to be financed out of saving or

money creation. To the extent savings- were. unavailable, the deficits

'had to be covered by monetary creation engineered,. or at least toler-

ated by Federal Reserve authorities. '
-Monetarists might argue that savings would -be "sufficient" if the

Fed held -firm' against the tide; market forces would equate the
amount of genuine savings demanded -and supplied. But that would

have resulted in higher interest rates and a 'degree of public and

congressional stigma that even the doughtiest central banker is re-

luctant to bear: In addition, application of proper monetary policy

is complicated by disagreement' as to the economic importance of

monetary aggregates as -compared' to interest rates. To the extent

Keynesian 'ideas still prevail, the case for keeping interest rates low

was persuasive so long as output and employment fell short of na-

tional 'goals. Monetarists would say this creates too much money.
If, as I suggest, bad fiscal policy begets bad monetary policy which

in turn begets inflation, then the first fundamental step toward stuf-
ing the genie of inflation back into the bottle is to do the same thing
with the genie of Federal spending. -

President Carter's proposed budget for fiscal year- 1979, with no
new major initiatives, is a step in that direction, although I would
have preferred a proposal for no real growth and a- firm pledge to
veto spending measures that would cause total spending to cross that

line.
The problem of too much money chasing too few goods can also be

attacked by increasing output. What are the prospects? .
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There is still some slack in the economy, although how much is a
matter of debate. Over the longer term, however, maximum-efficiency
output will be achieved, and inflation minimized, if we: One, follow
sensible monetary and fiscal policies, thereby avoiding "stop-go" and
providing consumers and business with a more stable environment
for economic decisionmaking;

Two, cut back sharply on the regulation and red tape that is cur-
tailing energy output and driving many businessmen, particularly
those who run smaller enterprises, up the wall; and

Three, move quickly and forcefully to reduce the existing bias in
the tax laws that favors consumption and discourages saving and
productive investment. Steady and large increases in output require
a high rate of productive investment.

1 have already given my views on how to improve monetary and
fiscal policies, and- I-shall leave the -discussion of excessive govern-
ment regulation to those better qualified than I. Let me instead con-
centrate on productive tax reform to promote capital formation.

I do not mean to be either flippant or lacking in respect, but what
does Congress have against saving? Instead ot hailing thrift in the
image of the Puritan Ethic and Poor Richard's Almanac, we ap-
proach saving as if it were a sin. Bear with me for a quick example.

Joe and I make the same income, enjoy the same deductions and
credits, and therefore pay the same income tax. But, wait a minute.
Assume that Joe, saves 10 -percent of his income, perhaps putting it
into a savings account or corporate stock, whereas I spend all of
mine, and perhaps more, on consumption.

Does Joe get even a pat on the head for his thrift? Or, do I get
penalized for my profligacy? Not by any means. We both pay the
same tax and that's no way to encourage thrift.

But that's not all. Having spent all of my income, I am through
with the tax collector. But if Joe puts his money in a savings account,
he pays additional Federal income taxes up to a top rate of-not
50-but 70 percent. Or, if he tries to put a little life into the equity
market by buying corporate stocks, the company is taxed up to 48
percent on each dollar of net income and then Joe's taxed up to 70
percent-again, not 50 percent-or any dividends he receives. If he
sells the stock at a profit, he is taxed again.

To repeat, why do we throw tax after tax at thrifty Americans?
Tax policy with respect to the investment side of the saving-in-

vestment process is subject to similar criticism. High business taxes
impede capital formation in at least two ways, by decreasing the
after-tax return on new projects and by reducing the flow of cash
available to finance them.

Moreover, the lack of logic in our approach is underlined by the
fact that we do not even know who really pays the taxes levied on
business, except that business itself does not. A corporation, for
example, is nothing more than a legal approach to doing business,
and a very successful approach at that. But corporations as such
"pay" taxes only in the first instance; they are, in effect, "surrogate
collectors" for the Internal Revenue Service. Such taxes are either
passed on to consumers in -the form of higher prices, and to this
extent are probably regressive, or backward to the factors of produc-
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tion. including the savers and investors who make capital formation
possible.

The case for reducing business taxes is therefore strong, and- it. is
especially gratifying that President Carter has proposed a signifi-
cant reduction in the corporate rate. I only wish that he had gone
further. The major argument against large cuts, namely, the as-
sumed negative impact on Federal revenues, is open to serious
challenge.

The administration estimates that its proposed gross reductions
in corporate taxes will "cost" $8.3 billion in 1979 and $10.5 billion
in 1980. Experience since World War II leads to the opposite cone
clusion: Reductions in the tax burden on business through rate cuts
tend to increase, not decrease, revenues, and usually within a rela-
tively short period of time.

Unfortunately, the estimated revenue impact of Federal tax
changes is derived from "demand-oriented" economic models which,
in my view, greatly underestimate the "feedback effects" of soundly
structured tax cuts. Both the American Council and the National
Association of Manufacturers are working on new models which
should remedy these defects. If so, future projections of the revenue
impact of tax cuts should be more consistent with past -experience.

A higher rate of capital formation will not only help restrain in-
flation through increased output, it will also provide jobs for a -grow-
ing labor force. As Treasury Secretary Blumenthal has noted, and
as the figures cited earlier indicate, our stock of "human capital"-
the workers in the labor force-has been growing faster than our
stock of "real capital."

This view of the matter is especially useful, inasmuch as there are
more than a few 20th centurv Luddites who believe that new and
efficient machinery eliminates jobs.

To be sure. a new machine may result in a temporary reduction in
employment in some firms or industries, but the longrun relationship
between jobs and capital formation is indisputable. Business spend-
ing for new plant and equipment during the past two decades ap-
proached $1.5 trillion. But, jobs did not disappear. Quite the con-
trary: employment rose from 64 million to 93 million, an increase of
45 percent.

Productive tax reform to promote capital formation will therefore
pav double dividends: Job creation and inflation control.

Today, in my judgment, the most urgent economic task before Con-
gress is. of course, to complete work on the energy bill, moving it as
far as possible toward reliance on market forces to promote energy
production and conservation.

As to stabilization policy, I would urge this committee, in its forth-
coming report, to single out inflation control as our paramount goal,
not simply because price stability is in itself a worthy national ob-
jective. but also because success in meeting other goals, such as
minimizing unemployment, is likely to be only transitory if some
degrree of price stability is not restored.

This would be especially true if identification of inflation as public
enemy No. 1 were followed bv a very firm congressional hand on the,
budget, with a spending ceiling for fiscal year 1979 no higher, and
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preferably lower than the $500.2 billion recommended by the Presi--
dent.

Even then the prospects for net. tax cuts in excess of those recom--
mended by the administration could-push the deficit much higher.

If so, the Federal Reserve should neither, be forced nor cajoled
into what would surely be a self-defeating attempt to keep interest
rates from rising by excessive money creation.

As to tax policy, our economic goals would be better served if the
so-called reforms were set aside and* full attention devoted to enact-
ing an early and well-structured tax. cut. As to the shape of the cut,
I see no convincing argument for increasing the progressivity of
what is already a nicely progressive Federal individual income tax
system. And the approximately $8 billion in gross busines tax cuts,
to directly promote capital formation is a bare minimum.

Indeed, business confidence would be significantly bolstered if the'
business cuts were, say, doubled, with the impact *on the deficit-
minimized, if not eliminated or reversed, through "feedback" by-
phasing the reductions in over a period of years.

Congress' role in economic policymaking is never easy; it is es-
pecially difficult in 1978. Inflation must be attacked forcefully, but
it cannot be eliminated Overnight; Still, a credible start can be made.

Congressional identification of inflation as our paramount problem'
would in itself be highly beneficiaL

I am convinced that markets would respond positively to this;
congressional initiative, thus setting the- stage for the inevitably
slow and torturous return to high output and employment without.
inflation.

Thank you very much.
Representative BOILING. Thank you, Mr. Walker.
Congressman Long.
Representative LONG. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The enormity of the problem is, of course, obvious, as both of you

gentlemen have clearly stated.
One small point. Mr. Duncombe, please give us the benefit of your

expert opinion on how to draw the line between protection of the
environment, on the one hand and being ridiculous with costly
regulations on the other.

This is, pYerhaps, one 'of the biggest problems 'facing this country,
and this generation, particularly when you consider the need to ex-
tract and employ our natural resources.

One of the things that the Joint Economic Committee is consider-
ing for recommendation in its annual report is a report from the
Council on Wage and Price Stability on governmental activities,
regulatory and otherwise, that have added to inflation, or that may
have reduced inflation.

Those activities which have had a significant impact will be then
examined in detail, one way or the other. They would be examined
in detail and we would try to make a quantitative statement of the.
impact.

Since we are dealing with complex things, we have to look for-
complex remedies.

Perhaps this one is overly complex, but in your opinion, and in'
your experience, are there any advantages to this?
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Woiuld it' perhaps. improve. public . awareness and perhaps also
sensitize. the, Governrnent to its impact of. what it- is doing on in-'
flation?' . ' .

Sometimes I don't think we are properly' sensitized. Would. you:
be willing to support such a recommendation? And, do you think
that the business community would cooperate with -the Council on.
Wage and Price. Stability in trying to develop the estimates that
might be necessary in' this 'regardl?

Mr. DuNCOMBE. That's' a good question, and the answer to, whether
or not I would support a conscious effort .on the part of some branch
of the Government to make these inflation impact studies, I would,
answer that definitely in the' affirmative. . ...

I think that we need this. I think that it would help to focus at-.
tention. The -o'ne.study that I believe the Council has made dealt with
an element in our business, that is, the question of standards appli-
cabletlo the light-duty trucks,--and while they had to.make that study
very quickly, it nevertheless pointed, I believe, to a technique that
can' be profitably used in a' great many areas.
- You mentioned extractive industries and I surely believe the tech-

nique can be used there to give either ACCF or the Council of Eco-
nomic Advisers or some -other special group with expertise the re-
sponsibility for reporting to the Congress on' the inflation impact
of regulation.

With respect to your second question about whether the business
community would cooperate, I think that you could count completely
on business cooperation in this area with only one reservation that
the business community would be reluctant to release proprietary
or competitive types of data. But I think with that one exclusion,
this .represents an area where a verv effective government-business
cooperation is possible, is in the national interest, and would help
us to put this very complex question in balance.

I Representative LONG. In this regard, also, last' year Senator
Humphrey introduced a bill which would impose upon this com-
mittee the responsibility for analyzing the economic effects on em-
plovment, production, prices, and purchasing power of all major
bills that are introduced in the Congress. something comparable to an'
environmental impsct statement, really, in a little different light:

Mr. DuNCOMBE. Yes.
Reprosentative LONG. Perhaps a little more extensive than the"

economic statement as presently construed.
What chance that' bill has. I really don't know vet, but it is cer-

tainlv a step toward making Congress aware of its effect in each'
instance.

O)ne thing that concerns manv of us-and the frustration of that
chucern is shown by something that has been happening-is that the'
ststutets enct&ed by the, Congress often result in something that the
individual Members of Congress did not foresee at the time the'
statutes were enacted.

There are probably a number of reasons whv this is so. but one
reason is that the people in the regulatory agencies, when thev start
drawing the appropriate regulations for the enforcement of those'
statutes. tend to seek out the worst possible situation that could ever'
occur. and try to cover that situation in their regulations.
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Second, the people who are in these regulatory agencies and draw-
ing these regulations are basically people very interested in the par-
ticular field, and are greatly concerned about what that particular
area is doing, either progressively or regressively, in relation to the
American economic and environmental scene; consequently, they
sometimes overextend themselves.

The extent that that has been frustrating is shown by the fact that
over 200 Members of the House have signed a bill that would call for
a legislative review of rules and regulations.

Now, that seems like a very good solution at the beginning, but
when you start looking at the paperwork and start looking at the
impact, the simplistic solution to a very complicated problem, it is
really not a solution at all.

It may be something that causes more problems than it resolves.
But something does need to be done, in my opinion, and we need

to address it, and to seek ways to make Members of Congress more
aware.

Any contribution that could be made by the private sector in this
regard-and I know that Mir. Walker, particularly, recognizes this
problem-would be helpful.

One other short question, Mr. Duncombe. Almost all of our wit-
nesses have singled out lagging capital investment as perhaps the
weakest spot in the U.S. economic performance, and the President
is, as all of us know, proposing a modest increase in the permanent
investment tax credit.

How much will changes of this sort-and this one, specifically-
affect General Motors investment plans, and when do you think this
response to it would come?

Mr. DUNCOMBE. Well, I have always felt that the tax policies with
respect to corporate income need to be stabilized.

What the business community needs most of all is to have a de-
pendable planning base, making the investment tax credit permanent.
I think this would be a step in the right direction.

Taxes alone, of course, are going to have an effect insofar as they
improve corporate cash flows. They will enable business to make the
investments that are required.

I think that from this point of view it is important.
I mentioned in my longer prepared statement a little more on this

question than I referred to in the oral statement. The sort of invest-
ment programs, for example, that General Motors has scheduled from
now into the early 1980's, I used a figure of $5 billion in my oral
statement, will really stretch General Motors financial resources as
they have never been stretched before, even assuming that we have
a period of good business.

So, a permanent investment tax credit will help us to meet our
problem.

I would like to add one other thing, if I might, in this connection:
One of the disturbing things to me personally is that such a large
part of that $5 billion will make virtually no contribution to im-
proving productivity.

It is in large measure an investment being made to accommodate
regulatory standards and in this particular case to accommodate to
the fuel efficiency standards.
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The contribution to productivity of these rather large investments
entailing tremendous market risks as we have learned already this
year will be minimal.

I guess that the fast answer to your question is that making the
investment tax credit permanent will certainly be a step in the right
direction.

Representative LONG. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
My time is expired.
Representative BOLLNG. Congressman Brown.
Representative BROWN of Michigan. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Walker, as one of my former mentors, and still my mentor, I

guess, there is one statement in your prepared text that I think you
might like to reconsider.

I think you said that there have been no tax increases since-when
was it?

All I am suggesting is that there may not have been a tax rate
increase, but I respectfully suggest that there has been a greater
tax take on real income, and it has continued if not accelerated.

In fact, Secretary Blumenthal sat where you are sitting a while
back, and I think he said in the year 1979-I could be off 1 year-
that all of the President's tax reduction programs, if all were en-
acted, that at an income level of $17,000 it becomes awash, otherwise
below that family income level you get somewhat of a tax reduction.

At $17,000, above $17,000, even with his reduction program enacted
in full, you have a tax increase if you take into consideration social
security taxes and basically inflation shoving you into higher brackets,
et cetera.

Mr. WALR. Could I agree with you on that?
I stand corrected.
Representative BROWN of Michigan. Would you like to comment?
Mr. WALKiER. Yes, I stand corrected. The sentence should have

read that there have been no legislated increases through increases
in rates in traditional ways, no question about that.

Representative BROWN of Michigan. You know, in discussing with
Secretarv Blumenthal the other dav the tax reduction package, it
just seems to me that it doesn't go in the right direction.

I don't know what the figures are, you probably have them, but I
would wager that when we talk about productivity, we are talking
much more today about the productivity related to capital than pro-
ductivity related to manhours of input.

If we look at that productivity, I would suggest that your pro-
ductivity today comes in your more skilled activities because of the
capital investment and capital worker contribution to productivity.

So, if you want to improve productivity, it seems to me it should be
a general principle that you should enhance, if you can, those activities
which possess the greatest potential for productivity increases through
special incentives.

Therefore, a tax reduction, it seems to me, if you want it to
result in more productivity, should basically be directed more at
those who are in the middle to high middle income worker group
since they are generally more skilled and contribute greater pro-
ductivity. Because to the extent that a person is able to retain, under
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a marginal tax rate structure, more' of his earnings he will. contribute
more, he will have greater productivity.

That leads me to a further question. I noticed that you have
'talked about new models that you are using. It seems to me the
econometric models that have been used to date really only look at
the demand side without looking at what I think you characterize
as feedback or supply side considerations.

What are you doing with those models?
What is different about the models you have been looking at and

the ones now used?
Mr. WALKER. The major difference is they bring in the supply side

factors that relate to incentives to work, save and investment, both
from the standpoint of the individual and from the standpoint of the
business.

For four decades we have lived in a world dominated by Key-
nesian views where mountains are moved and the motivator comes
from aggregate demand; that is, your basic force for investment
comes from demand and the so-called accelerator effect that is trans-
mitted back to business. Business runs short of capacity and your
investment is, in effect, pulled up by its bootstraps. Most of the
'existing models just look at one side of the equation-demand.

But as we learned in Economics I, people prefer more to less. If
I were taxed 100 percent on my earnings I think that you would
zero taxes out of me.

So, the basic theory and thrust of the model that are developing-
and we hope will be ready in the relatively near future-would be
to factor what we learned in Economics I-people prefer more to
less, and if you tax more of something you will have less of it pro-
duced, and if you subsidize production, you will have more of it.

That is the basic thrust.
Representative BROWN of Michigan. Thank you.
Mr. WALKER. Incidentally, I just happen to have a press release

on our new model, which I gave the Detroit Economic Club on
January 9. It describes more in detail what the model is all about.

[The press release referred to follows:]

[For release 12:00 noon EST, Monday, January 9, 1978, Detroit Economic Club, Detroit,
Michigan]

AMERICAN COUNCIL FOR CAPITAL FORMATION
Washington, D.C.

WALKER ANNOUNCES NEW EcONOMIC MODEL IN SPEECH BEFORE EcoNoMIc CLUB
or DETROIT

In a speech today before the Economic Club of Detroit, Dr. Charls E. Walker,
chairman of the American Council for Capital Formation, announced the con-
struction of a new econometric model which is expected to demonstrate that
'carefully structured Federal tax cuts reduce Treasury revenues less than gen-
erally estimated-and, in fact, may increase them. "This is because," Walker
said, "the new model will allow fully for the revenue feedback that results
from increased incentives of individuals and businesses, with reduced taxes,
to work, produce, save and invest."'

The model is being developed under the direction of the nationally known
economist, Dr. Arthur B. Laffer. Now at the University of Southern California,
Dr. Laffer served earlier as economist in the Federal Office of Management and
Budget and at the Treasury Department.
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At the outset, Walker-a former Deputy Secretary of the.Treasury and now
.-a Washington consultant-stated, that "this nation is confronted with dn in-

creasingly serious and potentially..cripjling problem-an impending dearth oi
the productive investment needed to help restore full employment, contain in-

.flation, and balance our International' transactions." He pointed to several
. supporting stu'dies by highly respected authorities, and noted that both 'Presi-
. dent Carter and Secretary 6f the Treasury Blumenthal favor business tax cuts
to promote capital formation.

Walker said that press reports. indicate a presidentially proposed business
tax eut of $6 to-$7 billion ovei the next few years, an amount that he labeled
as much too small. Walker said that there are two major reasons for the
inadequacy of the business tax reduction:

"First is the political factor. Most voters still believe the myth, propagated
by the press and some politicians, that businesses can be taxed without af-

-fecting people. That's nonsense. All taxes are ultimately borne by individuals
in their roles as consumers. workers, savers and investors.

"The second reason-and this is precisely why our new moder is so im-
portatnt-is the often stated contention that the Government cannot 'afford' to
lose the revenue because that 'loss' will swell an already huge Federal deficit."

In answering this argument, Walker pointed out that every Federal tax cut
-since World War II has been followed by a net increase-sometimes very large.
Rather than a drop in Treasury revenue, businessmen have long believed that
these revenue gains were not accidental, but instead resulted from the fact
that the tax burden was too high and any well structured reduction in that
"burden would increase incentives, boost output and employment, and therefore
enlarge taxable incomes.of individuals and businesses sufficiently to more than
*offset the rate cuts.

Walker also noted that most existing econometric models fail to measure
revenue feedback because they concentrate almost solely on aggregate demand,
thereby all but ignoring the supply side of the picture.

"This is indeed unfortunate," he said, "because most introductory economics
,courses as well as common sense tell us that if taxes on a product are in-
-creased, less will be produced, and if a product is subsidized, more will be
*produced. Dr. Laffer's new model will correct this deficiency by emphasizing
the impact of changes on incentives to work, produce, save and invest. The
term 'supply-side model,' is used to differentiate this model from the widely
used demand oriented approaches.

The model is gaining support in the business community. In addition, Senator
'Russell Long (D.-La.), chairman of the tax-writing Senate Finance Committee
nand a long-time. critic of official revenue estimates which ignore feedback, has
endorsed construction of the model. (See attached letter.)

Walker concluded: "I am not going to anticipate precisely what our new
model will show with respect to Carter's tax proposals. However, I do be-
lieve that a $6 to $7 billion cut in business taxes-calculated by traditional
revenue-estimating techniques-will not 'lose' anything like that much revenue.
Indeed, if history is' any guide, the Treasury, within a year or two, will come
'out ahead of the game. If I am correct, business taxes-which are really taxes
on individuals-should be cut at least $10 billion and preferably much more."

Information about the new model can be obtained from the American Council
'for Capital Formation.

Ati achment.
UNITED STATES SENATE.

Washington, D.C., December 5, 1977.
'Dr. CHARLS 'E. WALKER,
'Chairman, American Council for Capital Formation, 1425 K Street, N.W.,

Washington, D.C.
DEAR CHIARLY: As you know, it has been apparent to me for some time that

-the revenue estimates of tax changes generated by the well-known and widely-
'used econometric models have a way of being very far off-base because of their
-failure to anticipate everything that happens. Therefore, I am very pleased
-to learn that the American.Council for Capital Formation's "Center for Policy
Research" is planning to sponsor the development and production of an econo-
metric model which will generate revenue estimates more in line with reality
'by bringing supply considerations directly into the model's assumptions.
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I do not believe that the econometric models currently in use pay enough
attention to the effect of incentives on the willingness of people to work, pro-
duce and invest. These supply factors are vital to obtaining revenue estimates
which truly measure the impact of public policy alternatives on the future
growth and prosperity of this country. Adding equations to existing models
is not the answer. New and innovative research, such as the Center is pro-
posing, is needed so that the effect of public policy alternatives can be more
correctly anticipated.

I hope you will keep me and my staff informed as work progresses on the
Center's econometric model.

With warm personal regards, I am
Sincerely yours,

RussELL B. LoNG.
Representative BROWN of Michigan. Mr. Duncombe, I was inter-

ested in your discussion about regulations with my colleague, Repre-
sentative Long.

There is this great push to have the Congress review all regula-
tions, et cetera, and many other proposals have come forth.

We now have a requirement that a committee must provide at
least a statement of the estimated cost to the Government of differ-
ent legislation when it reports its bill to the House.

Some have suggested, as I have suggested, that every time an
agency promulgates a regulation, a proposed regulation, it must, in
addition to asking for comment or permitting comment on the sub-
stance of the regulations that the agency would have to state what
it estimates the cost to Government to be of that regulation, plus
cost to the private sector or those regulated as such.

Those figures would be subject to comment just as much as the
regulations themselves are subject to comment.

Now, it seems to me that that is a much better approach than
putting the Congress in the business of administrative rules and
regulations review because what you do under that kind of approach
is you say to the private sector or nongovernmental sector, this
agency is proposing to promulgate certain rules, this is what it says
it will cost, and what is your comment on those things.

Then, it seems to me, the proper function of Congress is to make
sure that the agency considers, honestly considers, the comments made
not on just the substance of the regulations, but on the fiscal and
economic impact ramifications of the regulations.

I am inclined to think that when a proposed regulation is open
for the comment period, it is only a courtesy extended -by the agency
and as Senator Moynihan would say, benign neglect is paid to the
comments received.

Maybe we should have some mechanism where agencies must re-
spond to the comments, answer the comments. Would you care to
comment?

Mr. DUNCOMBE. Well, Congressman Brown, that would make very
good sense. When Congressman Long mentioned the task of the Con-
gress taking on this review by itself, I would think the Congress
would be swamped by that process.

Requiring the agencies to do it, and opening it up to what the
agencies say about costs and benefits, about the alternatives that they
have explored, it seems to me would be a very useful way for the
Congress to get this information in capsule form, get it distilled and
be able to arrive at some judgment on it.
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Increasingly, too, the problems are becoming more complex because
many of the issues today deal essentially with marginal costs and
marginal benefits.

It is a question of if you increase this standard by 10 percent, what
will it cost to achieve that and what will be the benefit relative to
that cost.

The issues are becoming very complex. I am very certain that the
concern of the business community over these issues is so intense today
that you would find the business community anxious to participate.(
From my point of view and I think this would be an entirely Gen-
eral Motors point of view, the opportunity that this would provide
us for a more cooperative business-Government analysis in areas of
great concern to both, would be welcomed.

I think that we would like to do it and I think you would find a
very affirmative response on the part of business.

Representative BROWN of Michigan. Doesn't it seem to you that we
have lost sight of what I always thought was a very fundamental
thing, for lack of better words, the equationary theory of govern-
ment.

With FDA, we have aspirin on the market now without any limi-
tations pretty much on its use. Why? Because FDA, with respect to
every drug, applies an' efficacy-hazard test, that is, what is the level
of efficacy versus the level of hazard.

When hazard goes up and efficacy comes down, you get labeling
and if hazard gets too great, it comes off the market.

It seems we should do that with respect to Government activities.
Look at the cost-benefit equation. The whole thing is that we should
look at everything from the equationary standpoint and we don't.

Mr. Du-COMBE. Sure.
Representative BROwN of Michigan. We have overriding determi-

nations-determinations that override any kind of an evaluation test,
it seems to me.

You cited some figures, Mr. Duncombe, earlier in your remarks.
You said that 51/2 to 8 percent, as I recall, of all capital investment
was for pollution and waste abatement capital expenditures..

Mr. D-xco-mrE. Yes, sir.
Representative BROWN of Michigan. Now, I am wondering, if you

applied the ratio only to new capital, not replacement capital, but
new capital because scrubbers and those kinds of things are new,
they are not replacements. I would be surprised if that figure
wouldn't be higher than it is.

I think if you could categorize separately new capital expenditures,
not replacement, that that figure would have to be a lot higher.

Mr. DUINCOMBE. Well, I would have to
Representative BROWN of Michigan. As far as new productive fa-

cilities, vis-a-vis the cost for pollutant abatement and waste-
Mr. DuNcoMBE. Yes, of course, the capital expenditure figures we

get are annual figures.
Presumably, it is all in one sense as new investment. I think I

understand what you are referring to here. We, could take a look at
that and see if we could refine the base 'figures.

A scrubber that is, put on. a smokestack-is, of course, new invest-
ment, just as a new plant is brand' new investment.
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It might be hard to distinguish this, but I think that if we look_
at capital expenditures in terms of the priorities that are going on.
and I mentioned -in my prepared statement the opportunity cost of
this investment, we would find it is extraordinarily high.

*We will try to do more work on this.
Representative BzowvNx of Michigan. Thank you. My time has ex--

pired. gentlemen. Thank you very much.
Representative BOLTANG. Senator McClure.
Senator MCcCLumr. Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
Just to follow on that latter one for a moment, you have sug-:

gested-I think both of you in your statements or at other times-
using a faster writeoff of costs by way of investment tax credit.

I think General Motors has in the past, and I think you have, Mr.
'Wralker. talked about depreciation schedules.

Should we be looking at permitting replacement cost depreciation?
Mr. DIUNcomIBE. Do you want to answer that?
Mr. W1VATLiKE. I will comment on it.
Mr. DUNCOmBE. We both can comment. I suppose.
It is a very intriguing notion. You know, the SEC now requires.

as an adjunct to our reporting to the SEC to prepare replacement
cost analysis and it is surprising the difference in the results that
you get.

For example, last year when we reported on our 10-K form, we
reported that on an original historic cost basis our plant and equip-,
ment had a value of $5 billion, a little over $5 billion, on replacement
cost basis it had a value in excess of $11 billion or something over two-
times.

Now, of course, we are depreciating our equipment on the basis-
of initial figures, $5 billion.

Senator MCCLURE. We all assume that when that equipment wears
out, you will replace it with another unit to do the same job ins
order to stay in business.

Mr. DuNco-niE. Sure.
Senator MCCLUFRE. But having recovered-written off the capital'

cost, vou have to add to it another amount of capital equivalent to
the original investment, that is what your figures tell you.

Mr. DuNcOmBE. That is what these figures would cite.
One of the consequences of this is that, of course. our profit figures

and every corporation's profit figures are vastly overstated in terms
of rate of return on investment, because just replacing this equip-
ment will cost us twice as much.

I hesitated in my answer because I know how complex it is to
measure the replacement cost of capital and I know it is also.true
that you do not replace all of your capital every year.

So. the problem of interpretation becomes very difficult. I have
spoken with a great many accountants who have struzgrled. with. this
problem and, of course, they bring up all the technical difficulties,
but the principle that you are.referring to is right.*

Now,' whether it could be administered and .administered effec-
tively, I don't know. I don't know that anyone has it.

3Tr.,IVALKEX. l would like tosay, first of.all, that this adds another-
importait dimension since our depreciation rates-,our rates.pf: 6api-
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taI'recovery in business- are so much lower than among our major
competitors abroadIn this. respect, IF kiow that- you as well' as I:
are'very worried about the $27 billion trade deficit.'

To 'the extent' that the deficit iesults from the energy situation, we
don't see signs that we are going t'n make great progress in tlhe near
future., Therefore, we have got to pi.t tremendou's effort on' ]ikifikg
our goods more. compeitiv'e in world markets'

Now, with rfespect to tcapital recovery and depreciation, really the.
bottom line is the important thing-not bottom line in a profit and
loss sense, bliit bottom line in terms of speeding up capital recovery,
getting closer to the 'rates 'abroad.

'You can, do it through replacement cost techniques, but you get
iiito 'arguments all over the place with' accountants and theoreticianis
and others on that.

You could simplify it, through just an. indexing technique which
would probably be much simpler than the replacement cost technique.

If we admit that our system of taxing business in this country
doesn't make a dickens of a lot of sense-as I say, we don't know the
incidence of the tax-but the tax purists seem to want to take this
overall lousy system and make every moving part within it fit. Then
talk about "class lives" being 15 years or 16 years and all this and
that.

I say to heck with all that. Let's just simplify and strike through
to the bottom of this thing.

There are two approaches, one that is pie-in-the-sky I know we
are not going to do it-let business write off whatever rate is wants
with a full recapture provision.

Senator MCCLURE. That is the provision of law in other countries?
Mr. WALKER. I think United Kingdom has gone to the immediate

writeoff. You have a full recapture provision and it would depend on'
the business time preference as to.which direction it would take.:

A simple start in this direction, which I believe has been recom-
mended by business groups such as the NAM and the chamber, you
could go to immediate writeoff for mandated investment, 5 years for
equipment, and 10 years for structures.

You ask what is the logic of that in terms of tax theory. I don't
think it has to be logical in that'sense.

It moves you toward the bottom. line-faster capital recovery-in'
a simple way.

Senator MCCLURE. You mean it is no more illogical to you than the
structure itself ?

Mr. WALXER. Yes, sir.
Mr. DuxNCOMIBE. Oh, yes.
Senator MCCLURE. You both have stressed the mandated invest-

ments and what they do t6 return on investment cost of production-"
and rates of productivity. i ' s :

You, Mr. -Duncombe,. indicated that a high percentage, of Vouri
future investment, your investment plans, are going to be associated
with 'fuel -Afciency sta'rdards. "' '''

What is the cost of -if' we' don't'go' thhat wy increased imports.
of foreign oil'to our ~eiomoamy' ad 1, howdo we as policymakers weigh
that kind of tradeoff? " ' ''"' ' ' ' ' '
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Mr. DuNCOMBE. Well, I personally think that much of this invest-
ment GM is making is required. How we weigh this, I don't know.

I have felt that the problem of reducing our dependence on im-
ported oil was importantly a matter of improving our supply, our
domestic capability to furnish energy.

In this connection, I have strongly endorsed a market approach to
energy pricing, both because of the incentives it would give on the
supply side, which Mr. Walker has mentioned, and because of its
conservation capability.

We will make these investments and my only point was that we
are convinced that meeting the energy problem is important and we
think that consumers will require this.

The point is that it will not improve our productivity and it is
going to add substantially to the cost of future vehicles, not only the
downsizing of our cars, but also the safety requirements that are
now mandated, and the higher emission standards that are man-
dated.

Senator McCLURE. Thank you.
Mr. DUNCOMBE. That is a good question. It is the sort of a lead

question that I think we need to study much more and all I was
giving you was GM's evaluation of where the answer came out, that
the downsizing that we are going into is essential.

Senator MCCLuJRE. Recently, Mr. Otto Eckstein submitted testi-
mony comparing two ways of stimulating a given amount of invest-
ment.

One was a way to cut corporate tax rates or raise the ITC. The
other was to speed up the growth in money supply that Mr. Eck-
stein predicted that the tax cut method would reduce inflation by a
percentage point after a few years, but that the money supply method
would raise inflation substantially.

Is this a reasonable prediction?
Mr. DUNCOMBE. Yes, sir. I think it is.
Taxes are bound to show up. They are bound to be a part of the

price of the product somewhere or other.
Senator MCCLURE. Could we generalize from this and say that we

can use a carefully designed tax policy by reducion in taxes to stimu-
late growth in jobs while keeping a moderate monetary policy gradu-
ally to bring down the rate of inflation?

Is that the direction we should be taking?
Mr. WALKER. That is the basic thrust of my testimony Senator.
Mr. DUNCOMBE. I would certainly endorse that completely, sir.
Senator MCCLURE. Thank you.
Representative BOLLING. We have been in hearings now about a

month. I have been at almost all of them. I really set up this panel,
which has been very interesting, but we have missed through illness
one of the members who was supposed to have a different point of
view.

The thing that begins to disturb me is that I may be right in
what my intuition told me quite a while ago, that we were no longer
talking to each other on the same set of facts, that we needed some-
~how. or another to get back so th'at we stipulated, after'long and
agonizing argument,. what the' facts were.
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For example, Mr. Walker talked at length about inflation and how
we had seen too much money chasing too few goods, in effect, with
a rather loose approach to the money supply, at least implying a
very large growth in the money supply over the period that we are
discussing now.

I am hesitant to mention dates, but let's just pretend that is was
1972 to 1977.

Now, my reading of the facts, my way of reading them, is that the
real money supply from the end of 1972 to the middle of 1977
shrank and that could hardly be described as an excessive growth in
the money supply.

I am not suggesting for a minute that you want to mislead me or
I want to mislead you but for reasons that are not necessarily bad
reasons, we end up behaving as if we were artillery commanders, a
little bit behind the lines, shooting over each other's heads to way.
behind the lines.

Now, I don't know whether there is any hope of finding solutions
unless somehow we begin to argue on the same set of facts.

Now, it would be ridiculous of me to suggest that that could
happen, given the atmosphere that I think prevails today, if I had
not lived through a long period when it did.

When I first went on this committee, which is a very long time
ago, the people that ran it were people like Senator Taft, and
Senator O'Mahoney, Senator Douglas, Senator Flanders, and usually
before we got to our annual report, we would sort of stipulate
among ourselves as to what we were talking about instead of shoot-
ing over each other's heads.

Now, I have a question to both of you. Is it possible, not for Gov-
ernment as some kind of a disembodied spirit-because Government
is, after all, the product of a political process and it is representative
of the people and, as such, it has a slightly different set of interests
or is the composite of all the interests, which ever way you want to
put it-is it possible for Government in this country to encourage, to
lead, to do whatever, to get the various interests that are not talking
to each other on the same set of facts, together in such a way that we
might actually get again the kind of cooperation that we got out of
management and labor and agriculture-as well as the associations
and organized groups who spoke for them-in the period right after
World War II, when they made decisions that were ratified by Gov-
ermnent and then served the country rather well?

I am not going to go into any specific detail but, Mr. Walker and
I have understood what was going on in the same area on energy
today, and there has never been a time when that kind of an ap-
proach was taken by the whole community in dealing with the
problem.

It has been a series of interest contests in political arenas. Now,
I don't know whether I make myself clear or not, but I am just
curious as to whether either or both of you think it is possible to
get to the kind of situation without even arguing as to whether I
am right, that we were there for a while in the late 1940's, in the
1950's, and probably even for a while into the 1960's.

Is it possible for us to get back to that?

30-496-78-7
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Mr. WALKER. I don't know, Mr. Chairman. You and I have talked
about this off and on. You would remember the dates better than I
but I think the first minority report of this committee was filed after
it had been in existence how many years-

Representative BOLLING. A good many, I forget at the moment.
Mr. WALKER. The committee was established by the Employment

Act of 1946 and the tradition was to talk to each other and I pre-
sume proceed from the same basis of assumption and fact and come
out with, if not unanimous, at least a consensus report.

It is not something in my judgment that is perculiar to this par-
ticular committee or this particular problem.

It is broader in the sense that we may have fallen into an assump-
tion that you can make the process of Government work best through
a constant adversary relationship.

Once you get into that sort of situation-given the vast body of
law that we have, given the point that Congressman Long made,
about what the agencies were doing and how do we make sure that
they do what Congress wants, and the courts come into the picture
with respect to snail darters and things of that type-I tend to come
out rather on the pessimistic side. Or rather I tend to come out say-
ing that until there is a recognition that the adversary approach can
be highly counterproductive and we move back toward trying to
develop in a spirit of good will, a consensus in these areas, that we
are going to continue to have trouble.

In terms of a specific which you have seen in the press, I am sure
recently, on the energy side, the work that was done under the good
offices of the Georgetown Center for Strategic Studies on conferences
and discussions with respect to coal. They brought in so-called en-
vironmentalists, producers, experts from academia and so forth, and
after sort of circling each other warily for a period of time, they are
developing a consensus. That's good.

That is not in any means a definitive answer. I can't let pass,
though, one specific comment in terms of the growth of the money
supply, and I think this is something you will want to talk about
within your committee and with your staff. You referred to the
real money supply declining over the past decade or so.

I think it is vitally important to talk about the nominal money
supply which has grown according to Federal Reserve of St. Louis
figures, since 1971, if you include net time deposits, in the general
range of 8, 9, 10 percent.

I am not certain that I recall this correctly but I think from read-
ing the classic book on inflation, written many years ago-and I read
it many, many years ago-in Germany after World War I, by an
Italian economist, that there were times then when you probably
had, despite a rate of monetary growth of tremendous dimensions,
thousands of percent, velocity was rising so fast-the workers would
take the marks in the wheelbarrows down to the store to spend them
before their value went down-that the real money supply declined.

I think you have to look at the nominal money supply. Still your
basic question is very important.

Representative BOLLING. I think that is very important but I cited
that because it is simply an easy way to illustrate-and you have
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just done it-the necessary of definition so that there is a common
understanding.

We could pursue this in a different area, in energy, and I think
we could have sort of an amusing time because we probably both
know exactly what is happening and both know how difficult it is-to
break through once people locked into political positions, and prob-
ably each of us or all of us would like very much to get a solution
and probably each of us or all of us have had something to do with
setting up a situation where we can't.

I am prepared to admit that, having had a good deal to do with
the bill in the House.

The dilemma, it seems, I happen to believe that all of these things
are urgent enough so that our inability to break through to the best
solution or really a good solution without regard to the adversary
proceeding may mean that we will fall victim to the old Benjamin
Franklin adage, which says in effect if you don't hang together, we
are going to hang separately.

That is why I raise this completely general political question at
this particular time.

I planned to all along, but I am interested in the reply because
I think we have got to do it and I think Ewe have got to do it in al
matter of a very, very few years or this whole bloody thing is going
to get away from us.

I apologize for the generality of that comment, but I think it is
specifically accurate.

Congressman Long.
Representative LoNG. I hate to go back to mundane matters after

that. [Laughter.]
I have just finished reading, Mir. Walker and Chairman Bollingt

something that is very interesting.
I .have been reading "The Futurist," which I picked up at an air-

port somewhere, New Orleans or somewhere recently.
It is edited by the man who wrote "Future Shock," Alvin Toffleri

but it is a series .of articles or chapters from books relating to this
basic question of what's going to happen in the future.

One of the most interesting chapters in the whole book is by
Margaret Meade. She is talking about the ability to come to grips
with the issues that are facing us and how, over the relatively short
period of time in the last few years, that we have moved from deal-
ing in and learning from our elders to finding our own way, to ivhere
in her opinion we have got to look for the answers to our children.

She even goes so far as to say, and I am oversimplifying this, that
as we find ourselves now living in a time or of a generation which,
from the learning process, has no parents and from the process of an
ability to teach our children that they are children who themselves;
have no parents.

The breakoff is right there. It is a very, very interesting article,.
along the lines of what Chairman Bolling is talking about, but carry-,
ing it one step farther with respect to that.

I recommend it for some deep 1 to 4 a.m. reading when you can't
sleep. It is very, very interesting, and I think it bears on this point.
of an ability to come to grips with the issues, and the thrust is that
we are really able to get them in the proper context.
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Chairman Bolling and I both serve on the Rules Committee on the
House side, which gives us perhaps an overview that a lot of people
don't have the opportunity with a seat in Congress to operate in.

This continually presents itself. I know I am as concerned about
it as he is and a lot of other people.

The one little point, if I may, Mr. Duncombe, I would like to cover,
if I remember your figures correctly, approximately three-fourths of
GM's cost of compliance with these regulations, the new regulations
that have been put in relate back to the auto safety regulations.

Is my recollection of that approximately correct?
Mr. DUNCOMBE. I think we have some figures in the attachment

to my prepared statement that bear on that. It is a high percentage,
take three-fourths and I will try to confirm that.

Representative LONG. In your extemporaneous brief remarks, you
said something that I was not sure I understood but I came out with
the conclusion that you had said that in many instances this capital
investment from your own personal point of view-and I gathered
you were not there necessarily reflecting the view of General Motors-
that in most instances these were necessary.

Mr. DuNcoamB. What I was speaking about there, I think I was
talking about the downsizing of the vehicles for energy purposes.

Representative LONG. I am sorry.
Mr. DuNCOMBE. I think I was talking about the downsizing of our

vehicles in order to achieve a higher fuel efficiency.
Representative LONG. That has been a substantial part of the cost;

has it not?
Mr. DuNcoimBE. It has been a substantial part, and it promises to

be a major part.
Looking to the future, we will have a significant part-I don't

have the numbers here-but meeting the new passive restraint sys-
tem on cars will be an additional very large expenditure.

Representative LONG. Let's pursue that point with respect to safety
regulations for one moment.

Mr. DuNcomiE. Yes.
Representative LoNG. Putting it in the context of your views with

respect to the reduction in the downsizing of the engines-
Mr. DuTNcoMBE. Yes.
Representative LONG [continuing]. Do you feel that the Congress

and the regulations that have resulted from the congressional acts
have been excessive with respect to the auto safety regulations and,
if so, what is your general feeling with respect to which ones have
been excessive?

Mr. DuNcolAmBE. These are all areas I would like to see tested.
I think that the various proposals for the passive restraint system

have not been tested in terms of cost-benefit analysis. I would like
to see this done prior to the new administration of them. We had
proposed this with respect to the passive restraint systems and one of
our competitors had agreed to this also, to run an experiment on
passive restraint systems involving about 500,000 vehicles so that we
could get a feel for the cost effectiveness of passive restraint systems
versus the other systems.

That proposal was not put into effect.
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Now, what we are going to do in GM is introduce, on a partial
basis, a passive restraint system in advance of the mandatory sys-
tem in the hope that we can get some better data base for judging
whether or not these systems will be cost effective. And this gets to
my point, I think that a sensible approach in all of these areas is to
insist upon some better documentation of what the benefits may be
and what the costs may be, and what other side effects that we don't
forsee. Because we are starting with something that is out there, we
ought to be doing this testing before we say to the American con-
sumer from now on you must pay for a passive restraint system.

This is where I come out. Without judging anything that has been
done in the past, I think that with respect to the future we should
insist on this because we know very well that the cost of complying
with these regulations is just skyrocketing.

Representative LoNG. We find ourselves even in this small limited
matter that we are discussing back to the same basic problem that
Chairman Bolling outlined so eloquently', that until such time as we
can find out what the problems are, and what the costs of resolving
these problems are, there is basically no way to find an acceptable
political solution to those particular problems.

Mr. DUNcOvMBB. We simply don't have the data.
Somebody commented that we are making $1 billion decisions on a

25-cent data base, and it is not always a matter of our shooting
missiles over each other's heads on the data front; it is simply that
we are all coming to the problem without an adequate foundation
of fact.

Representative BOILING. If the gentleman will yield, that answer,
I think, is a perfectly valid answer, but one of the dilemmas that
Government runs into, particularly in dealing with those who are
big enough to plan carefully, is that they resist very violently to
Government planning at all, as best I can figure out.

Any suggestion that we approach our task through a degree of
planning terrorizes a large number of people in this country with
the belief that we are now proceeding to go to something like social-
ism or communism or what-have-you, when really all those of us
who push planning for government are suggesting is that it might
be a good idea if we thought about what we did.

Mr. DTNCOMBK,. Certainly, I can't oppose that. I think the business
community is concerned because so often planning, national economic
planning, is viewed as a further intrusion into the private sector
of the economy. And if I may add, Mr. Chairman, just one further
point, I would like to go back to your philosophical question for a
moment and the change that has taken place between the 1940's and
today.

We, I think, are asking government today to do a multiple of 10
or 15 times the number of things that we were looking for govern-
ment to do in the immediate postwar years.

Many of the questions that we are asking ourselves are futuristic.
The traditional economics, of which I am a part, had normally re-
sponded, the market can resolve these issues, the market can and
should be permitted to function.

The allocation of our national resources was based upon the signals
that came out of the marketplace. We have been moving increasingly,
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'und possibly unavoidably, to superimposed signals upon the market-
place-government, signals-and these are future looking.

It is very had to get a body of facts upon which we or people can
agree in this area because it is future looking and I think that this
is the conundrum that the Congress and people in the private sector
are wrestling with.

We are asking Government to do so much more and we have super-
-imposed Government upon the marketplace with outcomes that none
,of us is able to predict.

Representative LONG. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I have no further
'questions.

Representative BOLLING. Congressman Brown.
Representative BROWN of Michigan. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Walker, in :your statement you used the classic definition of

inflation as being too much money chasing too few goods.
I have always thought that we kind of separated the demand-pull

inflation from cost-push inflation.
In this time of full employment, is it the demand for additional

workers that is pulling up wage settlements. In this time of our
105-percent utilization of our plant capacity, is it the demand on an
already fully utilized plant capacity that is pulling up prices?
I I don't think you believe the facts I assumed. I don't think you
will say that the classic definition fits all inflationary situations.

Would you care to comment?
Mr. WALKER. Yes; I would like to comment.
All I was stating was a truism, the old-fashioned equation of ex-

change: Money supply times its velocity equals price level times goods
traded or produced.

The tendency in the last couple or three decades has been to talk
about demand-pull inflation versus cost-push inflation. In my judg-
ment, that has performed a disservice as far as analyzing the basic
roots of the problem are concerned.

I tried to hedge a little bit by, talking about the proximate reason
for inflation being excessive monetary growth in the nominal terms

-over the period that I was talking about.
Perhaps T can best make my point clear by assuming a situation

similar to the past couple of years where clearly you have had under-
autilization of the labor force, and also plant and equipment, al-
Though I don't think at the present time the 83-percent rate is all
that much below the level we want.

If under those circumstances-and, incidentally, thus far, as I
understand it, wage increases really haven't gotten way out of line
in terms of the cost-push' situation at current inflation rates-but
if-

Representative BROWN of Michigan. I am talking about those two
points you were talking about, the six 'plus one, plus two, that makes
it nine. I, I

Mr. WALEFR. Anrd I was on the chapter of Mr. Long's book on
futurism-worried about why it has not happened and why it is not
sustainable over that period of time as workers strive for the extra
points that are not there in real terms.

I don't think we have come to that point at the present time,
-although we may be very close to it.
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Let us just suppose that because of market power-let's just talk
about labor now, although we could bring other groups into it-but,
because of labor's market power, wage increases are forced con-
siderably beyond the range that can be supported by productivity
increases.

A good example for an analytical purpose to show the other side
of the coin was the period 1958 to roughly 1966; at least from 1960
after the depth of the recession. We had an increase each year of
4 percentage points or so in wage increases, and we enjoyed about
a 4-percent increase in productivity, somewhere in that range, so that
unit labor costs were stable over that period.

Economically, it was a very good period. If now we move into a
situation where the wage increases are so excessive that unit labor
costs constantly go up, 4, 5, or 6 percent a year, unless you have an
accommodating monetary policy that creates the wherewithal to
finance that higher nominal value of GNP that these higher wages
would require, if you keep the money supply under pretty tight
rein, the answer is that those people are not going to be able to
find jobs.

So, I stick with my basic definition. In our political system, the
driving force for inflation can come from the cost-push side in that
the pressure is on the Federal Reserve to accommodate and make
enough money available so that there will be enough jobs to go
around. In our political'system, cost-push is inflationary.

If -you had a dictator that could control the money supply and
didn't; care anything about human values or the level of unemploy-
ment. et cetera, that increase in cost alone would be deflationary. In
fact, any increase in cost is deflationary, but our political system
will not let it be deflationary, nor would I in human terms, so we
are accommodative to the greater monetary growth necessary to keep
unemployment down even though wage increases outrun productivity
gains.

I hope that reply is not convoluted.
Representative BROWN of Michigan. No. I understand. You are

saying that what may be cost-push forces in our economy result in
greater demands on money supply, so there is a demand-pull overall.

Mr. WALKER. The question is: How does cost-push get transmitted
into greater monetary growth? It doesn't happen automatically; it is
through the political process, the process of spending more, and the
sized deficits which we will not finance completely out of savings,
but to a large extent of money creation.

We end up in the same place.
Representative BROWN of Michigan. I understand what you are

saying.
The tendency is for the cost-push to end up with the demand for

greater monetary growth; so it is a demand-pull once again in your
statement..

Mr. WALKER. Or demand sustained.
Representative BROWN of Michigan. All right.
I was interested in your kind of academic discussion with the

chairman about planning and how it fits into Government.
It just seems to me that today, when we talk about long-range

planning, effective planning, we who sit in these marble halls view
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it as Government planning dictating a course of action for the pri-
vate sector instead of the Government attempting to appreciate and
accommodate the private sector.

I think that is what some of us worry about. We are all in favor
of long-range planning. Our concern is with the role that is played
by Government in that planning.

Not necessarily related to that, but a thing that has bothered me,
Mr. Duncombe, is that when we talk about these different regulations
and the uncertainty in government and the private sector attempting
to react timely, it seems to me-that uncertainty causes oftentimes
the private sector to get into an activity that almost dictates govern-
ment policy and it cannot be withdrawn.
* Let me be the devil's advocate for a second. I remember back
when we were discussing the catalytic converter. I don't think there
is much question by what GM got so far down the path in invest-
ment and R. & D. in the catalytic converter that it could not very
vociferously support Chrysler's opposition to the catalytic con-
verter and the unreal emission standards.

Now, maybe you can say that was a necessary investment but it
seems to me such a commitment almost predetermines the result.

Possibly a different result would have obtained had you come in as
strong and had worked for a different solution to the emission con-
trol offered by the catalytic converter. But, having made the invest-
ment you did, you were almost committed to that path.

You don't have to respond specifically to this, but isn't government
uncertainty very possibly going to lead to that kind of commitment
in the private sector?

Mr. DUINCOIBE. Oh, I think so. This opens up a very interesting
area of technology assessment, which is one that intrigues me.

Very often we establish a standard before we know how we are
going to be able to reach it.

Now, in the case of the emission controls, standards were set
before we really knew the alternative tradeoffs or alternative ap-
proaches that we might use. Our research supported the catalytic
converter, and we came down and spoke strongly in favor of the
catalytic converter.

I think that this is a healthy give and take when you are in an
area of uncertainty, provided that you have decided that achieving
a certain level of automobile emission control is absolutely essential,
then this healthy tension that gets created is a good thing.

The problem arises when we don't know what the standards are
going to be on the one hand, what the cost is going to be on the
other hand, and what the benefits out of it will be.

It took a great deal of soul-searching, and Tom Murphy, for ex-
ample, has said, and I think Pete Estes has said the samie thing,
that we plunged ahead and installed the catalytic converter on our
cars across the board. something we had never done with any tech-
nology before, because it was required by the law.

Now, normally that catalytic converter would have been put
through a series of tests. It might have been put on a test line of
cars, and we would have known what some of the tradeoffs were. We
would have known whether the sulfate problem was a serious prob-
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lem or whether a grassfire problem exists; these would have been
analyzed.

I think the problem here was that we pushed ahead in order to
meet the requirements of the law and we took gambles that in the
normal course of a commercial operation we would not have taken.

We would have tested this just as we are trying now to test the
passive restraint systems.

Now, as far as a commitment to the technology is concerned, it is-
true that we believe that the catalytic converter was the best way, it
wasn't simply because we made an investment or because we have to
write them off. Our research demonstrated this was the most cost
effective tool.

I don't know whether I have answered your question.
Representative BROWN of Michigan. Well, yes and no, I guess.
You made that decision assuming that the standards were going to

be adhered to and since you had come up with a partial solution at
least, the catalytic converter provided a start in meeting the efficiency
standards originally imposed-

Mr. DuNCOMBE. That is right.
Representative BROWN of Michigan. So the question is: Would the

efficiency standards have been set back a little more if there had not
been a viable alternative such as the catalytic converter?

I think that Chrysler's argument was that we should not go part
way at this time because we are not going to be able to achieve the
standards until we have that better system.

Certainly, the fact that you had a substantial capital investment
in that area may have had some little impact on it.

Mr. Walker, let me get back to you.
It seems to me that one of the areas, when you look at the cor-

porate books, that is a real critical area, is the depreciation reserve
or replacement cost, that whole dilemma.

You rather flippantly, I thought, cast aside or only suggested in
passing the idea of indexing.

If that is not the route, what is the route to take if you are going
to do something to take care of Mr. Duncombe's problem of having
to replace a $5 billion capital asset with $11 billion replacement cost?

Mr. WALEER. Well, I didn't mean to be flippant. I said that if you
were to agree with the basic point that we need to speed up capital
recovery, you could get there in several different ways and indexing
is a simpler way, much simpler way than the replacement cost ap-
proach.

I would be in favor, however, of-as in my colloquy with Senator
McClure-simply saying, "Look, we are going too slow; let's speed
it up by a significant amount by saying write off in 1 year the man-
dated investment, equipment in 5 years, and structures in 10 years."

It is not elegant. It is not pure, but it will help get the job done.
Representative BROWN of Michigan. Then that is your preferred

way of doing it?
Mr. WALKER. What, indexing?
Representative BROWN of Michigan. No. Your preferred way-
Mr. WALKEFR. No. My preferred way is the simple approach.
Represenative BROWN of Michigan. The latter, mandated 1, equip-

ment 5, structures 10.
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Mr. WALKER. Given the political concept, my preferred approach
is to let everybody depreciate the way he wants to and have full
recapture provisions.

Senator MCCLURE. Would you yield?
Representative BROWN of Michigan. My time has expired so it is

yours anyway.
Senator McCLuR:. When you say "fully recapture provision," you

are alluding to the fact that the depreciation only defers the collec-
tion of tax. It doesn't avoid the payment of tax.

Mr. WALKER. Yes, sir.
Senator MCCLURE. And you are just trying to-I think we will

need to say for the record that the depreciation schedules do not
avoid taxation.

Mr. WALKER. Yes, sir. I would make that point very clear. I am
just saying that if the fellow s'old the asset shortly after writing it
off, you would recapture the difference at the regular rate instead
of capital gains rate.

Senator MCCLURE. The President has stated that he is against
wage and price controls. I think every administration witness stated
their dislike for wage and price controls.

Yet the polls show that businessmen feel there is a good chance
that controls will be placed on the economy. From your conversation
in the business community, do you feel that the businessmen feel
that controls are coming?

Mr. DuNCOMiBE. Well, iet ine say they are always worried about
that, whether they feel that the probability is high I would doubt.

I think that the business community feels that the experience with
price and wage controls has been such an abysmal failure in the past
that it is very unlikely-except in a real crisis-that we would have
to revert to them.

Senator MCCLUR]B. :rs that a firm expectation or statement of a
wish?

Mr. DuNcomBE. We'll, I think it is-of course, it is a wish, but I
think it is a high probability view that we will not get controls.

Senator MCCLuRE. Is that shared by other businessmen, generally?
Mr. DuNCOomBE. Those I know of, ves, sir.
Senator MCCLURE. Mr. Walker.
Mr. WALKER. There is a great undertone of concern. I don't want

to be flippant, but it is like the piece of doggerel: "Last night I saw
upon the stairs, a little man who wasn't there. He wasn't there again
today. Oh, how I wish he would go away !"

Many businessmen look at the main thrust of the administration's
anti-inflation plan, if you can call it that, and it is in terms of getting
cooperation, quote unquote, from labor and business with respect to
wage and price decisions.

Second, I think there is a realization on some businessmen's part
that memories are pretty short and this very unhappy experience
with controls after 1971 might not look all that bad, say, in 1979
and 1980, if you take the worst-case scenario.

I can draw you a worst-case scenario of a peaking out of an in-
flation expansion, say, in 1979 resulting in stagflation with a ven-
geance.
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The possibility-not the probability; I am taking the worst case-
the possibility of double-digit inflation combined with near double-
digit unemployment. If something like that were to occur as we
move into the year to 15 months preceding a national election-if
we were very unlucky, as we were back in 1973 or so-and the con-'
sumer in particular was seeing prices go up at the supermarket every
week. Well, you gentlemen as politicians know how this sort of,
thing works itself out within the family. It is not so much that the
head of the household picks up the paper and says, "Oh, my good-'
ness, the Consumer Price Index is going up at an annual rate of 11'
percent a year."

No, the family is sitting around the dinner table Saturday night~
and griping about hamburger too many times a week. And the per-
son who spends the money says, "I don't have enough money to go
around." -

In 1971-I was right in the middle of it as Deputy Secretary of
the Treasury-we were under tremendous pressure to put in wage-
price controls from all spectrums almost of society, consumer, busi-
ness, and so on.

If we move into late 1979 and 1980 with very high inflation and
very high unemployment, I can see where controls might be rein-,
stituted. There is some fear of that in the business community.

Senator MCCLURE. Is that fear great enough to weigh in their
decisions today?

Does it cause businessmen to hesitate in making commitments that
they otherwise might make?

Mr. WALKER. It is one of a number of factors that causes uncer-
tainty and, therefore, the tendency is to take the safer course. .

I serve on the board of directors of a relatively small corporation.
When projects come before the board of directors-let me put it the
other way around-much of each board meeting is devoted to a
grilling of me as to what I think Government is going to do as to
inflation, trade, and so on.

Representative BROWN of Michigan. Would the gentleman yield?
Senator MCCLURE. I would be happy to.
Representative BROWN of Michigan. BLS is coming up with a new

system of computing CPI. As I understand it they will run them
side by side for 6 months and the new system will take over entirely.

Do you have any comment or opinion with respect to the changed
formulation, what it will do if it tilts one way or the other?

Mr. WALEFR. I don't, Mr. Brown, I don't.
Mr. DUNCOMBE. I am sorry, I don't, either.
Senator MCCLURE. Could you briefly, each of you, give me your

assessment about whether or not we are operating at or near full
capacity?

There has been a lot of discussion about what the unused capacity
is in our economy, and I would like each of you to give your opinion
concerning that.

Mr. Duncombe.
Mr. DuNcozmE. Well, the 83-percent capacity figure, which the

Federal Reserve Board publishes, is fairly close to the point where
you normally begin to find a trigger for increased capital venture.
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In other words, that is generally taken as fairly close; 83 to 85
is a good band for thinking about the response of business on this,
but T think that that average overlooks the fact that we have in-
dustries such as the aluminum industry, for example, that are oper-
ating at well above the average rate.

Senator McCLuRE. If we are operating at a trigger point, and that
trigger point calls for either one or two responses, increased capital
demand, another trigger point will also indicate that we are running
close to supply shortages which will trigger inflation.

Mr. DUNCOMIBE. Yes.
Senator MCCLURE. The trigger point for capital band is probably

a little lower than the trigger point for shortages.
Mr. DUINCOMBE. Yes.
Senator McCLuRE Is that right?
Mr. WALEF.R. Probably, as a general proposition. The problems

you run into are the bottleneck problems where 83 percent as an
average hides what might be close to capacity in certain supply and
other areas that you Just can't get along without.

It could be misread.
Senator MCCTURE. But you are, both of you, in agreement that we

are relatively close to the point to trigger capital investment?
Mr. DUNCOMBE. That will be my conclusion, yes, sir.
Mr. WALKER. Yes, if other things remain equal, if we had this

resolution of this uncertainty in these crosscurrents that we have
been going through, and if taxes on capital formation are cut.

Senator MCCLuRE. If that Uncertainty, then, says that an economic
decision that otherwise would have been made will not be made, then
you push us toward that other trigger point I was referring to when
supply shortages occur and you begin getting inflation.

Mr. WALKER. Exactlv.
Mr. DUNCOM1ME. I think that the Department of Commerce esti-

mates in the area of real capital investment is on the order of 41/2
percent, which is low.

That would suggest that maybe your latter trigger point is more
ominous than your former one.

Senator MICCLJRE. May I make one comment that refers to earlier
discussions, and this will be my last one, Mr. Chairman, and ask for
your response if you have one.

This refers back to whether or not we are having a rise or decline
in real money supply as compared to nominal money supply.

The Government controls the nominal money supply in one shape
or another.

The real money supply is set by the public. If inflation causes the
public to want to avoid holding the nominal money, they try to
spend it.

Prices rise and the value of the nominal money supply falls. So,
the real money supply falls.

The falling real money supply is a sign of a loss of confidence in
the currency.

While the Government may control the nominal supply of money
directly, it can increase the real supply only bv moving the rate of
inflation down by slowing the nominal supply.
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Would you care to comment?
How does that fit with what You were saying earlier, Mr. Walker?
Mr. WALKER; I think it fits hand in glove with what I was saying

earlier. I used the extreme example in postwar Germany after World
War I. The public was controlling, they didn't want to hold marks-
thev didn't want to hold it 10 seconds if they had any choice.

This is true of the Central Bank in Germany. It could control the
nominal supply. But the public controlled the real supply because
the velocity went through the roof.

Representative BROWN of Michigan. If I may, just one thing:
The economic minister of West Germany was here a little while ago
and it was interesting that he commented upon how they were able
to hold down their wage settlements without the Government getting
intimately involved, and why it. is possible for them to be able to do
that and we don't begin to have the same success, and he agreed with
an observation that I made, that is that their hangups, if we can
call them such, or their hangup, is the. day when it took a wheel-
barrow full of deutschemarks to buy a loaf of bread.

So, they don't want that situation again. Our hangup is a depres-
sion and we don't want that again. Therefore, we will suffer infla-
tion and they would be willing to suffer a depression rather than
inflation if you have to opt for one.

So, it was very interesting, your comment.
Senator MCCLuRE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Representative BOLLING. Senator Javits.
Senator JAVITS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I apologize, Mr. Chairman, to both of these very distinguished

witnesses for having been occupied with the Foreign Economic
Policy Subcommittee upstairs in the Foreign Relations Committee,
of which I am the ranking member.

I am trying very hard to catch up with their views, especially the
views of Mr. Walker on productivity, about which I feel very, very
deeply. as he knows, and have for years.

That's where we may not agree on many things, but we certainly
agree on that one.

I gather that you are recommending that we do a great deal about
bringing the American industrial machine up to mark by encourag-
ing the acquisition of the new technologies through much more prac-
tical-that is what I recall call it-writeoffs in terms of the equip-
ment and the machinery and the structures which are required; is
that the fundamental thrust?

Mr. WALKER. Yes, sir.
Senator JAvrrs. I thoroughly agree with that. I have very grave

doubts about this personal income tax cut and what it really means
and whether or not that is the emphasis that this committee really
requires.

In my judgment-speaking as a politician-I think it is a very
unusual time when the people are looking to business rather than to
Government to really do something about our situation, if Govern-
ment will not tie it up in knots.

I think it is a very advantageous time to encourage business to
move in the public interest toward acquiring greater markets and
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toward acquiring greater productivity in order to support the struc-
ture which we have.

Is that about the fundamental thrust of your thinking?
Mr. WALKER. Yes, sir, it is.
I think that the longrun salvation in terms of, well, fundamentally,

living standards and all the things that go into it, including com-
petitiveness in the world markets, job creation, inflation control,
depends, to a considerable extent on our getting our rate of capital
formation, specifically capital growth per worker, back up to where
we were a couple of decades ago.

Senator JAVITS. One question that affects me, Mr. Walker, and I
-would love to have your views on it: It is said that one of the sacri-
'fices which is made in that way is that you encourage unemployment
until you collect the results of the stimulus which you give to busi-
ness. because if you cause a tightening and hardening of the in-
Idustrial machine, for a time until a period when you are collecting
the benefits of modernization, the service enterprises that it pro-
duces, et cetera, you will suffer greater unemployment.

If you do believe that, first I would like to know what you think
about that, and, second, I would like to know what you would do
if it is true that you have a temporary bulge in that record; what
we should do about it; as a social matter?

Mr. WALKER. I am not sure I caught it. There was one word I
didn't catch that keeps me from fully understanding the question.

Are you saying that putting inflation efficient machinery would
pause more unemployment-

Senator JAVITS. No.
Mr. WALKER. Or are you saying that the policy that resulted in

inflation
Senator JAVITS. No. A hardening of the lines, a contraction of Gov-

ernment expenditures. a bias toward capital investment, as agrainst
adding more to demand through governmental means or fiscal policy-
you know, I look to have your view on it-may result in an increase
in employment, and if it should, what would you do about it?

Mir. WALKER. I would be willing, if you overshoot and it is awfully
difficult not to overshoot or undershoot the state of forecasting and
so forth being what it is-

Senator JAVITS. Right.
Mir. WALKER [continuing]. I would be willing to support in the

short run various safety net type operations not precisely of the
type that we have (lone before. I would be willing to support, as
Arthur Burns recommended some time back, I think at a speech
in Atlanta

Senator JAVITS. And here, he recommended it here.
Air. WALKER. And here, public service employment provided re-

muneration to public works was such that they had still the stimulus
,to look for jobs in the private sector.

That is sort of a general thing.
Then I would have to go the micro route and start looking at who

was unemployed, and what particular sorts of programs would be
,qst.
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Going around the country and talking to groups, I often put out
an acronym and get the reaction. Pull out the acronym, WPA, and
they frown.

But pull out the acronym, CCC, people start beaming.
Senator JAVITS. They start smiling.
Mr. WALKER. I remember when I was growing up in Texas in the

1930's, what a benefit the Civilian Conservation Corps was in two
wavs-in terms of the constructive work they did in the newly found
devices of terracing and earth dams and all this and that, and, second,
getting these young men, I believe it was just male at that time, out
into the country and doing constructive work.

So, there has been a lot of talk about a new CCC but I have not
seen much results. I have been advocating it since 1973-and we
finally got a combined CCC-work-study program.

It makes a lot of sense when you look at the areas in a microsense;
one, the young people that are unemployed; two, the lack of training
in skills and ability; and three, the things that need to be done so
badly in this country and I pull only one, that is rebuilding the
railroad beds.

I see a combination there with the right sort of leadership and
imagination, approaching on a microbasis, to help deal with that
problem and do a lot of good in the process.

You are not just digging holes and filling them up.
Senator JAVITS. And would you also agree that under suitable con-

tractual arrangements this work could be done in the private sector
and add to the public interest and to the welfare of the country?

We seem to have a shibboleth about that, that you work for the
Government, you can't do anything in the private sector without
compromising your virginity.

Mr. WALKER. I would also agree that it should be done basically
in the private sector.

Senator JAVITS. No, would you say that such works, for the rail-
roads, for example, could be conceivably done with a contract with the
private sector?

Mr. WALKER. Oh, very definitely. The young men that work there,
and it might be a combination work and study program, not just
work--

Senator JAVITS. Work and job training?
Mr. WAm.KER. That is correct.
Senator JAVITS. Well, I couldn't agree with vou more, Mr. Walker.
I really think that this is the place where we are really muddling it.
Thank you very much.
I would just like to ask, if I may, one or two questions, if I have

a minute, of Mr. Duncombe.
I have got the fundamental thrust of your testimony on regula-

tion, at least the stretchout which is needed.
Mr. DUNCOMXBE. Yes.

* Senator JAVITS. On the impact, especially, of environmental or, as
you say, nonproductive changes.

What I would like to ask you is this, and it is a .big question. You
are a trained man and you are working for one of the largest com-
panies in the world. Do you feel that the industrial machine of the
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developed countries is now capable of outproducing the world's de-
mand so that it is a very key point as to whether we acquire broader
markets through an elevation of the standard of living of'the peoples
of the world, especially those at the bottom of the scale?

It is said that 1 billion people go to bed every night hungry. T
had a brother who passed away a few years ago, who was a great
thinker in this field, and I remember he used one figure which always
astounded me, and that is that if every person in India acquired
one more shirt it would exceed the. capacity -of all the textile mills
of the world.

Now, I mean, whatever observations you may have from your
study on this thing, whatever reaction you would like to give, I would
appreciate it.

You know we are laboring right now under this illusion that
foreign aid and the international financial institutions give or take
the usual 10 percent for waste, and what business doesn't have it?

But, they are all boondoggling and do-gooding and hands across
the sea and all that mawkish stuff, and whatever observations you
could make on that, I would appreciate it.

Mr. IDUNCOMBE. Well, my general comment probably reflects my
economics.

I was always taught that human wants were infinite and I have
never been satisfied with that proposition in this country, or in the
developed countries. I think we have tremendous needs to be filled
in this country.

We don't have to go as far as India to find them, although I am
perfectly willing to buy your brother's observation on that.

So, I think that the problem is one of capturing the tremendous
vitality of this economy and fulfilling people's need and more fully
here at home as well as overseas.

Some of the problems in the developing world, or some of the un-
rest that we are all very conscious of, I think, we can surely marshall
some of our resources to begin to make a dent in that problem.

Senator JAVITS. I would like you to understand my attitude be-
cause I may be misleading you.

I am for doing it on a capital basis. In other words, they have got
to produce. I am not for doing it on a handout basis.

Mr. DUNCOMBE. ]3y capital basis, you mean investing overseas?
Senator JAVITS. That is right, in productive things and even grow-

ing things productively.
Many of these countries don't even supply their own food needs.
All you have to (to is stick a plow in the ground and drop a seed

and you 1haIve wheat. but thev don't do it.
Mr. DUNCOMBE. Yes, I understand.
I don't know quite how we approach that problem, Senator Javits.
How do we approach it?
Senator JAVITS. Well, Fthink we approach it by two ways now. I

will happily answer because I have verv deep feelings on this.
One, you approach it through the utilization of the international

financial agencies which are hardheaded and have this very gifted
concept of conditionality; that is, you get loans on condition that
you do certain things, and you keep doing them. That, I think, is one
approach.
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Two, the element of conditionality is a form of economic and social
organization which does not result in thousands of drones and one
worker, or, in siphoning it off at the top. I think we have a right
to insist on that, and I think we have a right to say to the developing
countries, "Look, we would gladly work with you; we will knock
ourselves out, give you 50 years credit," et cetera, if you do your
part.

Those that won't, OK; go do it your own way and make a deal with
the Soviet Union or somebody else if you want to, but don't look to us.

With us, it has got to be reciprocal.
Mr. DuNCOMBE. I certainly agree with that, Senator Javits. I think

there are limits on what the private economy can do in some of these
higher risk investment areas.

I don't think we can expect very much in the high risk overseas
investment areas.

As you know, GM has been deeply committed even before the last
war in investments overseas, but generally the test that we have ap-
plied there, among other tests, is whether there is a market for our
products.

We really would be managing the resources of our investors negli-
gently unless we can make that sort of a test.

So there you are, to the extent that we have a national interest in
seeing to it these very underdeveloped countries can sustain them-
selves, I expect that it has to be done through the international fi-
nance organizations.

Senator JAVITS. Would a company like General Motors put out
technical assistance and teaching personnel as a long-term invest-
ment, that some country in the Sahel might even, 25 years from now,
have roads and automobiles? I mean this -as a matter of principle.

I will tell you another analogy. I once asked the New York Tele-
phone Co. not so many years ago-one company in one place-how
many technicians they could turn loose for the purpose of improv-
ing communications in some place in the world if the Government
really said we have to have them, but we want you to maintain your
New York City system.

How many can you turn loose, say, for a year to do another job?
You know what the answer was? 5,000.
Now, we have got 10,000 in the Peace Corps. That's peanuts com-

parld to what American business can do--just American business-
if we really set our minds to it and pulled up our socks.

Mr. DUNCOmBE. If this became a high priority national objective,
I think a great deal could be done, although I am surprised by the
A.T. & T. answer.

Senator JAVITs. It was NYTT, New York Tel.
AIr. DuNCOmBE. Oh, just New York Tel, that is amazing.
Senator JAVITS. It astounded me, not just surprised me.
Mir. DuNcomrBr_. Maybe that is the reason it took so long for my

telephone to get back into service after the last ice storm.
They are out doing other things. [Laughter.]
Senator JAvrrs. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Representative BOLLING. Thank you, Senator.
Gentlemen, I thank you both very much.

30?496-78 8
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You have been not only interesting, but you have been very
patient.

With that, the committee stands in recess until Wednesday.
[Whereupon, at :12:31 p.m., the committee recessed, to reconvene

at 10 a.m., Wednesday, :March 1, 1978.]
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tors Bentsen, Proxmire, and McClure.

Also present: John R. Stark, executive director; Louis C. Kraut-
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OPENING STATEMIENT OF REPRESENTATIVE BOILING, CHAIRMAN

Representative BOLLING. The committee will be in order.

Mr. Fraser, I am very pleased to welcome you to the Joint Eco-

nomic Committee's annual hearings on the President's economic

report and the State of the American economy. You are making your

first appearance before us in your relatively new role as president

of the United Auto Workers.
Many of the witnesses we have heard have brought us an economic

message that parallels the current American story-telling penchant

for mixing some good news with a'little bad.
The good news focused largely on satisfactory GNP growth, sub-

stantial growth in the level of employment and a sharp reduction in

the rate of unemployment. The bad news centered mainly on the low

'levels of business fixed investment, record trade and current account

deficits an'd an increase in the rate of inflation.
Based on a modest stimulus package, the administration remains

reasonably confident about both 1978 and 1979 in terms of GNP
growth and further reductions in the rate of unemployment. The

President's report, however, does not suggest that there will be either

.a sharp reduction in prices or the size of the American trade and

current account deficits. We would welcome your own view on the

economic outlook and what policies we may need to assure an ade-

quate economic performance.
'The persistence of the coal strike has already threatened to slow

GNP growth in the first quarter of this year and could add to the

(653)
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level of unemployment. With a substantial membership in strike-
affected areas of the Midwest, I would appreciate any estimates you,
might have of the present and future economic impact of the coal
strike.

Throughout the course of this year's annual hearings, we have bal-
anced our traditional focus on macroeconomic policy with greater
emphasis on specific structural programs designed to reduce inflation
and unemployment. In his economic report to the Congress, the Presi-
dent has also stressed the importance of structural programs for
groups or areas that suffer from chronically high rates of unemploy-
ment. Much of the same emphasis is contained in the President's ap-
proach to inflation. He has pointed to improved government regula-
tion and voluntary wage-price restraint rather than restrictive mone-
tary or fiscal policies. I would welcome the benefit of your own ex-
perience with structural unemployment and any proposals you might
have to directly attack inflation.

Mr. Fraser, if you would prefer to give us an opening summary
of your remarks, the full text of your prepared statement will be
iriciucded in the record. Please proceed.

STATEMENT OF DOUGLAS A. FRASER, PRESIDENT, INTER--
NATIONAL UNION, UNITED AUTOMOBILE, AEROSPACE AND
AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENT WORKERS OF AMERICA, UAW,.
ACCOMPANIED BY HOWARD YOUNG, SPECIAL CONSULTANT

Mr. FRASER. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I am here representing the 1.7 million members of the United Auto.

Workers. And with me is Howard Young, a special consultant with
UAW.

In terms of your question about the coal strike and its impact,
Mr. Chairman, the automobile industry has had very little impact
thus far. We heard very grave warnings earlier, about 3 or 4 weeks.
ago, and the Governor of Ohio was saying that in another week we
would have to reduce power by 25 percent and the following week
by 50 percent. None of those events occurred, and so far the auto-
mobile industry has not missed the beat.

My personal view is that if this agreement, hopefully, is ratified.
then the coal strike alone will have very little impact on the economy.

We have achieved some significant economic gains in the last year,,
which are reflected in the 1.1 percentage point drop in the unemploy-
ment rate. Yet there is still 6.3 percent of the labor force that is-
jobless. Much more needs to be accomplished to reach our goal of
full employment.

At the same time, most of our pressing social needs-such as inade--
quate housing, deficient health care-require greater effort.

With an administration controlled by the same party we can and
must start meeting these challenges now.

Therefore, I urge you ito disregard the advice of those who are
sounding a note of caution and retrenchment. Pointing to the fact that
the current expansion has now lasted as long as the average of the
previous upswings of the postwar period, they would cut down the-
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size of the Federal Government as their attempt to balance the budget
and reduce the rate of inflation.

Yet, if there is one lesson to be drawn from the 1970's, it is that
those policies did not work. Lack of needed Federal programs would
not only mean abandoning the commitment to achieve full employ-
ment and solve our pressing social problems, it would also be a sure
ticket to another recession and thus fail to achieve its intended
purpose.

Rather than putting some predetermined limit on the amount of
Federal outlays or the size of the deficit as a yardstick of how much
the Government should do, I urge you to look into the unsolved
problemns, shortcomings and maldistributions in our society, recog-
nize that they never -will be corrected without Federal Government
direction and intervention and get on with the job. The tasks will
not be completed in a vear or two; accordingly, I will comment
briefly on the fiscal year 1979 budget proposals and then go on to the
UA1's longer term view of the role of the Federal Government.

One important outcome of the partnership between the adminis-
tration and Congress will be the budgetary program for fiscal year
1979. President Carter has presented budget proposals which go far
toward meeting the Nation's needs; that is reflected both in his spend-
'ing and his tax proposals. Many of the proposals do not go far
.enough and Congress should improve upon them.

On the revenue side, we generally support the administration's
.proposed changes in the taxation of personal income. The President's
*commitment to reject a tax reduction package unless it is tied to sig-
-nificant reform is particularly encouraging. So is the fact that the
President chose not to follow the advice of those who urged him to
abandon tax reform efforts on grounds of political expediency.

The UAW does not support every aspect of the administration's
-tax program: For example, we flatly disapprove of granting tax
relief to the corporate sector which will further undercut its share

rof Federal income taxes. I will have more to say on that later in
this testimonv.

On the spending side, the administration's proposals for fiscal
vear 1979 are not sufficiently expansive. The administration's own
-economic forecast makes this abundantly clear: By the end of 1979,
its policies anticipate an unemployment rate of 5.8 percent and a
loss in output as measured by the GNP gap as high as $200 billion.
After 3 vears of the Carter administration, the cumulative loss in
-Output would therefore reach almost $600 billion. These are not ade-
-quate goals. More detailed comments are included in my prepared
statement. which I am submitting for the record.

The budget message and the economic report of the President also
raise serious questions about the longer term; particularly the role
and importance of the public sector in our economy. Decisions and

~concepts adopted now will set the framework within which priority
programs-such as national health security, welfare reform, and
-many others-will have to operate.

The UAW does not agree that Federal expenditures have taken too
'large a share of GNP, nor that they should be limited to a smaller
-share in the future.
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First of all, cyclical variations must be allowed for when reviewing
what has happened. While budget outlays increased in relation to
GNP during the past 10 years, that is supposed to happen when the
economy is below full employment. A comparison of the budget out-
lays with potential GNP-at 4 percent unemployment-shows very
little variations from the 20 percent level during the seventies.

Second, a distinction must be drawn between those Federal ex-
penditures which are used to purchase goods and services-and are
in true competition with the private sector for labor and other re-
sources-and those which simply transfer purchasing power and
decisionmaking from one group in the private sector to another.
These transfer payments have been the largest cause of growth in
Federal expenditures.

Furthermore, they are relatively uncontrollable in the sense that
they are determined by demographic and other factors, rather than
by a decision to spend some fixed amount. Thus, in 1977, transfer
payments were three times higher than in 1970, but GNP was only
two times higher.

Those who are concerned about the size of Government should
recognize that when the Federal Government collects social security
taxes and pays benefits, it does not reduce the size of the private
sector. Aside from the small amounts used to administer the pro-
gram, that Government transfer does not hire anyone, nor does it
use up any energy or raw materials. In short, Government activity
cannot be measured by the size of the budget.

The real issue is how much Federal expenditures are used to help
meet the Nation's needs for goods and services-including invest-
ments for the future--that are not adequately provided by the pri-
vate sector. Within the budget itself, those expenditures are estimated
to decrease from 50 percent in 1970 to 35 percent in 1979. In relation
to GNP, those expenditures decrease from 9.9 percent in 1970 to
7.4 percent in 1979.

Furthermore, the bulk of those Federal expenditures are military
related. Although a trend away from military spending took place
from 1970 through 1975, the trend has since been reversed. Proposed
defense purchases in 1979 would take 63 percent of total Federal
Government purchases.

Therefore, current proposals mean that in 1979, the Federal Gov-
ernment's ability to finance all types of civilian activity-including
space exploration, research in medical and energy fields, outlays for
veterans' hospitals, construction of highways and sewers, and the
wages of Government nonmilitary personnel-would be only 2.7
percent of our Nation's total output. That is the share that Govern-
ment will have at iLs command for the acquisition of labor, capital,
and land. It also measures how much direct action the Federal Gov-
ernment can take to initiate developments in areas such as nonde-
fense technology, supply and price of fuels, investments, and land
utilization, to supplement the indirect effects of regulation and in-
centives.

Thus, the President's intention to limit the budget to 21 percent of
GNP by 1983 through tax cuts and other measures, and to put in-
creasing reliance on the private sector would unduly limit the Gov-
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ernment's ability to meet social needs. We believe that budget de-
cisions should start with a consideration of social needs, especially
in those areas which will not be met by private action, and let that
determine the required level of public expenditures rather than the
other way around.

In response to the massive unemployment at the time he took office,
President Carter's first major economic action was to propose a sub-
stantial expansion of the public service employment, PSE, program.
The program is expected to average about 680,000 person-years in
fiscal year 1978 in regular PSE, plus 400,000, mainly youths, in
work experience categories. I commend the administration and Con-
gress for the speed with which these programs were enacted.

The rate at which workers have been getting on the PSE rolls is
proof that such programs also can be speedily implemented. Natu-
rally, problems have occurred; for example, we have been concerned
about the program's ability to reach the unskilled, the minorities, and
the poor. We were therefore encouraged by recent testimony of Labor
Secretary Marshall to the effect that significant advances have been
made during the past few months in focusing the program on the
neediest.

Current and expected levels of unemployment fully justify higher
funding for PSE. Rather than follow the administration's proposal
to cap the program at the 725.000 level, I recommend to Congress
funding up to 675,000 additional jobs for regular PSE in fiscal year
1979 and a total of 250,000 jobs for youths in work experience pro-
grams.

Two questions tell why the case for public service employment is
not based simply on the Government's obligation to provide jobs for
everybody willing and able to work. First, are there services in our
society which need doing and are not being done? Second, are these
needs unmet because the private sector cannot find available workers?

To the first question, the answer is unequivocably "Yes." For ex-
ample, The Labor Department release on the job components of
welfare reform identified 13 major categories of needed services to
local communities, involving a total of 1.4 million jobs-for example:
200,000 jobs aiding the elderly and the sick; 200,000 jobs building
and repairing local recreation facilities; and 150,000 jobs improving
public safety.

The second question has to be answered in the negative. While
many useful productive services go unperformed, there always re-
mains a sizable contingent of people who want to work but who are at
the end of the employment queue due to lack of skills or work ex-
perience, age, geographical location, or discriminatory practices. This
is borne out by the labor force statistics. The American economy has
been providing jobs, including government jobs, at a pretty fast clip
for the last quarter of a century, yet the unemployment rate shows
an upward trend. Indeed, it has been 8 years since the unemployment
rate was at 4 percent.

Cyclical fluctuations in the economy obviously increase the role of
public employment. To allow for that, a reservoir of additional
public employment projects must be available to take up the slack.
Enactment of the Humphrey-Hawkins bill will provide for those.
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The point we want to stress here is not the need for countercyclical
public service jobs; that has obviously been acknowledged. There is
also an ongoing need to match important and otherwise unavailable
services with the permanent public employment programs. They
should be flexible enough to accommodate some of the cyclical varia-
tions.

This concept of public employment also implies that the limitation
of tenure in public service jobs should be relaxed. If the premise
that there is productive work to be done and there are people eager
to do it is accepted, constraining the length of employment to 1 year
fdoes not bear close inspection; all it does is invite reshuffling and
recycling of the unemployed, and perpetuate a sense of insecurity
and instability among those in public employment.

Advocating longer or indefinite tenure in public service jobs should
not be construed as our acceptance of a second-class labor market to
which workers would be confined indefinitely at poverty wages. On
the contrary, we see one function of public employment as affording
an opportunity otherwise unavailable to gain work experience and
job training at wacres comparable to the private sector, as does the
current countercyclical public service employment program, which
pavs an average of about 60 percent above the minimum.

We urge this traditionally forward-looking committee to give
careful consideration to the importance of the public sector meeting
public needs with public jobs. In so doing you will get few insights
from the analysis put forth by the Council of Economic Advisers in
their annual report. In the two and a half paces they devote to PSE,
there is not a single reference to what these jobs actually accomplish;
that is, what kinds of services are actually performed.

Given that the focus of the CEA's attention is the so-called in-
flation-unemployment tradeoff, it stands to reason that particular
attention should be paid to the results those jobs produce. Putting
people on productive jobs that turn out needed goods and services
is less inflationary than leaving them unemployed. A job that turns
out a needed good or service should help reduce inflation.

We are as concer:ned as the administration about slow investment
growth, because of its effect on employment and eventually on pro-
ductivity. In our opinion, much of that sluggishness would vanish if
more expansionary policies were to push up the rate of capacity
utilization, which has remained relatively low throughout the re-
covery.

The CEA has analyzed the impact of that factor and others on
investment spending, in an effort to pinpoint the reasons for the
drift. However, the report admits that "conclusions about the per-
formance of investment remain uncertain."

Unable to establish a cause and effect relationship, the report still
goes on to recommend the enactment of tax measures; i.e., tax breaks,
specifically directed to enhance investment incentives. This ap-
proach is much too narrow.

We must move away from the "carrot without stick" proposals of
the Council. These policies entail giving taxpayers' dollars, an esti-
mated $15 billion in the coming fiscal year, in the futile pursuit of
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business confidence and a measure of investment spending which
more often than not would have been forthcoming anyhow.

At the same time, Government policymakers should recognize that
while the match of sectors and locations which attract private capital
with people's needs for jobs, services and output has been far from
perfect, there is no evidence that we can expect it to improve without
a change in public policy.

As a consequence of this mismatch, sectoral and locational im-
balances have developed. Low- and moderate-income housing is a
good example of a sector which could use more funds. Most of the
central cities have experienced capital flight for almost two decades.
The Federal Government has on occasion worsened the chances for
balanced growth; for example, by granting investment incentives
which act as relocation incentives. In many instances; it has been
guilty of inaction on matters that affect private decisions, as in the
case of its failure to federalize the unemployment compensation
system.

The Federal Government must change its role with respect to in-
vestment decisionmaking. There should be more publicly owned in-
vestments; there should be greater public regulation with respect
to those private decisions that have great impact on workers and
communities; and there should be national economic planning in
ordeer to improve the results of other private investments.

There are a variety of social needs involving investment funds
which will not be satisfied even at a higher level of private economic
activitv. We believe that the Federal Government should play a
direct role in satisfying these needs, rather than continue to leave
investment almost entirely to the private sector. Government action
would remain overwhelmingly in the area of services, but here, too,
direct investment by the Government follows naturally from a com-
mitment to full employment. Most of the tvpes of jobs listed earlier,
to provide services in high demand, require capital equipment if
they are to be as productive as they should. In fact, one of the rea-
sons for low productivity in PSE has been the unwillingness to pro-
vide sufficient capital for those workers.

Public investment to meet social needs can be illustrated by con-
sidering energy, housing, and railroads. Not only would many jobs
be immediately generated in the process, many more-mostly in the
private sector-would be created as the ripple effects of stepped up
economic activity move through the system.

In energy. the public sector should involve itself more in con-
servation, research, development, and production. Conservation goals
would be well served by weatherization of public buildings and low-
income housing. This provides a natural focus for the use of public
funds; a small-scale program to match Comprehensive Employment
Training Act workers with weatherization grants is already under-
wav. More should be done in this area.

The Government must actively engage in research and develop-
ment across the full range of alternative energv sources; but this
should not result in the private sector always profiting from publicly
financed technologies. Instead those technologies should produce
publicly owned industry.
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The Nation needs greater direct Federal involvement in actual fuel
production. For example, in the fossil fuel area, the fiscal year 1979
budget reflects the Government's continued refusal to expand its
role on the supply side. Research and development must be supple-
mented by direct activity in exploration and production on public
lands, and in the importation process. There is simply no way to de-
termine true costs, and no way to have a truly national energy policy,
except by the Government being one of the active participants in
sourcing of fuels.

In housing, the last 2 years have witnessed a resurgence of build-
ing, which will probably continue some months into the current year.
Nevertheless, this welcome expansion has left the housing needs of a
large sector of our society untouched. Average prices for new hous-
ing are so high that only about one-fourth of households can afford
a new home.

Housing is too critical a need for continued neglect; ways must be
sought to make decent housing .a reality for families at low- and
middle-income levels.

Any public program for more new and rehabilitated housing will
provide jobs for many skilled and unskilled workers. Many of the
latter could be drawn through CETA from the community being
built or rehabilitated, to supplement construction union workers who
must not become unemployed as a consequence of the program.

Railroads clearly need a substantial commitment of public funds.
So far, the wrong type of commitment has been chosen. The Re-
gional Reorganization Act of 1973, which created Conrail, was in
effect a corporation bailout with Federal financing. Conrail has de-
manded ever larger subsidies to remain in operation at very un-
satisfactory levels. This is periodically taken up by the conservative
press, and makes a good story for those who criticize public inter-
ference in the private sphere, even if this is one case where that
interference provided a way out to unprofitable enterprises.

One of the obstacles faced by Conrail in its operation is the dis-
astrous state of the railbeds; these are still in the hands of the in-
dividual companies, which are not about to invest in improving them.
The resulting safety hazard is outrageous. As a first step toward
complete nationalization, the railbeds should be taken over by the
Federal Government. Putting the beds in good running condition is
not only one of the keys to an improved railroad system, it would
also be a source of demand for thousands of workers at various de-
grees of skills. Indeed, it would put back to work some of the dis-
placed workers in steel mills as well.

The UAW has repeatedly urged Congress, and this committee as
well, to stop the windfall to corporations which results from tax gim-
micks such as the investment tax credit. We are frankly disappointed
that the administration has not only proposed to make the credit
permanent at 10 percent, but to liberalize it so that it could offset
up to 90 percent, rather than the current 50 percent, of tax liabilities.
Most disturbingly, the credit would apply not only to investment in
equipment but to investment in structures as well.

Our objections to the investment tax credit rest on several grounds:
(i) It is not an efficient expenditure of Federal moneys. Although

the academicians' evidence is mixed, the evidence from listening to
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corporate spokesmen is not. Especially in the case of the large and
very large corporations, investment plans are drawn independently
from any tax credit considerations.

(ii) It constitutes an incentive to plant relocation; as such it is
bound to accelerate the flight of establishments from the central
cities to the suburbs and from older industrial areas to regions with
low wages, few unions, and low State and local taxes.

In reference to the cities, extending the credit to structures could
almost be labeled an urban devitalization program. President Carter
will propose a plan to aid the cities later this month. We certainly
hope that will be effective and are concerned the problems will be
made even more difficult by the investment tax credit.

(iii) The investment tax credit is not tied to previous levels of in-
vestment; in fact, the only condition for receiving the credit is that
investment be made, even if at lower levels than the previous year.
By contrast, the employment tax credit at least has some strings
attached, in that it requires an increase in employment over previous
year levels.

The liberalization of the investment tax credit is a step in the
wrong direction. The IRS should stop giving business blank checks
which are often used to bring havoc to the lives of workers and
communities, and always cashed with no other consideration than
the maximization of profit. At a minimum, the tax credit must be
tied to incremental levels of investment; more importantly, it must
be targeted to new investment which will generate jobs and economic
activity in areas of high unemployment. A credit must not provide
incentive for relocation of production; it, does not make sense for the
Government to in effect subsidize a corporation to leave a community,
only to have to turn around and prop up the community with Fed-
eral dollars from a different kitty.

Going beyond investment tax incentives, the entire question of
investment decisions needs to be examined. Some mechanism, such
as an investment funds system, should be adopted to direct invest-
ment to areas or sectors of activity which are starved for funds and
jobs. In particular, corporations should not be allowed to consider
plant location or relocation as a matter which only calls for con-
sideration of private benefits and costs.

We urge Congress to give particular attention to the issue of eco-
nomic dislocation. Whether due to public policy-as in the case of
military spending cutbacks, energy or environmental requirements,
imports, et cetera-or strictly to private preferences, the potential
disaster that often faces affected workers and communities must be
prevented or alleviated.

Another facet of the same problem is the rivalry which is dis-
played by State and local governments in their efforts to attract
commerce and industry, a rivalry which is exploited by companies
as they play off each community against the others. This is not con-
fined to the sunbelt against the' snowbelt. As a union with members
all across the country, the UAWV is painfully aware that, while the
only net gains from this competition accrue to business, State social
welfare programs are starved for funds, and workers are pitted
against each other just because they live on opposite sides of a
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State border. I urge you to correct this problem. Individual States
have great difficulty resisting the temptation to undercut each other's

standards and tax base. Only the Federal Government can prevent
the effect of that.

I want to impress upon you that I clearly understand the implica-
tions of the agenda for Federal Government action that I have sub-

mitted to you this morning. None of it is "business as usual." In.

effect, it would give the public greater control over the investment
process; that is, some of the power to generate economic develop-
ment and to create jobs. This will not be easy. However, the real

concern of the administration and Congress should not be that the-

Federal Government is doing too much, but that it is doing too little.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Fraser, together with an article

entitled "UAW Comments on FY 1979 Budget Proposal," follows:].

PREPARED STATEMENT or DOUGLAS A. FRAsEB

I am Douglas Fraser, President of the International Union, UAW. It is a

pleasure and a privilege to have the opportunity of speaking before this Com-

mittee on behalf of 1.7 million members of the UAW.
We achieved some significant economic gains in the last year, which are re--

flected in the 1.1 percentage point drop In the unemployment rate. Yet, with

6.3 percent of the labor force still jobless, there is much more that needs to.

be accomplished in order to reach our goal of full employment. At the same

time, most of our pressing social needs-such as inadequate housing, deficient
health care-require greater effort.

With an Administration and Congress controlled by the same party we can,

and must start meeting these challenges now. Therefore, I urge you to dis-

regard the advice of those who are sounding a note of caution and retrench-

ment. Pointing to the fact that the current expansion has now lasted as long

as the average of the previous upswings of the postwar period,' they would

cut down the size of the federal government as their attempt to balance the

budget and reduce the rate of inflation.
Yet, if there is one lesson to be drawn from the 1970s, it is that those-

policies did not work. Lack of needed federal programs would not only mean

abandoning the commitment to achieve full employment and-solve our pressing

social problems, it would also be a sure ticket to another recession and thus

fail to achieve its Intended purpose.
Rather than putting some predetermined limit on the amount of federal out-

lays or the size of the deficit as a yardstick of how much the government should'

do, I urge you to look into the unsolved problems, shortcomings and maldistri-

butions In our society, recognize that they never will be corrected without

federal government di:rection and intervention and get on with the job. The-

tasks will not be completed in a year or two; accordingly, I will comment

briefly on the FY 1979 budget proposals and then go on to the UAW's longer-

term view of the role of the federal government.

THE FY 1979 BUDGET

One Important outcome of the partnership between the Administration and

Congress will be the budgetary program for FY 1979. President Carter has-

presented budget proposals which go far towards meeting the nation's needs;

that is reflected both in his spending and his tax proposals. Many of the pro-

posals do not go far enough and Congress should improve upon them.

On the revenue side, we generally support the Administration's proposed,

changes in the taxation of personal income. The President's commitment to-

reject a tax reduction package unless it is tied to significant reform is par-

ticularly encouraging. So is the fact that the President chose not to follow the

advice of those who urged him to abandon tax reform efforts on grounds of
political expediency.

1 Except for the 1961-61) expansion, which was prolonged by the Vietnam War.
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The UAW does not support every aspect of the Administration's tax pro-

-gram: for example, we flatly disapprove of granting tax relief to the corporate

sector which will further undercut its share of federal income taxes. I will

have more to say on that later in this testimony.
On the spending side, the Administration's proposals for FY 1979 are not

sufficiently expansive. The Administration's own economic forecast makes this

abundantly clear: by the end of 1979, its policies anticipate an unemployment

rate of 5.8 percent and a loss in output as measured by the GNP gap as high

as $200 billion. After three years of the Carter Administration, the cumulative

loss in output would therefore reach almost $600 billion. These are not adequate

goals. More detailed comments are attached and I am submitting them for

the record.
LEVEL OF FEDERAL EXPENDITURES

The Budget message and the Economic Report of the President also raise

serious questions about the longer term: particularly the role and importance

-of the public sector in our economy. Decisions and concepts adopted now will

-set the framework within which priority programs-such as national health

-security, welfare reform, and many others-will have to operate.

The UAW does not agree that federal expenditures have taken too large a

-share of GNP, nor that they should be limited to a smaller share in the future.

First of all, cyclical variations must be allowed for when reviewing what

has happened. While budget outlays increased in relation to GNP during the

-past ten years, that is supposed to happen when the economy is below full em-

-ployment. A comparison of the budget outlays with potential GNP (at 4 per-

-cent unemployment) shows very little variation from the 20 percent level

-during the 1970s.'
Secondly, a distinction must be drawn between those federal expenditures

which are used to purchase goods and services-and are in true competition

with the private sector for labor and other resources-and those which simply

-transfer purchasing power and decision-making from one group in the private

sector to another. These transfer payments have been the largest cause of

-growth in federal expenditures. Furthermore, they are relatively "uncon-

trollable" in the sense that they are determined by demographic and other

factors, rather than by a decision to spend some fixed amount. Thus, in 1977

transfer payments were three times higher than in 1970, but GNP was only

-two times higher.
Those who are concerned about the size of government should recognize

that when the federal government collects Social Security taxes and pays

'benefits, it does not reduce the size of the private sector. Aside from the small

amounts used to administer the program, that government transfer does not

-hire anyone, nor does it use up any energy or raw materials. In short, gov-

-ernment activity cannot be measured by the sizesof the budget.

The real issue is how much federal expenditures are used to help meet the

Ynation's needs for goods and services-including investments for the future-

s Sae the following table:

Budget outlays Budget outlays
as a percent of as a percent
gross national of gross national

product, raw product at 4-pct
data unemployment

Fiscal years:
1960-28 

21.5 21.5

1970 -20.4 
20.5

1972 -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- 20.9 1 .8

1973 -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- 20. 0 19. 9

1974 -19.8 
19.2

1975 -22.4 
20.0

1976 -22.5 
20.1

1977 -21.9 
19.7

1978 -22.6 
20.6

1979 -22.0 
20.2

I Estimate.

.Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Department of the Treasury, UAW calculations.
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that are not adequately provided by the private sector. Within the budget itself,
those expenditures are estimated to decrease from 50 percent in 1970 to 34 per-
cent in 1970 to 7.4 percent in 1979.

Furthermore, the bualk of those federal expenditures are military-related.
Although a trend away from military spending took place from 1970 through
1975, the trend has since been reversed. Proposed defense purchases in 1979
would take 63 percent of total federal government purchases.

Therefore, current proposals mean that in 1979, the federal government's
ability to finance all types of civilian activity-including space exploration,
research in the medical and energy fields, outlays for veterans' hospitals, con-
struction of highways and sewers, and the wages of government nonmilitary
personnel-would be only 2.7 percent of our nation's total output. This is the
share that government will have at its command for the acquisition of labor,
capital and land. It also measures how much direct action the federal govern-
ment can take to initiate developments in areas such as nondefense technology,
supply and price of fuels, investments, and land utilization, to supplement the
indirect effects of regulation and incentives.

Thus, the President's intention to limit the budget to 21 percent of GNP by
1983 through tax cuts and other measures, and to put increasing reliance on
the private sector would unduly limit the government's ability to meet social
needs. We believe that budget decisions should start with a consideration of
social needs, especially in those areas which will not be met by private action,
and let that determine the required level of public expenditures rather than
the other way around,

THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT AND JOB CREATION

In response to the massive unemployment at the time he took office, President
Carter's first major economic action was to propose a substantial expansion of
the Public Service Employment (PSE) program. The program is expected to
average about 680,000 person-years in FY 1978 in regular PSE, plus 400,000,
mainly youths, in work experience categories. I commend the Administration
and Congress for the speed with which these programs were enacted.

The rate at which workers have been getting on the PSE rolls is proof that
such programs also can be speedily implemented. Naturally, problems have
occurred; for example, we have been concerned about the program's ability
to reach the unskilled, the minorities and the poor. We were therefore en-
couraged by recent testimony of Labor Secretary Marshall to the effect that
significant advances have been made during the last few months in focusing
the program on the neediest.

Current and expected levels of unemployment fully justify higher funding
for PSE. Rather than follow the Administration's proposal to cap the program
at the 725,000 level, I recomniend to Congress funding up to 675,000 additional
jobs for regular PSE in FY 1979 and a total of 250,000 jobs for youths in.
work experience programs.

Two questions tell w'hy the case for public service employment is not based
simply on the governm ent's obligation to provide jobs for everybody willing
and able to work. First, are there services in our society which need doing
and are not being done? Second, are these needs unmet because the private
sector cannot find available workers?

To the first question, the answer is unequivocably yes. For example, the
Labor Department release on the Job Components of Welfare Reform identified
thirteen major categories of needed services to local communities, involving
a total of 1.4 million jobs:

200,000 jobs aiding the elderly and the sick.
200,000 jobs building and repairing local recreation facilities.
150,000 jobs improving public safety.
150,000 jobs providing child care.
150,000 jobs for paraprofessionals in the schools.
125,000 jobs running local recreation programs.
100,000 jobs improving school facilities.
100,000 jobs cleaning up neighborhoods and controlling insects and rodents.

75,000 jobs involving cultural activities.
50,000 jobs monitoring environmental quality.
50,000 jobs weatherizing homes to save energy.
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25,000 jobs providing facilities for the handicapped.
25,000 jobs aiding in waste treatment and recycling.

The second question has to be answered in the negative. While many useful
productive services go unperformed, there always remains a sizable contingent
of people who want to work but who are at the end of the employment queue
due to lack of skills or work experience, age, geographical location, or discrimi-
natory practices. This is borne out by the labor force statistics. The American
economy has been providing jobs (including government jobs) at a pretty fast
clip for the last quarter of a century, yet the unemployment rate shows an
upward trend.3 Indeed, it has been eight years since the unemployment rate
was 4.0 percent.

Cyclical fluctuations in the economy obviously increase the role of public
employment. To allow for that, a reservoir of additional public employment
projects must be available to take up the slack. Enactment of the Humphrey-
Hawkins bill will provide for those.

The point we want to stress here is not the need for countercyclical public
service jobs; that has obviously been acknowledged. There is also an ongoing
need to match important and otherwise unavailable services with permanent
public employment programs. They should be flexible enough to accommodate
some of the cyclical variations.

This concept of public employment also implies that the limitation of tenure
in public service jobs should be relaxed. If the premise that there is productive
work to be done and there are people eager to do it is accepted, constraining
the length of employment to one year does not bear close inspection; all it
does is invite reshuffling and recycling of the unemployed, and perpetuate a
sense of insecurity and instability among those in public employment.

Advocating longer or indefinite tenure in public service jobs should not be
construed as our acceptance of a second-class labor market to which workers
would be confined indefinitely at poverty wages. On the contrary, we see one
function of public employment as affording an opportunity otherwise unavail-
able to gain work experience and job training at wages comparable to the
private sector (as does the current countercyclical public service employment
program, which pays an average of about 60 percent above the minimum).

We urge this traditionally forward-looking Committee to give careful con-
sideration to the importance of the public sector meeting public needs with
public jobs. In so doing you will get few insights from the analysis put forth
by the Council of Economic Advisers in their annual report. In the 2'/2 pages
they devote to PSE, there is not a single reference to what these jobs actually
accomplish, i.e. what kinds of services are actually performed.

Given that the focus of the CEA's attention is the so-called inflation-unem-
ployment trade-off, it stands to reason that particular attention should be paid
to the results those jobs produce. Putting people on productive jobs that turn
out needed goods and services is less inflationary than leaving them unem-
ployed. A job that turns out a needed good or service should help reduce
inflation.

THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT AND INVESTMENT

We are as concerned as the Administration about slow investment growth,
because of its effect on employment and eventually on productivity. In our
opinion, much of that sluggishness would vanish if more expansionary policies
were to push up the rate of capacity utilization, which has remained relatively
low throughout the recovery.

See the following table:

Average annual Average
increase in unemployment

civilian lobs rate
(in thousands) (percent)

1952 to 1957 - 764 4. 2
1957 to 1962 -526 6.0
1962 to 1967 -1, 534 4.6
1967 to 1972 - 1,466 4.7
1972 to 1977 -. 1, 768 7.7
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The CEA has analyzed the impact of that factor and others on investment
spending, in an effort to pinpoint the reasons for the drift. However, the Re-
port admits that "conclusions about the performance of investment remain
uncertain."

Unable to establish a cause and effect relationship, the Report still goes on
to recommend the enactment of tax measures (i.e., tax breaks) specifically
directed to enhance investment incentives. This approach is much too narrow.

We must move away from the "carrot without stick" proposals of the Council.
These policies entail giving away taxpayers' dollars (an estimated $15 billion
in the coming fiscal year) in the futile pursuit of business confidence and a
measure of investment spending which more often than not would have been
forthcoming anyhow.

At the same time, government policy-makers should recognize that while the
match of sectors and locations which attract private capital with people's
needs for jobs, services and output has been far from perfect, there is no
evidence that we can expect it to improve without a change in public policy.

As a consequence of this mismatch, sectoral and locational imbalances have
developed. Low- and moderate-income housing is a good example of a sector
which could use more funds. Most of the central cities have experienced capital
flight for almost two decades. The federal government has on occasion
worsened the chances for balanced growth, e.g., by granting investment in-
centives which act as relocation incentives. In many instances, it has been.
guilty of inaction on matters that affect private decisions, as in the case of its
failure to federalize the unemployment compensation system.

The federal government must change Its role with respect to Investment
decision-making. There should more publicly-owned investments; there should
be greater public regulation with respect to those private decisions that have
great impact on workers and communities; and there should be national eco-
nomic planning in order to improve the results of other private investments.

PUBLIC INVESTME1NT

There are a variety of social needs Involving Investment funds which will
not be satisfied even at a higher level of private economic activity. We believe
that the federal government should play a direct role in satisfying these needs,
rather than continue to leave investment almost entirely to the private sector.
Government action would remain overwhelmingly in the area of services; but
here, too, direct investment by the government follows naturally from a com-
mitment to full employment. Most of the types of jobs listed earlier, to provide
services in high demand, require capital equipment if they are to be as produc-
tive as they should. In fact, one of the reasons for low productivity in PSEI
has been the unwillingness to provide sufficient capital for those workers.

Public investment to meet social needs can be illustrated by considering
energy, housing and railroads. Not only would many jobs be immediately
generated in the process, many more-mostly in the private sector-would be
created as the ripple effects of stepped up economic activity move through the
system.

In energy, the public sector should Involve itself more in conservation, re-
search, development, and production. Conservation goals would be well served
by weatherization of public buildings and low-income housing. This provides
a natural focus for the use of public funds; a small-scale program to match
CETA workers with weatherization grants is already underway. More should-
be done in this area.

The government must actively engage in research and development across
the full range of alternative energy sources; but this should not result in the
private sector always profiting from publicly financed technologies. Instead:
those technologies should produce publicly owned industry.

The nation needs greater direct federal Involvement in actual fuel produc-
tion. For example, In the fossil fuel area, the FY 1979 budget reflects the
government's continued refusal to expand its role on the supply side. Research
and development must be supplemented by direct activity in exploration and
production on public lands, and in the importation process. There Is simply
no way to determine true costs, and no way to have a truly national energy
policy, except by the government being one of the active participants in sourcing
of fuels.
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In housing, the last two years have witnessed a resurgence of building,
which will probably continue some months into the current year. Nevertheless,
this welcome expansion has left -the housing needs of a large sector of our
society untouched. Average prices for new housing are so high that only about
one-fourth. of households can afford a new home.

Housing is too critical a need for continued neglect; ways must be sought
to make decent housing a reality for families at low- and middle-income levels.

Any public program for more new and rehabilitated housing will provide jobs
for many skilled and unskilled workers. Many of the latter could be drawn
through CETA from the community being built or rehabilitated, to supplement
construction union workers who must not become unemployed as a consequence
of the program.

Railroads clearly need a substantial commitment of public funds.
So far, the wrong type of commitment has been chosen. The Regional Re-

..organization Act of 1973, which created CONRAIL, was in effect a corporate
bail-out with federal financing. CONRAIL has demanded ever larger subsidies
to remain in operation at very unsatisfactory levels. This is periodically taken
up by the conservative press, and makes a good story for those who criticize
Public interference in the private sphere, even if this is one case where that
interference provided a way, out to unprofitable enterprises.

One of the obstacles faced by CONRAIL in its operation is the disastrous
state of the railbeds; these are still in the hands of the individual companies,
which are not about to invest in improving them. The resulting safety hazard
is outrageous. As a first step towards complete nationalization, the railbeds
should be taken over by the federal government. Putting the-beds in good run-
ning condition is not only one of the keys to an improved railroad system, It
would also be a source of demand for thousands of workers at various degrees
of skills. Indeed, it would put back to work some of the displaced workers in
steel mills as well.

TARGETING PRIVATE INVESTMENT

The UAW has repeatedly urged Congress, and this Committee as well, to
stop the windfall to corporations which results from tax gimmicks such as the
investment tax credit. We are frankly disappointed that the Administration has
not only proposed to make the credit permanent at 10 percent, but to liberalize
it so that it could offset up to 90 percent (rather than the current 50 percent)
of tax liabilities. Most disturbingly, the credit would apply not only to invest-
ment in equipment but to investment in structures as well.

Our objections to the investment tax credit rest on several grounds:
(i) It is not an efficient expenditure of federal monies. Although the

academicians' evidence is mixed, the evidence from listening to corporate
spokesmen is not. Especially in the case of the large and very large corpora-
tions, investment plans are drawn independently from any tax credit con-
siderations.' "

(ii) It constitutes an incentive to plant relocation; as such It is bound to
accelerate the flight of establishments from the central cities to the suburbs
and from older industrial areas to regions with low wages, few unions, and
low state and local taxes.

In reference to the cities, extending the credit to structures could almost
be labeled an urban devitalization program. President Carter will propose a
plan to aid the cities later this month. We certainly hope that will be effective

' and are concerned the problems will be made even more difficult by the in-
vestment tax credit.

(iii) The investment tax credit is not tied to previous levels of investment;
in fact, the only condition for receiving the credit is that investment be made,
even if at lower levels than the previous year. By contrast, the employment
tax credit at least has some strings attached, in that it requires an increase
in employment over previous year levels.

'A UAW economist has illustrated the situation as follows: from 1959 to 1960 (a
period when there was no investment tax credit and comparable to 197(-77 in the
timing of the cycle), real business fixed investment in equipment rose 3.05 percent.
Assuming the same growth. rate from 1976 to 1977 implies hypothetical investment in
equipment of $114.8 billion. Actual investment was $9.2 billion higher. The credit cost
the Treasury about $11 billion In FY 1977, which were given up to induce $9.2 billion
in additional investment. These are admittedly very rough estimates which assume all

-other things are equal between these two periods, but they give some perspective as to
the trade-offs involved in the credit. . ;

30-496-78 9
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The liberalization oil the investment tax credit is a step in the wrong direc-
tion. The IRS should stop giving business blank checks which are often usedto bring havoc to the lives of workers and communities, and always cashed
with no other consideration than the maximization' of profit. At a minimum,
the tax credit must be tied to incremental levels of investment; more im-
portantly, it must be targeted to new investment which will generate jobs and
economic activity in areas of high unemployment.'A credit must not provide
incentive for relocation of production; it does not make sense for the govern-ment to in effect subsidize a corporation to leave a community. only to have to
turn around add prop up the community with federal dollars from a differentkitty.

Going beyond investment tax incentives, the entire question of investment
decisions needs to be examined. Some mechanism, such as an investment funds
-system, should be adopted to direct investment to areas or sectors of activity
which are starved for funds and jobs. In particular, corporations should not
be allowed to consider plant location or relocation as a matter which only calls
for consideration of private benefits and costs.

We urge Congress to give particular attention to the issue of economic dis-
location. Whether due to public policy-as in the 'case of military spending
cut-backs, energy or environmental requirements, imports, etc.-or strictly to
private preferences, the potential disaster that often faces affected workers
and communities must be prevented or alleviated.

Another facet of the same problem is the rivalry that is displayed by state
and local governments in their efforts to attract commerce and industry, a
rivalry which is exploited by companies as they play-off each community
against the others. This is not confined to the sunbelt against the snowbelt.
As a union with members all across the country, the UAW is painfully aware
that, while the only net gains from this competition accrue to business, state
social welfare programs are starved for funds, and workers are pitted against
each other just because they live on opposite sides of a state border. I urge
you to correct this problem. Individual states have great difficulty resisting
the temptation to undercut each other's standards and tax base. Only thefederal government can prevent the effect of that.

I want to impress upon you that I clearly understand the implications of the
agenda for federal government action that I have submitted to you this morn-
ing. None of it is "business as usual." In effect, it would give the public greater
control over the investment process, i.e., some of the power to generate eco-
nomic development and to create jobs. This will not be easy. However, the
real concern of the Administration and Congress should not be that the federal
government is doing too much, but that it is doing too little.

UAW COMMENTS OwF FY 1979 BUDGET PROPOSAL

The federal budget, one of the most powerful instruments of economic
policy, reveals the Administration's perception of what the government's role
should be in the economic and social system. Thus, the budget is always an
important document; the FY 1979 budget is additionally important because
it affords the Carter Administration the first opportunity to lay out in quanti-
tative detail its goals and priorities. As such, it deserves both praise and
criticism. The focus of oiAr praise is the magnitude, direction, and character
of most of the proposed changes in revenues. The focus of our criticism is the
Inadequacy of the funds allocated to some of our most pressing problems,
coupled with the continuing overemphasis on defense spending.

THE SIZE OF THE FY 1979 BUDGET

Much has been made, by fiscal conservatives, of the increase in the FY
1979 budget, and of the fact that it is proposed to exceed the half trillion dollar
mark for the first time in history. Yet in comparison to FY 1978 estimates,
FY 1979 outlays as a portion of our gross national product (GNP) are pro-
posed to decline from 22.6 percent to 22.0 percent. Measured in real terms,
outlays would experience an increase of 1.2 percent, substantially lower than
the annual 5 percent rise estimated to take place from FY 1976 to FY 1978.

Moreover, it is misleading to compare federal outlays and GNP historically
without allowing for cyclical fluctuations. When the economy is below full
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employment, government expenditures are not expected to be cut back-quite
the contrary. Put in the proper perspective, the relative role of the federal
government'does not' appear to have experienced steady growth during the
last 10 years (note that budget outlays as a percent of full employment GNP
overstate the corresponding level of government spending because they include
recession-induced expenditures)

Budget outlays Budget outlays
as a percent of as a percent of
gross national gross national

product, raw product at 4-pct
data unemployment

Fiscal years:
1968 ……21.5 21.5
1970 - -20. 4 20. 5
1972...----------------------------------- 20.9 19.8
1973 - -20.0 19.9
1974 - -19.8 19.2
1975 - - 22.4 20. 0
1976-- 22.5 - 20.1
1977:… …21.9 19.7,

197 -------------1--------------------- 22. 6 20.6,
19791 -22.0 20. 2

I Estimate.

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Department of the Treasury, UAW calculations.

-Basically, the size of the budget concerns the social decision as. to how
much of our national resources' should be devoted to needs that have to. be
met with public means-such as decent and universal.health care, adequate
housing, defense-rather than to private needs. In the' Administration's pro-
jections, outlays as a percent of GNP.are estimated to continue to fall behind
FY 1979 to under 21 percent in FY 1983. However, revenues as a percent of
GNP will go in the opposite direction. Rather than use these increases to solve
some of these public needs, the budget document states:

"The President will carefully consider proposing further (tax) reductions
between sow and 1983 in keeping with his stated policy of holding the Federal
budget to not more than 21 percent of the gross national product, and letting
our citizens share the benefits of expenditure restraint in the form of reduced
tax burdens."' (emphasis added)
- Economic decision-making should proceed in precisely the opposite fashion-

it should appraise the social needs that the private sector has been unable or
unwilling to solve, and allocate government funds to meet them. Other in-
dustrialized economies are not afraid of channeling a much larger slice of
their national output through the government; by at least one measure-the
unemployment rate-it is clear that those societies have chosen to impose less
of a hardship on workers and their families than we have, even at a time of
general recession in the Western World:

[in percentj

Ratio of current
government out-

lays to gross Unemployment
domestic product'-l Rate

2 -
1975 1976

Canada 37.1 7.1
Firance -38. 9 4.6
Germany - ----------------------------------------------- 41.7 3. 6
Italy 39.8 3.6
SWeden 46.8 1.6
United Kingdom -39.5 6.4
United States- 33. 9 7. 7

I The "OECD Observer", May 1977. Current government outlays include Federal, State, and local outlays.
2 Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S. Department of Labor. Rates adjusted to U.S. concepts.

1 "The Budget of the U.S. Government, FY 1979", p. 11.
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THE "SHORTFALLS"

As a $500 billion budget is put forward by the Administration for FY 1979,the experience of the last two fiscal years suggests this level of spendingmight not be reached. The "shortfalls", or differences between projected andeffective levels of government spending, do not appear to be under control.The amounts and proportions involved in these "shortfalls" are far fromtrivial. In FY 1977, the shortfall of $12.35 billion amounted to 3 percent of totalbudget outlays projected for FY 1977 as late into that fiscal year as February1977, and to 18 percent of the projected deficit. About $3.8 billion of the $12.35billion total were traced back to economic stimulus and construction programs,as follows:

Shortfall

As a proportion
of effective

Amount spending
(billions) (percent)

Economic stimulus program:
Employment and training - $1.1 16Antirecession financial assistance 5 29Local public works .4 68Construction pgoeram:
EPA construction gran…a .-. 7 19Major water and power programs .6 14Community development grants and urban renewal -. 5 17

Total -3.8

Source: 5-yr Budget Projections: fiscal year 1979-83, Congressional Budget Office, December 1977; fiscal year budget.

Thus, a very substantial proportion of federal funds specifically intended tostimulate employment and assist communities in distress remained unspent.Translated into jobs, eliminating the shortfall in these programs could haveproduced decent employment for about 280,000 workers.2
According to the Congressional Budget Office (CBO), spending for the cur-rent fiscal year may again fall $6 billion to $8 billion below scorekeeping esti-mates as of last December. The President has stated that special efforts havebeen made to turn out more accurate estimates of projected outlays for FY1979, but that will not be sufficient. Procedures are needed to assure thattargeted spending levels will be achieved where that is within the government'scontrol. In addition, some budget items are for spending triggered by eventsbeyond the government control; for example, disaster relief. Many people wouldbe quick to show concern if such spending exceeded budgeted amounts, andwould call for cutbacks elsewhere; it must be understood that any spendingbelow those budgeted amounts are even more a concern in an underemployedeconomy. The anticipated spending levels are part of the overall budget deficitdesigned to stimulate economic growth.
Therefore, Congress should mandate standby projects which could be quicklyphased-in during the fiscal year if spending shortfalls are indicated by updatedestimates. Until the nation can achieve a full employment economy, it is betterto err on the side of going over-rather than falling short of budget goals. "TheFY 1979 Budget Deficit and. the Public Debt."
We are not disquieted by the gap between expenditures and revenues in theFY 1979 budget except insofar as it may prove too narrow. The Administrationprojects a deficit of $60.6 billion. There are indications that this will not pro-vide enough of an offset to the deflationary pull expected to come from a con-tinuing net outflow of funds to foreign countries, high savings by state andlocal governments, and a limited demand of investment funds from business,

2 In the second year, the employment Impact could have reached as many as 70,000additional workers. (Sources: Congressional Budget Office; Bureau of Labor Statistics)
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probably coupled with jhigher savings by individuals than in 1977. 1Xhe 1978
Report of the President to Congress states that, for 1977 the federal deficit was
just enough to offset the drag that the first two of these factors imposed on the
economy. However, budgetary analysis in one recent CBO study estimates that
a deficit of $67 billion will be needed in FY 1979 in order to offset the fiscal
drag that otherwise would exert recessionary pressures on the economy.' That
is $6 billion higher than the deficit proposed by the President.

That CBO study also underscores the need for new stimulative policies, since
it estimates that if only present policies were continued during FY 1979, the
deficit would be only $38 billion. The President's proposals are on the right
traclk,'they simply don't go far enough.

The size' of the federal debt is another well-worn conservative bugaboo. Sta-
tistics show that the amount of federal debt held by the public is now about
30 percent of GNP, as compared with over 100 percent at the time of World
War II and about 50 percent in the late 1950s:

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT DEBT HELD BY THE PUBLIC AS A PERCENTAGE OF GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT, SELECTED
YEARS, 1940-77

(1) (2)

Federal Gross
Government national Percentage

debt product of (1) over (2)

1940 -$ 44.8 $100.0 44.8
1945 - 252.5' 212.3 118.9
1950 -217.4 286.2 76. 0
1955 - -, - - 229.6 399.3 57. 51960 239.8 506.0 47.4
1965 - : 266. 4 688. 1 38. 7
1970 - 301. 1 982.4 30.6
1971 ... 325.9 1, 063.4 30.6
1972 -.- 241.2 .1,171.1 29.1
1973 - - - --.- 349. 1,306.6 26.7
1974---,360.8 1,412.9 25.5
1975 - 446.3 1, 528.8 29.2
1976- - . : 515.8 1, 706. 5 30.2
1977 (preliminary) -572.0 1,890.4 30.3

Source: Economic Report of the President, 1978; U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis; U.S.
Department of Treasury, Office of Debt Analysis.

The recent rise in the percentage is obviously due to the catastrophic 1974-
75 recession. From 1974 to 1977, the federal debt climbed 60 percent. This is
not excessive when put in perspective: during the only recession in memory
deeper than the' last one-the Great Depression-the federal debt doubled in

-5 years, from 1930 to 1935. Yet in hindsight, it would be difficult to question
that, had the debt increased even more substantially, the economy would have
fared better and working people would'have faced less hardship.

The service on the debt is expected to take*8 percent of federal outlays in
FY 3979. The only problem that we see with the service is the income redistri-

:bution accruing from the tax-paying' to th'e bond-holding members of our
* society. Aside from the fact that the public debt has become much more -widely
held (e.g., miscellaneous investors such as savings and loan institutions, pen-

*sion trust funds, and nonprofit institutions have tripled their holdings in the
last' 10 years), the redistribution problem can be justly perceived as an argu-
ment for a more!progressive federal tax system.

Our concern that the Carter budget may not be expansionary enough is rein-
forced by the results of the policies embodied in the budget as indicated by the

a"Five-Year Budget Projections: Fiscal Years 1979-1983." Congressional Budget
Office, December 1977.
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Administration's economic forecast. It Is -informative to compare the currentone with a previous forecast as recent as July 1977:

fin percenti

Forecast

1978 1979

July 1, 1977 Jan. 23,1978 July 1,1977 Jan. 23,1978

Real gross national product rate of growth from previous year 5.3 4.7 5.0 4. 8Unemployment rate: - , ' ' ;
Yearl average- ................................. .6.3 6.3 5.7 5.9Fourt- quarter :: - 6.1 6.2 5.5 5.,8

Source: Office of Management and Budget

If these forecasts are realized our society will be experiencing, almost 6years after the depth of the recession, a rate of unemployment as high as inthe midst 'of the 1969-70 recession, and a full percentage point higher thanthe prerecessionary rate that prevailed in 1973.
The long-range economic assumptions in the budget are "projections thatassume progress in moving toward the Administration's goals of a more fullyemployed economy and greater price level stability." In agreement with thePresident's endorsement of the Humphrey-Hawkins Full Employment and*Balanced Growth Act, the unemployment rate is targeted to reach 4.0 percentat the end of 1983.
We in the UAW feel that the goal Is a modest one; 1983 is a long time towait for unemployment to come back down to 4 percent. We have accepted thedecision to adopt so modest a legal standard as part of legislation that will be*binding on the actions of the Administration and the Congress. Our moral and'political standard for this Administration and this Congress is much higher.We fully expect them to continue and to accelerate their actions to reduce therate of unemployment much faster than would be legally required under thisbill.
The bill does not describe any path for the reduction of unemployment be-tween 1977 and 1983. As we told subcommittees in both the House and the'Senate, we are concerned that some may conclude that it would be acceptableunder the bill simply to draw a straight line between the 7 percent unemploy-ment realized during 1977 and the 4 percent goal for 1983-in order to describe;a path for reducing unemployment-to 6Y2 percent. by 1978, to 6 percent by1979, to 512 percent by 1980, and to 5 percent by 1981, with each- year showinga reduction of only one-half of a percent in the unemployment rate. This isprecisely what the Administration has done in its long-range economic, assump-tions.
All students of the problem of unemployment would agree that such a pathwould not be feasible: the earlier gains on the problem are the easier ones.When 6 percent or 6½ percent of the -labor force is unemployed there are largenumbers of workers available for a wide number of tasks, and also any shotgunaction to stimulate demand will be able -to provide productive jobs for someof those workers. As the unemployment rate falls closer to 4 percent, and assome of the slack in the economy is taken up, the danger arises that scatter-,shot increases in aggregate demand will miss the target, that.instead of pro-viding jobs for those who are actually unemployed:they will bump up againstbottlenecks or shortages of particular kinds of labor in particular parts of theeconomy.
It is not only puzzling but indeed dismaying to realize that, while the Ad-ministration has endorsed the goal of a 4 percent unemployment rate embodiedin the Humphrey-Hawkins legislation, It uses significantly higher rates as itsown measure of full employment:
"The unemployment rate at high employment Is estimated to be 4.9% by1983. These rates are consistent with a 4.0% rate in 1955, adjusted for changesin the composition of the labor force toward groups that typically experience

higher rates of unemployment."'

AThe FY 1979 Budget, p. 41.
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We' totally reject [this 'characterization of "full emplbynment,"' and would not
,accept a:4.7 percent rate in'1983 as fulfillment of the Humphrey-Ha &kins com-
mitment.

At one level, the argument is no more than a statistical artifact: as a demo-
'graphic- group's share of the labor force increases; that group will have more
.of an impact on the aggregate unemployment rate. As women and teenagers
have suffered higher unemployment rates and .over the last two decades have
-increased,'their "share" of the labor force, average 'unemployment rates have
been higher-for any given set of economic conditions. That explains what hap-
*pened, but does not justify their higher rates.

At another, more politically important, level, the argument is that the unem-
ployment of women and young people need not be treated as seriously as that
'of adult males-society should not strive to meet the need 'of the former for
a job with the same energy and resources as it commands to meet the need
of the latter..

Yet it is morally and economically indefensible to use descriptive categories
-as explanatory 'or causal categories. As one economist has noted:

"Unlike the analysis of 15 years ago, the current argument does not claim'
'that it is lack' of experience or marketable skill's or of potential productivity
that plagues today's unemployed. Instead these are identified simply as women
-and young people-as if such categories as sex and age indicated direct 'causa-
,tion rather thani mere identification."

THE FT 1979 BUDGET RECEIPTS

The Administration is proposing substantial changes in the area of budget
receipts; both the magnitude of federal revenues and the wayk in which those
revenues are raised would be affected. We believe'the tax cuts for individuals
are justified; without them, inflation and higher payroll taxes will depress the

tpurchnsing power of workers' paychecks. Translated into lower consumer spend-
ing,. a drop in disposable incomes would ring the death knell for the current
expansion; the, prospect of a job for those who have been standing in the

-unemployment lines for very long would dim further, with the newly laid off
joining them in their fruitless search.

We believe that the President has proposed.an estimable tax reform package
as well. The :UAW has long advocated a drastic overhaul of our personal in-
come tax laws in favor of a fairer, more efficient, and simpler tax code. We
are encouraged to see a large area of overlap between the -Administration;s
and our own program. Our comments on the details of the proposal will be
presented in testimony before the pertinent Senate. and House committees. At
this time, suffice it to say that we stand in support of the President's tax reform

-Initiatiies and will work 'strenuously in Congress to have them implemented
and expanded. . .

A crucial feature of the proposed changes in personal taxation is that they
. must' be considered as' one' indivisible package. This is the way the Administra-
tion has presented them, making abundantly clear that changes in this quid

':pro quo approach will not be acceptable. We believe that the constituency for
:;tax reform is a majority in our country. The experience of the last few years,
when attempts by progressive-minded groups to reform the tax laws ended
lamely in tax relief, must not be repeated.

In setting budget levels, allowance should be made for additional tax relief
to those low wage earners. who would, not benefit -from the President's pro-
posals,'but .who would be hit by higher Social Security (FICA) taxes in 1979.

' Although clearly a progressive proposal in that it would ease the tax- load on
most lower-income taxpayers and increase it on the higher brackets, the tax
cut does result' in some unfair twists. For example, -the working poor now
exempt from paying income taxes would miss any benefits from the relief
package, even though they will be assessed higher (payroll). taxes. In 1979, the
FICA tax will be $14 more than in 1977 for 4-person households with one
worked earning $5,000. The earned income credit should be increased enough
to not only offset that increase, but to permit the very poor to share in the
general program of tax reduction through a higher negative tax.

This anomaly underscores the tremendous drain that the Social Security tax
is now imposing upon earnings, as well.as its regressive nature. As the new tax

Carolyn Shaw Bell "Age, Sex, Marriage and Jobs," Pubic Interest, Winter 1973, p. 77.
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rate becomes effective next year, the drain will become even heavier. The higher
ceiling on taxed earnings will not diminish the regressivity sufficiently. Thebest way of dealing with the increased burden of Social Security is to do Itwith transfers from the general fund. Indeed, this is what is being done now
through the back door, I.e., relieving workers from the weight of the payroll
tax through the income tax. This indirect approach is bound to be plagued withinequities and peculiarities.

We do not agree that the budget should allow for as much reduction In busi-ness taxes as the President proposes.
Substantial tax relief has been provided to business in recent years, and Itsshare of total federal taxes on income decreased from 29.4 percent in FY

1968 to 24.8 percent in FY 1978. If the President's proposed tax legislation-
which includes changes through 1980-is enacted, the business share of total
federal income tax is estimated to drop even further-to 23.6 percent. That isdespite the estimate that, from 1978 to 1980, corporate profits will rise faster
than wages and salaries.

In fact, the situation would be even more favorable to business than indicated
by those estimates, because the expected rebates of oil wellhead taxes havebeen treated as a reduction of personal income taxes but the wellhead tax itself
has been counted as an excise tax. Since those two are intended to offset each
other, they should not be counted In comparing business and personal income
taxes. If that adjustment Is made, the business share of total federal income
tax is expected to be 22.9 percent In FY 1980; that is almost two full percentage
points-or almost $6 billion-lower than for FY 1978.

We see no reason why business should end up paying a smaller portion of
total taxes, and urge that the President's proposals be changed to prevent that
from happening.

We strenuously oppose the liberalization of the investment tax credit. Al-
though again we prefer to postpone our detailed criticism for the proper oppor-
tunity, we take special issue with that aspect of the liberalization which would
grant the credit for new structures. This will tend to compound the problem of
plant relocations, and might prove deadly to some cities and other older com-
munities. At a minimum, the credit should be tied to some restriction, for ex-
ample to an examination of the employment situation in both the areas where
the structure would be built and where the company would close down.

The proposed reforms in corporate tax laws-business deductions for enter-
tainment expenses, phase-out of DISC, and ending of the deferral of foreign
income taxation-are long overdue and deserve our full approval.

TILE FY 1979 BUDGET EXPENDITURES

While the size of the budget measures how much of our resources should beallocated to public needs, and the difference between revenues and expenditures
provides government with a rudder to steer the economy, the composition of
the budget reflects government's perception of the needs of society as a whole,
as well as the often-conflicting needs of the many social groups which make It
up. The process of putting a budget together involves decisions about which of
those needs will be taken care of, in what order, and to what extent-in turn
revealing what government's priorities are.

EMPLOYMENT

We are gratified by the favorable trends in both employment and unem-
ployment during 1977, which were partly due to the economic stimulus programs
enacted In the first balf of last year. As we noted before more could have
possibly been accomplished had all the scheduled outlays been spent.

Although encouraged by the direction taken by the labor force statistics, we
are keenly aware of the human waste and frustrations embodied in the cur-
rent 6.3 percent rate of unemployment. By that measure, proposed funding for
employment programs falls short of needs. Outlays in FY 1979 for employment
and training are requested to Increase by $1.9 billion, but this would only suffice
to keep the FY 1978 level of 725,000 public service employment job slots, achieve
a previously authorized build-up of programs, and provide for the increase In
the minimum wage.

We urge you to allocate substantially more funds to employment and training
programs than Is proposed in the FY 1979 budget.
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Some guidance as to the number of jobs which should be provided under the
Comprehensive Employment and Training Act (CETA) is given by the Adminis-
tration's background paper on the jobs component of Welfare Reform. The pro-
posal details the need for creation of 1.4 million jobs, ranging from child care
services to weatherizing homes to save energy. We believe that level is a
realistic target to shoot for in FY 1979.

Most of these jobs would be allocated through Titles II and VI of CETA,
the Public Service Employment titles. At the assumed cost per slot in the FY
1979 budget-which includes funds to raise the average cost from $8,900 to
$9,200-the additional outlays would be about $6 billion.

In urging this Committee to allow for a significant increase in outlays for
employment programs, we are convinced that the difficulties and shortcomings
associated with public employment programs do not stem from the lack of po-
tentially productive public sector work opportunities. In a time of rising energy
costs, thousands could be employed weatherizing public buildings, and the homes
of the poor and the elderly. Many of our schools are severely understaffed and
could advantageously employ paraprofessionals to improve the educational en-
vironment. Adequate child care services, if they are ever to become a reality
for low-income parents, will need substantial nonprofessional labor input. The
long-advertised deterioration of the railroad beds is another source of demand
for labor.

One of the most significant questions with CETA has been who the program
should serve. According to the law, the scope of its clientele can go beyond the
(officially designated) poor to include the unemployed and underemployed. How-
ever, we are concerned that has detracted from the program's impact on the
unskilled, the minorities, and the poor. In FY 1977, about 65 percent of the,
participants in training and employment programs were poor, the same propor-
tion as in FY 1976. A lower proportion of minorities participated in FY 1977
than in FY 1976 (36 vs. 43 percent). In both years, the proportion of partici-
pants with less than high school education was around 40 percent. CETA Title
VI slots must now be filled with economically disadvantaged Americans who
have been out of work for at least 15 weeks. A tighter definition of key terms
such as economically disadvantaged, unemployed, and underemployed would
be of help to sponsors in targeting their CETA efforts.

I think that we should subscribe to a concept of public service employment
which recognizes that in any society, no matter how good the services are,
there are many things that need doing and are not being done. As we indi-
cated above, our society is no exception. This concept also implies that the
limitation of tenure in public service jobs should be relaxed. That is, we ought
to start with the premise that, on the one hand, there are many useful services
that go unperformed; on the other hand, there may be a ceiling above which
private employment cannot be expanded, leaving out a sizable contingent of
people who are willing and able to work. The ceiling is not always at the same
level. But should it drop, a reservoir of public employment and private nonprofit
employment projects must be available to take up the slack. As you know, the
creation of a shelf of public projects is part of the Humphrey-Hawkins legisla-
tion now before Congress.

The Comprehensive Employment and Training Act expires at the end of the
current fiscal year and must be reauthorized. This presents a good opportunity
to enact the type of changes that we are advocating in the programs.

The FY 1979 budget places richly deserved emphasis on federal programs
to combat youth unemployment. The youth unemployment problem has acquired
enormous magnitude in our society. As our overall unemployment rate continues
to recede, the problem of those 16 to 24 will acquire increasing proportions and,
we hope, attract the attention and the public funds it properly merits.

In 1977, about half of all the people who were officially unemployed were in
the 16 to 24 age bracket. Their unemployment rate was 13.6 percent; 3.2 million
youths. Another 300,000 would have been job hunting if they thought any jobs
were available.

A specially troublesome problem are the 750,000 minority youths who had
essentially disappeared from the system: they were not unemployed, not em-
ployed, not in school. They were basically on the street. Counting them, the
resulting overall unemployment rate for minority youth last year was over 43
percent.

Among all young people, If we add to the unemployed the 1.4 million who
are employed part time but are looking for more hours of work, we end up with
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close to 5.7 million young people who are either unemployed or looking for
significantly more work.

We are deeply coneerned about the line of thinking that goes, "It is re-
grettable that all these youths are unemployed, but it is not the serious welfare
issue that it would be if adults were unemployed." We are even more con-
cerned to see a hint of that type of thinking behind the Administration's defl-
nition of 4.9 percent as high employment quoted earlier in this testimony.

A look into the characteristics of the youth unemployment problem clearly
shows that unemployment is fed by, and feeds into, the gross disparities and
inequities that plague She rest of society. For example, while albout 80 percent
of white unemployed youths have families with resources that they can fall
hack on, over 50 percent of the unemployed minority youth come from poverty
families.

What about young people attending school? An increasing number of them
are also a part of the labor force. Statistics tell us that the in-school labor
participation rate for males rose from 36 percent in 1960 to 48 percent in 1977.
For college students, this is probably due to the increasing cost of tuition, which
has gone up faster than family income, and to the fact that more students now
come from low-income families. Thus, a shortage of jobs for youths contributes
to undermine the tenet of equal opportunity.

The attribution of less significance to the unemployment of youth vs. that
of adults implies passing a judgment not only on young people's current plight
but also on their prospects of success later in life. It may also ignore real
threats to the whole society. For instance, we may be sitting on some kind of
economic time bomb due to the fact that when today's people turn into adults
and finally break into the job market, their contribution might be diminished
by their lack of previous work experience.

Besides reaching mammoth proportions, the youth unemployment problem will
not go away easily. It has been estimated that the unemployment rate for those
aged 16 to 24 comes down by about a percent and a half for each one percent
point drop in the national rate. This looks like a close relationship, but the
national rate and the youth rate are so far apart that even if the national rate
would come down to 5.9 percent in 1979 as the Administration forecasts, the
unemployment rate for youth would drop to. 12 percent.

This points to the need to find special solutions for a special problem. We
commend the Carter Administration for addressing itself much more forcefully
to this problem than was ever the case. We are referring to the Youth Employ-
ment and Demonstration Projects Act of 1977 (YEDPA), the main vehicle for
increased outlays in this area. Indeed, federal expenditures for FY 1978 are
estimated to come in at twice the level of FY 1977. However, the expansion
stops there. The FY 1979 proposals, although up by $740 million-47 percent-
over the previous year, do not represent any actual increase beyond the expected
build-up of programs under YEDPA.

We are advocating 50 percent higher funding-or an additional $600 million-,
particularly for the Youth Employment and Training Programs within
YEDPA. There are many innovative and creative programs that could be tried.
For example, a program of rehabilitation of low-income housing (much of
which is now owned by the cities) which could combine funds allocated through
the Department of Labor as well as HUD. The proper safeguards, so that union
skilled workers in certain areas do not become unemployed as a consequence of
the program, should, of course, be taken. There may be many other problems
to be solved; but ultimately, we have a situation in almost every inner city
where there are countless deteriorating and abandoned buildings. while people
-mostly young people--just stand on street corners with no chance of becom-
ing employed. It seems to us that there must be ways of bringing these two
together.

One of the youth programs which seems to have met with the greatest success
is the Job Corps. Several studies have found it to be a very effective device in
terms of graduates getting well-paying, permanent jobs. Not all those programs
are residential at present, and that has reduced the per capita cost of the pro-
gram. The connection between trade unions and the Job Corps has been
strengthened, which will benefit both trainees and instructors. For example, the
UJAW has just signed a contract with the Department of Labor to run a Job
Corps program in Utah where disadvantaged youths will be trained to become
auto mechanics. Some ])eople get. disturbed- at the. high cost of Job Corps pro-
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grams--I submit to you that those are among the best invested dollars in our
society,.

The Administration's projections show an increase in both outlays and partici-
pants (up to 45,000 youths) in FY 1979 but, again, this is only a result of this
program not having reached its expected maximum level in FY 1978. We urge
you to budget funds for a doubling of this program in FY 1979-an additional
45,000 slots for an additional cost of roughly $.4 billion.
- In summary, we are advocating an increase of about $7 billion to fund an
additional 800,000 jobs and training slots in the programs for training and
employment in the FY 1979 budget, as follows:

Fiscal year Additional
1979 Budget funds

outlays (billions) Total

CETA (additional unds to go mostly to titles 11 and VI) -$6.2 $6. 0 $12 2
Job corps -. 4 .4 8
YEDPA (additional funds to go mostly to YETP-employment and

training) - 1.2 .6 1.8

Jobs
(thousands)

CETA (titles 11 and YI) 725 675 1,400
Job corps ----- -------------------- 45 45 90
YEDPA -167 83 250

ENERGY

The UlAW is in agreement with the proposed increase in the U.S. energy
budget, from $7.8 billion in FY 1978 to nearly $9.6 billion in FY 1979. Much of
that increase would arise from enactment of the President's energy program,
which we generally support.

The energy budget is weakest on the supply side of the energy equation. First,
net outlays for energy supply are expected to drop from $4.2 billion in FY 1978
-to $4.1 billion or less in FY 1979. Second, fully $3.0 billion of this $4.1 billion is

,research and development (R&D) money. We support public R&D efforts but it
is disturbing that they often result in a subsidy to the U.S. energy industry,
which adopts publicly-financed technologies and then turns around and calls
for an end to public sector regulation.

What the nation needs is greater direct federal involvement In actual fuel
production. For example, in the fossil fuels area, the proposed budget reflects
the government's, continued refusal to expand its role on the supply side. The
UAW supports R&D in coal gasification and liquefaction, oil from shale, and
"'alternative surface mining techniques" but that must be supplemented by direct
activity in exploration and production on public lands, and in the importation
process. There is simply no way to determine true costs, and no way to have
a truly national energy policy, except by the government being one of the
active participants in sourcing of fuels.

We agree that nuclear breeder reactor R&D funds should be reduced from
FY 1978 levels. The UAW has long called for a redirection of the U.S. nuclear
program away from plutonium-based fast breeder reactors. The difficulties that
have occurred with that type of reactor emphasizes the need to fully evaluate
-all aspects of nuclear fission projects more carefully.

The UAW supports the proposed budget increases in funding for research,
development, and demonstration (RD&D) in renewable resources, such as solar,
geothermal, and biomass. It is particularly encouraging that much of the year-
to-year increase is earmarked for solar photovoltaics (P/V), which show grow-
ing promise. On the negative side, the RD&D approach to renewable does not
guarantee small manufacturers a market for their new offerings; the Depart-
ment of Energy (DOE) could learn much from the Department of Defense
(DOD) Federal Photovoltaics Utilization Program (FPUP), which strives to
create predictability in the emerging P/V market.

We believe additional funds could be allocated to renewable resources RD&D,
especially as part of defense facility conversion projects described elsewhere.
For example $1.0 billion could easily be utilized for additional solar equipment
production and installation.
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HEALTH

A review of the Administration's projected increases. in the cost of health-
related programs poignantly demonstrates the need for a program which will,
slow this increase. This is one reason for the need for speedy implementation
'of a. Health Security program, along the lines of the Kennedy-Corman Bill,
which has cost controls built into it.

The central cost control feature of such a Health Security program is a
health care system which would be anchored to a budget established in advance.
Under the budgetary procedures, hospitals and doctors would both be paid
negotiated amounts based on predetermined annual budgets. The cost of each
kind of service and the overall costs of the program would be allowed to in-
crease on a controlled and predictable basis. Participating providers would be
required to accept payment from the program as payment in full; they could
not charge patients additional amounts. Physicians would be entitled to reason-
able fees for their services, or be paid by other acceptable methods; but the
amounts would be negotiated between the public program at the local level and
representatives of the physicians. Hospitals would present prospective budgets
relating both to their own internal and external services, and to other hospitals

-in -the -same area so that duplication of expensive and underutilized services
would be controlled. Needed but presently unavailable services, such as hospital-
.based home care, could be rapidly developed.

In addition to controlling costs, the budgetary process will strengthen local,
state, and regional planning, stimulate more efficient institutional administra-
tion; and gradually reverse the current undesirable emphasis on in-patient hos-
pital and other institutional services. This would be done by stressing preventive
alternative levels and forms of care available outside of institutions.

A National Health Security program will sharply reduce the runaway inflation
-that is plaguing the health care systems, while at the same time provide access
'to quality care for all Americans in a way consistent with the self-respect and
dignity of the individual.

Health Security will be the establishment of a broad system for health care
.in the United States. It means that, along with cost controls, there will be:

payment for nearly the entire range of personal health care services, including
catastrophic coverage;

administration at l'our levels-national, regional, area, and local-with some
important functions carried out by states;

financing by combination of payroll and general revenue taxes;
national standards for providers;
consumer participation'in policy, development, and administration;
encouragement of more efficient organization of existing health person-power,

funds for special training of physicians, dentists and other health personnel,
and financial incentives to stimulate the movement of health person-power to
medically deprived areas;

funds to increase ithe resources for services and to bring new organized pro-
grams of health service into being and to expand existing ones; and
financial, professional and other incentives to move the health care delivery
system toward organized arrangements for patient care, such as health main-
tenance organizations and other prepaid group practice plans or professional
foundations, and toward the establishment programs for preventive care, early
diagnosis of illness. and medical rehabilitation.

In its FY 1979 bud get the Administration reiterates its commitment to submit
legislation on national health insurance this coming year. There is no funding
'proposed for the program because federal outlays in 1979 or 1980 will not be

. affected.
WELFARE

Welfare budget projections are based upon the President's welfare reform
proposals which he made last August. As the Administration and responsible
groups within both the public and private sector recognize, it is time for major
restructuring of the country's welfare programs.

As recently stated in UAW testimony before the Welfare Reform Subcom-
mittee, the Administration's welfare program included many positive concepts,
but requires modification if reform is to accomplish its objectives and provide
equitable treatment of those in need.
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The public jobs component of the reform packa'ge contains serious limitations.
The targeted number of public service jobs is based upon an assumption about
the expansion of'private employment which will lessen the need for subsidized
public service jobs. If the private economy does not' expand, as fast as the
Administration is predicting, the jobs program will prove insufficient:

Even though newly created'jobs would be replacing CETA jobs which- pay the
prevailing wage, current proposals call for pay at the minimum wage. Workers
who would be required to accept public employment must receive the greater of
the minimum or prevailing wage. Anything less would be a step backwards and
would result in the creation of a pool of second-class workers who could be-
come an undermining force threatening the job security and wage scales'of
America's workers.

An expansion of the Earned Ihcome Tax Credit-is proposed. However, only
those fortunate enough to find'private sector jobs' would' be eligible for the'
credit. Those who must accept subsidized public service employment would bet
denied the tax credit. The difference in the tax' treatment was designed to'
encourage the seeking of private, sector employment. However, unless there Is'
a great expansion in the number of private sector jobs' available, tens of
thousands of Americans will have to take' subsidized 'public sector jobs. Denying
them the tax credit would create a sharp disadvantage to large numbers of
those who would rather work than receive welfare.

Benefits for those unable to work are too low. Administration proposals would
set federal minimum income levels-a national income floor-at two-thirds
of the poverty threshold.: It is- essential that benefit levels be phased upwards,
in the first few years until they reach the minimum poverty levels. Payments
should be indexed to cost-of-living changes as they are at present for the aged,
blind and disabled'under the Supplemental' Security Income Program.

Furthermore, uniform' national eligibility' criteria- should realistically reflect
immediate family needs;, the' Food Stamp Program should;be continued at least
until the cash benefit'paymnents' are comparable 'to the poverty level; fiscal relief
for states and' localities should! result from increased federal expenditures'
rather than any reduction' in income support payments: and Medicaid 'eligibility
criteria and benefits'slhould be maintained until'th'ose eligible for assistance'are
covered by an operating health' insurance program.

NATIONAL DEFENSE

The post-Vietnam war years sawv a decline' in real spending. for national
defense which was halted in -1976t& The -Administration has' chosen to continue
the reversal of that downward trends by' proposing a real 'increase in spending
authority, for FY 1979 amounting to 3.4'percent over FY 1978 levels-9.4 percent
in current dollar terms. Further real increases in, military spending are pro-
jected for each of the next five' years, through 1983.

Time "theme" for this year's DOD request is the need, to strengthen the NATO'
forces on the basis of the belief that a Soviet land'attack is' a more likely
possibility than a nuclear war. This attack, the 'argument goes, could quickly
defeat NATO forces and result in the Soviet occupation of Western Europe.

However. this assessment has been questioned' in the' Hoopes-Scoville Re-
port," which UAW President Douglas Fraser-endorsed along with several other
union leaders, and the Presidents of the U.S. Conference of Mayors and the
National Urban League. The questions arise on both military and 'political
levels. From a purely military point of view, it appears that' there is a stable
overall military balance in Europe-and that while the present logistical sup-
port structure of Soviet forces in Eastern Europe is insufficient for launching
an immediate attack, large-scale preparations could not escape Western detec-
tion. From a political viewpoint, detente continues to be a reality--there is
little indication in Soviet policy of any aggressive intention to invade, occupy
or rule Western Europe.

Along with this shift of emphasis on the one hand proportionately smaller
increases in the strategic programs are proposed-they are scheduled for no
real increases. On the other hand, operations and maintenance is proposed to
Increase 12 percent, and general purpose forces, about 13 percent.

O Townsend Hoorpes andl Herbert Scoville. "Milmtory Polley an'l BudIget Priorities
Fiscal Years 1979 82", (Council on National Prioritles and Resources, '1977.)

.30-496-78-10
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As a general statement, there can be no denying that recent levels of mili-
tary spending have far exceeded the real security needs of the nation. One need
not be an expert in international relations to see that further increases in such
spending carry the risk of heightened world tension and a renewed arms race
spiral. Indeed as Hoopes and Scoville argue so persuasively, further increases
in military spending could well lead to a reduction of our national security by
any reasonable definition of that term.

The UAW has long been concerned with the need to reduce unnecessary mili-
tary spending, and to redirect those resources toward badly needed and his-
torically underfunded social programs. Conversion-by which we mean the
orderly and planned shift to civilian production of facilities and workers af-
fected by military spending cutbacks-is an indispensible part of any such re-
ordering of national priorities. Indeed, we are convinced that conversion has
broader applicability, as part of a comprehensive federal policy on economic
dislocation.

We are also concerned about the consequences of excessive military spending
for our domestic economy and society. An enormous proportion of our total
research and development effort over the past 30 years has been devoted to the
military. While this provides knowledge and by-products that often can be used
to meet civilian needs--in fact, that is why conversion Is such a logical pro-
cedure-the overriding effect of this military orientation has been detrimental
to the nation's technological vitality and economic growth.

The relationship between military spending and inflation Is another cause for
serious concern. Military spending increases the purchasing power of Individuals
and corporations, while diverting resources away from production of goods and
services on which this additional purchasing power could be spent. As a result,
military spending is the most inflationary kind of federal outlay.

The availability of military spending as a convenient mechanism for stimulat-
ing the economy has also doubtless inhibited development of other necessary
approaches for achieving a high and stable level of employment. It is time the
nation addressed the challenge of creating full employment without leaning
unduly on the crutch of' military spending. As it stands, the military budget is
the most expensive public service jobs program in existence. DOD purchases
from industry will increase by $7 billion between FY 1978 and FY 1979. During
the same period, 120,000 new jobs in defense-related Industries will reportedly
be created.' While some of the $7 billion is due to inflation, even after allowing
for that, the cost to the public of one single job in defense-related industry is
over $30,000-more than three times the cost per slot of CETA programs, which
is criticized by many as wasteful and inflationary.

Although by comparison the FY 1979 Defense Budget is leaner than what
Ford had put forward for the same fiscal year (at a time when it was logical
to put pressure on the incoming President on behalf of the military establish-
ment), there is no escaping the fact that in an absolute sense the Administra-
tion's proposal is far from austere, calls for substantial real growth, and pro-
jects further significant increases into the future.

We urge this Committee to set a budget ceiling lower by at least $5 billion-
possibly more-than was proposed in the DOD budget. We refer you to the
Hoopes-Scoville Report list of alternatives for reductions, which according to
their analysis would amount to $10.5 billion (in FY 1978 dollars) In FY 1979.

While we want these funds cut off the defense budget, we do not want them
cut off the overall budget outlays. Rather, we want them reallocated to areas
of federal government spending which meet our country's basic human needs.

The transfer concept is a strategy for doing precisely that: shifting federal
spending away from specific defense categories into similarly specific areas of
human need. Congress can use the concept to shift funds within the budget
(as opposed to changing the total size of the budget) as part of its statement
of national priorities. Thus, it is fully consistent with the still relatively new
congressional process for dealing with the budget as a whole, rather than
piecemeal. The introduction of a transfer amendment on the floor of the House
last year was an innovative move which the UAW was proud to support. Al-
though the amendment was defeated, it doubtless contributed to a climate
where the Budget Committee's Resolution was sent back to committee and only

Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Public Affairs) New Release, No. 17-78,
January 23, 1978.
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approved when it came back with a $3.7 billion lower ceiling on military spend-
ing authority. I urge this Budget Committee to make the introduction of an
amendment necessary this year by accomplishing the transfer in your own
report.

There are numerous areas of human need that would benefit from additional
funding, aside from those energy and employment programs covered earlier in
this testimony. Higher outlays for urban fiscal assistance and the creation of
an urban development bank for a $1 billion total would ameliorate the plight of
our troubled cities and their residents; so would $1 billion additional spending
authority for housing, or urban community development. Forward looking pro-
grams for weatherization and energy conservation could easily absorb about
$2 billion in FY 1979; improvement of mass transit facilities, another $800
million.

Thus, the desirability and indeed the need of a shift away from military
spending cannot seriously be questioned. What can be questioned is implement-
ing such cutbacks without sufficient attention to the problems which will be
faced by employees adversely affected, and by the communities in which affected
facilities are located. Indeed, it is our view that any acceptable budget transfer
plan must necessarily include adequate conversion provisions.

These provisions would redirect federal spending toward putting people to
work on projects of priority social concern such as improving health care,
revitalizing the cities, etc.

The rationale for conversion goes beyond the inequity of forcing employees
and communities hurt by military (or space-related) spending cuts to bear the
entire burden of adjustment. These employees, and the facilities at which they
work, comprise an enormous potential resource; if a program to reduce unneces-
sary military spending failed to tap this potential, that would be wasteful in
the extreme.

We recognize that the Budget Committee does not determine the details of
new programs. Nevertheless, we believe it would be appropriate for the com-
mittee to specify-in its report or otherwise-the need to implement any
transfer in a manner which minimizes economic dislocation.

The immediate need is to develop a short-run approach that could be imple-
mented in connection with any cutback in defense-related activity during the
next year or two.

A federally coordinated planning effort should begin as soon as any "offi-
cial" proposal is made which would affect military or space-related work at a
prime or subcontractor facility.8

The goal of the planning effort would be to develop a conversion plan that
will- provide satisfactory and useful employment for, and output from, the
affected workers and facilities, and to coordinate that with the cutback in mili-:
tary or space-related activity at the facility.

The federal agency responsible for the planning activity could be EDA in
the Department of Commerce. Planning should be done in cooperation with.
management and labor at the facility, but without their cooperation if neces-
sary. Community representatives should be involved as appropriate. If a con-
version plan is approved by the President or his designee, then it must be
implemented as an integral part of the cutback in military-related activity.

The conversion plan should include provision, if necessary, for federal pro-
curement of goods and services, oriented toward civilian needs, produced by
the workers and facilities of military or space contractors and subcontractors.
affected by cutbacks. It is clear that the nation's economy will not achieve full
employment during the next few years. In that context, thrusting "converted"
military-related facilities into competition for a share of the private market
could-even if successful-simply displace other output, thereby shifting the
burden of economic dislocation to the source of that displaced output.

A further reason why conversion must encompass direct federal procurement
is that military contractors presumably have a different kind of managerial
knack--the ability to achieve new goals and accomplish difficult missions. Per-
formance is stressed instead of lower price. Conversion centered around federal

S A cutback proposal could be considered "official" if it is announced by the Adminis-tration, or is approved by either house of Congress; such a proposal may never become
effective, but the action described provides sufflcient probability of a cutback to; justify
formal planning for conversion.
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civilian procurement offers the opportunity to apply that kind of effectiveness
to the solution of pressing social problems. Illustrations such as solar energy,
or urban and intercity public transit are often cited and are appropriate.

In addition to direct government procurement, other aspects of the conversion
assistance effort should include loans, loan guarantees, in-plant retaining pro-
grams, and technical and marketing assistance.

If conversion is found not to be feasible, adjustment assistance must be pro-
vided to displaced workers and affected communities as a backstop measure.
This assistance must encompass cash payments, fringe benefit continuation,
and retraining and relocation allowances in the case of affected workers, and
special payments in lieu of tax revenues lost in the case of communities.

It must be stressed, however, that conversion to alternative useful activity,
providing continuity of employment at satisfactory rates of pay, is the desired
result.

In summary, the UAW supports the concept of shifting federal expenditures
from unneeded military output to dealing with the unmet civilian needs of our
society. The transfer concept provides a procedure Congress can use to imple-
ment that goal. As stated earlier, the FY 1979 transfer should in no case fall
under $5 billion; we urge this Committee to increase the authority of the
Economic Development Administration (EDA) (Title IX) by a minimum of
$1.5 billion to implem ent an interim conversion program such as I have just
outlined. This could be accomplished partly by fully funding EDA at the $2
billion level now authorized. Conversion plans developed for specific facilities
could involve additional amounts-from the appropriate budget category-to
purchase output from those facilities.

That $1.5 billion should not be restricted to defense-related conversion, but
should also be available to finance pilot projects aimed at increasing the gov-
ernment's effectiveness in dealing with the more general problem of plant clos-
ings and relocations. This is an increasingly important problem, frequently-but
not exclusively-related to public policy decisions, such as in the areas of
energy, environment, imports, etc. Recent efforts in connection with steel plant
closings have again emphasized the need to develop effective procedures.
Financing of pilot projects during FY 1979 could provide benefits for those
directly involved in those projects, as well as knowledge that would help us
to develop more comprehensive solutions.

OTHER FUNCTIONS IN THE 1979 BUDGET

We support the Administration's proposed increase in the level of funding for
education. Proposed outlays would increase by 13 percent over FY 1978, and
by 32 percent over FT 1977. We especially welcome the stepped up allocation
of monies to school districts serving disadvantaged children and the enlarged
federal share of expenditures for the education of the handicapped.

We also support the Administration's concept of relieving families of the
increased cost of higher education and equalizing educational opportunities
through a grants program, whereby grants would be given directly to under-
graduate students. We find this approach superior to the tax credit mechanism
that seems to be gaining support in Congress, and which would add one more
blanket incentive to a system already overburdened by inefficient tax expendi-
tures.

There are no new initiatives in urban assistance, but the President has
promised to deliver a specific proposal to cope with the problem of the cities
in early spring. We will withhold our comments until that opportunity. We hope
that proposal will be more positive than indicated by the tone of the Adminis-
tration's remarks on urban revitalization, suggesting a lesser role for the federal
government in the cities, with the slack taken up by private enterprise. There
is no evidence that the private sector is about to fill the vacuum that it created
in its exodus to the suburbs and smaller communities. What has been said
many times must be repeated: fresh initiatives are needed in this area, and no
institution is better situated than the federal government to produce them.

The Administration will propose new transportation legislation this year to
reauthorize highway and public transportation programs through FT 1982. In
doing that, some programs will be consolidated, others added, and more flexi-
bility will be provided at the local level.

We are concerned that not enough new funds are allocated to urban mass
transportation. Although outlays are expected to increase from FY 1978 to FY
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1979, obligational authority has declined; this may hurt public transportation
in the next two.or three years. We advocate an increment of $800 million to
the FY 1979 budget proposals in the capital facilities category to accommodate
the acquisition of additional buses, the replacement of rail vehicles, and the
financing of new starts in several people-mover systems.

The housing assistance budget for FY 1979 is commendable; we especially
welcome its emphasis on rehabilitation as a strategy for providing housing
assistance in urban areas. The new Targeted Tandem program, budgeted at
$50 million, should facilitate the goal of an economically-minded central city
housing market. Still, about $1 billion in new funding for public housing should
be added to the President's proposals, which does not expand beyond the
400,000 unit total housing goals, and for new funding for Section 235, which
provides homeownership opportunities for moderate-income persons.

CONCLUSION

President Carter's budget proposals, although going in the right direction,
may not provide enough stimulus to reach the relatively modest goals that in
terms of output growth and the unemployment rate the Administration has set
for itself. For FY 1979, the CBO has estimated a deficit of $67 billion resulting
from the need to offset the fiscal drag in order to achieve an average unemploy-
ment rate even higher than the Administration's forcast (6.2 vs. 5.9 percent).
The CBO deficit is thus $6 billion larger than the Administration's.

We urge this Committee to adopt a ceiling for outlays higher than the Ad-
ministration's by at least that amount. We want to underscore that the increase
in the deficit should stein not from deeper tax cuts but from an increase in
targeted expenditures. We are indeed disturbed that the President is implicitly
placing so much reliance on the private sector to achieve increased economic
growth. For example, the FY 1979 budget proposes tax cuts three times larger
than the amount scheduled for new expenditure programs. Yet a CBO analysis
shows that many more jobs are generated by outlays for public employment
and public works programs than by tax reductions.

This Committee undoubtedly knows of the UAW's emphatic support of the
Humphrey-Hawkins bill. In broad traits, we see in that bill the embodiment
of this targeted approach towards fiscal policies. That is, after establishing a
goal of full employment, the bill provides a set of programs to achieve that
goal. These programs would substitute a rifle for the shotgun of aggregate de-
mand by carefully aiming job-creating efforts on those groups and areas in the
economy that continue to show high rates of unemployment.

In addition, one of the most important features of the bill is the process
it establishes for integrating the programs needed to achieve its goals into
the overall economic policies of the federal government. Multi-year budgetary
planning clearly becomes an issue at that point. We welcome the Administra-
tion's decision to ask each agency to prepare future budget requests extending
for three years beyond the budget year. This will facilitate and allow for
longer-range planning where we now only have projections, and will provide a
better structure for review and analysis of spending and tax policy choices.
More informed decision-making will be afforded to the private sector as well
as to state and local governments.

The achievement of full employment and other major new initiatives satisfy-
ing human needs will require a high degree of coordination among all institu-
tions of government. We urge this Committee to carry on a very important part
of the process by providing long-term budgetary planning in a framework of
socially-oriented and forward-looking national priorities.

Representative I3OLLING. Mr. Fraser, throughout your prepared
statement you have spoken against the investment tax credit. Now,
previous witnesses that we have had before this committee said, in
those things that were added to costs of a plant such as pollution
control, that we ought to have a first year writeoff for business. How
would you react to that kind of proposal?

Mr. FRASER. Well, I want to make the distinction between that
and tax credits for normal investment. If I might just take a minute,
and we didn't bother recitin, it in the testimony, but in terms of
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an overall tax incentive principle, I dredge up the statements by
General Motors and Ford, which. say that they don't base their
decisions on expansion on whatever tax incentive happens to be in
.place at a particular time; that they are guided by the demand
of the marketplace.

In terms of the pollution offset, I would like to take a look at
that, because one of my concerns is we are bearing down too heavily
on American industry in terms of cost for environmental protection.

Representative ]BOLUNG. That concerns me, too. That removes the
competitive position and it takes us a long time to adjust for it.
One, the writeoff of that would take care of that burden after
the 1-year period. We ought to remain competitive, it would seem
to me.

I have been concerned about this from a competitive point. One
argunment, as you know, in the steel industry, is whether or not there
is fair competition between U.S. steel, Japanese steel, and the steel
of the Common Market countries and so forth, and whether or not
we are placing too big a burden of environmental controls on Amer-
ican industry. And :[ have no tax solution, but certainly I would
not be opposed to scrutinizing that possibility.

Senator Bentsen.
Senator BENTSEN. We are pleased to see you again, Mr. Fraser.
MNr. FRASER. Nice seeing you again, sir.
Senator BENTSEN. I recognize the leadership that you have exer-

cised and the study that you give to these issues. Thinking about
-the arguments that investment tax credit if used on structures can
result in moving of businesses, I can see some legitimacy to that
-argument. What if the investment tax credit was a credit limited in
size. structured to rehabilitative and modernization of the structure?

Mkr. FRASER. That would be much more attractive to me. You
know as well as I do what is happening to many of our urban areas,
and one of my concerns is that the tax investment extended to
structures will accelerate that process. If we could structure a tax
credit to give industry an incentive to stay where they are, we
would be attracted to that proposal.

The fact of the matter is we have supported such a proposal
in the State of Michigan.

Senator BENTSEN. I have been moving to support more and more
of those things that result in rehabilitative and modernization,
whether it be housing or factories. I am speaking from a sun belt
State, but we are going to have some of these same problems. I
want to look down the road at the inner cities, although most of
them are in pretty good shape now. We have to show these con-
cerns and address ourselves to them now. But it seems to me that
we create more jobs through rehabilitation than I think new hous-
ing from some of the studies that I have seen.

In addition, you don't have some of the displacement of the
people and the great human cost.

Mr. FRASER. I think you are absolutely right, Senator. I wish
there was more emphasis on rehabilitation. And I think obviously
what we need is a mix but, you know, it is one thing to theorize and
another to look at the practical results of a rehabilitation effort. I
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served on the Michigan State Housing Authority. We put a con-
siderable amount of money in rehabilitating older homes with sub-
stantial foundations, many that were built in the 1930's and the
early 1940's-basically in the 1930's. And those programs have
been tremendously successful. I am committed to the process of
rehabilitating housing provided you have the correct structure in the
first place. You can do just wonderful things if you have a sound
structure in which to rehabilitate.

Senator BENTSEN. I am intrigued by the proposal. I have not seen
it before. The public sector is spending some funds in trying to
develop some real conservation in all of these Federal bills. I have
got an office back there. And if I ask for a change in 'the tempera-
ture somewhere deep down in the bowels of ~these structures, some-
one begins to turn some valves and about 28 hours later I get the
results. But the temperature changes at that time.

I think right here in the Capitol is one of the places that we
might do that. We can probably put on a lot of storm windows and
additional caulking that we have not put on before.

Mr. FRASER. I might say, Senator, that it is not theorizing. When
you look at the energy used in this country vis-a-vis other indus-
trial countries, there must be a horrible waste in our system in many,
many areas.

Senator BENTSEN. One of the other points you make is in the
proposed budget research for renewal of resources. There are no
guarantees for the small amount of factories-we have noted the
demise or reduction in small business ventures. I don't know how you
can get the competition for big business and the small business can
survive or starve. What can be done to correct the specific situation?
What can we do in trying to open up opportunities for small busi-
nesses, to bring about further competition?

Mr. FRASER. I don't have any immediate comments. It is a very
difficult problem you pose because there is a greater and greater
concentration, and conglomerates in our country are growing and
keep absorbing'the small businesses.

I have a deep belief that our society, our economy is better off
if there is a proliferation of smaller business. I truly believe that
the more competition that we have the better off our country is.
Consider our union; a lot of people view us only as GM, Ford, and
Chrysler. We have literally hundreds and hundreds of contracts
with small employers. They are always of a deep concern because
you are not dealing with General Motors but marginal employers,
and you are always worried about their survival.

I am for encouraging the small employer, and anything that we
can (lo to enhance their survival and even their growth.

Senator BENTSEN. The President proposed a wage and price
restraint. What do you think are the prospects of that and how
would vou deal with that kind of problem?

Mr. FRASER. I don't think that we would be as negative as our
friends in the AFL-CIO. We would have an open mind on that.
As you know, the so-called deceleration program is pretty general.

We are willing to sit down with the administration to get more
details as to what they have in mind. As you know, they said it
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would vary from. industry to industry. Conceptually, I suppose
if you can have .general deceleration, hardly anyone can oppose.
that. But what I want to.do.is.to sit down.and.to learn about what
they have in mind. For example, how can we as a union in the
auto industry make. an intelligent decision about. cost impacts if we
don't know. the rate of productivity.in the industry.

We are willing to sit down .with the administration and explore
with them specifica ly what they have in mind.

Senator BENTsE-i. r -have a lot more. questions I want to ask but
Senator Proxmire I am sure is chonlping. at the bit to ask you some
.questions.

Senator PRoxMIizE. Thank you very much, Senator Bentsen.
Mr. Fraser, I congratulate you on the quality of your prepared

statement. Itlis exactly what we would expect from the head of the
UAW. We have had, of course, over the years, I can recall when.
I first came. on the committee a long, long time ago-Walter Reuther
coming in with a series of statements over the years and followed by
Mr. Woodcock. And you are certainly right in that great tradition.

Also, I don't want to overlook the fact that yours is a very
unusual union. It is a union of great moral strength. It is a union
that has emphasized :honesty, a.union that looks fear beyond the in-
terest, the broad public interest. And I think you indicated that in
your responses to Chairman Bentsen's last question.

n So J think it is a. most unusual union. It is certainly a great force
in myState in all kinds of ways. You are one of the first unions
certainly that had your own.kind of an affirmative action program.
for example, with respect to minorities and there is just a myriad of
ways in which you contributed greatly to a -better country and
a fairer country.

I say all of that; because I mean it, but.I. don't want you to fee].
that.I aml7being.contentious if I quarrel on a few things.

You say that the President's limits of the Federal -budget to 21
percent of GNP by .1983 would unduly limit the Government's
ability to meet social needs. I can quarrel with you on several bases
on.that. I think.21. percent is.too big rather.than too small. In the
second place, it m.mkes all kinds. of assumptions* as to the kinds of
economy we will have in 1983. He assumes 4 percent unemployment.
In other words, a very high level of activity. He assumes consider-

.able growth before we have achieved that level. The GNP would
be at .a relatively high rate and, therefore, 21 percent would still
presient.a substantial amount.for!the Federal Government to spend.

Furthermore, you canassume for 1983 the. social needs that would
be somewhat less because there would be.less unemployment com-
pensation, less welfare, ..bect~use.there would be.more people working.

How.big do you feel.the Federal budget.share of the GNP should
.be under conditions of reasonable full employment?

Mr. FRASER. I don't know.if I am ready to recite a specific figure,
Senator, because of transfer payments, and, second, when I look at
what is happenings in other countries of the world I don't see.any
immediate danger.

Senator PRzox1mi. It is not so. If you just look at the Federal
share in isolation it.is one thing. But look at the State and local
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,govCrinments. There is a great deal of State and loca;l spending be-
callse Federal programs require it.

Envirollmental pr'ogir'aims and' other programs. I voted for those.
but nevertheless we do have a local, State, and FVederal government
which constituted 10 percent of our GNP roughly in 1930 and now
constitutes almost 40 percent. And the main growth in recent years,
you are right, has not been in the Federal Government but at the
State and local government. And overall it is a- burden; It is a
burden on the productivity of the couintr.y. It means that we are
more likely to have inflation. It means, of course, heavy taxes for
the people, including the members of your union.

Mr. FRASER. Let me answer your question by raising. a question
with. you, Senator. slow is it-, for example, our outlay as percent of
gross domestic product was 33:9' percent. vwhile Canada is 37.1, and
Germany is 41.7 percent. And' I halt at Germany because you know
in Germany-

Senator P.oxMivr. 'What are you comparing.?
Mr. FgAsEn. Total government expenditures:
Senatol PhOXAHTR. What level, did you put us at? What is your

percent'a'ge ?'
Hr. FRASER. Ours is AA9
Senator PiYoxfxmE: Those figures. I am not sure of what is ex7

cluded. Miy figures are closer to 38 percent than' 33 percent.
_'I". FRAsrR..This is in 19t,5 Senator.
Senatdr' PROX1ikRE. All. riglht. Let me concede it then. You may

well be right. I hanven't checked th'e figures out in the last couple of
years: Cou-ntries have attempted` to impose too much of' a: burden
and inflatiOn is worlfdwi'd, a worldwide, phenomenon and we are
doing better than most;

Mr. FRASER. I stopped' at Germany,. which is' 41.7' against our 33.9.
The inflation rate is below 4' now and'tlie employment rate is maybe
41/2 percent. They are doing-quite well there. I doht know if there
is an absolut'e answer to your question, except based upon the trans-
fer payment, and based' upon what' is going on. in other places in
the world'I am nbt' fearfill'of going beyond 22 percent.

Senator Proxmini. I want to make the point that: it is great to
have you come in a'dl: makie a strong case as you do here, because
we need to be challenged onl this. We have not been' with your view-
point as much as we should liave been. We had a few other people
that: represented similar views, but you give it a vigor and- breath
OI support.

M'. YOUNG.. What concerns us- on the point that was made is
that, the di'scussion should be on two levels. There should be a real
distinction between thle discussion of those Federal and, for that
matter, State and. local expenditures that merely move money around
but let private decisions be made, and those expenditures where the
Federal Government 'really decides' how resources get used.

And' while we don't have an exact target figure for either of those
and while we have problems, for. example, in the transfer payment
area-

Senator PitOXMIIRE. I would interpret it as just moving money
around, period. I agree with you on social security. I am all for it,
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and I think that it is one of the greatest programs we have had. ButI do think it is not just a matter of moving money around. The factis that people who work are paying taxes and people who retire aregetting better benefits. It is a good policy, but it is a policy decisionmade by Government which shifts funds in an enormous amountfrom productive work into those that have retired.
I think it is right, but it is a program that I think-that can'tbe ignored and say let's forget that.
Mr. YOUNG. No. But there the issues should be how are the taxesraised. As you know, we have great concern about the form of taxa-tion, but that issue is a different one from the Government using toolarge a share of the country's productive capacity. When theGovernment funds the social security system, which we support, itis not using up any of the productivity capacity of industry, andit is not meeting needs for goods and services.
Senator PROXMIR1E. I am delighted to have your statement onhousing. I agree with you wholeheartedly. We can get a real im-provement of the economy with a minimum expenditure by theFederal Government;. I think your emphasis on energy, on conserva-tion makes sense, is wise. I am also happy to see your proposal,although I disagree with you, on nationalizing the railroads. Wehave to do something about it. We have not done enough things. Ithink that this should be considered.
By and large, I think Government doesn't do well in the privatesector, even in the area of railroad operation. And I am also con-cerned about-I should say I am concerned about your negativeposition on business tax relief, particularly with respect to cor-porate income tax. I think it is a proposed reduction by PresidentCarter, that I also favor the investment credit, but the reductionin corporate income tax is important for a whole series of reasons.In the first place, the instant corporate income tax-on the basis ofeverything that I have seen-is on the consumer rather than on thestockholder in many sectors. No. 2, it is extremely hard for a smallcorporation to grow, especially a profitable organization, an effi-cient corporation to grow when you have that kind of a very bigtax.
Also, you have-you encourage featherbedding. The New YorkTimes has had quite an enlightned editorial policy-has proposedthe abolition of the corporate income tax. I think the very moderatesteps that President Carter proposes of reducing it over a period ofyears to provide a greater cash flow and provide an opportunity forgreater investment is a reasonable proposal.
Mr. FRASER. One item I would like to point out. Over a span oftime, the corporate share of the total taxes on income has beendeclining. In 1968 it was 28.9 percent. In 1978 it was 24.8 percent.And I think a rational prediction would be that it would continueto go down.
Senator PROXMmRE. Right. It is so inequitable. Some corporationsand some industries are paying 40 to 48 percent and others pay verylittle. Banks pay something like 14 percent. Other industries payeven less than that. We have so many exceptions and loopholes, weare trying to achieve so much in terms of social policies with these
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incentives that I think they are very discriminatory and I think that

the whole operation is unfair.
Mr. FRASER. One matter that we would wish the committee to look

at-but I don't have an easy answer. This isn't the sun belt vis-a-vis

the snow belt. There are some States competing with one another

for plant location which causes great, great dislocation in terms of

the people involved. I just think it ought to be controlled.
Let me give you a couple of examples. We had this competition

between Ohio and Pennsylvania bidding for Volkswagen. Pennsyl-

vania won out at the expense of about $400 million. Recently we

had competition between Ohio and Michigan for the location of a

new Ford plant. Governor Rhodes came up, and certainly has a right

to, and tried to attract from the State of Michigan an industrial

plant. It would do great harm to the State of Michigan if that plant

left and relocated in Ohio. I think there is a meeting today of the

council of the city of Trenton in downriver Michigan. In order for

them to meet the bids of the State of Ohio, they have to vote them-

selves a tremendous increase in taxes, and we think that that pro-

posal is unfair. I wish you would look at this.
Senator PROXMIRE. I have one more question. I would like to ask

this. I would very much welcome-it is so typical of UAW, so for

you to take that cooperative and thoughtful position on inflation is

extremely welcome. Would you give us your economic analysis of

the labor-reform bill? We are about to vote on it in the Senate in the

next couple of weeks, and I hope to pass it. I think it is essential

but I have gotten a tremendous amount of lobbying against it, and

my mail is running about 3 or 4 to 1 against it. And it seems to me

that the possible economic adverse effect on small business has been,

and others have been, enormously exaggerated.
I would like to get your view of what the economic consequences

are likely to be, in terms of unemployment which has been charged

to it, in terms of inflation and so on.
Mr. FRASER. First off, Senator, I am at a complete loss. I don't

think there are any .economic arguments.
Senator PROXMnRE. You don't think it will have any economic

inflation impact?
Mr. FRASER. Let me tell you what I think; what it means to me

as the leader of a union.
Senator PROXMIRE. To structure this so that the basis for the

economic argument is that unions would get 6 or 7 million addi-
tional members and they will negotiate for higher wages and it

would have a rippling effect on the economy and the wages would go
up amd the prices would go up.

Mr. FRASER. First off, let me tell you what I believe the bill means
from our respect. Perhaps the best way to make the case is to give
you an actual example of what I experienced within the last few
months. We were trying to organize Rockwell International, 6,000
engineers. We have the production workers organized. Thev are

the ones building the B-1. We embarked upon an organizational
campaign in May of 1976. We filed in May of 1976, did not get an

election until August of 1977.
During that time the company kept eroding our majority. So the

bill provides that we would have an election within a reasonable
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period of time. It eouldn't be just deliberately delayed. They could
not hire a film of lhwyers and then contrive to delay the democratic
process. After all, what we are saying is when a group of workers
indicate that they wvant to ioin the union. give, them a secret ballot
election conducted bv the Government. You still have to win that
election.

Second, and peiliaps more importantly, from our point of view,
under the current lawv this is what happened at Rockwell. I went
out to three meetings there. And wve called a meeting of all 6.000
engineers in the halls near the plant. Some of them wvere in the back
of a beer garden.

So here you are talking to the engineers after work where they
have to expose themselves. where there are partisans to the ulil on;.
After the three meetings. I talked to no more than 1,000 engineers,
900 engineers I would sav. In the meantime the company, on com-
pany time, on company property. at the citizens' expense be)cause
it is all defense contracts. they were talking to all 6,000 eneineers in
small groups-groups of 2 and 3. So there was no free debate and
there is no equality in the opportunity), to present your point of
view.

These are the cornerstones of the labor law reform. I won't get
into it unless von Wvish to ask about it; there are other features of
labor law reforms. The fact of the matter is in organizing wve have
to get the workers that are attempting to organize. We. have to have
over 6 percent. of tfhe workers agree bv secret ballot that they wish
to join the union, and if labor law reforms were enacted tonmorro7w,
there would still be a struggle out of there.
I We have orqanized all of the easy ones and left the ones that
are tougher. Workers have to be motivated. If the emplover is
smart enough to avoid the grief and strife, we are not going to
organize it. So, No. 1. the workers have to be motivated to join the
union. No. 2. wee have to convince the majority to cast their secret
ballot in favor of the unions. So, you know, the enonomic argument
is an abstraction.

If -we can go in tlhere andi negotiate a wage increase. maybe the
wages are depressed-maybe they should be increased; If that
causes an increase in price, maybe societv will have to assume that
cost.

Senator PnhxiriTu:. Thank vou verv much.
Senator BEN-TSEN [presidinf1. Representative Brown.
Representative Brow-v of Ohio. I apologize for not beingf here

earlier. As von know probably from your experience around these
halls, one committee session at a time would be wonderful. T have
not had a chance to go through your prepared statement but I have
scanned it, anid if T[esm being repetitious, I apologize.
* If vou would rulnt through the things that caused vou to conclude
that public service jobs and those kinds of things rather than
through appropriation processes in government spending is better
than the; approach 1hat the President is taking. Is that tax package
providing greater incentive for greater increased jobs in the private
sector? z

Mr. FRASEi. I am all for that. I -wish in our economy that it was
not necessary to idvance the program of public employment. Let me
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start out near your home base, and what worries me is that there is
a point of view in this country that the only people that are unem-
ployed are people that don't have the incentive to go to work. But
this is.about the third contrary experience that we have had in and
around Detroit.

The Ford Motor Co. made an announcement that they are renovat-
.ing the plant out in River Rouge, the assembly plant, and they
are going to be hiring 1,300 people. They are going to expand the
Mustang production, although there are signs of a slowdown in the
automobile industry, in terms of sales.. And 3,000 people literally
battered down the doors to get an application. And this was the
day before yesterday.

They started to line, up at midnight in subfreezing weather in order
just to get an application, an opportunity to g6 to work. You have

*probably heard of similar situations at the Cadillac plant in Detroit
sometime ago' They just passed the word that they were going to
take applications to fill attritional programs. Ten thousand people
by word of mouth lined -up outside of the Cadillac plant. I wish
there were the private sector jobs that could absorb these people and
give them an opportunity to get employment in the private sector.
And the more private sector jobs that we can generate, the more
pleased Iwould be.

Representative BROWN of Ohio. But I think you would agree that
the contention of management is-really they could do more in the way
of expanding their facilities-creating more jobs if they were able
to have a better chal ce for capital forinulation and retention. That
is what the pitch. is in the President's tax program and others who
have had' even greater tax cuts.

AMr. YOUNG. But Congressman, I think in the Council of Economic
Advisers' reports, in their comnmhents they say what they ai'e concerned

,about is -a down-the-road shortage -of capacity when the economy
expands. as Ave-hope it will. It seems that we are putting the cart
before the horse. The problem that we hear from companies is not
that they can't get enough return on capital. It is that they are wor-
ried about whether if they make the expansion that the demand will
be there to use the facility. If the economy expanded and people
were closer to their capacity limits, there would be greater incentive

.to expand. There is no inability to develop money for investment.
And it is the marginal situation nwhere the investment tax credit
makes the difference.

The real issue, as we understand it, and also the writing that we
look at, indicates the decision of whether or not to expand the
plant--the decision of whether or not to invest-is. if somebodv is
convinced that that market is going to be there and' they are going
to be able to sell the goods. What everybody is hcaringr is 1979 is
going to be a bad year and that is what is hlldilcno them up. not the
question of whetlher or not they would get some immediate tax
break.

Representative BrOWAN of Ohio. I was at a meeting yesterday where
ve heard that one of the greatest difficulties in terms of what should

be government policies, is the inability to agree on facts.
Mr. FRASER. I have figures that I have seen, Congressman, in

terms of industrial sector. The last figures I can recall seeing were
81 to 82 percent of capacity. It is not a lack of capacity.
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Representative BROWN of Ohio. Let me stop you there.
Mr. FRASER. Yes.
Representative BROWN of Ohio. What is full utilization, 100 per-

cent?
Mr. FRASER. No. I think if we are utilizing 100 percent we would

be in real trouble. 'We would have tremendous inflationary pressures.
Representative ]3ROwN of Ohio. You can't achieve 100 percent

utilization for all kinds of reasons and you are bound to have some

structural lack of capacity.
Mir. FRASER. Right.
Representative BROWN of Ohio. What is your estimate of full opti-

mum-what is the effect, practical rate of full utilization of plant

capacity?
Mr. FRASER. Let me put it in this way. It is more than 81 percent.

I don't know if it is above 90, but certainly we have a conclusive
argument. I believe we have a convincing argument that it is above

where it is now at 81 percent.
Mr. YOUNG. It fluctuates.
Representative BROWN of Ohio. I think it is 82.9.
Mr. FRASER. There are industries, you know, Mr. Brown-the

auto industry is ore of them, that are expanding. Particularly Gen-

eral Motors and Ford. And there is need for greater capacity there,

but I don't think vou are concerned. GM made $3.3 billion last year

and Ford made $1.6 billion last year. I mean they have the where-

withal to make the expansion that is necessary and are doing it.
I am glad they are doing it.

Representative BROWN of Ohio. Mr. Fraser, you have probably

looked at the President's tax program, the reform, and followed
his discussion about the three-martini lunch. And I think by and

large you probably endorse the recommendation in that regard.
Mr. FRASER. Yes.
Representative ]3RowN of Ohio. How do you take that view on

that issue when I think you presently have before the IRS a request

for a favorable rule, your so-called legal services plan, which I

understand would cover all personal legal services. Basically it would

be a negotiated contract. It would cover many things.
In any case, that would not be taxable deductions. In other words,

you are asking IRS to receive a tremendous revenue loss by making

that program a nontaxable item to the employers; right? How do

you reconcile that with the rather, I would think, less significant
revenue loss impact of not permitting deductions for half of a lunch?

Mr. FRASER. I don't know how much the abolishment of the three

martini lunch will yield to the 'Government, as compared with the

legal services.
Representative BROWN of Ohio. What kind of price do you put on

this as a fringe benefit? What is anticipated to be the average legal

cost per individual to be covered by the program?
Mr. FRASER. One of the reasons why we thought of the exemp-

tion-this is a purely experimental program. In 1961, Chrysler Corp.
was in great difficulty financially and their reserve funds, their SUB
funds were on the brink of bankruptcy. So the workers agreed in

1961-this is just Chrysler, not Ford or GM, they didn't have the
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same economic problem-they put aside 1 cent per hour in 1962, 2additional cents in 1963, and 2 additional cents in 1964. So at the endof 3 years the workers were putting 5 cents an hour of their own
money in the 'SUB fund. That accumulated amount of money amount-ed to $11 million. We dissolved the funds; put it in a reserve fund.It wasn't necessary to use the money. It was put in the bank and
over a span of years that money grew and grew until it is now$20 million.

So that is the money that is being used. It is the workers' money,not negotiated money. It didn't cost Chrysler a mill. That is moneywe are using to introduce legal service programs. We are not goingto apply it to all of the Chrysler workers. We don't want the experi-
ment on such a broad basis. We don't want to stumble along the wayand will take it one step at a time. There are obviously some pitfalls
in terms of a program-it is an experimentation. It is not a full-fledged program.

Hopefully, frankly, we will be able, when we have the money to doit, to apply it to all of the 100,000 workers in the United States.In one area where we have large numbers of workers we will deliver
the service one way, and where there is a smaller group of workerswe will deliver it another way.

Now, in terms of your question on taxes, and I will be verytblunt
with you on this. I suppose if you are living in a perfect world andwere starting from scratch where you could close all loopholes-for
example, I will give you a tough one-deductions on taxation, oninsurance loans, on surgical, medical, and drug programs, and onmortgage interest. If you lived in a perfect world, I suppose you
could see all of those as loopholes. 'And if we want to go after legalservices, there are several other services that we can go after and
make the same case. So I am not going to argue philosophically withyou, because if we can start writing the tax code over again andeverybody could buy a percentage of their income in services, Iwould agree with you.

Representative BROWN of Ohio. You are asking to basically ap-prove the nontaxable benefit derived from your legal program. Areyou concluding that only individuals include their deductions?
Mr. FRASER. That is not what we are asking IRS. This Congress

passed legislation providing for a tax exemption for legal services.
All we are getting-all we are asking of the IRS is the approval
to use those funds for legal services. The tax exemption is already
there. Congress enacted the tax exemption.

Representative BROWN of Ohio. If this was a negotiated item inyour contract-I just wondered why that was applied just to 'y6ur
situation and not across the board.

Mr. FRASER. It is not a negotiated item.
Representative BROWN of Ohio. Are you saying that you would notattempt in the future to have a legal services package be part ofyour negotiating efforts?
Alr'. FRASER. No.
Representative BROWN of Ohio. I think that your answer is ab-

sohitely irrelevant as to what it is going to look like in the future.
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Mr. FRASER. You are saying we couldn't-didn't petition IRS.
All we are asking of IRS is permission to use the funds because
it was, in the purview of IRS

Mr. YOUNG. Whati we applied to the IRS for was a ruling, that
what we wvanted to dlo was in conformity with the law. Now, the law
provides for certain tax-approved legal services plans. And also,
my understanding is that that particular provision of the law-it
is an experimental item which is open for automatic review. It has a
sunset provision. So it is very different from the kind of business
entertainment deduction which you are describing.

Representative BROWN of Ohio. I agree with Air. Fraser that what
is a loophole for me is not one for you, and what is a proper tax treat-
ment for me is a loophole for you. And what is a proper tax treatment
to you, would be a loophole for me.

Air. Fraser, I have one last thing on loopholes. Again, in the
perfect world, Mr. Fraser, you run into all of these things.

Mr. FRASER. I would be willing to say that. There are obviously
inconsistencies- let me give you a couple of figures. I will put in a
little plug for national health insurance here. In Michigan, the Blue
Cross-Blue Shield premium in the State of Michigan, the January
1st adjustment brought it up to $167.02 a mouth. That is 96 cents.
an hour. That is $2,002 a year. General Motors in Michigan for Blue
Cross- Blue Shield family plans with no dental or vision care-it is.
hospital, surgical, medical, and drugs programs-premium is $141.
The last adjustment was back last October, October 1977. October
1978 there will be another upward adjustment. It will go to around
$160. You can see variation in each private enterprise, for example,
if the corner grocery store owvnier wants the same coyerage, he would
be pa.yin tax oil this.

So I would have no difficulty if eve were starting all over again
writing tax codes and everybody had to pay for these services, then
you would get some equity.

Again, I repeat on the legal services there was an act of Collgress
and we were petitioniig IRS to use that noney.

Replresentative BuOWN of Ohio. I forget Phen it was passed.
Sen1ator BENTSEN. In 1976.
Representative BROWN of Ohio. I don't remember that. The full

taxation-the ramlifications of that were probably discussed in thel
House.

Senator BENTSEN. They were discussed at ]enot]i in the Senate.
There was quite at bit of debate over the issue.

M r. Fiutsi l . I think thev went into it rather cautiously. I think
they provIded for a reviewv periodically, just wanted to see what the
impact would be. I don't know, but in anly event that is the story
of the Chrysler legal services.

Representative Bi;:owx of Ohio. Thank you, Senator Bentsen.
Thank you, Mr. Fraser.

Senator BENTSEN. Senator :McClure.
Senator MCCLURE. Thank you verV much. I appreciate )your testi-

mony. I appreciate the fact that the UlAkl has gone to the trouble. as
they usually do, to analyze the President's budget and alternatives
to give us some advice. [ think that kind of input is helpful to us.
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One concern that I have is that at various places in your testimony
you advocate increases for revitalization of the nation's cities: $1 bil-
lion more for mass transit; $1 million anod a half for EDA: $1 billion
in urban development; and $2 billion for something else; $1 billion
for lowver energy equipment production of insulation, $7 billion more
for unemployment compensation. In the 1979 budget, for example,
there are several places vou have sudden increases.

Do you suggest that that would simply be an increase in the
proposed deficit?

Mr. FRASER. What we would propose is several things, Congress-
man. No. 1, we are atracted to the argument of the CBO. which
recommends $6 billion increase in the President's proposed deficit.
And we would adopt that as a proper figure.

In addition to that, we would get money from shifting over from
defense to other projects, and we come up with 'a figure of $5 billion
shifted from defense to civilian projects.
. Senator MCCLURE. You want to cut the fancy expenditures by $5

billion or on the min-hours side?
Mr. FRASER. On both. It is'a fair question to ask. It is easy to say

we want a $5 billion cut, and it is a fair question to put the burden
on us: OK, where are you going to get the $5 billion?

Senator MCCLURE. I ask for cuts, and people askl me the same thing.
Mr. FRASER. We have corroboration with Townsend Hoopes and

Mr. Peter Scovil. They came forward with a list of items where we
think there are alternative choices of making cuts that we do believe
are rational-and I underscore "believe"-in having a solid defense
posture.

I am not for cuttingr defense budgets recklessly, but we think we
can justify the $5 billion shift in both materials and manpower.

Senator MCCLurE. Do you have the faith in SALT I agreements,
maintaining adequate parity between the United States and the
Soviet Union?

Mr. FrASEPR. I am really not too sure. I don't know if absolute
parity or superiority is a viable objective. They have to stop their
race someplace.

Senator MCCLURE. We can stop it by sui'rendering.
Mr. FRASER. I amn for keeping the capability. And I know these

are all cliches, this is the world in which we live and we have to
maintain the capability of massive retaliation so the Soviet Union,
or anyone else, would not dare make the first strike with immunity.

N'o. 1, I dont believe we have to have superiority. I don't think we
will get the end of this arms race unless we have some limits, unless
we have somne control. I fear the impact it is goiiig to have on our
country and the economy in general.

Sena tir MCCL-urE. I agree with your statement that we need to
have limitations, that we need to be concerned about the size of the
growth of the establishment and the defense expenditures. 'My con-
cern is that we do not undertake that reduction unilaterally.

Mr. FRASER. I am not suggesting that.
Senator MCCLUrE. AScld all of the evidence indicates that the

Soviet Union is continuing its buildup in every item of defense
:30 4a6I-75--l1
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expenditures, with increased manpower, increased strategic weapons,
and aircraft. They have increased their submarine capacity. They have
modernized all of their forces. Can we safely reduce the expenditures
in this country?

Our argument is that we can, but that presumes that there won't
be an acceleration oil the Soviet's buildup.

Just let me say this: If we look ahead to the new strategies that
have come about, I think great emphasis-in fact, I am sure the
United States is going to insist upon it by some reasonable means
of verification. That we have to be assured that the defense of this
Nation is protected. We would be foolhardy otherwise.

I would invite your attention-you say you are not an expert, and
I don't pose as one-to look at what they have done, what they are
doing and what they can do in the SALT I agreements that are in
violation of the spirit of the agreement as explained to and ratified
by the U.S. Senate. -In view of their violation of the space treaty, their
continued violations of the spirit of that treaty as well, we must ask
ourselves the sobering question, can we assume that we can reduce
defense expenditures until we have achieved some kind of a reversal
of policy between the Soviet Union?

Mr. FRASER. I assume it is a fair question. Then must we spend
more to have combatability? If we have to spend more, how much
more and where do you stop? To me, Senator, it is such a vicious
circle. I suppose the real answer is you hope that the people in the
Soviet Union possess some sanity because it really takes a rather
insane act to invoke the first strike, and you would think that they
would be concerned about what it going on in their country.

I don't think that; we should accept that as an overall, you know,
umbrella for our protection. But hopefully, people will be rational
and act in a sane manner. In the meantime I am for keeping our
defenses up.

Senator PROXMIRE. Will you yield briefly?
We had testimony from the CIA and the Defense Department,

testimony that there is not one area which the Soviet Union is equal
to us in military technology. With respect to numbers, it is true that
they do have some superiority in some respect. But its difference to
us is that there is no area where we don't have at least equality or
superiority with respect to the efficiency of our military operations.

Senator BENTSEN. I don't agree with that statement at all.
Senator McCriI1R. There has been testimony before our committee.
Mr. FRASER. In any event, when we advocate a $5 billion shift, it

seems to me the burden is upon us to tell you where we would make
it, and we are willing to do that. I think that too often in the past
people said we want a $10 billion cut or $15 billion cut, and I think
an absolutely fair question is, all right, but where? We are prepared
to say that.

We are prepared to put forward some alternatives as to where the
possibilities are to make that shift.

Senator McCr(u-RmF. Again, I think that debate on military pre-paredness will take place, and I would inviteyour attention to it in acritical sense: Where we stand, how we do achieve that essential
military balance by which we can guarantee that the Soviet Unionwill act rationally, and why assume that they will.
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I sat down across the table from them in the Kremlin and listened
to them tell us that they were spending only 17 million rubles a year
on defense establishment, and that is an absolute and total distortion
of facts.

Mr. FRASER. I think all of the American people are concerned about
their behavior.

Senator NICCLIRE. I wonder if the people of this country realize
that, or have really focused on the fact that Soviet pilots are flying
Soviet aircraft out of Cuba today.

Mr. FRASER. I saw those reports.
Senator MCCLURE. And as a matter of fact, we may have a power

skeet shoot down over Key West.
Mr. FRASER. I am not one to suggest to let down our guard. I am

for being alert and vigilant, but also I want to end the insanity of
just making these expenditures to have the competition. I think the
key is not really how many tanks we have vis-a-vis Russia. It is
of less relevant importance. But getting back to my original statu,
ment, we have to maintain the ability to prove to Russians that they
can't survive if they engage in the first strike. I think that is the
principle.

Senator McCTuRE. Without prolong-
Mr. FRASER. You can do that without equaliiy..
Senator MCCLuRE. I understand that. Without prolonging the de-

bate, I want to touch on one issue as well. First of all, they believe
they can fight a nuclear war and survive it. That is their belief. Now
whether or not it is right or wrong, it is their belief.

Mr. FRASER. I don't know how we can determine that fact.
Senator MCCLURE. Let me state my opinion on the basis of my

conversations with them and the review of the record. It is my
opinion that they believe that-

Mr. FRASER. Why should you believe them in that situation when
you don't in the other situation?

Senator MCCLURE. I am not talking about what they have said to
me solely in terms of that they think thev can fight. I am looking
at what they have done, the actions they have done and the interpre-
tation of the data to come to that conclusion.

Mr. FRASER. Unfortunately, I suppose we will not find out the
answer to that question until it is too late.

Senator McCLURE. It is simply strategic. I think we focus on nu-
clear weapons or exchange to determine whether there is a nuclear
strike. It is in that area that I think we have fallen critically on
hard times.

Let me shift for a moment. You have in your prepared statement
a section on energy, what you think we ought to do and where we
ought to be headed. What do you think that we can do, in terms of
reducing the rate of growth of energy consumption in this country
in a full-employment economy, if our goals are to find useful work for
other people? Row much energy will we be consuming next year and
in 1985? Will we be growing? Can we reduce the amount of energy?
What must we plan for?

Mr. FRASER. You can do a lot more with the same amount of
energy. I mentioned before you came in-and you know I think we
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are comparing apples and apples-if you look at Germany and
Sweden, Japan and France, countries all over the world, and try to
figure out their industrial capacity and ours and their standard of
living: We use so much more energy than do the rest of the world.
There has to be a lot of waste there. And I am talking about coun-
tries that have gene:ally the same standard of living as we, countries
that have almost the same, relatively speaking, concentration of in-
dustrial capacity as we.

And so I am colifident that we can have economic growth in this
country without a great expansion of energy utilization.

Mr. YOUNG. If I may add, Senator, the other issue is not only how
much energy but what kind of fuels are used to generate it.

Senator McCLuRE. I understand that.
Mr. YOUNG. That is an important part because we can have great

growth in the use of energy, as much as we need if we can generate
the energy from nonshortage sources, and that is where we see money
being put to develop the sources.

Senator MCCLURE. I understand that, but I would like to return
for just a minute to the question of whether or not we have to in-
crease energy supplies. Do we have to increase energy supplies? We
will be consuming less energy in 1985 than today.

Mr. FRASER. I think it is beyond that realm, any reasonable possi-
bility.

Senator MACCLURE. How many, how much growth would you esti-
mate would be required? There are those w]ho say it has to be as hirh
as 6 or 7 percent a year, and those who say it has to be equal to the
rate of growth of the GNP; those say it could be slightly less and
those who say there could be a slight reduction.

Where do you fall in that range of tradition?
Mr. FRASER. I don't know if we have made that calculation-off

the top of my head I think we can do a great deal more with the
same energy consumltion that we have today, with the shift in the
type of energy.

Senator MCCLURE. The administration's official position, as stated
upstairs just a few miminutes ago by Mr. Schlesinger, is that we can
reduce energy growth rate below 2 percent a year. I think that is a
preposterous statement; it is only nly opinion, I can't prove it.

The second question is if we don't substantially increase our do-
mnestic production in the short term, we are going to increase our
dependency upon oversea sources of oil and natural gas. We have
already done the remarkable feat of curbing our import in this Coun-
try in just 4 years, since they have cut off their support to us. Ae
have gone from 30 percent dependency to 36 percent on foreign oil in
just 4 years. At that time when we should have reversed that trend.
Against that backgro and we don't have yet the sense of urgency.

I had understood that perhaps we were making a national commit-
menlt to solving the problem. I understand we, are only getting our
attitude adjusted toward the problem. But if we had reslonded in
the same way when the Japanese attacked Pearl Harbor, they would
hIave been in Virginia while we were still deciding, as a matter of
fact, whether they had attacked us out there.

It doesn't seem to me we have attacked the problem with a great.
deal of ulrgency or a great deal of national commitmment.
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il'-. FrZAsm.s. I agree with You. The last figure I saw the import
of oil cost rangie is $40 to $46 billion in the calendar vear. I think
it is a f iightening figure. I don't think we have addressed the energry
problem at all. It is hard on occasion to get the American people to
feel a sense of urgency. I suppose it is a part of the educational
proeess that vou have to go throug-h in a democracy.

The Soviet Union can handle that very quicklY. Thev have tripled
tlhe price of gas unilaterally and arbitrarily. I don't think we have
addressed the f6reign oil problem.

Senator MIcC,-uRr.. The means are certainly under the bait, because
if vonl have correctly pointed it out in your statement, it is an essen-
tiallv negative side. except, for the conversinn of coal and inereased
use of coal. II, doesn't reallv concentrate oln the productivity of alter-
natives in'this cointry.

lMr. FriASER. I think this is -what is happening in the United States.
All of the heads of government. Federal Government. State govern-
mneat. union leaders. have to takethe responsibility when the Ameri-
can people get confusing signs.

Three. weeks agro. Governor Rhodes was saving that unless the
coal strike was settled that veek he had to cut down the energy sup-
ply by 25 percent. and the followingy week by 50 percent. Let me show
von what would happen in the automotive industry. Let's take Chrv-
sler as an example. Chrysler Corp. -would shut down completely,
110.000 *i-orkers. becaiuse of one plant -in Ohio.

Governor Rhodes told us it wfts going to go down the next week.
That is 4 wveeks ago. I am suie the people of Ohio and the auto
-workers in MNfichigan are sayih'hg what about this. we are getting false
signals all the time. I think that is the problem.'Durinm the oil crisis.
du ring the embargo *;ou probably have. heard the story as well. as
I did, people said: there is no problem: there are thousands of ships
]aying, out there off the coast of .Nelew Jersey and they are loaded with
oil.

Senator McCLuRE. *Were those ships there off the coast of New
,Tel.sey?'

:r. Flu.srr.. I will tell you this. The way the American people
perceivedl this there ivas no shortagxe. T sfippose there is no shortage
if the price is higlh. Mayvbe that is the'answer. In anv event, it is
difficult, 'in ai democracy-you knowv Pearl Harbor vwhich was an
in-ndiate. visible crisis in a time of war-it takes more persuasionl
I believe to nersuade the American ineople that they were not given
too manv false signals. The coal incident is the latest of manv.

Senator AUc.CrZuRi. A dcemomcracv- is never a'verv tidy brocess. and
tl-lre. are clifri-rres of opinion. As long as they exist,'there will be
tlese so-called false signals.

Mr. FTPASVi. Bad information. not false signals.
SCnat.o; MNTCCLrrE. Sometimes it is lOUSy information, sometimes it

iS rulnmorS. I diC1 mV lest to finrl the shiips off the coast of New Jersey:
there -were a. few. 5 or 10' that were backted up. and thev' were
backed up because suppliers anticipated the embargo. They had ac-
celerated their orders and \vere onl the high seas at the time the
embargo -was ordered. and the overloading capacity was not sufficient
to temporarily accommodate all of the large construction at that
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particular time, and we didn't know how long the embargo was going
to last.

So Government policy said, spread it out, rather than ship it out, as
rapidly as possible. There is no shortage. and there will be none if we
are willing to continue to increase our dependence on foreign supplies
of oil, if they are willing to produce it and willing to sell it to us,
and if we are able to pay for it.

Now, if all of those things are met and there is no shortage between
now and 1985, but if they are willing to produce it and willing to
sell it, if we are unwilling to pay if there is a shortage. and if
there will be one before 1985 at various places within the next decade,
it is already too late to meet our requirement; the time lag of tech-
nology and investment and develonment is simnly that great.

Mir. FRAsER. I don't disagree with that. I think that is why the
call for conservation and these other measures should be dealt with
a much greater degree of urgency.

Senator MCCLumRE,. In the face of that great degree of urgency and
the fact that one of the problems is Government regulation, we can't
drill offshore as fast as we might otherwise. We cannot dig coal as
fast as we might otherwise. We cannot increase transportation lines
as fast as otherwise. We cannot burn the coal as quickly as we might
otherwise. We can't build nuclear plants as quickly as we might
otherwise.

The obstruction of Government will be a major reason why we are
short of energy over the next decade.

Mir. FRASER. There is a rational middle ground where conservation
is given some weight without being able to hamper production. But
I have seen stripminino in Pennsylvania that devastated the terrain.

Senator MCCLURE. I saw factories that absolutely polluted the
atmosphere around them, but we have stopped doing that.

Mr. FRASER. I think we are smart enough to do both.
Senator MCCLURE. I agree with you.
Senator BENTSEN. Thank you very much, Senator.
Mr. Fraser, a comment was made by your associate that business

looks to the markets and the demand for this product, and that is
what determines their capital investment. I think that is too simple
a statement. I don't think that really covers it. Business looks to two
things, and they are completely interrelated. One direction is to
markets, and demand for their products, and a reasonable rate of
return on investment to make it competitive for the other source of in-
vestment. In addition to that, the statement as to 83-percent utiliza-
tion of available capacity, does not reflect all of the story. The capac-
ity that is laid aside often is the least efficient, the least moderate, the
least competitive. I don't have the last few years' figures. Business has
not put back in what they should have put back in, in investment
capital or modernization to keep us competitive, and that is a major
concern for me.

I don't see how we can stay competitive unless they do that. That
is one of the reasons that I support the investment tax credit. I think
there may have to be some kind of limitation on it as we discussed
earlier. And why I support a lowering of the corporate tax rate.

Let me show you what has happened to new ventures in this coun-
try of ours, to the starting of new technology, you just don't have
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the new issues today. Ten years ago you had all kinds of new issues
being floated for investment capital, but that market has dried up.
You have seen a change in the tax structure that has mitigated the
start of small businesses. And you have seen the regulations that have
been added, government regulations today cost us $62 billion a year
and another $3 billion for enforcing it. Most of that is passed on to
the consumer. Those are some of the things that concern me, really,
in trying to see that we were competitive, for those big companies.
That we have the Xerox's and the General Motors of tomorrow, that
somebody can take them on and provide the competition and innova-
tive ideas and creative ideas. We would like a comment on that in
3 minutes.

We have a vote before the Senate.
Mr. FRASER. Briefly, we provide in our statement basically that

we are against the increase in the tax incentive. If we are going to
do it at all, let's try to target it. Let's try to give it to the smaller
companies. Let's try to give it to those companies who wouldn't other-
wise expand. I suppose, if we must have such a tax relief, let's
direct it in the right places. As you know, General Motors is not
going to make a decision~ for expansion based upon tax incentive pro-
grams. They are going to do it upon expansion in the marketplace.

Mr. YOUNG. Senator, you are absolutely right. We tend to talk in
extremes.

I was responding to the idea that putting money in investment tax
credits will generate a lot of investment. We recognize that all of
it is for mixed reasons. What disturbs us about the investment tax
credit as it is proposed, much of the money, it seems to us that the
great bulk of it will go to investment that would be made anyhow.
The issue is to direct that to the kind of investment that you are
talking about. It is not so much an objection to the tax credit in
principle, as to the practical effect of the kinds of very generalized
credit, that we have.

Senator BENTSEN. Some of it will go to some of the people that
have made the investment otherwise. My problem is trying to figure-
out how to draw the line.

Mr. YOUNG. Yes.
Senator BENTSEN. Gentlemen, do you have any further questions?
Senator MCCLURE. Aside from the comments you made in your pre-

pared statement, you don't go into very great detail about the policies:
to counter inflation. Just how do you view the inflation? Is it a
problem?

Mr. FRASER. It is a very serious problem.
Senator MCCLURE. It is a very serious problem, what would you'

do to counter it?
Mr. FRASER. First off, I think the inflation that we are now experi-

encing is an external force. A great deal is due to, frankly, the grain
deal with the Soviet Union that filtered its way, that affected the
food prices. I think energy prices were obviously affected by the-
embargo. People in Government were projecting 6 percent. It is a
continuing inflation. It is much too high. And I would suggest that
one of the ways that you can reduce inflation is having higher levelsi
of employment than you now have. We are wasting billions and bil-
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lions of dollars. I have heard and read various statements. I am sure
you read the statement for each 1-percent unemployment it costs
us in the range of $19 and $20 billion in this country in terms of the
various compensation and in terms of loss of income tax. If we could
just reduce unemployment by about 2 percent, for example, it seems
to me that would be figuhtingy inflation.

Senator MCCLUIRE. Do: you support the President's voluntary pro-
grain of keeping wage and price increases below the recent historical
level ?

AMr. FRASimt. I commented on. that earlier. We are willing to sit
down with the admiinistration and get more details of what the thrust
of the program is. There is one question that we wish to ask; for ex-
ample, I don't know how we can make an intelligent judgment on
what effect our negotiations would have on prices unless we, know the
productivity in the auto industry. And if we can get this information,
we can make an intelligent judgment. Certainly we would theft be
more receptive to bhe proposal, but we are villing to talk about it.

Senator MNICCLUn.E. Right now there! is the American agricultural
movement, the so-called farm strike. Does your union support or
oppose the efforts?

Mfr. FRASER. We haven't taken a position either way. What concerns
us is this demand for 100--percent parity. I suppose the response to
that would be don't y7ou go in the negotiations with a demand that,
might be a bit exaggerated, but we .have done nothing except to say
that we believe that farmers are entitled, to parity and equity, what-
ever that is.

Senator MCCLUTE. You mentioned earlier-the reason I asked that;
question about the grain salb was that it was one of the causes of
inflation. If the wheat price moved up from an average of a little
less than $2 a bushel to an' average of a little better than $3 a, bushel
during that period of time, that increase of about $1 a bushel adds
up to less than one penny-

Mir. FRASER. We had, a shortage of fertilizer;We had' a shortage
of grain, The consequences of that grain, deal was much greater than
the price of bread.

Senator McCLurE. It just wasn't the price of wheat that we are
concerned' about?-

Mr. FRASEr. Of course, not..
Senator McCLhuRE. IJ might indicate that Is don't believe that that

grain deal was other than the fact that some speculator got a hold
of it, and the Russians were the greatest of the speculators because
thev were able to manipulate the price. We have tried to stop that.
and, of course, we shouldn't have been surprised that they did it.
Thev have done it to us twice before, but I don't believe that, for
instance, if the' farmers' strike is successful and they get the price
of food up, you will see a similar effect on the market at this time.
And I would assume that if you didii't like the grain deal, you would
be opposed' to the farmer getting more money for the price of the
food now.

AMr. FMXsER. I don't think so, the farmers are suffering from the
economic distress. We have to find a way to accommodate their prob-
lem. You' can't turn your back on the farmers.
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Senator MCCLURE. That was true when the grain sale to Russia
went on. 'They had £distressed levels then.

Mr. .FRASER. We would have been better off to keep the grain in
this country and figured out. another way to do it.

Senator MoCLuRE. I would like to debate with you on that point
further, as to why I agree with that point. But it is always fair to
say that I am going to miss that vote if I dont ,run.

Representative BR`OwN of Ohio. Mir. Fraser, ,I guess you will have
to 'be content to let me -maintain the-dialog. I want to go back to
your criticism of "crying wolf," I guess, the false warnings.

Many -people criticized us .for not having .properly alerted them
to the concern about energy and some of those things before when
people saw there was a problem. So I guess that which is "crying
wolf" to one person is an appropriate warning to others. I am won-
dering if there hasn'thbeen some of this wolf crying about the coal
situation. How much longer the President would have waited before
he would have become actively involved in tthe negotiations.

Mr. ',RASER. Well, I believe this is sort of a process that the bar-
gaining took. I -happen to believe, unlike some otherpeople, that the
President's 'timing about getting involved was .correct. He should not
have intervened earlier on because if he would have, first of all, I
don't think it would have done any good.

Representative BROWN of -Ohio. If your ,people in the automobile
industry generally-happened to start talkinlogabout layoffs that
started to occur and if they would have kept quiet, would the Presi-
dent have gotten involved there at that exact moment? It was those
concerns that were being expressed.tthat -were.going far beyond the
coal industry.

Mr. FRASER. Let me suggest this. Somehow they aler ted the Nation.
They thought they were alerting the Nation. I don't think they had
to-convince the President, as I understand it. He had an overview
of the whole country as to what the energy problems were. But my
suggestion is, Congressman, that if someone tells you something on
one day that predicts the dire event and it.doesn't come to -pass, you
have .to lose your credibility. You -can't expect the American people
to feel a sense of urgencyabout the energy situation when they+ keep
getting misleading information.

In our own State, you know, the Governor went on TV and
alerited .the State that we had to do certain things. That we were
becoming desperately low in terms~of supplies, and 2 days later the
utilities said they had.37 days. -Inam not blaming-the Governor. He

-got .his information -from the utilities. The -whole point is no matter
who is responsible -for false information the factof the matter is
you can't expect the American people:to feel a sense of urgency when
thev don't believe there is .a crisis.

Representative BnowxV of Ohio. I don't dispute with you, except
the energ-v situation that -we are anticipating -now. And in 19S5-
.this situation -was predicted many, many years ago.

Mr. .FRASER. Certainly.
Representative BROWNT of Ohio. But if they had come down anid

fixed a day, certainly since.it was many, many years-ago,,theni maybe
you are quite correct.
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Let's go back to the prior utilization.
Mr. FRASER. If I could just add one thing about the President's

intervention. I think he intervened at the right time, and I think like
in any collective bargaining situation the process develops and there
is a certain time to move in. There is a certain time not to move in,
and I would suggest; to you it wasn't what Rhodes was saying in
Ohio or Milliken was saying in Michigan. The President moved in
at a time when the prospect for settlement was realistically there, that
is an agreement with Pittsburgh and Midway, with the independent
coal producers. That was the element that I think made a settlement
possible. Without that, it is hard for me to visualize, having some
experience in collective bargaining, whether or not there could be
a settlement. I think the President picked the correct time to move
in and intervene in the negotiations.

Representative BROWN of Ohio. Going back over the figures on the
plant utilization the highest figure at peacetime sinee World War
II has been 87.5. If that is full, total utilization, if we are at 83
percent now, we are up around 94-95 percent of nonplant utilization
within a peacetime period, is that correct? It is my figure.

Mr. FRASER. 91.1 in 1966; 98 in 1965; 87.6 as a peak in 1973.
Representative BROWN of Ohio. Yes. I am saying if we use that.

as being what we can expect it to be, full plant utilization at
peacetime, then we are up to 97 percent, 90 something percent.

Mr. FRASER. I would argue that we are almost, in automotive we
are almost in capacity. In steel we can double the plant and equip-
ment in the steel industry and you still operate at 70 percent of
present capacity because the market doesn't demand anymore. Japan
is operating at that. The consumer markets simply aren't there. So

0ou can have all the expansion in the world and still it has no
impact on that.

Representative BROWN of Ohio. The overall figures, that 83 percent
takes into consideration that many of these activities are way down
in the utilization period.

Mr. FRASER. 83 percent.
Representative BROWN of Ohio. In what industry do you restrain?

Automotive certainly has the money to make an investment through
Rlant expansion and is doing so, but I don't know if any other
industries are restraining

According to those who testified in the energy crisis we are short
in the insulation area and related industries.

Mr. YOUNG. Those are being expanded and that is exactly the
point. The point that we are trying to make is that one of the kev
issues and Senator Bentsen is correct that it is not the only one, but
one of the key issues is the investment decisionmakers' perception
of the risk involved and whether the need is immediately there. And
as long as you have margin, if we use 7 percent as the margin or 5
percent, he does not have to invest in those industries where there
is excess capacity. lIe doesn't have to risk investment to meet some
expansion of demand. He has got the margin already there. It is
only when he sees that the expansion will really take them beyond
-the margin that he has that-that it would be well to move ahead.

In industries where there is shortage, there is great investment.
-We know in automotive there is great expansion going on and plans
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to expand plant and modernize plants. But those are the critical
determinants of whether or not people invest, not whether or not
they are going to get a few more dollars in taxes.

Representative BROWN of Ohio. I think you have frankly dis-
regarded what Senator Bentsen has said. What about others that
can't in effect, prevent that return without some incentive to move
ahead? Are you saying that basically there are no industries, no
activities today that have the demand which would justify the ex-
pansion when the expansion is to be made?

Mr. YOUNG. No, sir. We are not saying that at all. There are in-
dustries where there is a demand. There are industries where there
should be expansion. The question that we are facing-we agree
there should be more investment in the economy. The question is that
if the Government wants to use $15 billion to stimulate investment
in the economy, is the most effective way to do that by giving every-
body who makes an investment, an investment tax credit. That is the
issue we raise. Or is there a more efficient way for the Government
to use $15 billion to stimulate investment. And we believe there is.

Representative BROWN of Ohio. I don't recall, no doubt you have
it in your prepared statement. I skipped over it. What was your
position on the reduction of corporate taxes?

Mr. YoUNG. We are putting together a total comment on the tax
proposal. What concerns us about the overall tax proposal is that
the net result of it will be to shift the corporate share of taxes. We
don't see that there is justification for that. Depending on how the
pieces come out, obviously there can be some reduction. It depends
really on how the Congress decides to utilize the various alternatives.

Representative BROWN of Ohio. Who pays the corporate taxes, for
instance, in the automobile industry?

Mr. YOUNG. As you know, the economists debate that enormously.
It is not only a question of does the corporation pay it or does the
consumer pay or the stockholder pay it, but if it does get passed
through, who does it get passed through, who does it get passed
through to? What is clear at this point is that the dollars come
directly from the corporations and anything beyond that is very iffy.

Representative BROWN of Ohio. Do you have a position on who
pays corporate tax?

Mr. YOUNG. The corporation.
Representative BROWN of Ohio. I am not saying who delivers the

money to the Federal Government. Who is the real party in interest
in the payment of the corporate taxes? The stockholder or the con-
sumer?

Mr. YOUNG. We think that the overall result-I am going to have
to answer your question indirectly. I think as you know that any
analysis of this is very iffy. We think what is clear is, that the overall
result is, that the corporate taxpayments if they were somehow
shifted simply by doing away with the corporate rate, the way the
present structure is we would have less progressive structure. Now,
exactly how the flowthrough is to be traced-

Representative B1{OWN of Ohio. Correct me-if you eliminated the
corporate tax, you would have a less progressive structure?

Mr. YOUNG. Yes.
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Representative BROWN of Ohio. Very interesting.
Mr. FRASER. Frankly, the whole question of passthrough, I think,

depends upon the time, the place, and the product, the state of the
competition, and the particular industry. If the corporation can
pass it on through, they will. But when the competition prevents it
from doing so, they have to be absorbed. The tax lands on capital
or is passed along to the consumer. I think it depends upon the
time and circumstances and the product.

Senator PROXMnRE. I have a couple of questions. Let me follow up
on that point. I think you are dead right. It depends on the state of
the competition in the industry, and in the short run you have no
monopoly if you have a utility that is allowed a certain return after
taxes, they would pass on every nickel of the corporate income tax
to consumers in higher rates. In the long run if you have reasonable
entries, you are going to have a situation in which investors are go-
ing to demand certain returns and, therefore, you are probably going
to pass the tax on to the consumer in that event in the long run.

But let me gret to something else; I never cease to marvel at the
UlAW position. You have how many defense workers as members of
the UAW, several thousand?

Mr. FRASER. I would say 40,000.
Senator PRoxMIRnC. That is amazing. I think there you are asking

for a $5 billion reduction in defense spending. I think that certainly
speaks for the integrity of your position. Nobody can say you are
doing it to serve your own purpose. I might also point out that the
testimony before this committee from the CIA and the Defense De-
partment indicated that it is true the Russians are spending more
money than we are but that they are far less efficient, that the ships
they are constructing aren't as capable as ours, that the planes aren't
as good as ours. They are using brute force to achieve greater
numbers.

But in the important areas of military technology, which is crucial,
of course, crucial to the development of effective weapons systems.
the CIA testified before my committee a few months ago that they
cannot find one single area where the United States wasn't ahead of
the Soviet Union. We can't be smug about it. The Russians are bright
people and work hard in their area, but that is the situation at the
present time.

I think that your position is sound, although this is a much better
defense budget this year than before. I think it is a sounder budget in
a lot of ways.

Now, one of the reasons that I have stayed throughout the testi-
mony, principally because I wanted to hear what vou had to say, but
I wanted the opportunity to ask you a question that I think is very
crucial. You didn't mention it in the course of your abbreviated testi-
mony, but you have a great interest in the Humphrey-Hawkins bill.
I presume you support it.

Mr. FRASEr. Yes.
Senator PROXmIuII. I think the Humphrev-Hawkins bill in itspresent form is a good bill. I am very much inl favor of the goal for

unemployment, a goal of 4 percent. However, there is no goal here for
inflation at any point. I think in the annual numerical goals for 5
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years that the President calls upon to pronounce is said for unem-
ployment, production, productivity, and nothing for prices. The
Humphrey-Hawkins bill says we ought to hold down inflation, but
there is no equal treatment. And I cannot understand why perhaps
a long-term goal of 3 percent inflation by 1982-83 might not be as
reasonable as a long-term goal for unemployment.

You have virtually every other important economic element here,
unemployment, production, real income, and productivity, requiring
the President to make a report. Why not have also that kind of re-
quirement 'for prices?

Mr. FRiAsERp. I will address the Humphrey-Hawkins bill in a
minute.

It is difficult for us to talk about defense cuts wheen we have workers
employed on those very items that we are suggesting could be elim-
inated or reduced, and also it becomes increasingly difficult for us
to keep making pronouncements on the principle of free trade.

In 1977, there were 2,100,000 imported automobiles sold in the
United States. And we believe in the principle of reciprocal trade,
and we have never waivered from that. And we take the position on
defense contracts because we think it is right.

But. we also suggest, Senator, that we should again address the
problem of what happens to the workers. What happens to the
workers when the B-1 is eliminated? What are the plans for con-
version in using the facilities and tremendous talent in the work
force? It seems to me the burden should not be borne just by those
workers that suffer from that decision. It should be shared by sb-
ciety generally, I think, both in terms of conversion of 'the defense
industry and in terms of free trade and' trade in other areas where
standards and energy requirements result in workers being laid off.
And all of'those actions that represent not just a group of workers
-who aren't-now, in the Humphrey-Hawkins bill-I suppose the
reason is we think that there is sufficient language in the Humphrey-
Hawkins bill fhat addresses the problems with inflati6n; that alert
the executive brainch so that they focus their attention on the problem
of inflation.

Other difficulties with the specific number at 3 percent is that would
be used as a tradeoff. This how you would feel if you had knowledge
but no specific control over unemployment. It wouldn't be wortl
anything.

I happen to think that we have a bit more control over unemploy-
ment than we do inflation, because inflation is impacted by external
events.

Senator PROXMTRE. I am not asking that inflation be put on the
same basis as unemployment. That is a long-term 5-year utilization
goal, but I am saying each year when the President comes forward
I am talking about the section of the report that is under the eco-
nomic report of the President, section 103, section 3 subtitle (2),
where it says annual goals. And then it goes on, for unemployment,
production, real income, at that point. Now, some of these other
thins are hard to estimate. productivity, for example. There are all
kinds of elements, as vou know, that go in there. It is certainly hard
to estimate what productivity will be, but the important point-I want
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to make is this is exactly where any tradeoff ought to be discussed,
ought to be debated, ought to be understood.

We ought to go into it with our eyes open. You can put a goal in
and not come within a mile of achieving it. The 1968 Proxmire
amendment was adopted by the Senate providing for a goal of 26
million in housing to start in 10 years. We haven't come close to that
goal in any of those years.

So that you are not going to get it achieved by just putting it in
and each year you are going to get the alibi, you are going to get is
that it is inflationary. What we have to do is work hard on develop-
ing policies that will, No. 1, put people to work and do so without
inflationary effects.

I think you would agree that there are policies that will enable
us to do that.

Mr. FRASER. The only quarrel I have, Senator, and I suppose this
is a bit theoretical generally speaking. I agree with specific goals.

I think it is good for all of us to be challenged in seeking new
goals. We are very, very fearful that if we have a specific 3 or 4
percent inflation goal, we will begin to get tradeoffs. I believe that
we have less control over inflation than we do unemployment.

Senator PROXMIR-. I have a couple of more questions I would like
to ask you. Is it the trend toward American manufacturing facilities
who are foreign based likely to continue and to bring any manage-
ment problems from the union point of view?

Mr. FRASER. In ternms of the trend of American manufacturers, I
think the Ford Motor Co. has done the best job of internationalizing.
I expect GM to continue to be producing more cars in foreign
countries. I frankly don't know if Chrysler Corp. will have the
capital to do so, although I think they would like to do so.

In terms of foreign manufacturers coming here, we had some op-
position to that within our own union. I explained to the members
that. you know, if the Volkswagen plant is in Pennsylvania, they
are not going to pay with marks but dollars. And it will be, I think,
a very profitable situation in terms of some capital coming from
abroad into this country, No. 1; and providing jobs that we wouldn't
otherwise have. So we welcome relocation of the foreign manufac-
turers with open arms.

Senator PROXMIREu. Do they raise any kind of a labor union prob-
lem?

Mr. FRASER. We haven't come to that yet. We are in the process
of organizing a plant in Ephrata, Pa.

Senator Pnoxmim%. That is the Honda plant, or Volkswagen?
Mr. FRASER. That is the Volkswagen plant. Honda really hasn't

started in yet. It is just a prospect. The fact of the matter is we had
discussions this week on the state of the organization of that plant.
We have about 85 percent of the members organized. We do not
expect Volkswagen to behave in a manner as some of the employers
in the United States have. I don't think you will see the fears and
resistance on the part of Volkswagen as you do in some other com--
panies who are domestically based.

Senator PRoxMrRE. Do you have any reaction like that with respect:
to Peugeot?
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Mr. FRASER. No. I think Peugeot would be roughly like Michelin.
Generally in France it is really not a strong trade union movement
in our sense. But, you know, if some unfriendly employer located
in the United States, I suppose it would be a challenge for us and
that we would try to help and win the majority of the workers.

Senator PROXM1RE. Now, there has been repeated speculation that
the UAW is about to rejoin the AFL-CIO. Are there any short-term
prospects for that kind of merger?

Mr. FRASER. No short-term prospects.
Senator PRoxMiRE. Any long-term prospects?
Mr. FRASER. It might be different. It depends upon the events in

the immediate future. I might say I have said this before that there
is a fierce resistance, particularly in our local union leadership. The
proposition of reaffiliation we broached with them, and we had a con-
vention in May of 1977. I suppose if the vote was taken there with
3,000 delegates, it may be 40 to 50 against reaffiliation, but I don't
think we are going to approach that subject in the foreseeable future.

Senator PROXMiRE. Almost 20 years ago Walter Reuther testified
before this committee about the importance of productivity and how
the UAW welcomed technology improvements and recognized that
as the only real way you can improve the standard of living in the
long run. Is there room here for improvement in productivity in the
UAW, in the automobile industry-for example, through changes in
work rules-or are the work rules in the industry reasonable and in
accordance with the market productivity?

Mr. FRASER. The provisions that Walter Reuther negotiated-I
haven't read that part of the contract in years. I challenge anyone to
go into an assembly plant or any one of the plants and point out
where a work rule prohibits the productivity progress. The American
automobile plants are very, very efficient. I am not suggesting others
aren't, but the American automobile plants are, I think, extremely
efficient.

Senator PROXMMIRE. Management hasn't raised that issue. They don't
claim they could improve productivity by changing the rule.

Mr. FRASER. No. We agree the companies' improved productivity
comes through new methods of doing things. It is amazing some of
the things going on in the industry today. We are making tremendous
progress.

This is just off the top of my head, but in 1957 we produced cars
and trucks in the United States in the range of 7.2 million. The last
year, in 1977, it was in the range of 12 million.

Senator PROXMIRE. The busiest year ever.
Mr. FRASER. No; 1973 was the largest year.
Senator PROXMmRE. How big was that?
Mr. FRASER. 13 million and some odd. This would be the second

largest year. In any event, the point is that we rose from 7.2 million
to 12 million in round figures with 2.2 percent more hours.

Senator PROXMIRE. So you had that increase of about 85 percent
with only what additional hours?

Mr. FRASER. With 2.2, but we are a little shaky on that.
Senator PROXMIRE. With 2.2 per week.
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Mr. FRASER. Percent overall. I don't want to rely exclusively on.
that because there are some elements in measuring hours that are a.
bit shaky.

Senator PROXMIRE. It is even more impressive because the auto-
mobile is a greatly improved vehicle compared to what it was then.

Mr. FRASER. This greatly understates the case, because in 1977 the
automobile is much more complex than in 1957. It has more equip-
ment on it. It understates the case. It is an 84.4-percent increase in
production, and it is 14 percent-14.2 percent-increase in manpower,
measuring the housrs shows 2.2 percent.

Senator PRoxMIIm. Mr. Fraser, what is the name of your very
capable colleague here?

Mr. FRASER. Howard Young.
Senator PROXAMRE. Both of you gentlemen have been most impres-

sive. Your statements and responses have been just excellent. I think
you have made a fine presentation, and we are grateful to you.

The committee will stand adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 12:30 p.m., the committee adjourned, subject to the

call of the Chair.]
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